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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview 
This submission of Further Environmental Information (FEI) has been prepared by AECOM on behalf 
of Intelligent Land Investments (ILI) (Highlands PSH) Ltd (hereafter referred to as the ‘Applicant’). This 
contains additional information in relation to the application made to the Scottish Ministers under Section 
36 (s36) of the Electricity Act 1989 for the proposed Red John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme, hereby 
known as the ‘Development’. 

1.2 Requirement to Consult and Advertise
During their determination of the s36 application, The Highland Council have requested additional 
information to be provided. As this information is considered to be relevant to reaching a reasoned 
conclusion on the acceptability of the Development, this is considered by the Energy Consents Unit, on 
behalf of the Scottish Ministers, to constitute additional information (hereafter referred to as ‘FEI’) under 
regulation 19(2) of the Electricity Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 
2017 (‘the Regs’). 

Regulation 20(1) of the Regs require a notice to be published in the Edinburgh Gazette and in a 
publication circulating in the locality of the Development following the provision of FEI to the Scottish 
Ministers. This notice must also be served directly upon relevant parties, including the planning authority 
(The Highland Council in this instance) and anyone other bodies originally consulted during the s36 
application consultation process. 

The notice will be published in the Inverness Courier on 19 April 2019 and in the Edinburgh Gazette on 
23 April 2019. The notice details that the FEI submission will be available for public viewing at the 
following locations:

· Scottish Government Library, Victoria Quay, Edinburgh, EH6 6QQ.

· The Highland Council Planning Office, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness.

· The Dores Post Office, Dores, Inverness IV2 6TT.

· Farr Community Hall, Farr, Inverness IV2 6XA.

1.3 Structure of the Further Environmental Information
The contents of this FEI submission are as follows:

· Section 2 - Summary update to the consultation and responses received since submission of the
Section 36 application in November 2018;

· Section 3 – Design review for the Headpond Buildings and Embankment;

· Section 4 - Design evolution and alternatives of the Headpond; and

· Section 5 - Summary.
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2. Consultation Summary and Update
2.1 Introduction
Since the submission of the Section 36 application, the Applicant has responded to comments as they
have been received, as summarised in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 . These responses have been re-
ceived from either the Energy Consent Unit, The Highland Council or directly to the Applicant.

The summary tables separate those received from non-statutory and statutory consultees, and 
also from community councils. These responses have been summarised and where a commitment 
has been made or additional mitigation has been agreed to be undertaken, this has been 
highlighted. A revised Mitigation Register (submitted as Appendix 17.1 of Volume 5 of the EIA    
Report) has been provided separately to this FEI report.

2.2 Non-Statutory Consultation
Table 2.1 outlines where consultation has been undertaken with non-statutory consultees and where
additional mitigation has been incorporated into the Development or where further commitments have
been made by the Applicant.

2.3  Community Councils
Table 2.2 outlines where consultation has been undertaken with the local community councils, and
where any further mitigation has been incorporated.

2.4 Statutory Consultation Bodies
Table 2.3 provides a summary of the consultation undertaken post submission of the Section 36
application, the current status of that consultation and a summary of the mitigation or commitment
agreed with statutory bodies.
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Table 2.1. Status of Non-Statutory Consultation Undertaken Post Section-36 Submission 

Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement

BT

No Objection - Providing the 
development and building structures 
are below transmission height and do 
not interfere. 

None required

Crown Estate No Objection None required

Forestry Commission 
Scotland

No Objection – request for 
compensatory planting for area of 
permanent woodland loss, temporary 
woodland loss to be restocked

The Applicant agrees to this request – already contained within the Mitigation Register (ref F01)

Highlands and Islands 
Airports Limited No Objection None required

JRC Wind Farms Team No Objection None required

Mountaineering Scotland No Objection The Applicant provided a clarification response which is contained within Appendix A1

National Air Traffic 
Services No Objection None required

Ness District Salmon 
Fisheries Board

Objection – Concerns regarding the 
robustness of any impact assessment 
conducted on fish.

In order to avoid impacts to fish at the Inlet / Outlet structure, the Applicant will install a bubble net. 
This is contained within the updated Mitigation register (ref AE25)  
In addition, to avoid illegal exploitation by poachers (which apparently occurs at other schemes in 
Loch Ness), the Applicant will contribute a commuted sum towards a water bailiff for the Loch Ness 
catchment.  
In addition to the Section 36 consultation, NDSFB has reiterated its concerns relating to the passage 
of salmon at the loch gates as part of the consultation for the Water Rights application. Therefore, 
the Applicant has provided further technical information on the 29th March 2019 in advance of a 
meeting being held on the 15th April 2019. In the meeting, NDSFB confirmed that a commuted sum 
towards a water bailiff is not required, but that the addition of the bubble screen during operation and 
underwater cameras for monitoring fish activity is welcomed. It was agreed that a further technical 
note would be provided to NDSFB shortly, with the aim of resolving their concerns. 
Correspondence undertaken prior to the meeting is contained within Appendix A2. 
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Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement

Scottish Water No Objection Commitment to implement the various management plans in order to protect the environment during 
construction. This is contained with Appendix A3. 

Transport Scotland No Objection, conditions on abnormal 
loads. The Applicant agrees to the implementation of these conditions

ScotWays Objection - concerns regarding access 
and proposed diversions.

The Applicant has responded to Scotways clarifying the Access Management Plan. The Applicant 
has also responded to THC Access and Recreation on the same points (see Table 2.3). The 
Applicant awaits a response from ScotWays. This is shown in Appendix A5

Scottish Canoe 
Association No objection None required

AM Geomorphology No Objection The Applicant accepts the recommendations made by the respondent and will address the 
requested revisions Peat Management Plan as part of the finalised plan to be conditioned.

Visit Scotland No Objection None required

RSPB No Objection, observations on 
distances and test blasting 

As there is no guidance on acceptable air overpressure levels for nesting birds, the Applicant will 
undertake to test blasts under observation by a qualified ornithologists for adverse effects to divers. 
The proposed diver rafts are considered to be enhancement measures, and not mitigation. 
This is contained within Appendix A6, with the Mitigation Register also updated (ref O22)
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Table 2.2 Status of Consultation Undertaken with Local Community Councils Post Section-36 Submission

Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement

Dores and Essich 
Community Council

Request for confidential breach 
analysis annex direct to the Applicant 
and also via the Energy Consents Unit

The Applicant outlined that this confidential annex cannot be made public and has been made 
available to the relevant statutory consultees. The Applicant therefore offered to provide a non-
technical summary of the flood risk chapter contained within the EIA Report, and a copy of this is 
contained within Appendix B.

A public meeting Question and Answer session was held in Dores Community Hall on the 30th 
January 2019. The Applicant attended with representatives from the consultant technical team in 
EIA, engineering, flood risk and transportation. A note of the meeting is contained in Appendix B

A representative of DECC requested 
further information on the flood risk 
assessment process of the Headpond 
options. 

The Applicants response is contained in Appendix B

Letter response received via THC, 
highlighting requested conditions with 
technical annexes. 

The Applicant notes the contents of this response, received via THC on the 1st April 2019. The 
Applicant has not responded to this consultation response as yet. 

Stratherrik and Foyers 
Community Council

Objection, traffic management 
concerns for the development.

Members of Stratherrik and Foyers Community Council were invited to the community meeting on 
the 30th January 2019. A follow up meeting was proposed and dates were suggested by the 
Applicant. The Applicant therefore extended the invite to the Transport team in THC. However, the 
Applicant was then advised that a meeting would be held between THC and the Community 
Councils and that the Applicant was not required to be present at these discussions. 

Strathnairn Community 
Council

Objection, requested further 
information on mitigation measures to 
prevent damage to existing road 
infrastructure and road safety 
concerns.

Members of Strathnairn Community Council were invited to the community meeting on the 30th 
January 2019. A follow up meeting was proposed and dates were suggested by the Applicant. The 
Applicant therefore extended the invite to the Transport team in THC. However, the Applicant was 
then advised that a meeting would be held between THC and the Community Councils and that the 
Applicant was not required to be present at these discussions.

Glenurquhart Community 
Council No Objection

Holm CC Objection, concerns over road safety.
Representatives of the Holm Community Council were present at the community meeting on the 
30th January, and made a number of suggestions which were recorded in the meeting note 
(Appendix B). These included a dedicated route for construction traffic and a community liaison 
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Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement

group. The Applicant can confirm that these are already contained within the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan and the Construction Environmental Management Plan. 
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Table 2.3. Status of Consultation Undertaken with Statutory Consultees Post Section-36 Submission

Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement

Scottish Natural Heritage
No objection response to the Section 
36 submission. Requested standard 
conditions. No further comments

None, standard conditions to be applied 

Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency

No objection response to the Section 
36 submission. Requested standard 
conditions. No further comments

None, standard conditions to be applied

The Highland Council – 
Contaminated Land

Identification of a former refuse tip at 
NGR 258261, 832517. Outside the red line boundary and working areas of the Development. No further action required. 

The Highland Council – 
Access and Recreation

Objection subject to conditions and 
further information. A meeting was 
held on the 5th February with THC and 
further information contained within 
the Outline Access Management Plan

Further to a meeting held on the 5th February 2019, the Applicant has provided additional clarity and 
detail within the outline Access Management Plan as requested (as provided in Appendix C – please 
note that the amends are to the text only and therefore no figures are included). 
This information was submitted on the 29th March 2019 and includes information on the standards, 
extents and timescales of the temporary and permanent diversions in addition to further information 
on maintenance, ownership, upgraded routes, connectivity to Core and Long Distance paths and 
also additional signage (both educational and directional). Correspondence is contained within 
Appendix D1. A response is awaited from THC. 

The Highland Council – 
Development Plans

No objection response. Meets the 
relevant policies. None 

The Highland Council – 
Flood Risk No objection Further information was provided in December 2018 to clarify the flood risk chapter to remove 

objection. No further mitigation required. This is contained in Appendix D2. 

Historic Environment 
Scotland

Response to Section 36 submission. 
No objection. Requested conditions be 
applied to the consent

The Applicant provided a response on the 16th January 2019 confirming points in the HES response 
and confirming their agreement to the conditions.

The Highland Council – 
Transport No objection 

Further information provided in January 2019 regarding traffic counts and methodology. No further 
mitigation or amends required to the Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP). This is 
provided in Appendix D3, after which THC confirmed that this was acceptable. 
The Applicant has recently received further information in relation to the highways improvements as 
discussed with the community councils. The Applicant was not present at these meetings and so 
was not party to these discussions. The Applicant is therefore reviewing the suggestions 
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Consultee Response Additional Mitigation / Agreement
improvements and will provide our response separately to THC.  

The Highland Council – 
Forestry No objection 

In response to THC Forestry comments, the Applicant submitted further information and a site visit 
held on the 5th February 2019. Further to the second response from the THC Forestry Officer, the 
Applicant has agreed to provide additional detail on the arboriculture surveys which will be 
implemented via condition. However the Applicant has queried the wording of one of the conditions 
in relation to the timing of compensatory planting and a response outstanding from THC at this time. 
Correspondence is contained with Appendix D4, and the Mitigation register updated (ref F02)

The Highland Council – 
Environmental Health No objection, subject to conditions 

The Applicant has engaged with the Environmental Health Officer regarding clarification of the 
methodology and noise limits applied in the assessment. Further discussion has been held on the 
proposed conditions, with a call held between THC and the Applicant’s consultant team on the 5th 
April 2019 which has resolved the wording of these conditions. This is contained with Appendix D5. 

The Highland Council – 
Landscape officer Objection

The Applicant first received a response from THC Landscape officer on the 5th March 2019 
(response dated 28th February 2019) agreeing with the conclusions of the EIA chapter, and 
requesting additional detail on the Headpond design. Further clarity and detail was provided to THC 
on the 18th March 2019, with a further meeting held on the 1st April 2019. Additional information as 
requested in that meeting is contained with Section 3. Correspondence is contained within Appendix 
D6. 
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2.5 Summary of Post-Submission Consultation
Status of Consultation

The Applicant has undertaken a range of consultation since the submission of the Section 36 application 
and has engaged with as many interested parties via a range of mediums. The tables above provide 
the status of the consultation, with only the following consultations ongoing:

· THC Access and Recreation – awaiting response following submission of revised Access 
Management Plan

· THC Landscape – awaiting response following review of the information contained within this 
report

· THC Forestry – awaiting response on the timing of compensatory planting for the wording of the 
condition

· SSE – awaiting their response

· NDSFB – meeting to be held on the 15th April 2019

All other responses have either resulted in a first time no objection or have suggested the application 
of conditions. Therefore, no further action is required at this time. 

Additional Commitments and Mitigation 

In relation to additional commitments and mitigation as discussed with these many parties, the Applicant 
has updated the mitigation schedule, previously provided as Volume 5, Appendix 17.1 of the EIA Report. 
The amended and new mitigation measures, enhancements and commitments are highlighted in red, 
with the revised schedule contained within Appendix E. 
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3. Design Review for Headpond
Buildings and Embankment

3.1 Introduction
The Applicant has received specific comments from The Highland Council Landscape Officer regarding
their outstanding concerns in relation to the following elements of the Development. Progress was 
made on a number of initial concerns outlined in the THC Landscape Officer’s response (dated 5th 
March 2019) relating to the realigned road, security, fence lines, battery house and substation, and 
that these would be addressed through conditions placed on the consent. Therefore the             
outstanding concerns were limited to:

· The prominence of the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure and its prominence in landscape and
views because of its sky-lining and scale in the landscape; and

· The geometric form of the Headpond embankment and the consistent outer gradient which
appears overly artificial.

To assist THC to reach a reasoned decision on the Development and in particular the acceptability of
the Development in terms of visual effects, the following activities and Development amendments have
been undertaken to further reduce the sky-lining of the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure, to limit the 
geometric form of the embankment through additional earth mounding and modifications to the
gradient and form of the embankment slope:

· Design rationalisation of the height of the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure;

· Production of Zones of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) illustrating the theoretical visibility of the
Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure only, based on the Application height of 8m and revised
maximum heights of 6m and 4m;

· Earth modelling along the upper sections of the Headpond embankment to vary the gradient and
to establish the extent to which the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure could be screened by
landform; and

· Production of wirelines from Viewpoints 1, 2 and 3 to demonstrate the revised scale of the
Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure and the revised landform profiles along the Headpond
embankment.

3.2 Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure
The height and scale of the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure was originally proposed to provide a 
worst case scenario for assessment and to provide flexibility for the future operational requirements 
of the Development. The Applicant has committed to the optimisation of this structure and noted that 
it would be rationalised during the detailed design stage of works. However, to provide the local 
communities and THC with enough assurance that this is achievable, the Headpond Intake/Outlet 
Structure has been re-designed to reflect a maximum height of 4m. This is a noticeable reduction in 
height which will reduce the apparent scale and mass of the structure within the landscape and the 
extent to which it will sky-line in views. The wirelines contained in Appendix F illustrate the revised 
height of the structure from Viewpoints 1, 2 and 3, where the influence of the Headpond Inlet / Outlet 
Structure would be significant.
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In addition, the future detailed design of the Headpond Inlet/Outlet Structure will enable    
further enhancements to be achieved, including:

· Articulation of the building form, proportions and roofline enabling a sensitive profile which mimics
the pattern and shape of the landscape; and

· Sensitive treatment of the building façade using a combination of materials and colour to reduce
the apparent scale and mass of the structure ensuring the use of a colour palette which is
recessive, avoids glare and lessens the contrast with the surrounding landscape.

As requested during the meeting with THC on the 1st April 2019, ZTVs have been run to reflect the
original Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure maximum height of 8m as well as the reduced height of 4m.
These are contained in Appendix F.

In line with THC guidance (Visualisation Standards for Wind Energy Developments, 2016) the ZTVs
have been run using 5m Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM), however, there is little difference in the extent
of theoretical visibility between the differing heights of the Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure. The ZTV
is limited by the detail of the digital terrain model data used and does not take account of local
topographic variations or screening from built form or vegetation. These limitations mean that the ZTV
maps tend to overestimate the extent of the visibility, both in terms of the area and the extent of the
Headpond Intake/Outlet Structure which is visible.

Notwithstanding the nominal differentiation apparent in the extent of theoretical visibility, the reduced
height of the Structure would make a noticeable difference to the extent of actual visibility when viewed
from within the landscape as the extent to which the Structure would appear against the skyline would
be reduced and the Structure would appear more domestic in scale.

3.3 Headpond Embankment
Further design optimisation of the Headpond embankment has enabled the creation of a more varied
gradient and profile along the south-western length of the Embankment (refer to Appendix F). The
Embankment contouring has been designed in response to the viewpoints which informed the visual
assessment, and which has ensured that the revised profile of the Embankment responds to different
viewing aspects, elevations and backcloths to views (sky-lining or seen against landform) and is shown
on Figure 3.1.

The revised Embankment contouring has two main enhancement functions that would effectively
mitigation outstanding concerns summarised in Section 3.1:

· The previously geometric form of the upper Headpond embankment slopes has been modified to
reflect increased variation in the slope geometry enabling subtle changes in gradient to reflect a
more natural form reflecting the slope characteristics apparent in the wider landscape. This has
also resulted in the reduction of the horizontal level of the Headpond particularly in lower
elevation views from the west; and

· Localised modifications of the embankment slope have enabled the Headpond Intake/Outlet
structure to be largely hidden from view particularly when viewed from the west and from lower
elevations.

The revised wirelines provided in Appendix F reflect the modified landform and illustrate the enhanced
mitigation described above.
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4. Design Evolution & Alternatives of the
Headpond

4.1 Introduction
A meeting was held on the 1st April 2019 between the Applicant, their consultant team and representatives from
the Planning and Landscape departments of THC. During this meeting, THC expressed some concerns regarding
the scale of the Development and requested some further information and assurance which demonstrated that the
Development was appropriately designed. This section of the FEI is to provide additional information in 
relation to these alternative design scenarios.

Chapter 4 of the EIA Report outlines the design evolution undertaken to the point of submission, and this included
alternative designs which were considered, rejected or improved on the basis of stakeholder engagement, baseline
survey results and engineering design. From the outset, the Applicant has prepaired the design of the
Development based on the principles of the Rochdale Envelope, as a realistic worst case scenario. The Applicant 
has committed to optimising the design through the detailed design process where possible, as outlined in 
Section 3.5 of Chapter 3 in the EIA Report. This includes the Headpond Inlet / Outlet Structure (as outlined in
Section 3), micro siting the internal access tracks and the above ground buildings at the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet
Structure.

Therefore, the following sections outline the justification for the proposed design by reviewing alternative 
Headpond designs in which the height of the Headpond Embankment is reduced.

4.2 Design Evolution to Submission
The Development has evolved through an iterative process where the design has been progressed in     
parallel with the EIA through consideration of engineering feasibility, environmental constraints and 
preapplication consultation responses. This has resulted in the proposed Development as submitted in 
November 2018, as shown on Insert 4.1 as Design VII.

The evolution of the design of the Development up to its submission is set out in detail in Volume 2, Chapter 2 of
the EIA Report. Therefore, it is not repeated here.
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Insert 4.1: Design Evolution Process for the Development Up to Submission

4.3 Review of Alternatives
In response to the concerns raised recently by THC, the Applicant has undertaken a review of the following  
scenarios:

· Option A – Height Reduction of Headpond

· Option B – Headpond Reorientation

· Option C – Additional Optimisation to Reduce Spoil Volumes

These scenarios have been undertaken in a sequential manner and on three reduced Headpond heights as
follows. The reduction in height is from the current proposed Headpond top of bank level of 273m AOD:

· HP10 – reduction in height by 5m to 268m AOD

· HP11 – reduction in height by 10m to 263m AOD

· HP12 – reduction in height by 15m to 258m AOD

The following sections also detail the proposed design (Design VII) parameters, as outlined in the EIA Report 
Chapter 3, to enable direct comparison.
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4.4 Option A – Headpond Height Reduction
This scenario is based on the reduction of the height of the embankment while keeping the embankment in the 
same location and the working volume of the Development the same as the originally proposed Development 
(Design VII).

Table 4.1 shows the size of earthworks required to reduce the height of the embankment, and the resultant excess
material. These figures include the material required to create the Landscape Embankment and also for any
enhancement works as outlined in the Materials Management Appraisal (MMA) such as use on recreational access
route upgrades and reinstatements. The surplus volumes do not account for any further landscape contouring on
the upper slopes of the Embankment (as outlined in Section 3), however, the volume of material required for further
landscape contouring is considered to be minimal.

Table 4.2: Height reduction comparison

HP
Ref.

Top of Bank 
(TOB)         
Reduction

TOB
Level 
(mAOD)

Approx. 
Maximum 
Embankment 
Height (m)

Earthworks
Cut (m³)

Earthworks
Fill (m³)

Surplus 
Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements***

Design 
VII

Original 273 37.6 2,869,569 3,472,976 12,000** 3,036

HP10A 5 m 268 32.6 6,301,626 2,146,316 5,648,596 1,429,145

HP11A 10 m 263 25.0 8,790,674 1,154,944 9,670,376 2,446,605

HP12A 15 m 258 18.4 11,492,617 512,678 13,600,921 3,441,033

*This is the surplus material that is unable to be used within the Headpond construction.  

**Rounded value used in Materials Management Appraisal as contained within Appendix 5.2 of the EIA Report. 

***Vehicle movements associated with just the surplus material at the Headpond. The vehicle movements are 
based on a 20t tipper truck on return. 

The proposed Headpond (Design VII) was designed to balance with a small amount of surplus material, as shown 
in the MMA Volume 5, Appendix 5.2. As the Headpond Embankment is reduced in height, and the working volume 
of water remains the same, the difference between the cut and fill become significantly greater and as such gets 
accentuated when the material is bulked, processed, transported and compacted.   

The percentage increase in vehicle movements from the proposed reduction in height are shown in Table 4.2 
below. Please note that the increase in vehicle movements relate just to material removed from site; these figures 
do not include for construction traffic (workers) or equipment deliveries:
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Table 4.2: Option A Percentage Increase in Vehicle Movements

HP Ref. TOB           
Reduction

Surplus Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements***

% Increase in Vehicle 
Movements

Design 
VII

Original 12,000** 3,036 n/a

HP10A 5 m 5,648,596 1,429,145 46,973%

HP11A 10 m 9,670,376 2,446,605 80,486%

HP12A 15 m 13,600,921 3,441,033 113,241%

4.5 Option B – Headpond Reorientation 
In recognition of the amount of material required to be excavated and then to be transported off-site, the Applicant 
has sought to optimise the design of the Headpond further in order to reduce the anticipated excavation as much 
as possible. 

The optimisation of the Headpond has included moving the Headpond approximately 100 m north and rotating the 
orientation clockwise to reduce the amount of excavation but in the same height reduction increments as Option 
A. Table 4.3 below shows a comparison between the height reduction scenarios but in the new location and with 
the corresponding number of vehicle movements. Working volume remains the same. 

Table 4.3: Headpond Optimisation Comparison

TOB
Level 
(mAOD)

Approx. 
Maximum 
Embankment 
Height (m)

Earthworks
Cut (m³)

Earthworks
Fill (m³)

Surplus – 
Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements**

Design 
VII Original 273 37.6 2,869,569 3,472,976 12,000*** 3,036

HP10B 5 m 268 33.8 5,005,881 3,153,603 3,063,334 777,972

HP11B 10 m 263 28.7 7,445,010 1,928,375 7,258,516 1,836,405

HP12B 15 m 258 24.9 9,374,055 1,240,929 10,291,448 2,603,736

*This is the surplus material that is unable to be used within the Headpond construction and has to be transported 
off-site.  

**Vehicle movements associated with just the surplus material at the Headpond. This calculation has included all 
anticipated material movements within site boundary and is based on a 20t tipper truck.  

*** Rounded value used in Materials Management Appraisal as contained within Appendix 5.2 of the EIA Report. 

TOB        
Redduction

HP Ref.

TOB        
Redduction

HP Ref.
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Figures 4.1 – 4.3 show the re-orientation of the Headpond in each scenario. The percentage increase in vehicle
movements from the proposed Development are shown in Table 4.4 below.

Table 4.4: Option B Percentage Increase in Vehicle Movements

HP Ref. TOB
Reduction

Surplus – Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements**

% Increase in Vehicle 
Movements

Design 
VII Original 12,000*** 3,036 n/a

HP10B 5 m 3,063,334 777,972 25,525%

HP11B 10 m 7,258,516 1,836,405 60,388%

HP12B 15 m 10,291,448 2,603,736 85,662%

4.6 Option C – Headpond Optimisation to Further Reduce Excess Material
Option C is an optimisation of Option B to further reduce the surplus material to be removed from the Development. 
To reduce the surplus material, the working volume of water within the Headpond has been reduced from the 
proposed working volume of 4,900,000 m³ to approximately 3,900,000 m³ and 900,000 m³ for HP10C and HP11C, 
respectively. Table 4.5 shows the comparison between the different reduced levels of the Headpond with a reduced 
working volume of water. 

Table 4.5: Further Headpond Optimisation Comparison

TOB
Level 
(mAOD)

Approx. 
Maximum 
Embankment 
Height (m)

Earthworks
Cut (m³)

Earthworks
Fill (m³)

Surplus 
– Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements**

Design 
VII Original 273 37.6 2,869,569 3,472,976 12,000*** 3,036

HP10C 5 m 268 33.8 3,328,042 3,698,207 471,339 119,249

HP11C 10 m 263 28.7 3,221,351 3,026,469 1,020,795 258,261

*This is the surplus material that is unable to be used within the Headpond construction and has to be transported 
off-site.  

**Vehicle movements associated with just the surplus material at the Headpond. This calculation has included all 
anticipated material movements within site boundary and is based on a 20t tipper truck.  

*** Rounded value used in Materials Management Appraisal as contained within Appendix 5.2 of the EIA Report. 

The excavation associated with HP12C was greater than the volume of stored water. The reduction of excavation 
required for a more acceptable level of surplus material would have resulted in no stored water therefore it has not 
been considered for further optimisation. 

HP Ref. TOB           
Reduction
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The percentage increase in vehicle movements from the proposed Development are shown in Table 4.6 below. 

Table 4.6: Option C Percentage Increase in Vehicle Movements

HP Ref. Embankment 
Reduction

Surplus – Offsite* 
(m³)

Vehicle 
Movements**

% Increase in Vehicle 
Movements

Design 
VII Original 12,000*** 3,036 n/a

HP10C 5 m 471,339 119,249 3,828%

HP11C 10 m 1,020,795 258,261 8,406%

4.7 Construction Programme 
The impact of the different scenarios on the construction programme is significant. Table 4.7 shows the comparison 
of the estimated construction programmes for Headpond scenarios. 

Table 4.7: Headpond Options Impact on Programme

HP Total Construction Period (yrs) Headpond Construction Period (months)*

Design VII 6 39

HP12A 10 107

HP12B 9 91

*Estimated construction period for the Headpond based on the same rate of excavation and construction as the 
proposed Development as outlined in the EIA Report Chapter 2. This assumes there is sufficient demand and or 
space for the material. 

High-level programmes for scenarios HP12A and HP12B are shown in in Table 4.8 and 4.9 as follows. HP12A and 
HP12B have been used as these two headpond option represent that largest amount of material anticipated to be 
removed from site. It should be noted that the programme has only been amended in relation to the extension of 
time for the Headpond works. Should these works be required, then the programme would be amended to take 
account of the five year extension and allow for a more sequential nature. However, it is anticipated that there 
would be significant logistical and practical restrictions for trying to streamline programme for the increased 
construction works:    

    

Design
VII

Programme
Extension
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Table 4.8: Headpond 12A Programme 
Phase Activity Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Pr
e-

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n

Site Clearance

Utility Diversion

Compound Set-up

C1064 Realignment

Access Track Construction

Public Road Crossing

Path Diversions

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n

Headpond Headpond excavation
Embankment construction
Embankment lining
Landscape Embankment construction

Headpond Inlet / Outlet works

Tailpond Temporary Works (in Loch Ness)

TBM Delivery and Construction

TBM Launch Preparation

Tailpond Inlet / Outlet works

Removal of Temporary works

Waterways Spillway

Low-Pressure Tunnel

High-Pressure Tunnel

Tunnels Access Tunnel

Construction Tunnel

Power Cavern Powerhouse

Surge Tanks

Powerhouse & Transformer Gallery

Mechanical and electrical equipment

Commissioning
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Table 4.9: Headpond 12B Programme 
Phase Activity Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Pr
e-

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n

Site Clearance

Utility Diversion

Compound Set-up

C1064 Realignment

Access Track Construction

Public Road Crossing

Path Diversions

C
on

st
ru

ct
io

n

Headpond Headpond excavation
Embankment construction
Embankment lining
Landscape Embankment
construction
Headpond Inlet / Outlet works

Tailpond Temporary Works (in Loch
Ness)
TBM Delivery and Construction

TBM Launch Preparation

Tailpond Inlet / Outlet works

Removal of Temporary works

Waterways Spillway

Low-Pressure Tunnel

High-Pressure Tunnel

Tunnels Access Tunnel

Construction Tunnel

Power
Cavern

Powerhouse

Surge Tanks

Powerhouse & Transformer
GalleryMechanical and electrical
equipmentCommissioning
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4.8 Environmental Assessment
The above tables outline the engineering optimisation which has been undertaken to demonstrate the
result of reducing the Embankment height. In all scenarios, a significant increase of excess material
which cannot be utilised on site in a productive manner is generated. This increase in excess material
has the potential to generate adverse effects as set out below.  In addition to this, reducing the      
Embankment height also results in other adverse effects which are summarised below.

Increase in Traffic Movements

Due to the increase in excess material in all scenarios, there will be a significant increase in the number
of vehicle movements exiting the Development and travelling along the B851 as shown in Tables 4.2,
4.4 and 4.6. Based on Table 4.6, after optimisation of the reduced height Embankment, there still be a
residual increase of 3,828% in the number of vehicles proposed on the construction highway network 
in order to reduce the Headpond by 5m from the Development as proposed. This increase does 
not account for the construction traffic (workers) or equipment deliveries to site, and purely 
relates to removal of material offsite.

Whilst the mitigation measures outlined in the Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) would
remain valid in addition to the commitment to implement highway improvements (directly attributable to
the Development), the potential for severance, intimidation and loss of amenity, increased delays on
the construction routes, road safety, dust and dirt and air pollution would result in significant adverse
effects which would be difficult to mitigate to an acceptable level due to the volume of construction traffic
removing material from site.

The number of trips presented in the Tables 4.1, 4.3 and 4.5 are based on the excess material (in cubic
meters) that will be generated by the reduction of the Headpond height. The total numbers of trips
presented in the Tables are two-way trips, meaning coming in empty and going out full of excess
materials. Numbers of trips shown in the Tables include a factor of Safety at +15% which slightly
increases the number of trips and provides the worst case scenario. Nonetheless, the increase in two-
way trips, even in the optimised scenario Option C, is significant and will be over an extended
construction period.

It may be possible to remove some material by barge using the wharf at Loch Ness, however there is
insufficient material storage area at Loch Ness, and this could conflict with material being brought up
from the Tailpond once the Tunnel Boring Machine is installed and boring towards the Headpond.
Therefore it is very likely that material will leave the Development via the existing highway network.

Increase in Construction Programme

Increase in the duration of temporary environmental and social effects during construction due to the
increase in construction period overall, and also at the Headpond area. Where temporary effects during
construction have been previously identified, the extension of the construction programme will now
generate a perception that these works are of a more permanent nature given the time required to
complete them, and therefore receptors and features may be avoided due to the continuous
disturbance. This could include users of the highway network which are also construction routes,
tourism features around Loch Ness, recreational routes, roads, visual amenity experienced by local
residents and ecological features, and the longer duration required for worker accommodation within
the local area.
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It should be noted that the increase in programme does not account for the potential seasonal timing 
restrictions due to protected ornithological species associated with Loch na Curra and Loch Ashie 
Special Protection Area, which could also in turn increase the programme further.

Increase in storage required for excavated material 

The current arrangement of construction compounds and the construction sequence avoids the 
requirement for multiple handling of materials once excavated, and also minimises the requirement for 
them to be stored for long periods of time. However, given the significant increase in material to be 
generated, this will therefore require a significant area of storage which is not currently not allocated. 
This would therefore require Compound 1 and 4 to be substantially increased, and additional areas 
required for sorting and vehicle movements to the storage areas. This which would result in:

· Loss of habitat / loss of opportunities for early reinstatement of forestry and ecological 
enhancements;

· Additional diversion of the Core Path to extend Compound 1;

· Additional water treatment and surface water runoff treatment, which in turn would require closer 
proximity to existing burns, watercourses, and other sensitive features (see below);

· Loss of proximity screening for the Ach Na Sidhe Bed and Breakfast;

· Further realignment of the C1064 to be further south on the slope of Ashie Moor; and

· Increase in impermeable surfaces required for the storage of materials, which in results in a 
further reduction of storage for hydrological events and so could result in increases in flood risk to 
downstream receptors such as workers, residential dwelling and other developments. 

Increase in dewatering during construction 

The requirement for dewatering and water treatment will increase due to the increased depth of the 
Headpond excavation. Deeper excavation would be required of the sandstone bedrock and potentially 
increasing the amount of dewatering and the treatment of pumped groundwater.  The returned 
discharge to surface water environment could have a deleterious effect on this as a receptor 
symbiotically supporting and linking other features such as private water supplies, groundwater 
dependent terrestrial ecosystems and habitats. In addition, due to the increase in storage requirements 
for the excavated material, further measures will be required to minimise any additional potential effects 
from run off to existing water features, which in turn may impact Loch Ness, Loch Ashie, Big Burn and 
Loch Duntelchaig (all considered very high sensitive receptors in terms of water quality) from suspended 
fine sediments and mineral runoff. 

Additional areas will be required for water treatment, which in turn will likely be in closer proximity to 
these water features. Whilst the mitigation measures proposed will still be valid and appropriate, due to 
the spatial and temporal increase in the works, the likelihood of significant adverse effects has 
increased. 

Increase in disturbance to ecological and ornithological features 

The increase in construction programme will have extended adverse temporal effects. 

· The increase in construction traffic will increase the likelihood of ecological features such as 
badgers, red squirrels and pine martens being struck by vehicles. 
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· The increase in emissions from construction traffic and the requirement for additional power 
sources and their extended use will also increase emissions and therefore deposition on to 
vegetation, with potential for adverse effects on sensitive species and habitats.

· The increase in construction programme will increase time over which disturbance could occur to 
a range of species. Some of these do not receive special legal protection and/or for which no 
targeted mitigation was deemed necessary in the EIA. In relation to the qualifying species of Loch 
Ashie, in order to avoid significant adverse effects to these features, the mitigation to be 
employed includes the avoidance of sensitive times and an alternative access route. Therefore, 
this has the potential to increase the construction period further. 

· Increase risk of spread of Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) due to the requirement to be in 
closer proximity to water features and the land boundary. In addition, due to the extended 
construction period, the likelihood increases of the transfer of INNS from Loch Ness. 

Increase in emissions and deposition from increase in blasting and Headpond excavation 

The frequency of blasting and numbers of excavation equipment will remain as per proposed in the EIA 
Report, therefore noise and vibration emissions from these activities are not anticipated to change from 
those in the EIA Report. THC have proposed noise and vibration level limits which are effectively the 
most stringent which could be applied, to account for the original proposed construction schedule of up 
to six years as in the EIA Report. The deeper excavation will extend the duration of blasting and use of 
excavation equipment, which has the potential to increase the significance of potential effects such as 
annoyance. However, the application of the noise and vibration limits as required in the relevant 
planning condition would ensure that the resultant effects remain Not Significant in spite of the increased 
duration.  This is again noting that the increase in this duration does not account for any seasonal timing 
restrictions.  

Increase in Disturbance to Recreational Users

Temporary diversions are in place for a longer period, resulting in a longer disturbance period to users 
of these routes. Whilst these paths will be maintained for the duration of the construction period in any 
case, the extension to the Headpond works will effectively elevate these temporary diversions to a more 
permanent arrangement. In addition the longevity of the extended construction period has the potential 
to increase the loss of amenity and the attractiveness of the diversions to users. 

Landscape and Visual

The reduced height of the Embankment will result in an increased exposed inner rock face on the south 
eastern side of the Embankment. This would be viewed from Viewpoints 4, 5 and 6 which would 
noticeably expose the scour-line exposed associated with the draw down and would be clearly detract 
from composition and main focus of views across the landscape. 

Geology and Ground Conditions

The HP12A and HP12B Headponds are the deepest alternatives of Options A and B respectively, and 
therefore require a much deeper excavation into the ground than that of the current proposed Headpond 
Design VII, and as such the geology will change. However, it is anticipated that the geology should not 
be fundamentally different to that already planned to be excavated for the current proposed Design VII.
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Even though the excavation is deeper, the geology (and resultant excavated material) is not anticipated 
to be fundamentally different to the material that would be planned to be excavated for Design VII. As 
such the design of the Embankment would not change.

Summary 

Each technical chapter of the EIA Report provided summary tables as part of the impact assessment. 
These have been amended in light of the alternative scenarios above and are contained within Appendix 
G, with any amends to the significance of the effect highlighted in red. 

Additional indirect effects related to the availability, requirement and offsite storage for surplus material 
removed from the Development site have not been considered, neither have the costs associated with 
the increased construction period or the movement of material offsite. 
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5. Summary
From the inception of the Development, through the development of the Scoping Report its Opinion and 
the preparation of the EIA stakeholder and local community engagement has been given high priority 
in order to properly address the environmental constraints and opportunities associated with the 
Development. The Applicant has continued to actively engage with all parties following the 
submission of the Section 36 application in November 2018, and therefore has submitted this FEI 
in order to provide a collated record of this engagemenbt. This FEI also provides additional 
information to demonstrate the action that the Applicant has undertaken as a result of their           
constructive engagement with stakeholders, which has shaped the Development.

In identifying the proposed Development, the Applicant has sought to balance a range of different
factors including environmental scenarios, engineering principles, legislative requirements and
stakeholder comments.

The Applicant has committed to optimising the Development during the detailed design stage 
where possible, and will keep all parties, most notably THC and the local communities abreast of any 
proposed improvements. These optimisations relate to both the above and below ground 
elements of the Development.

Section 3 has demonstrated that the Headpond Inlet / Outlet Structure will be reduced to a maximum
of 4m in height. Additional contouring of the Embankment will be implemented, with the defined scheme
to be agreed with THC in advance. As agreed with THC, a Landscape Clerk of Works will be employed
throughout the construction phase to oversee this landscaping, and the wider scheme outlined in the
Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP). The Applicant is committing to this optimisation
in advance of gaining consent in order to address the concerns related to the skylining of the Headpond.

However, as Section 4 describes, the likely effects of any reduction in height of the Embankment 

will result in additional residual significant adverse effects. The resultant optimisation of the Headpond 
(as shown in HP10C and HP11C) will still result in a respective 3,928% and 8,506% increase in 
excess material, with a consequential respective increase of 3,828% and 8,406% traffic movements on 
the B851 and wider highway network. It is highly unlikely that this increase can be mitigated to an 
acceptable level over the increased construction programme or accommodated on the existing 
highway network. These movements do not include the need for equipment deliveries and 
construction traffic (workers) which will be in addition and also over a longer duration. In addition, 
there are other significant adverse effects in terrestrial ecology, ornithology, landscape, water            
resources, socio-economics and recreation. The Development must strike a balance between all 

the various elements of its design and environmental effects. Whilst the skylining and 
landscaping will be implemented to mitigate the visual concerns from THC, a reduction in the 
Headpond height would result in greater significant effects in other environmental and social          
aspects, most notably transport, and over a longer duration.

Therefore, in conclusion, the residual effects from reducing the Headpond height would be far greater
than those residual effects proposed within the EIA Report for the Development as submitted. The
Applicant therefore wishes to implement the additional mitigation as outlined in Section 2 and Section
3, and will commit to reducing the height of the Headpond Inlet / Outlet structure in detailed design but
to maintain the Headpond height as submitted.

The Applicant continues to engage with the community councils in relation to both the Shared    
Ownership scheme and also the community benefit.
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Appendix A Non-Statutory 
Consultation Responses
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Appendix A1 – Mountaineering Scotland



 

  

 

 

The Granary 
West Mill Street 

Perth PH1 5QP 
Tel: 01738 493 942 

     
 
By email to econsents_admin@gov.scot 
 
Stephen McFadden 
Consents Manager 
Energy Consents Unit 
Directorate for Energy and Climate Change 
Scottish Government 
 
14 January 2019 
 
Dear Sir 
 
THE ELECTRICITY WORKS (ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) (SCOTLAND) 
REGULATIONS 2017 
ELECTRICITY ACT 1989 : APPLICATION FOR SECTION 36 CONSENT FOR THE PROPOSED 
RED JOHN PUMPED STORAGE SCHEME IN THE PLANNING AUTHORITY AREA OF THE 
HIGHLAND COUNCIL 
ECU reference: ECU00000728 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Red John pumped storage hydropower scheme. 
 
There are a couple of points on which we wish to comment and bring to your attention, which may 
require further investigation for Health and Safety concerns. 
 
Mountaineering Scotland is a membership organisation with over 13,000 members and is the only 
recognised representative organisation for hill walkers, climbers, mountaineers and ski-tourers who 
live in Scotland or who enjoy Scotland’s mountains, and acts to represent, support and promote 
Scottish mountaineering.  Mountaineering Scotland also acts on behalf of the 80,000 members of 
the British Mountaineering Council (BMC) on matters related to landscape and access in Scotland, 
and provides training and information to mountain users to promote safety, self-reliance and the 
enjoyment of our mountain environment. 
 
Representative viewpoints 
A selection of representative viewpoints (Fig. 5.2) was assessed for theoretical visibility.  One 
aspect of the use of Viewpoint 6 is that it is it is also a popular sport climbing crag, going by the 
name of The Camel.  In addition there is a popular traditional climbing crag called Duntelchaig at 
grid reference NH 641314, between Viewpoints 4 and 5. 
 
The EIA reports suggests a moderate adverse effect on visual amenity of Viewpoint 6 during 
construction phase and minor adverse during operational life.  The impact on the climbing crag at 
Duntelchaig has not been assessed. 
 
The focus of climbing is in the rock in front, unlike a Munro or Corbett where the view through the 
landscape is an important aspect.  The development may obvious from the top of the climb and we 
would like to see an assessment of this sensitivity for climbers.  
 
A further point to note is that climbers have not been included in the assessment of noise and 
vibration.  A sudden explosion has the potential to alarm climbers if not expected, and may be in 
the middle of a manoeuvre on the rock face with potentially fatal consequences.  We request that 



 

 

the applicant investigates the implications of this and provides a means to mitigate any potential 
dangers on crag climbers impacts from noise and vibration from blasting. 
 
I hope that you find these comments useful and am happy to provide more detail if requested. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely  

Davie Black 
Access & Conservation Officer 
Mountaineering Scotland 

REDACTED
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme

Response to Mountaineering Scotland

Thank you for your response dated 14th January 2019. We have reviewed the consultation response and
wish to provide the following further information.

Representative Viewpoints
The scope of the visual assessment considers the likelihood of significant visual effects. The viewpoints
selected represent the experience of different types of visual receptor including recreational routes and other
outdoor locations. The viewpoints identified and assessed have been selected and agreed through
consultation with Statutory Stakeholders such as The Highland Council and Scottish Natural Heritage.

The location of the recreational climbing pursuits is relatively similar to representative viewpoints 4, 5 and 6
and the elevated nature of views available within the context of Loch Duntelchaig would be broadly similar.
Therefore it would be reasonable to assume that the scale and extent of change experienced from the
climbing locations would be similar to those assessed. However as identified in Mountaineering Scotland’s
response, the focus of climbing is on the rock face in front (and not the wider landscape). Therefore the
susceptibility and subsequently the overall sensitivity of views from climbers would be lower than recreational
receptors represented by the selected viewpoints 4, 5 and 6 as such the significance of effect would be no
greater than that assessed at viewpoints 4, 5 and 6.

The scope of visual assessment is representative of the worst case scenario in which the likely significant
effects are considered.

Impacts from Blasting 
All blasting will be undertaken in accordance with British Standard 5607:2017 ‘Code of practice for the safe
use of explosives in the construction industry’. This states that

“The extent of the exclusion zone and the necessary blast warning procedures should be assessed as part
of the risk assessment, to ensure that the risk of injury to contractor’s personnel, third parties and members
of the public is reduced to as low as reasonably practicable… An audible warning system should be
established to signify to all persons that they withdraw from the exclusion zone. The warning should
comprise a series of readily recognizable and identifiably different signals such as a hooter or whistle with a
distinctive tone.”

This audible warning system is intended to alert nearby members of the public to the proposed blasting but is
unlikely to alarm anyone.

The climbing locations identified by Mountaineering Scotland are a minimum of 2.8 km from the Headpond.
At this distance it is considered unlikely that any blasting noise, air overpressure or vibration would result in
alarm to climbers. Nevertheless, Mountaineering Scotland and other relevant bodies such as UK Climbing
Ltd will be included within the Project Liaison Group (as outlined in the Construction Environmental
Management Plan in Appendix 3.1 of the EIA Report) to receive and disseminate its regular communication
on critical path activities including any blasting as appropriate.

UK Climbing Ltd maintain the UK Climbing Logbook (https://www.ukclimbing.com/logbook/) (UKCL) which is
the foremost source of information on specific climbs for outdoor climbers in the UK. The blasting contractor
will be responsible for ensuring that information on the proposed activities is clearly posted on the UKCL for
those crags identified by the consultee and others in the vicinity of the project as appropriate.
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Appendix A2 Ness District Salmon Fisheries
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
 
Red John Pumped Storage Scheme – consultation request re application for 
section 36 consents 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
THE ELECTRICITY WORKS (ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) 
(SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2017 
ELECTRICITY ACT 1989 : APPLICATION FOR SECTION 36 CONSENT FOR THE 
PROPOSED RED JOHN PUMPED STORAGE SCHEME IN THE PLANNING 
AUTHORITY AREA OF THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL 
 
The Ness District Salmon Fishery Board (NDSFB) is the statutory body responsible 
for the protection and enhancement of migratory salmonid (salmon and sea trout) 
fisheries in the Ness District. This includes that area covered by the application for 
Section 36 Consent for the proposed Red John Pumped Storage Scheme. Our 
comments regarding this application are provided below. 
 
Background 
 
Loch Ness forms an important migratory route and refuge for Atlantic salmon and Sea 
trout (migratory salmonids) as they travel between the marine and freshwater 
environments. Fish originating in the upper Ness system (including the Rivers Oich, 
Garry, Tarff and Moriston), middle Ness system (Rivers Enrick, Coiltie, Foyers and 
Farigaig) and lower Ness system (River Ness and tributaries) all have the potential to 
be present in the area of the proposed development. 
 
The River Moriston is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) designated for Atlantic 
salmon and freshwater pearl mussel (which depend on the juvenile salmon for part of 
their lifecycle) which is currently deemed to be in ‘unfavourable’ status. Furthermore, 
abundance of salmon in the Upper River Garry has declined over the last fifty years 
and is showing little sign of recovery. Historical annual returns of up to 900 salmon 
through the fish counter in the Garry Dam have now reduced to a five-year average of 
just 70 fish (with only 27 in 2018). More widely, there has been a long-term decline in 
the annual Ness district and Scottish National salmon rod catch.  
 
Potential Impact of Proposal on Salmon Populations 
 
A general decline in the numbers of returning adult salmon places a greater emphasis 
on their protection. We aim to maximise the number of healthy wild salmon and sea 
trout that go to sea from the Ness system (referred to as ‘smolt escapement’). As such 
it is important that a robust assessment of likely impacts of the proposed Red John 
scheme is completed and adequate measures put in place to mitigate any potential 
negative impacts. A number of potential impacts associated with the proposed Red 
John scheme were highlighted in our scoping response: 
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 Entrainment and/or impingement of salmon and sea trout smolts at the Loch Ness 
inlet, in particular those originating from the River Moriston SAC; 

 

 The cumulative effects of the proposed development on smolt escapement in 
combination with other projects that are under construction or going through 
planning, but also existing developments such as SSE Hydro Dams at Invergarry 
and Dundreggan, Foyers Power station and the Caledonian Canal; 

 

 Reduction of water levels in Loch Ness resulting from the intake of water for the 
proposed development (particularly during low flow conditions). This has the 
potential to effect water levels in the River Ness and the ability of fish to negotiate 
the fish pass at Ness Weir; and 

 

 Disruption of the migratory behaviour of salmon and sea trout resulting from the 
discharge of water from the outlet of the proposed development. This has the 
potential to leave them more vulnerable to illegal exploitation and predation. 

 
Very little is known about the migrations or behaviour of salmon (smolts, adults or 
recovering kelts) in large water bodies such as Loch Ness. As such we have indicated 
that further field surveys are required to fill any gaps in knowledge and allow for a 
robust impact assessment. 
 
Salmon smolts are believed to ‘passively’ migrate (drift downstream) during the 
majority of their migration to sea. This makes them very vulnerable to the effects of 
wind and currents in the Loch, meaning that they may be blown or pushed in the wrong 
direction. The Ness DSFB has received reports of large shoals ‘super shoals’ of 
salmon smolts in the Loch Ness during the spring period (estimated to number in the 
hundreds of thousands, i.e. a significant proportion of the total smolt run). One of the 
most common sightings has been at Dores Beach, close to the proposed development 
site. It is not known whether the fish were pushed to this location by the predominant 
wind or current direction, or whether they actively choose to gather (or stage) in this 
location prior to migrating through the River Ness on masse. In either case, the 
potential for significant numbers of smolts to be present in the proximity of the 
intake/discharge point significantly increases the risk of a potential impact on smolt 
survival.  
 
Furthermore, it is generally excepted that a proportion of the salmon smolt run is drawn 
into the Caledonian Canal at Ness Weir (where the flow out of Loch Ness is split 
between the River Ness and the Canal). Smolts have a very limited period of 
physiological readiness in which they must enter the sea. In some cases, it is believed 
that this ‘smolt window’ may be as short as a week, which means that any fish delayed 
in the Canal are unlikely to survive.  
 
Any change to the existing flow regime at Ness Weir associated with the proposed 
development (particularly in combination with the effects of other water users) will 
therefore have the potential to impact on smolt survival. Given the current lack of 
information available regarding the behaviour of smolts in these locations, we would 
need to take the ‘precautionary approach’ and assume the worst-case scenario, i.e. 
the scheme will have a negative impact of smolt survival. A well designed smolt 
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tracking study would however enable a more informed assessment of likely impact 
and help to inform any mitigation measures that might be required. 
 
The same is true in regard to adult salmon migrations through Loch Ness. The fish 
pass (or ‘spout’) located in Dochfour Weir is believed to create a partial barrier to 
upstream migration of adult salmon under certain flow conditions, however the specific 
thresholds are not currently known. Without this information it will be difficult to make 
an informed assessment of the likely impacts of any changes in flow resulting from the 
operation of the proposed development on the efficiency of the existing fish pass.  
 
Furthermore, adult fish are known to utilise the loch as a refuge. They are drawn into 
the lower reaches of the Rivers Oich and Moriston during hydro generation (and 
associated increase in flows) before dropping back into the loch. The same behaviour 
has been reported at the Glendoe tailrace, which has now become a popular poaching 
location. We will need confidence that any ‘distraction’ in adult salmon migration 
resulting from the discharge from the proposed development will not have a significant 
negative impact. A well-designed adult salmon tracking study would enable a more 
informed assessment of likely impact and help to inform any mitigation measures that 
might be required. 
 
Specific Comments on EIA 
 
It is disappointing to note that further studies to inform knowledge gaps and allow a 
robust impact assessment this has been discounted. The applicant states that a 
catchment-wide desk study has been carried out, which they believe ‘adequately 
informs the assessment of likely impacts’, we disagree with this assessment. Specific 
comments on the EIA are provided below: 
 

 Volume 2 7.4.11 No records of freshwater pearl mussel were identified in the 
catchment-wide data search. The potential for the aquatic habitats to support 
this species depends upon the presence of suitable salmonid host fish 
species, upon the gills of which the mussel’s larval stage, Glochidia, attach. 

 
The River Moriston is designated for freshwater pearl mussels. As such there are 
most definitely records of freshwater pearl mussels in the Ness Catchment. 

 

 7.4.59 Due to the high gradient, steep banks and the number of impassable 
barriers for migration throughout the catchment, migratory species 
including salmon, sea trout, sea lamprey and river lamprey are considered 
unlikely to be present and utilising the flowing watercourses for spawning 
throughout the Development Site (sites KS1-KS12). 

 
Glacial relic trout populations are likely to be present in these ‘inaccessible’ areas. 
Given that brown trout and sea trout are the same species, there is the potential 
for a proportion of these populations to go through the smoltification process and 
migrate downstream, becoming sea trout smolts.  

 

 7.4.60 Salmon and sea trout are also unlikely to be utilising the margins of 
Loch Ness to spawn as it is widely understood that migratory salmonids 
prefer to spawn in rivers and streams (Jonsson and Jonsson, 2011). 
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Migratory species however will be utilising the loch as a migratory pathway 
from the sea to rivers such as the river Moriston which is a designated SAC 
for salmon. 

 
We agree that salmon are unlikely to spawn in the margins of Loch Ness. It is 
however possible that they spawn on gravel bars at the outflow of smaller burns. 
Further to this, juvenile salmon (fry and parr) originating from river spawning are 
believed to migrate into the loch and utilise areas of marginal habitat.  
 
Trout are known to spawn in the margins of lochs, with evidence of this recorded 
locally in Loch Laidhe in Abriachan on the North bank of Loch Ness. It is therefore 
highly likely that there are loch spawning brown trout/sea trout (the same species) 
populations in Loch Ness. The same is true for Arctic charr which are a loch 
spawning species. 
 
Given these points, juvenile salmonid surveys should be completed in the marginal 
areas of Loch Ness to determine the degree of utilisation. Only then can the 
potential impacts of the scheme on salmon/sea trout spawning and juvenile 
populations be adequately assessed. 

 

 7.4.62 Consultation with the NDSFB has established that during the annual 
migration of salmon 
smolts, large shoals have been reported as gathering at Dores Beach. This 
means that significant numbers of smolts may be present close to the 
Tailpond Inlet / Outlet both during construction and operation. Given the 
know presence of salmon and other migratory fish species in Loch Ness, and 
the well-known timing of this migration, it is considered that further more 
detailed survey of fish in Loch Ness, for example smolt or adult salmon 
tracking studies, is not required to inform the impact assessment. 

 
The movement of smolts in large Lochs (including Loch Ness) is not fully 
understood. It is therefore essential that further, more detailed information, is 
collected to allow a robust assessment of the likely impact of the scheme. 

 

 7.5.8 The migratory route of salmon through Loch Ness is not known, but it 
is likely that salmon will be present in the vicinity of the Cofferdam during 
their migration: late spring and early summer for smolt migration; late 
autumn or early winter for adult migration. 

 
Adult salmon are known to migrate through the Ness system throughout the year, 
with peak ‘runs’ in the Spring, Summer and Autumn periods. The smolt migration 
is known to begin in the upper system in mid-March, with smolts recorded in the 
River Ness as late as mid-June. Juvenile salmon (fry and parr) may be present 
throughout the year. 

 

 7.5.31 The effects of sediment input into watercourses and waterbodies on 
each receptor is 
assessed in the points that follow. Salmon and lamprey in Loch Ness are 
considered unlikely to suffer any adverse effects of sediment run-off due to 
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the localised nature of the works on the loch shoreline in the context of the 
loch as a whole. Therefore this is assessed as a Negligible effect. 

 
Salmon smolts are known to be highly sensitive to the impacts of water quality 
(including sediment). They are also known to ‘passively’ migrate during the majority 
of their migration to sea. This means that they are likely to be less able to avoid 
any sediment input. Given that large shoals of smolts have been reported as 
gathering at Dores Beach (potentially a large proportion of the entire population), 
any sediment run-off would have the potential for a significant impact on salmon 
populations (including those originating from the Moriston SAC).  

 

 7.5.39 Salmon and lamprey will continue to utilise Loch Ness as a migratory 
pathway, and may 
therefore pass the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet structure. The Screen at the Inlet / 
Outlet structure will have a 2 mm aperture size to prevent the entrapment of 
fish. It is predicted that the maximum Inlet velocity will be 0.15 m/s. 

 
This is an extremely fine screen which is likely to block and require significant 
maintenance. Failure to do so will result in areas of much higher velocities over the 
surface of the screen, on which fish may become impinged. We require further 
information regarding the design and maintenance of the screen before we can 
make an assessment of the likely impacts. 

 

 7.5.40 The maximum sustained swimming speed of salmon has been shown 
to be 0.91 m/s (0.45 m body length) and 0.54 m/s (0.15 m body length) (Tang 
and Wardle, 1992), with burst swimming speeds much higher than this. 

 
Of particular concern is the potential effect of the proposed intake on migratory fish 
during stages of their life cycle after which density dependent compensation for 
losses has been exhausted e.g. salmon or sea trout smolts.  As mentioned 
previously, smolts are known to ‘passively’ migrate during the majority of their 
migration to sea. This means that they are programmed to drift downstream with 
the flow, making it less likely that they will swim away from the intake and more 
likely that they will be drawn towards it.  
 
Given that large shoals of smolts have been reported as gathering at Dores Beach 
(potentially a large proportion of the entire population), there is the potential for 
large numbers of smolts to become impinged on the intake screens. In the absence 
of any smolt tracking data to prove otherwise (i.e. that the smolts migrate ‘actively’ 
rather than ‘passively’ through the loch), we believe that there is the potential for 
impingement on the intake screen to have a significant negative impact on salmon 
populations (including those originating from the Moriston SAC). 

 

 7.5.41 The sustained / burst swimming speed of European eel has been 
shown to be 0.09 m/s / 1.01 m/s (0.10 m body length) and 0.58 m/s / 1.26 m/s 
(0.70 m body length) (Sheridan et al, 2011). 

 
This seems to suggest that the proposed intake velocity could be greater than the 
swimming speed on an average sized elver (juvenile eel) of 70 to 90mm in length, 
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a critically endangered species. This could have a significant negative impact given 
that they migrate upstream ‘on-masse’ during the summer period. 

 

 7.5.43 Lamprey ammocoetes will be among the weaker swimming fish 
species in Loch Ness, and therefore the majority of fish in the loch will swim 
sufficiently fast to avoid impingement at the Inlet Screen. Sustained and 
burst swimming speeds of salmon and eel certainly indicate that they will be 
able to escape the Inlet Screen. It is not clear for how long the Inlet will 
operate during a pumping cycle, but it is anticipated that one cycle will 
operate each day. 

 
We do not agree with this assessment based on the available information (see the 

comments above). 
 

 7.5.44 Given the sporadic operation of the Inlet and the evidence that even 
the weaker swimming fish species swim sufficiently fast to escape the Inlet 
velocity, together with the very small size of the Inlet structure in the context 
of the size of Loch Ness, the potential impact of the Inlet / Outlet on salmon 
and lamprey is assessed as a Negligible effect. 

 
We do not agree with this assessment based on the available information (see the 
comments above). In the absence of any tracking data to the contrary, there is a 
high risk that passively migrating smolts will be drawn to the intake and impinged 
on the screens. This risk is increased given the reports of large numbers of smolts 
gathering in the direct vicinity of the proposed intake location, i.e. the size of the 
loch is irrelevant if a large proportion of the smolts are gathering in Dores area. 

 

 7.5.45 As there will be a negligible effect on salmon through impingement at 
the Inlet, there is 
considered to be no adverse effect on the integrity of the River Moriston SAC, 
in terms of freshwater pearl mussels that rely on salmon for the completion 
of their life cycle. 

 
We do not agree with this assessment based on the available information (see the 
comments above). In the absence of any tracking data to the contrary, there is a 
high risk that passively migrating smolts will be drawn to the intake and impinged 
on the screens. This risk is increased given the reports of large numbers of smolts 
gathering in the direct vicinity of the proposed intake location, i.e. the size of the 
loch is irrelevant if a large proportion of the smolts are gathering in Dores area. 

 

 7.5.46 The Outlet may present a rheotactic (the tendency of fish to face into 
an oncoming current) distraction by attracting migratory fish such as salmon 
from their migration path (O’Keeffe & Turnpenny, 2005). The main risk of 
such distraction is fish entering the Outlet and becoming trapped. This will 
not be the case for this Development, as the Outlet Screen will becompletely 
impassable to fish. The Outlet will not discharge constantly, and the sporadic 
nature of the discharge, albeit daily, will ensure that fish are not constantly 
distracted, and are able to continue on their migration. In addition, Loch Ness 
is approximately 2.1 km wide at the location of the Outlet and the main 
migration pathway is likely to be on the far side of the loch, downstream of 
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which the River Ness flows out via Loch Dochfour. Therefore, the effect of 
distraction by the Outlet on salmon and other species is assessed as a 
Negligible effect. 

 
We do not agree with this assessment. There are a number of risks associated 
with a rheotactic distraction. It is highly unlikely that an adult salmon would become 
impinged or entrained by the intake. They may however become distracted from 
their upstream migration long enough to become exposed to illegal exploitation or 
predation (there is evidence of the former at the Glendoe scheme).  
 
In the absence of any robust data regarding the migratory routes of adult salmon 
through Loch Ness, it is impossible for the applicant to make any conclusions in 
terms of the main pathway taken. From our limited knowledge it is clear that the 
assumption that fish solely migrate up the far side opposite the outlet location is 
incorrect. Fresh run adult salmon are regularly captured by fishing boats on both 
sides of the loch. Furthermore, shoals of adult salmon are believed to more large 
distances around the loch during the summer and autumn period. Come spawning 
time, some of these fish move into the upper tributaries and others drop back down 
into the River Ness.  
 
Therefore, in the absence of any adult tracking data to prove otherwise, we believe 
that there is the potential for adult salmon to be distracted by the intake (including 
those destined for the Moriston SAC), with the potential for a negative effect. 

 

 7.7.11 To minimise the effects of noise from piling on fish, there should be a 
‘soft start’ to piling works to deter fish from the immediate area where 
physical injury may occur. Mason and Collett (2011) suggest a soft start to 
piling using a blow energy of 150 kJ, and show that using a soft start will 
have a lower impact on the salmon initially. 

 
By using terms such as ‘minimise’ and ‘a lower impact’ the EIA recognises that 
piling has the potential for a significant impact on salmon populations. Soft start is 
likely to be an effective mitigation for adult fish, which are relatively mobile should 
be able to avoid the area. Piling should not however be carried out during the smolt 
migration period (mid-March to the end-June) as they passively migrate and less 
likely to react to the ‘soft start’. If juvenile salmon or trout (fry or parr) are found to 
be present in the area, then further mitigation may be required as they are less 
mobile and unlikely to be able to avoid the effects of piling.  
 
Given these points, juvenile salmonid surveys should be completed in the marginal 
areas of Loch Ness to determine the degree of utilisation. Only then can the 
potential impacts of the scheme on salmon/sea trout spawning and juvenile 
populations be adequately assessed. 

 
Finally, our concerns regarding the potential reduction of water levels in Loch Ness 
resulting from the intake of water for the proposed development (particularly during 
low flow conditions) have not been addressed in the Aquatic Ecology Chapter. Any 
reduction in loch level has the potential to effect water levels in the River Ness and the 
ability of fish to negotiate the fish pass at Ness Weir.  
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This was a ‘live’ issue during the 2018 season during exceptionally low flows. Rod 
catch data suggests that the ability (or willingness) of adult salmon to negotiate the 
weir is affected by river level. As such we would require an assessment of the likely 
impact of the intake on the efficiency of the existing fish pass (or ‘spout’) located in 
Ness Weir. Furthermore, we would require an assessment of the likelihood of an 
increase in the losses of smolts to the Caledonian Canal as a result of the intake. 
 
Conclusion 
 
We do not believe that the EIA in its current form gives an accurate assessment of the 
potential impacts of the Red John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme on salmon and sea 
trout population in the Ness system. Further detailed information regarding the 
migratory routes and behaviour of both adult and juvenile salmon (and sea trout) in 
Loch Ness is required to allow a robust assessment of the potential impacts to be 
made. As such we must object to the EIA in its current form. 
 
Yours Sincerely  
 
Chris 
 
Chris Conroy BSc (Hons) MSc MIFM 
River Director & Clerk  
Ness District Salmon Fishery Board 
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme
Ness District Salmon Fisheries Board – Section 36 Response 

Thank you for your response which was received on the 21st December 2018. I apologise in the delay in responding, but please find the Applicants response below. 
We have separated out to response to specific points for ease of reference. We welcome the opportunity to meet with Ness District Salmon Fisheries Board to aid 
any further discussions.  

Paragraph 
Reference

Ness District Salmon Fishery Board 
Representation Comment Applicants Response

7.4.11

The River Moriston is designated for freshwater 
pearl mussels. As such there are most definitely 
records of freshwater pearl mussels in the Ness 
Catchment.

A catchment-wide data request for aquatic species was submitted to the Highland Biological 
Recording Group (HBRG) and SEPA. Despite records of species up to 48 km distant to the 
Development being returned, no records of freshwater pearl mussel were provided by either 
organisation. Information obtained during the course of a desk study such as this is dependent upon 
people and/or organisations having made and submitted records for the area of interest.  As such, a 
lack of records for a particular species does not necessarily mean that the species do not occur in the 
study area.

Accordingly, while no records of freshwater pearl mussel were returned during the desk study, it is 
acknowledged in Chapter 7 of the EIA Report that this species is known to be present in the River 
Moriston (see paragraph 7.4.16). In addition, consideration is also given to the potential for impacts to 
freshwater pearl mussel as a result of the Development in paragraph 7.5.45. 

The field survey completed to inform the EIA also included search for habitat which may be suitable 
for freshwater pearl mussel and for live individuals. No freshwater pearl mussels were found during 
field survey (see Appendix 7.1 of the EIA Report).

7.4.59

Glacial relic trout populations are likely to be 
present in these ‘inaccessible’ areas [the 
watercourses within the boundary of the Site]. 
Given that brown trout and sea trout are the 
same species, there is the potential for a 
proportion of these populations to go through the 
smoltification process and migrate downstream, 
becoming sea trout smolts.  

It is understood that glacial relic brown trout populations are likely to be present in the watercourses 
which flow through the Site. However, the fish habitat assessment carried out to inform the EIA 
identified the presence of major barriers to fish movement on the watercourses within the boundary of 
the Site. It is noted that while relic brown trout populations may result in sea trout migration 
downstream, the likelihood of sea trout returning up these watercourses is negligible given the 
presence of existing barriers, steep gradients and a lack of suitable spawning habitat (again, please 
refer to Appendix 7.1 of the EIA Report). 

There are four watercourse crossings which have been identified that may need to be upgraded or 
created as part of the Development. In addition, the Allt a’Chruineachd may need to be diverted for 
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Paragraph 
Reference

Ness District Salmon Fishery Board 
Representation Comment Applicants Response

approximately 50 m near to the Tailpond works location, which will require that the watercourse be 
passed beneath a new concrete hard-standing via a culvert. All watercourse crossings (new and 
upgraded) will be installed following SEPA good practice guidelines, ensuring that fish are removed 
from the works area prior to dewatering. They will be constructed so as to remain passable to local 
populations of brown trout. As a result, there will be no significant effect on relict brown trout 
populations which are contained within the watercourses on Site. 

7.4.60

We agree that salmon are unlikely to spawn in 
the margins of Loch Ness. It is however possible 
that they spawn on gravel bars at the outflow of 
smaller burns. Further to this, juvenile salmon 
(fry and parr) originating from river spawning are 
believed to migrate into the loch and utilise areas 
of marginal habitat.  

Trout are known to spawn in the margins of 
lochs, with evidence of this recorded locally in 
Loch Laidhe in Abriachan on the north bank of 
Loch Ness. It is therefore highly likely that there 
are loch spawning brown trout/sea trout (the 
same species) populations in Loch Ness. The 
same is true for Arctic charr which are a loch 
spawning species. 

Given these points, juvenile salmonid surveys 
should be completed in the marginal areas of 
Loch Ness to determine the degree of utilisation. 
Only then can the potential impacts of the 
scheme on salmon/sea trout spawning and 
juvenile populations be adequately assessed.

No outflows of smaller burns into Loch Ness are to be impacted by the Development.

A fish habitat assessment of the Inlet / Outlet location on the shore of Loch Ness was completed 
during baseline surveys for the Development. No suitable spawning habitat was identified due to the 
dominance of large boulders and the wave-exposed nature of the shoreline.

It is acknowledged that juvenile salmonids and other species will utilise the margins of the loch. 
However, given the assumed presence of fish, including juvenile salmonids, in the margins of Loch 
Ness, it is considered that further surveys are not required as the mitigation to be implemented during 
construction works in this area have been adopted on the basis of the precautionary principle. 

7.4.62

The movement of smolts in large lochs (including 
Loch Ness) is not fully understood. It is therefore 
essential that further, more detailed information, 
is collected to allow a robust assessment of the 
likely impact of the scheme.

Ness District Salmon Fisheries Board (NDSFB) advised as part of on-going consultation during the 
EIA process that shoals of salmon smolts have been reported gathering at Dores Beach during the 
annual migration period. This would mean that potentially significant numbers of smolts may be 
present in relatively close proximity (approximately 2 km) to the Inlet / Outlet structure on Loch Ness 
during construction and operation of the Development.

However, given the known presence of salmon and other migratory fish species in Loch Ness, and 
the well-known timing of this migration, it is considered that further more detailed survey of fish in 
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Ness District Salmon Fishery Board 
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Loch Ness, for example smolt or adult salmon tracking studies, is not required to inform the impact 
assessment. In the absence of information regarding the detailed migration route of salmon smolts, a 
precautionary approach has been adopted and embedded mitigation will be provided on the 
assumption that they will be present. Embedded mitigation measures include, but are not limited to, 
pollution prevention measures such as silt screens during construction, a 2 mm mesh screen over the 
Inlet / Outlet to prevent entrainment and reduced intake velocities (0.15 m/s) to prevent impingement 
on this screen.

7.5.8

Adult salmon are known to migrate through the 
Ness system throughout the year, with peak 
‘runs’ in the spring, summer and autumn periods. 
The smolt migration is known to begin in the 
upper system in mid-March, with smolts 
recorded in the River Ness as late as mid-June. 
Juvenile salmon (fry and parr) may be present 
throughout the year.

Please refer to the response above in relation to Paragraph 7.4.62.

Additionally, the timing of adult salmon migration is considered within the mitigation measures to be 
implemented as part of the Development. As part of the conditions of the CAR [The Water 
Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as amended)] licence, the timing of 
works in Loch Ness will be restricted in order to avoid the salmon migratory season, at which time 
they may be expected to be moving through Loch Ness. It is therefore likely that construction works in 
Loch Ness will be limited to the period of July to October, inclusive (or similar). This would also 
include the season during which smolts may be expected to be migrating and therefore effects to the 
species at this lifecycle stage will also be avoided. 

7.5.31

Salmon smolts are known to be highly sensitive 
to the impacts of water quality (including 
sediment). They are also known to ‘passively’ 
migrate during the majority of their migration to 
sea. This means that they are likely to be less 
able to avoid any sediment input. Given that 
large shoals of smolts have been reported as 
gathering at Dores Beach (potentially a large 
proportion of the entire population), any 
sediment run-off would have the potential for a 
significant impact on salmon populations 
(including those originating from the Moriston 
SAC).

This point is understood. The mitigation measures for the Development set out in the EIA Report 
include for supervision to be provided by an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW) whose responsibilities
will include ensuring that water management measures, including Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS), drainage ditches, attenuation ponds etc., are effective in preventing the run-off of sediment-
laden water to watercourses and waterbodies. Additionally, silt curtains will surround any areas of
piling in Loch Ness to prevent any egress of sediment. These will be managed by an appropriately
qualified person. As a consequence of these measures, it is concluded that there will be no
significant effects from sediment on ecological features, including salmon smolts.

7.5.39

This is an extremely fine screen which is likely to 
block and require significant maintenance. 
Failure to do so will result in areas of much 
higher velocities over the surface of the screen, 
on which fish may become impinged. We require 

The 2 mm mesh screen is required to prevent the entrainment of any juvenile fish. The large size of 
the Inlet / Outlet structure and the fine mesh of the screen have been purposely designed to allow the 
intake velocity to be minimised while preventing the entrainment of fish.
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further information regarding the design and 
maintenance of the screen before we can make 
an assessment of the likely impacts.

A strict and robust maintenance regime will be implemented to ensure that blockage of the screen 
does not occur, and this is described in Chapter 02 of the EIA Report. The screen will be fitted with an 
automated cleaning mechanism, which will be of moving brush-type. Cleaning of the screen will take 
place up to once per day.  

7.5.40

Of particular concern is the potential effect of the 
proposed intake on migratory fish during stages 
of their lifecycle after which density-dependent 
compensation for losses has been exhausted 
(e.g. salmon or sea trout smolts). As mentioned 
previously, smolts are known to ‘passively’ 
migrate during the majority of their migration to 
sea. This means that they are programmed to 
drift downstream with the flow, making it less 
likely that they will swim away from the intake 
and more likely that they will be drawn towards it.  

Given that large shoals of smolts have been 
reported as gathering at Dores Beach 
(potentially a large proportion of the entire 
population), there is the potential for large 
numbers of smolts to become impinged on the 
intake screens. In the absence of any smolt 
tracking data to prove otherwise (i.e. that the 
smolts migrate ‘actively’ rather than ‘passively’ 
through the loch), we believe that there is the 
potential for impingement on the intake screen to 
have a significant negative impact on salmon 
populations (including those originating from the 
Moriston SAC).

Please refer to response in relation to paragraph 7.4.62.

While it is acknowledged that smolts rely to some extent on passive migration downstream, they are 
also reasonably strong swimmers. For example, refer to Chapter 07, Paragraph 7.5.40 which states 
that the maximum sustained swimming speed for salmon smolts is 0.54 m/s, considerably higher than 
the 0.15 m/s operational velocity. 

However, to provide further reassurance that there will be no impacts to salmon smolts during the 
migration period, further investigation of additional mitigation measures will be undertaken. The 
current preferred option would be to use a ‘bubble screen’ to deflect salmon smolts from the Inlet / 
Outlet. This would need to be sufficiently far from the structure for the bubbles to be effective and the 
practicality of this measure requires further investigation (e.g. into the depth of the loch bed at this 
location etc.). However, were this to prove a feasible approach, a bubble screen could be used during 
the salmon smolt migration period at all times of operation, to prevent them from coming into contact 
with the Inlet / Outlet. 

7.5.41

This seems to suggest that the proposed intake 
velocity could be greater than the swimming 
speed of an average sized elver (juvenile eel) of 
70 to 90 mm in length, a critically endangered 
species. This could have a significant negative 
impact given that they migrate upstream ‘on-

Swimming speed measurements for elvers of Anguilla anguilla made as part of the Environment 
Agency National R & D Project No. W2-049 “Swimming Speeds in Fish” (associated Technical Report 
available at 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/29
0591/scho0404bipv-e-e.pdf) indicate that upstream-migrating elvers can attain an average burst 
speed of 0.5 m/s. This is considerably higher than the predicted maximum Inlet velocity of 0.15 m/s, 
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masse’ during the summer period. which should allow all average-sized elvers to swim away from the screen to prevent impingement.

However, as outlined in the response to 7.5.40, the use of a bubble screen as an additional mitigation 
measure to prevent elvers from becoming impinged on the screen will be investigated. 

7.5.43
We do not agree with this assessment based on 
the available information (see the comments 
above).

Please refer to responses to 7.5.40 and 7.5.41. 

The use of a bubble screen during the migratory season for lamprey species would also provide 
additional mitigation to ensure that ammocoetes do not become impinged on the Inlet / Outlet screen.

7.5.44 & 
7.5.45

We do not agree with this assessment based on 
the available information (see the comments 
above). In the absence of any tracking data to 
the contrary, there is a high risk that passively 
migrating smolts will be drawn to the intake and 
impinged on the screens. This risk is increased 
given the reports of large numbers of smolts 
gathering in the direct vicinity of the proposed 
intake location, i.e. the size of the loch is 
irrelevant if a large proportion of the smolts are 
gathering in Dores area.

Please refer to response to 7.5.40, 7.5.41 and 7.5.43.

7.5.46

We do not agree with this assessment. There 
are a number of risks associated with a 
rheotactic distraction. It is highly unlikely that an 
adult salmon would become impinged or 
entrained by the intake. They may however 
become distracted from their upstream migration 
long enough to become exposed to illegal 
exploitation or predation (there is evidence of the 
former at the Glendoe scheme).  

In the absence of any robust data regarding the 
migratory routes of adult salmon through Loch 
Ness, it is impossible for the applicant to make 
any conclusions in terms of the main pathway 
taken. From our limited knowledge it is clear that 
the assumption that fish solely migrate up the far 
side opposite the outlet location is incorrect. 

The main risk from rheotactic distraction is fish entering the Outlet and becoming trapped. This will 
not be the case for this Development, as the Outlet screen will be completely impassable to fish. The 
Outlet will not discharge constantly, and the sporadic nature of the discharge, albeit daily, will ensure 
that fish are not constantly distracted, and are able to continue on their migration.

There is a difference between how Glendoe operates and how the Development is anticipated to 
operate. Glendoe is a large-scale Run of River hydropower scheme that typically will discharge a 
range of flows for the majority of the time. This is different to this Development, which will discharge 
and abstract intermittently and could have extended dormant periods between each operating cycle. 

Although at the time of writing the exact velocity of water at the outlet of Glendoe is not known, it is 
understood to be higher than the 0.15 m/s which will be achieved by the Red John Development. The 
design of the outlets is also different, and the depth of discharge of the Red John Inlet / Outlet 
structure is around 15 m deep which is anticipated to be deeper than the outlet structure at Glendoe. 
Due to the above it is anticipated that the Development Inlet / Outlet structure will not result in 
substantial distraction of fish in Loch Ness. 
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Fresh run adult salmon are regularly captured by 
fishing boats on both sides of the loch. 
Furthermore, shoals of adult salmon are believed 
to more large distances around the loch during 
the summer and autumn period. Come spawning 
time, some of these fish move into the upper 
tributaries and others drop back down into the 
River Ness.  

Therefore, in the absence of any adult tracking 
data to prove otherwise, we believe that there is 
the potential for adult salmon to be distracted by 
the intake (including those destined for the 
Moriston SAC), with the potential for a negative 
effect.

The water composition being discharged from both schemes is also different. The two schemes are 
fundamental different as the Glendoe catchment is approximately 81 km² which feeds into a reservoir 
located approximately 630 mAOD that has inundated a moorland area. The Development which is an 
isolated lined head pond that has a Top Water Level of approximately 269 mAOD and no additional 
inflows. 

Furthermore, the potential for the illegal exploitation of fish will be minimised through the installation 
of security fencing at the Inlet / Outlet to prevent vehicular and pedestrian access. CCTV will also be 
used at all times. 

Regardless of the above, the Applicant proposes, as part of a Section 75 agreement, to commit to 
providing funding towards a fisheries bailiff to support the anti-poaching efforts of the NDSFB. This 
would be of benefit to salmon across the entire Ness catchment and not just at the location of the 
Development. 

To reiterate, a precautionary approach has been applied and it has been assumed that salmon are 
present, therefore, it is not considered necessary that further tracking surveys are required.

7.7.11

By using terms such as ‘minimise’ and ‘a lower 
impact’ the EIA recognises that piling has the 
potential for a significant impact on salmon 
populations. Soft start is likely to be an effective 
mitigation for adult fish, which are relatively 
mobile should be able to avoid the area. Piling 
should not however be carried out during the 
smolt migration period (mid-March to the end-
June) as they passively migrate and less likely to 
react to the ‘soft start’. If juvenile salmon or trout 
(fry or parr) are found to be present in the area, 
then further mitigation may be required as they 
are less mobile and unlikely to be able to avoid 
the effects of piling.  

Given these points, juvenile salmonid surveys 
should be completed in the marginal areas of 
Loch Ness to determine the degree of utilisation. 
Only then can the potential impacts of the 
scheme on salmon/sea trout spawning and 
juvenile populations be adequately assessed.

The purpose of an EIA is to identify potentially significant impacts and this has been done for the 
Development, which recognises piling as a potential impact pathway. Mitigation measures have 
therefore been recommended to minimise the risk of such impacts occurring or of becoming 
significant. This includes the restriction of piling to periods outside of the salmon migration season 
and the use of soft-start techniques to allow fish to move away from affected areas. These have been 
committed to again adopting a precautionary approach which assumes that fish will be present in the 
margins of the loch. There is therefore no benefit to conducting further survey in this area as robust 
mitigation measures are already in place.
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Finally, our concerns regarding the potential 
reduction of water levels in Loch Ness resulting 
from the intake of water for the proposed 
development (particularly during low flow 
conditions) have not been addressed in the 
Aquatic Ecology Chapter. Any reduction in loch 
level has the potential to effect water levels in 
the River Ness and the ability of fish to negotiate 
the fish pass at Ness Weir.  

This was a ‘live’ issue during the 2018 season 
during exceptionally low flows. Rod catch data 
suggests that the ability (or willingness) of adult 
salmon to negotiate the weir is affected by river 
level. As such we would require an assessment 
of the likely impact of the intake on the efficiency 
of the existing fish pass (or ‘spout’) located in 
Ness Weir. Furthermore, we would require an 
assessment of the likelihood of an increase in 
the losses of smolts to the Caledonian Canal as 
a result of the intake.

Please refer to Chapter 09 of the EIA Report for a detailed assessment of the potential effects to 
water levels in Loch Ness and other surface water systems as a result of the Development. 

Water will be abstracted from Loch Ness to recharge the Headpond. A maximum operating volume of 
4,900,000 m3 of water will be pumped from Loch Ness over a 7.9 hour period. This equates to 
approximately 87 mm depth over the surface area of Loch Ness.

Currently, during drought conditions, SSE is required to release water from upstream catchments and 
reservoirs to provide minimum ‘compensation’ flows and maintain minimum navigational depths.  A 
minimum pass forward flow must be maintained to the River Ness over the Ness Weir and a 
minimum water level must be maintained at the Ness Weir.

As such, abstraction for the Development may result in an increase in the frequency of requirement 
for others to provide compensatory flows. It is therefore proposed that abstraction is limited based on 
a minimum water level in Loch Ness at the commencement of the abstraction cycle, further based on 
the proposed volume of abstraction.  A monitoring arrangement and control procedures will be 
installed at the Inlet / Outlet structure on Loch Ness to measure water level at Loch Ness and to limit 
or stop the abstraction of water if water levels in Loch Ness falls below the levels set out in the 
proposed operational rules (which are set out in Chapter 9 of the EIA Report).

Any operational discharges or abstractions required by the Development will be controlled by the 
CAR licence, as regulated by SEPA. Therefore the appropriate operational levels for either activity 
will be agreed and secured via this regulatory regime.

The implementation of the above operation rules will ensure that the abstraction of water from Loch 
Ness will have negligible impact on available water resources.
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Red John Pumped Storage Hydro 
Response to Ness District Salmon 
Fisheries Board
Additional Mitigation in Relation to 
Salmon Smolts, Lamprey and Elvers 
This additional information supplements our initial response to Ness District Salmon Fisheries Board to their Section 36 
consultation dated 21 December 2018. 

In addition to the design measures outlined in the EIA Report Chapter 2 and the ecological assessment outlined in 
Chapter 7, this further information outlines the additional mitigation measures which the Applicant can implement to 
reduce the potential for fish injury and mortality resulting from entrainment and impingement on the 2 mm physical 
screen across the Inlet / Outlet structure of the Development. Additional effective behavioural mitigation measures are 
proposed in relation to Atlantic salmon Salmo salar smolts, juvenile lamprey (ammocoetes) and juvenile eels Anguilla 
anguilla (also known as elvers). The most suitable behavioural measures for salmon smolts, lamprey ammocoetes and 
elvers will be determined by the seasonal timings of their downstream migration which will dictate the critical times of the 
year and the most feasible behavioural mitigation measures. 

Our previous response has outlined the approach to seasonal timing of construction phase activities and so these are not 
repeated here.  

As outlined in our previous response (to point 7.5.43), a bubble curtain is a behavioural mitigation measure that 
generates a wall of sound via a submerged perforated tube through which compressed air is released. It is proposed that 
a bubble curtain is a suitable behavioural deterrent to guide downward migrating fish away from the water Inlet / Outlet 
structure. Turnpenny and O’Keeffe (2005) have reported that bubble screens work well for migratory species such as 
salmon smolts and, if used seasonally during their migration, fish will not habituate to the barrier. There have been mixed 
reports from past studies on the efficiency of bubble screens as a single behavioural method. This ranges from not 
deterring fish, to a deflection rate of 98% (Brett and MacKinnon 1953, Patrick et al, 1985). Given that smolts are known 
to shoal at Dores Beach, a behavioural deterrent system will serve to guide fish around the Inlet / Outlet structure. 
Furthermore, it will also deter and guide elvers and lamprey that actively swim in a downstream direction during their 
migration to sea. Nonetheless, it should be reiterated that all life stages of the species aforementioned are sufficiently 
strong swimmers, and given the operational velocities of the Development, the risk of impingement is still considered to 
be very low. 

With this in mind, the bubble screen would be operational from December to June, inclusive, to deter downstream 
migrating smolts in spring (March to May), juvenile lamprey in winter / spring (December to February) and elvers in 
spring / summer (April to June) (Lucas et al, 1998).

When installing a bubble screen at the Development, important factors that will need to be considered are size and 
spacing of bubbles, volumes of air discharged, air pressure, water velocity, screen layout and maintenance (Solomon, 
1992), in addition to site specific characteristics such as water depth and velocity. It is proposed the deterrent system 
would need to be located a reasonable distance from the intake at the Development to be effective. The detailed design 
of the system will be agreed with The Highland Council, in consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage and the Ness 
District Salmon Fisheries Board, prior to installation.

In summary, a bubble screen used as a behavioural deterrent will not only reduce the likelihood of migratory fish being 
impinged or entrained at Red John, but will also serve to guide fish around the Inlet / Outlet, reducing possible delays in 
their migration and subsequently removing any indirect impacts to fish health such as predation or disease. 
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From: Chris Conroy <ceo@ndsfb.org>
Sent: 05 March 2019 14:36
To: McFadden S (Stephen) <Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot>
Subject: RE: Red John Pumped Storage Scheme - Acquisition of Water Rights

Dear Stephen

Thank you for your email.

Our response has taken into consideration AECOM’s ‘clarification and explanation’ note. We have
number of outstanding concerns, the most significant of which relates to the potential impact of the
scheme on the ability of fish (in particular salmon) to negotiate Ness Weir.

In their response, the applicant acknowledges that abstraction for the proposed development may
result in an increase in the frequency of compensation flows. As we have highlighted in previous
responses, it is generally excepted that a proportion of the salmon smolt run is already drawn into the
Caledonian Canal at Ness Weir under the existing situation. There are also indications that the upstream
migration of adult salmon may be impaired under low flow conditions.

As such, an assessment of the likely effect of an increased frequency of compensation flows on the
upstream and downstream passage of fish is required – i.e. what is the current situation, is the proposal
likely to make the situation any worse and, if so, is there any mitigation that could be put in place to
prevent it from doing so (e.g. alterations to the existing fish pass or provision of a bubble curtain to
direct smolts away from the canal). This is a particularly important issue in terms of potential impacts on
the status of salmon populations in both the River Moriston SAC and wider Ness system.

We acknowledge that the applicant is proposing additional mitigation measures in terms of the
provision of a bubble curtain around the intake screen. However, we would appreciate further detail
relating to the assessment of the likely effect of the intake on the downstream migration of smolts, e.g.
the output of the models used to calculate escape velocities across the surface of the screen, etc.

I would be happy to meet with the applicant or AECOM to discuss this points in further detail.

Best Regards

Chris

Chris Conroy BSc (Hons) MSc MIFM
River Director & Clerk
Ness District Salmon Fishery Board
Birchwood, 4 Loch Lait, Abriachan, Inverness, IV3 8LB
Telephone: 01463 861245
Mobile: 07944 617202
Email: ceo@ndsfb.org

Board Webpage: www.ness.dsfb.org.uk
Trust Webpage: www.nessandbeauly.org.uk
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Privacy Statement - The Ness District Salmon Fishery Board holds certain personal data for the purpose of fulfilling
its statutory responsibilities under the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 2003, which
includes the protection of salmon fisheries within its district. We will only pass personal data to third parties without
the consent of the data subject where it is necessary for us to do so in support of our statutory responsibilities. Data is
held subject to our Data Handling Policy. The Board’s responsible officer for data is Chris Conroy (Director and Clerk
to the Board) and any queries regarding this Privacy Statement should be directed to him.

From: Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot <Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot>
Sent: 04 March 2019 12:54
To: ceo@ndsfb.org
Subject: RE: Red John Pumped Storage Scheme - Acquisition of Water Rights

Good afternoon Chris

Re your response below, was AECOM’s ‘clarification and explanation’ which was
emailed to you on 25 February 2019 taken into consideration before the decision to
object the application for Acquisition of Water Rights was made?  If not, why not?  If it
was considered, in what way/s is its contents not sufficient to overcome an objection?

Many thanks for your continuing cooperation.

Regards

Stephen

Stephen McFadden
Consents Manager | Energy Consents Unit
The Scottish Government | 0141 278 4419
To view our current casework please visit www.energyconsents.scot
To read the Energy Consents Unit’s privacy notice on how personal information is used, please visit
http://www.energyconsents.scot/Documentation.aspx

From: Chris Conroy <ceo@ndsfb.org>
Sent: 01 March 2019 20:26
To: McFadden S (Stephen) <Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot>
Cc: micmar6@gmail.com; 'Neil Cameron' <neils.cameron786@hotmail.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Red John Pumped Storage Scheme - Acquisition of Water Rights

Dear Stephen

Thank you for consulting the Ness District Salmon Fishery Board on the Red John Pumped Storage
Scheme application for acquisition of water rights.

We do not believe that the EIA for the scheme gives an accurate assessment of its potential impact on
salmon and sea trout population in the Ness system (see our response to the application for Section 36
consent attached). More specifically, any reduction of water levels in Loch Ness resulting from the
intake of water for the proposed development (particularly during low flow conditions) has the potential



to effect water levels in the River Ness and the ability of salmon and sea trout (both adults and smolts)
to negotiate Ness Weir (at the downstream end of Loch Ness).

Further detailed information regarding the migratory routes and behaviour of both adult and juvenile
salmon (and sea trout) is required to before a robust assessment of the potential effects can be made.

As such we must formally object to this application in its current form.

Best Regards

Chris

Chris Conroy BSc (Hons) MSc MIFM
River Director & Clerk
Ness District Salmon Fishery Board
Birchwood, 4 Loch Lait, Abriachan, Inverness, IV3 8LB
Telephone: 01463 861245
Mobile: 07944 617202
Email: ceo@ndsfb.org

Board Webpage: www.ness.dsfb.org.uk
Trust Webpage: www.nessandbeauly.org.uk
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Privacy Statement - The Ness District Salmon Fishery Board holds certain personal data for the purpose of fulfilling
its statutory responsibilities under the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 2003, which
includes the protection of salmon fisheries within its district. We will only pass personal data to third parties without
the consent of the data subject where it is necessary for us to do so in support of our statutory responsibilities. Data is
held subject to our Data Handling Policy. The Board’s responsible officer for data is Chris Conroy (Director and Clerk
to the Board) and any queries regarding this Privacy Statement should be directed to him.

From: Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot <Stephen.McFadden@gov.scot>
Sent: 01 March 2019 14:52
Subject: Red John Pumped Storage Scheme - Acquisition of Water Rights

Dear Consultee

APPLICATION FOR AUTHORISATION UNDER SECTION 10 (5) AND SCHEDULE 5,
ELECTRICITY ACT 1989 FOR THE RED JOHN PUMPED STORAGE SCHEME
ACQUISITION OF WATER RIGHTS

On 25 February 2019 AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited on behalf of
Intelligent Land Investments (ILI)(Highlands PSH) Ltd submitted an application for
authorisation under section 10(5) and Schedule 5 of the Electricity Act 1989 for the right
to abstract water from within the catchment area of Loch Ness for the purposes of
construction and operation of the proposed Red John Pumped Storage Scheme.



Details of the application will be published in the local and national press.  An advert will
appear in the Inverness Courier on 01 March 2019 and 08 March 2019 and in the
Edinburgh Gazette on 01 March 2019.

A copy of the Application and Draft Order are attached this email.  They can also be
viewed if you:

- go to www.energyconsents.scot; then
- click on the Search tab;
- click on Advanced Search tab;
- type ECU00000728 into ECU Reference box and then click on Go;
- click on ECU00000728 and then click on Documents tab then click on Other tab.

Section 8 of Schedule 5 to the Electricity Act 1989 requires consultation with the relevant
planning authority, Scottish Water, the District Salmon Fishery Board and any other
relevant parties hence this email. I would be grateful for any comments you wish to make
on the application. In this instance, the deadline for submitting a response is 29 March
2019.

Please note reminder letters are no longer issued by the Energy Consents Unit for any
project.  If we have not received your comments, nor have we received any extension
request by 29 March 2019  we will assume you have no comments to make.

If you have any queries regarding this email or you have any problems accessing the
documentation or you require a hard copy of the documentation please contact me as
soon as possible.

Yours faithfully

Stephen McFadden
Consents Manager | Energy Consents Unit
The Scottish Government | 0141 278 4419
To view our current casework please visit www.energyconsents.scot
To read the Energy Consents Unit’s privacy notice on how personal information is used, please visit
http://www.energyconsents.scot/Documentation.aspx

**********************************************************************
This e-mail (and any files or other attachments transmitted with it) is intended solely for the
attention of the addressee(s). Unauthorised use, disclosure, storage, copying or distribution of
any part of this e-mail is not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient please destroy the
email, remove any copies from your system and inform the sender immediately by return.
Communications with the Scottish Government may be monitored or recorded in order to secure
the effective operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. The views or opinions
contained within this e-mail may not necessarily reflect those of the Scottish Government.

Tha am post-d seo (agus faidhle neo ceanglan còmhla ris) dhan neach neo luchd-ainmichte a-
mhàin. Chan eil e ceadaichte a chleachdadh ann an dòigh sam bith, a’ toirt a-steach còraichean,



foillseachadh neo sgaoileadh, gun chead. Ma ’s e is gun d’fhuair sibh seo gun fhiosd’, bu choir
cur às dhan phost-d agus lethbhreac sam bith air an t-siostam agaibh agus fios a leigeil chun
neach a sgaoil am post-d gun dàil.
Dh’fhaodadh gum bi teachdaireachd sam bith bho Riaghaltas na h-Alba air a chlàradh neo air a
sgrùdadh airson dearbhadh gu bheil an siostam ag obair gu h-èifeachdach neo airson adhbhar
laghail eile. Dh’fhaodadh nach  eil beachdan anns a’ phost-d seo co-ionann ri beachdan
Riaghaltas na h-Alba.
**********************************************************************
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme

Technical Note for Ness Fisheries

Introduction
The following technical note outlines the operation regime of The Development and a review of how it may 
affect passage for fish over the Ness Weir.

Operational Regime
AECOM have reviewed the flows in the channel and under the lift gate. The table below summarises the 
proposed operational regime based on limiting draw down during periods of drought. 

Flows have been calculated using a broad crested weir equation. Levels of the weir have been based on 
historic drawings of the Ness Weir, as-built drawings of the intake structure and a level survey undertaken by 
Scottish Canals.

Lower limit water 
level at Loch Ness at 
the start of the 
abstraction cycle 
(mAOD)

Maximum Abstraction 
Volume per cycle 
(Mm³)

Level at the end of the 
cycle
(mAOD) 

Flow over 
the Fish 
Pass m/s

Flow through 
radial gates m/s

15.43 5 15.34 5.63 22.87

15.38 2.5 15.33 (15.29) 5.63 22.87

15.36 1.25 15.33 (15.27) 5.63 22.87

15.33 0 (hands-off) 15.33 (15.24) 5.63 22.87

Estimation of Gates and Weir 
A review of the flow over the fish pass and under the gate for various loch levels has been undertaken.  
Annual data was used to calculate the annual percentile of time that the flow over the weir exceeds the 
respective rate.

When loch levels fall below 15.62mAOD the first gate is partially opened to maintain a pass forward flow of 
28.3 m3/s (1000 cubic feet per second) into the River Ness.  As levels fall beyond this the gates are opened 
further and hence a greater percentage of the flow pass through the gate as oppose to over the waste weir 
and fish pass. Based on available information, it is assumed that fish passage is not available through the 
existing radial gates.

The waste weir is set at 15.53 mAOD, once loch levels fall below this level flow is limited to the fish pass and 
the gate.  The long term modelled water levels show that water levels exceed this level 52% of the time 
based on an annual assessment.  This level however is only exceeded 20% of the time based on analysis of 
the July, August, September and October model results.

As water levels fall, in order to maintain the downstream flows the gates are opened further.  A greater 
percentage of the flow therefore goes under the gate rather than over the fish pass.

When water levels reach the waste weir crest level 15.53 mAOD, flow is limited to the fish pass with the 
remainder of the required flow under the gates.  10.83 m3/s goes over the fish pass and 17.67 m3/s goes 
under the gate. The average depth of flow and velocity over the fish pass is 0.61m and 1.29 m/s respectively.  
The first gate will need to be raised fully, 10” (approximately 250mm) to allow the flow to pass.  This has an 
average velocity under the gate of 8.81m/s.
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At the minimum level for full abstraction (15.43 mAOD) 7.89 m3/s goes over the fish pass and 20.61 m3/s 
goes under the gate.  The average depth of flow and velocity over the fish pass is 0.51m and 1.12 m/s 
respectively.  The first gate will need to be raised fully, 30” (760mm) to allow the flow to pass.  This has an 
average velocity under the gate of 3.42m/s.

At the hands-off level of (15.33 mAOD) 5.40 m3/s goes over the fish pass and 23.10 m3/s goes under the 
gate.  The average depth of flow and velocity over the fish pass is 0.41m and 0.96 m/s respectively.  The first 
gate will need to be raised fully, 30” (760mm) and the second gate opened 5” (approximately 130mm) to 
allow the flow to pass.  This has an average velocity under the gate of 3.29m/s.

Atlantic Salmon and Fish Passage at Ness Weir
Atlantic salmon return to their river of birth to spawn and may migrate upstream in Scottish rivers at any time 
of the year, although this migration peaks in two distinct seasons. Those returning upstream between 
January and June are called Spring salmon. The Autumn salmon run peaks during September and October, 
with spawning taking place in the late autumn or winter (October to February) in catchment headwaters.

Salmon must navigate the Ness Weir to pass upstream and reach their spawning grounds in the tributaries 
of Loch Ness. The existing fish pass is assumed to have been in situ since the construction of the weir 
between 1825 and 1830, and therefore it does not adhere to current best practice guidance. As such, there 
is the potential for improvements to the weir to improve fish passage for salmon.

In all three scenarios described above, there is the potential for any migrating fish to be distracted by the 
greater attractant flow of the radial gates rather than the fish pass. This will make fish more susceptible to 
mortality as they are likely to get fatigued and predated as they shoal at the outfall of the radial gates. 

The maximum sustained swimming speed of salmon has been shown to be 0.91m/s (0.45m body length) 
and 0.54m/s (0.15m body length) (Tang and Wardle, 1992), although burst swimming speeds reach 4.13 m/s 
for the largest fish (8.35 body lengths per second). This maximum speed is unsustainable, and a maximum 
of 1.92 m/s is realistic in allowing fish to navigate a flume or fish pass (Colavecchia et al, 1998). Therefore, 
as flow velocity is between 0.9 and 1.44 m/s over the fish pass, there is currently a high probability that 
somem fish, especially the smaller specimens, are unable to navigate the fish pass, with the added 
disadvantage of becoming distracted by high flows from the gate. 

As the water level in Loch Dochfour drops and flow is channelled through the gates, flow velocity over the 
fish pass decreases and the potential passability of the weir to salmon increases. At the hands-off level the 
flow velocity beneath the gates exceeds that over the fish pass by a reduced ratio of 3:1, meaning that fish 
are less distracted by the attractant flow from the gates, but may still fail to find the fish pass.

At the hands-off level of 15.33 m AOD the modelled figures in Table 1 (Appendix A) indicate that the fish pass 
will remain passable to fish, with a low ratio between flow velocity over the pass and through the gates.

It is clear that under the current configuration the weir and existing fish pass are not conducive to successful 
migration of Atlantic salmon upstream, which is exacerbating this existing problem. In order to negate the 
potential increased risk of reduced loch levels due to abstraction of the Development, the applicant wishes to 
meet to discuss possible options which are within the consentable remit of the Section 36 application. 

Downstream Migration of Salmon Smolts
Salmon smolt migrate to the sea in late spring or June having spent two to three years in rivers. The 
downstream migration is largely passive, with smolts drifting downstream with the current. However, smolts 
gather in shoals and stage while awaiting suitable conditions to migrate downstream.

While it is considered that the intake of the Development will not pose a significant impact to the downstream 
migration of smolts, it has been proposed that a bubble screen is used to deter them from the intake location 
during their migration. 

It is not clear how the smolt migration is affected by low water levels in the loch, however it is understood that 
a proportion of smolts are carried into the canal and fail to successfully complete their migration to the sea. It 
is likely that as a significant flow remains over the fish pass, and the adjacent smolt pass on the weir, a 
proportion of smolts will be passively carried over the weir even when loch levels are at their lowest. 
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Appendix

Table 1.  A review of the flow over the fish pass and under the gate for various loch levels

Level in 
Loch 
Dochfour 
(mAOD)

Flow over 
the Waste 
Weir (m3/s)

Flow over 
the Fish 
Pass
(m³/s)

Depth of 
flow over 
Fish Pass 
crest (m)

Velocity 
over Fish 
Pass crest 
(m/sec)

Flow under 
the gates
(m³/s)

Depth of 
opening 
under the 
gates (feet)

Depth of 
opening 
under the 
gates (m)

Area (m²)
Velocity 
under the 
gates 
(m/sec)

Annual 
Percentile 
flow over 
the weir 
(%)

Seasonal 
(July- Oct) 
Percentile 
flow over 
the weir 
(%)

15.62 14.1 13.9 0.70 1.44 0.5

15.61 11.8 13.5 0.69 1.42 3.2

15.6 9.7 13.2 0.68 1.40 5.7

15.59 7.7 12.8 0.67 1.39 8.0

15.58 5.8 12.5 0.66 1.37 10.2 43% 26%

15.57 4.2 12.1 0.65 1.35 12.2 45% 27%

15.56 2.7 11.8 0.64 1.34 14.0 46% 29%

15.55 1.5 11.5 0.63 1.32 15.6 48% 30%

15.54 0.5 11.2 0.62 1.30 16.8 50% 32%

15.53 10.8 0.61 1.29 17.7 1st open 10 
inches 0.25 2.01 8.8 52% 33%

15.52 10.5 0.60 1.27 18.0 54% 35%

15.51 10.2 0.59 1.25 18.3 56% 37%

15.50 9.9 0.58 1.24 18.6 1st open 15 
inches 0.38 3.01 6.2 59% 40%

15.49 9.6 0.57 1.22 18.9 61% 42%

15.48 9.3 0.56 1.20 19.2 63% 44%

15.47 9.0 0.55 1.19 19.5 66% 47%

15.46 8.7 0.54 1.17 19.8 68% 49%

15.45 8.4 0.53 1.15 20.1 1st open 20 
inches 0.51 4.01 5.0 70% 52%
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Level in 
Loch 
Dochfour 
(mAOD)

Flow over 
the Waste 
Weir (m3/s)

Flow over 
the Fish 
Pass
(m³/s)

Depth of 
flow over 
Fish Pass 
crest (m)

Velocity 
over Fish 
Pass crest 
(m/sec)

Flow under 
the gates
(m³/s)

Depth of 
opening 
under the 
gates (feet)

Depth of 
opening 
under the 
gates (m)

Area (m²)
Velocity 
under the 
gates 
(m/sec)

Annual 
Percentile 
flow over 
the weir 
(%)

Seasonal 
(July- Oct) 
Percentile 
flow over 
the weir 
(%)

15.44 8.2 0.52 1.1 20.3 73% 55%

15.43 7.9 0.51 1.1 20.6 One full 
open 0.76 6.02 3.4 75% 59%

15.42 7.6 0.50 1.1 20.9 78% 63%

15.41 7.4 0.49 1.1 21.2 80% 67%

15.40 7.1 0.48 1.1 21.4 83% 71%

15.39 6.8 0.47 1.1 21.7 85% 75%

15.38 6.6 0.46 1.0 21.9 One full 
open 0.76 6.02 3.6 88% 80%

15.37 6.3 0.45 1.0 22.2 90% 84%

15.36 6.1 0.44 1.0 22.4 One full 
open 0.76 6.02 3.7 93% 88%

15.35 5.9 0.43 1.0 22.6 95% 92%

15.34 5.6 0.42 1.0 22.9 97% 96%

15.33 
(Hands off) 5.4 0.41 1.0 23.1

One full 
open and 
second 5 

inches

0.89 7.02 3.3 99% 99%

15.32 5.2 0.40 0.9 23.3 100% 100%
15.31 5.0 0.39 0.9 23.5 100% 100%
15.30 4.8 0.38 0.9 23.8 100% 100%
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Appendix A3 Scottish Water



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
11 January 2019 
 

Dear  Mr McFadden 
 
 
Red John Pumped Storage Hydro – EIA 

 
Thank you for consulting with Scottish Water regarding the above proposed development. We have the following 
comments to make on this proposal:  
 
Drinking Water Protected Areas (DWPAs) 

 
The proposed site falls within the drinking water catchments within which Scottish Water abstractions from Loch 
Duntelchaig, Loch Ashie and Loch Ness are located.  Scottish Water abstractions are designated as Drinking Water 
Protected Areas (DWPA) under Article 7 of the Water Framework Directive. Loch Duntelchaig and Loch Ashie supply 
Inverness Water Treatment Works (WTW), Loch Ness supplies Invermoriston WTW. It is essential that water quality 
and water quantity in the area are protected.  In the event of an incident occurring that could affect Scottish Water 
we should be notified without delay using the Customer Helpline number 0800 0778 778. 

 
Scottish Water deem the activity to be high risk and has concerns over the location of the proposed works within 
Loch Duntelchaig and Loch Ashie and the impact it could have on public drinking water supplies.  The Loch Ashie 
and Loch Duntelchaig catchment areas will be altered as a result of the construction of the Red John headpond and 
the landscaping involved in that. If the existing drinking water catchments were reduced at all,  it could decrease the 
raw water yield and necessitate increased pumping from Loch Ness under the planned Scottish Water scheme. 
 
Scottish Water is currently progressing a capital project with the objective of delivering a supplementary supply to 
Loch Ashie WTW from Loch Ness. The project team have undergone a protracted consultation phase with 
associated re-design of the scheme over several years, in order to meet SEPA’s expectations relating to the 
prevention of spread of aquatic Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS). The proposals associated with the Red John 
development could facilitate the spread. Therefore Scottish Water would like to seek assurance from the Red John 
developers that their system is closed, and working methods adhere to strict biosecurity protocols, so there is no 
potential for INNS to migrate to Loch Ashie via the Red John scheme.  
 
We welcome that reference has been made to the Scottish Water response to the previous consultation.  
 
The fact that this area is located within a drinking water catchment should be noted in future documentation. Also 
anyone working on site should be made aware of this during site inductions. 
 
We would request further involvement at the more detailed design stages, to determine the most appropriate 
proposals and mitigation within the catchment to protect water quality and quantity.    
 
We would also like to take the opportunity, to request that in advance of any works commencing on site, Scottish 
Water is notified at protectdwsources@scottishwater.co.uk. This will enable us to be aware of activities in the 
catchment and to determine if a site meeting would be appropriate and beneficial. 
 
The Scottish Water project, 503103 Inverness & Nairn, includes for the construction of a 600mm diameter raw water 
pumping main that will traverse the proposed Red John pumped storage scheme site boundary.  Preliminary 
discussions have taken place between our delivery partner, CWA and the Red John project designers, Aecom. The 
route of the proposed Scottish Water will need to be altered to avoid a potential clash with their construction 
works.  Continued co-ordination is required between both project teams through the respective design and 
construction periods to avoid any further clashes. 
 

SCOTTISH WATER 
The Bridge  
Buchanan Gate Business Park 
Cumbernauld Road 
Stepps 
G33 6FB 
 
www.scottishwater.co.uk  
EIA@scottishwater.co.uk  
 

 

 



 
 

 
 

There is a duty under the CDM regulations for both projects to co-ordinate the design and construction activities to 
avoid potential for harm. 
 
 
If you have any questions relating to the above, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Jacqueline Tait 
Regulatory Advisor – Sustainable Land Management 
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme

Response to Scottish Water

Thank you for your response dated 11th January 2019. We have reviewed the consultation response and
wish to provide the following further information.

Response on Potential for Impact on Drinking Water Protected Areas
We note the comments made by Scottish Water and wish to confirm that there will be no physical works
within Loch Ashie or Loch Duntelchaig. However the EIA Report does recognise that there is the potential for
adverse effects from the construction phase works to be undertaken in the proposed Headpond area which
could indirectly impact these two Lochs, in addition to the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet works in Loch Ness.

Chapter 10 Water Environment and its associated Appendix 10.5 Outline Surface Water Management Plan
(SWMP) recognise this and outline the mitigation measures to be implemented during the litefime of the
Development.

Therefore we propose the following:
· To update the SWMP to include a clear statement on the Drinking Water Protected Area (DrWPA) and 

ensure that construction signage clearly marks any drainage or surface water management areas within 
the Development site boundary;

· To update the SWMP to include a statement that the Contractor will work closely with Scottish Water on 
their proposed project 503103 Inverness to Nairn should timescales coincide. The Applicant’s consultant 
continues to liaise with Scottish Water via the Caledonia Water Alliance (CWA) and recent 
correspondence has confirmed that there will be no temporal or spatial conflict between the 
Development and their proposed project. A project update meeting is due to be held in the next few 
weeks; and 

· To update the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) to include Scottish Water as a 
key member of the Project Liaison Group. 

If Scottish Water are happy for these additional points to be added, please let us know and we will revise the
documents accordingly.

Chapter 10 conclusions that the implementation of mitigation measures outlined in the Chapter and SWMP
will not result in unacceptable adverse effects.

Response on Potential for Transfer of Invasive Species
The Applicant has liaised extensively with Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and Scottish
Natural Heritage (SNH) regarding the issue of invasive non-native species (INNS) and the potential for
transfer of INNS between catchments. Section 3.4 of Chapter 3 Design Evolution and Alternatives outlines
the design evolution of the Development, and how design changes have been informed by the presence of
invasive species within Loch Ness. The implementation of the “closed loop system” is outlined here and in
more detail of how the Development mitigates operational cross-catchment transfer are available in Section
6: Operation Risk INNS Assessment of Volume 5, Appendix 7.2: Invasive Non-native Species Risk
Assessment of the EIA Report.

On the 2 October 2018, SNH confirmed that the INNS Risk Assessment addressed their concerns over
INNS. SEPA also confirmed that were content with the INNS Risk Assessment within their Gate Check
Response on the 2 October 2018.
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During construction, the risk of INNS transfer will be minimised through the adoption of a Biosecurity
Management Plan (BMP). An outline plan is presented within the Outline CEMP available in Volume 5,
Appendix 3.1 of the EIA Report.
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Appendix A5 - Scotways



 

                                       Safeguarding public access in Scotland since 1845 

 
 
 

 
Econsents_admin@gov.scot 
 
Stephen McFadden 
Consents Manager 
Energy Consents Unit 
The Scottish Government 
 

28/01/2019 
 
Dear Mr McFadden, 
 
THE ELECTRICITY WORKS (ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) (SCOTLAND) 
REGULATIONS 2017 
ELECTRICITY ACT 1989: APPLICATION FOR SECTION 36 CONSENT FOR THE 
PROPOSED RED JOHN PUMPED STORAGE SCHEME IN THE PLANNING AUTHORITY 
AREA OF THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL 
 
Thank you for your email of 21 November 2018 requesting observations on the above 
application.  We gratefully acknowledge the additional time allowed for our response. 
 
The National Catalogue of Rights of Way does not show any rights of way affected by the 
area outlined in red on Figure 1.2 The Proposed Development Site.  As there is no definitive 
record of rights of way in Scotland, there may be other routes that meet the criteria to be 
rights of way but have not been recorded as they have not yet come to our notice. 
 
You will no doubt be aware there may now be general access rights over any property under 
the terms of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.  We understand that the applicant has 
consulted the Core Paths Plan, prepared by Highland Council’s access team as part of their 
duties under this Act.   
 
This application contains proposals for the closure (both permanent and temporary) of 
recreational access routes including associated diversions.  The details are given within an 
Outline Access Management Plan (OAMP) Vol 5 Appendix 14.3 
 
As the applicant is proposing to alter the lines of core paths and other recreational access 
routes across the site, it may be useful to set out some of the criteria we consider when 
determining whether we find a proposed diversion to be acceptable; these include: 

- the diversion should be of at least an equivalent standard,  
- be not significantly longer,  
- be no less convenient,  
- be accessible to at least the same categories of access taker as use it at present, 
- be available for use before the present route becomes unavailable 

 
A number of diversions are proposed within the OAMP: these are confusingly presented so 
we are not going consider each one in detail here.  However as an example we will look at 
Diversion 3.  The OAMP states in Table 14.1 that National Cycle Route 78 will be partially 
closed for the duration of the construction period.  It will be diverted via Diversion 3 allowing 
access through the Development Site for the duration of the consent.  Refer to Figure 14.3.2 
 
It should be noted that Figure 14.3.2 Construction – Core Paths and National Cycle Route 
shows National Cycle Route (NCR) 78 running along the B852 whereas Figure 14.3.3 shows 
Diversion 3 but with no reference to NCR 78, so the proposal is unclear.  Regardless of the 



incorrect references, when considering Diversion #3 in relation to the criteria listed above 
questions are raised regarding how this diversion can be seen to be acceptable to cyclists or 
indeed walkers as it appears to have a steep gradient at either end.  The Society has not 
been able to locate any clear proposals as to the construction of this alternative route to 
show that it will be of equivalent standard.  It remains unclear as to how this diversion would 
meet the considerations noted above and thus be acceptable. 
 
Noting the above and from other confusing information provided for the other diversions it is 
hard to determine the exact intent for public access routes within the application site as a 
whole.   
 
It is important to note that the OAMP contains several inaccurate and confusing references: 
the incorrect reference in Table 14.1 noted above is not the sole inaccurate reference within 
that table and there are many incorrect references within Appendix 14.3. 
The application itself incorrectly references the Outline Access Management Plan as 
(Appendix 14.1 Volume 5) when it is Appendix 14.3.  Additionally Volume 2, Chapter 14 
Table 14.11 Summary of Effects incorrectly references the Figures for the three core path 
diversions eg It will be diverted via Diversion 4 as shown on Figure 14.1.5 
 
Within the OAMP the applicant states 14.4.4 that details of the existing recreational routes to 
be upgraded post-construction will be provided when a construction contractor has been 
appointed.  In order to comment fully on how these upgrades will affect outdoor access we 
suggest details of these upgrades need to be provided to consultees for their consideration. 
 
The OAMP states 14.3.1 It should be noted that any diversion on figures are indicative at this 
stage.  For clarity a defined, not outline, Access Management Plan is required.  This should 
then show accurate references to figures and provide accurate details of the defined routes 
with the proposed diversions at all stages of the proposed scheme.  It should detail the 
proposals for the construction materials to be used, the types of post construction 
reinstatement and path upgrades rather than the developer providing details of these once a 
Construction Contractor has been appointed. 
 
This AMP needs to be produced prior to the application being considered by the planning 
authority in order that all the relevant bodies can be consulted. 
 
We would strongly recommend that the applicant consult with the access team at Highland 
Council with regard to any proposals for closure/diversions of recreational routes across the 
site.  Any diversions should be agreed prior to the development being granted planning 
permission and in conjunction with Access Team at Highland Council.  
 
As this application affects part of the National Cycle Network we would seek reassurance 
from the developer that Sustrans Scotland has been consulted.  If we have inadvertently 
overlooked this we would be grateful to have it brought to our attention. 
 
Due to the lack of clarity and the confusing information contained within the OAMP this 
response should be seen as an objection.   
 
I hope the information provided is useful to you.  Please do not hesitate to contact me if you 
need more detail or if you have any queries. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 

Lynda L Grant 
Access Assistant 

 

The Scottish Rights of Way and Access Society  24 Annandale Street, Edinburgh EH7 4AN (Registered Office) 
Tel/Fax 0131 558 1222  e-mail: info@scotways.com  web: www.scotways.com 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
ScotWays is a registered trade mark of the Scottish Rights of Way and Access Society, a company limited by guarantee. 

Registered Company Number: 024243 (Scotland). Registered with the Inland Revenue as a charity, ref: SC 015460. 

mailto:info@scotways.com
http://www.scotways.com/
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme 

Scotways Section 36 Response

Thank you for your response dated 28th January 2019. The Applicant has reviewed the comments and wishes to provide the following responses:

Scotways Comments Applicants Response 
The National Catalogue of Rights of Way does not show any rights of 
way affected by the area outlined in red on Figure 1.2 The Proposed 
Development Site.  As there is no definitive record of rights of way in 
Scotland, there may be other routes that meet the criteria to be rights of 
way but have not been recorded as they have not yet come to our notice.

You will no doubt be aware there may now be general access rights over 
any property under the terms of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003.  
We understand that the applicant has consulted the Core Paths Plan, 
prepared by Highland Council’s access team as part of their duties under 
this Act.

The Applicant has liaised with the Access Officer of The Highland Council. A copy of our 
response is attached below for information. 

This application contains proposals for the closure (both permanent and 
temporary) of recreational access routes including associated diversions.  
The details are given within an Outline Access Management Plan 
(OAMP) Vol 5 Appendix 14.3 

As the applicant is proposing to alter the lines of core paths and other 
recreational access routes across the site, it may be useful to set out 
some of the criteria we consider when determining whether we find a 
proposed diversion to be acceptable; these include: 

- the diversion should be of at least an equivalent standard, 

- be not significantly longer, 

- be no less convenient, 

- be accessible to at least the same categories of access taker as use it 
at present, 

The Applicant confirms that when devising diversions, these criteria have been applied in 
conjunction with feasibility and viability of the diversion, proximity and safety of the user, 
and also in consultation with the South Loch Ness Access Group. 

We apologise for any confusion. However to show all the existing routes, both inside and 
outside the Development Site Boundary, and the associated diversions on one figure per 
phase and at a suitable scale would have also been very confusing for the reader. By 
grouping specific routes in the Construction and Operational phases, it was intended to 
show the proposed diversions and closures clearly, and how these would be reinstated. 

Figure 14.3.3 shows long distance routes, but for completeness we can add the NCR 78 
on this figure. The Outline AOMP is not finalised and we welcome suggestions on how 
Diversion #3 can be made acceptable to all users, including considerations of gradient. 
Diversion #3 is also located in an area of ancient woodland. 

Figure 14.3.5 shows that Diversion #3 will be removed after the construction phase has 
finished (or earlier if possible), and the original route of the NCR 78 reinstated. 
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Scotways Comments Applicants Response 
- be available for use before the present route becomes unavailable

A number of diversions are proposed within the OAMP: these are 
confusingly presented so we are not going consider each one in detail 
here.  However as an example we will look at Diversion 3.  The OAMP 
states in Table 14.1 that National Cycle Route 78 will be partially closed 
for the duration of the construction period.  It will be diverted via 
Diversion 3 allowing access through the Development Site for the 
duration of the consent.  Refer to Figure 14.3.2 

It should be noted that Figure 14.3.2 Construction – Core Paths and 
National Cycle Route shows National Cycle Route (NCR) 78 running 
along the B852 whereas Figure 14.3.3 shows Diversion 3 but with no 
reference to NCR 78, so the proposal is unclear.  Regardless of the 
incorrect references, when considering Diversion #3 in relation to the 
criteria listed above questions are raised regarding how this diversion 
can be seen to be acceptable to cyclists or indeed walkers as it appears 
to have a steep gradient at either end.  The Society has not been able to 
locate any clear proposals as to the construction of this alternative route 
to show that it will be of equivalent standard.  It remains unclear as to 
how this diversion would meet the considerations noted above and thus 
be acceptable.

We welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss these if this would assist.

Noting the above and from other confusing information provided for the 
other diversions it is hard to determine the exact intent for public access 
routes within the application site as a whole.

We welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss these if this would assist. 

It is important to note that the OAMP contains several inaccurate and 
confusing references: 

- The incorrect reference in Table 14.1 noted above is not the sole 
inaccurate reference within that table and there are many incorrect 
references within Appendix 14.3. 

- The application itself incorrectly references the Outline Access 
Management Plan as (Appendix 14.1 Volume 5) when it is Appendix 
14.3.  Additionally Volume 2, Chapter 14 Table 14.11 Summary of 
Effects incorrectly references the Figures for the three core path 
diversions eg It will be diverted via Diversion 4 as shown on Figure 

We have proposed several amendments within our response to the THC Access Officer, 
and will make further corrections as appropriate. We are meeting THC on the 5th February 
to discuss their response and then will make the full amends. 
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Scotways Comments Applicants Response 
14.1.5

Within the OAMP the applicant states 14.4.4 that details of the existing 
recreational routes to be upgraded post-construction will be provided 
when a construction contractor has been appointed.  In order to 
comment fully on how these upgrades will affect outdoor access we 
suggest details of these upgrades need to be provided to consultees for 
their consideration.

A planning condition has been proposed by the THC Access Officer, and this can be 
amended to provide this detail once the detailed design of the Development and its above 
ground infrastructure is confirmed. 

The OAMP states 14.3.1 It should be noted that any diversion on figures 
are indicative at this stage.  For clarity a defined, not outline, Access 
Management Plan is required.  This should then show accurate 
references to figures and provide accurate details of the defined routes 
with the proposed diversions at all stages of the proposed scheme.  It 
should detail the proposals for the construction materials to be used, the 
types of post construction reinstatement and path upgrades rather than 
the developer providing details of these once a Construction Contractor 
has been appointed.

A planning condition has been proposed by the THC Access Officer, and therefore the 
finalised AMP will be prepared prior to the commencement of development. 

This AMP needs to be produced prior to the application being considered 
by the planning authority in order that all the relevant bodies can be 
consulted.

A planning condition has been proposed by the THC Access Officer, and therefore the 
finalised AMP will be prepared prior to the commencement of development. 

We would strongly recommend that the applicant consult with the access 
team at Highland Council with regard to any proposals for 
closure/diversions of recreational routes across the site. Any diversions 
should be agreed prior to the development being granted planning 
permission and in conjunction with Access Team at Highland Council.  

As this application affects part of the National Cycle Network we would 
seek reassurance from the developer that Sustrans Scotland has been 
consulted. If we have inadvertently overlooked this we would be grateful 
to have it brought to our attention.
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Response to THC Access Officer

Response from THC Access Officer Applicants Response

The plan is in “outline” and does not offer enough detail to be able to 
assess the full impact of the scheme on public access. I like the table 
and plan format but would like more commitment and detail from the 
developers at this stage rather than them abdicating responsibility to the 
Construction Contractor. We see this quite a bit. If contractors are 
unaware of their access management responsibilities at the outset i.e. 
the tender stage they are less inclined to meet reasonable standards. 
For example “Details of the types of reinstatement will be provided when 
a construction contractor has been appointed.” In line with our policies 
we will be looking for paths, surfaces and reinstatement that offers a 
better resource for access takers inconvenienced by a long construction 
period and proposed diversions. How can developers or contractors 
price work on that basis? How can we reasonably expect contractors 
and developers to deliver higher quality routes if they remain 
uncommitted to them?

As stated in Section 14.1.4 of Appendix 14.3, the plan submitted as part of the Section 36 
application is an outline plan with the aim of demonstrating the Applicant’s commitment to 
addressing and maintaining access requirements. 
There are some details that are not available at this stage of the Development design and 
will require input from the Construction Contractor. However, the diversions, upgrades and 
timing of implementation have been integrated in to the Development design – as set out 
in Chapter 2: Project and Site Description and as such will form part of the construction 
contractor tender. 

Initial comments were requested from the Access Officer prior to the submission but 
unfortunately comments were received too late to make any changes. However the 
diversions and management of the paths were discussed with the landowner and the 
South Loch Ness Access Group, who approved the proposals. 

As the Access Management Plan is proposed to be updated post-consent for approval by 
the Highland Council, having early sight of this outline plan provides an opportunity for 
early consultation in addition to that entered into prior to submission. 

[Section] 14.4.5 [of Appendix 14.3] Standards makes references to 
irrelevant legislation and consultation at too late a stage to secure the 
standards we will seek.

The Applicant proposes updating the section on standards within the Access Management 
Plan to reference the Upland Path Advisory Group’s guidance on path construction 
standards and management1, The British Horse Society’s Advice for Surfaces and 
Horses2, and Sustrans’ Handbook for Cycle Friendly Design3. This will be undertaken 
once all other comments have been addressed so a complete revision can be submitted 
prior to determination. 

An Access Management Plan should be submitted to the Planning 
Authority for its written approval prior to construction starting. That 
approved plan is what should be communicated to the public using 
means outlined in that plan.

This aligns with the Applicant’s understanding of the process and agrees with the 
statement as set out in sections 14.1.4 and 14.4.7 of Appendix 14.3. 

The proposal seeks significant temporary and permanent diversion of 2 
core paths. I recommend that consent be conditional on the 
successful diversion of those core paths under Section 208 of the 
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 and that the 

The Applicant wishes to clarify as follows regarding the two core paths:

- During construction both IN12.04 and IN12.05 will be diverted. Diversion 1 will 
apply to both routes and Diversion 2 will apply to IN12.05 only. This can be 

1 https://www.outdooraccess-scotland.scot/access-management-guidance/path-management [Accessed 10/01/2018].
2 http://www.bhs.org.uk/advice-and-information/riding-out/free-leaflets-and-advice. [Accessed 10/01/2018].
3 https://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/file_content_type/sustrans_handbook_for_cycle-friendly_design_11_04_14.pdf. [Accessed 10/01/2018].
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Response from THC Access Officer Applicants Response

developer be required to pay for those orders whether or not they 
are successful.

viewed on Figure 14.3.2 of Appendix 14.3. 

- During operation:

o IN12.05 will be reopened along its original alignment;

o IN12.04 will have a minor diversion around Construction Compound 1 and 
will join the IN12.05 approximately 200 m south of the existing junction;

o Diversions 1 and 2 as constructed during the pre-construction phase of 
the Development will be retained as additional paths increasing access 
options in the area. 

o The operational routes can be viewed on Figure 14.3.5 of Appendix 14.3. 
The path (IN12.05) through Compound 1 during operation can be viewed 
on Figure 2.20 in Volume 3. 

The Applicant has committed to installing the proposed construction diversions as set out 
within Appendix 14.3 at the pre-construction phase of the Development. The diversions 
will be in place before access is restricted on the existing network. 

The South Loch Ness Trail follows the B852 here. I recommend that 
the developer be required to install a traffic-free, off-road 2m wide 
aggregate path suitable for walkers, cyclists and horse riders that 
the operators of the scheme maintain for the lifespan of that 
scheme. This is in common with Stronelairg’s commitment to the South 
Loch Ness Trail between Fort Augustus and Glen Doe.

The Applicant proposes to provide a new path to the standards requested. There are two 
options for this new path which are subject to the final location of the valvehouse (which is 
shown on Figure 2.11 immediately adjacent to the B852) and the overall detailed design of 
the Tailpond Infrastructure::

- The path could be moved south to the opposite side of the road (subject to private 
land agreements); or 

- If the security of the Tailpond Infrastructure is not compromised, then the route 
would continue alongside the lochside. 

It should be noted that this is an enhancement to the current route, and will be confirmed 
as part of the detailed design of the Development. 

The Applicant proposes to commit to providing funding for the maintenance of the path 
under a Section 75 agreement as part of the Development’s community benefit. This 
would rationalise conditions on the Development. It should also be a noted that a 
condition on the operational lifespan of the Development is not equivocal to the 
agreement with Stronelairg Wind Farm given the significantly longer lifespan of the 
Development of 80 years or greater compared to 25 years for a wind farm.  
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Stephen McFadden 
Energy Consents Unit 
Scottish Government 
 
E-mail: Econsents_Admin@gov.scot 
 
01/02/2019      Our ref: 659920 
 
Red John Pumped Storage Scheme - consultation request re application for section 36 consent 
 
Dear Stephen, 
 
Thank you for consulting RSPB Scotland on the Red John pumped storage hydro-electric scheme application. Having 
considered the submitted information we provide the following advice and recommendations.  We believe the EIA 
Report does not demonstrate that the construction of the proposed development will not disturb important 
breeding birds, and therefore recommend that a species protection plan should be required by condition if consent 
is granted. 
 
Renewable energy schemes, like any type of development, can be damaging for wildlife if sited 
insensitively.  However, climate change poses one of the single greatest long-term threats to birds and other 
wildlife.  RSPB Scotland therefore recognises the essential role that carefully sited renewable energy can play in 
reducing the effects of climate change on wildlife and people, but believes that these developments must be 
carefully sited and designed to avoid negative impacts on sites and species of conservation importance. 
  
Bird Species of Conservation Concern and Designated Sites 
 
Slavonian grebe, black-throated and red-throated divers are known to breed in or frequent all the lochs surrounding 
Loch Duntelchaig.  These species are all listed under Annex 1 of the Birds Directive (2009/147/EC) and Schedule 1 of 
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. It is an offence to disturb any bird listed on Schedule 1 whilst it is building a 
nest or whilst it is in, on or near a nest containing eggs or young, and to disturb any dependent young.  Without 
robust mitigation, the construction of this scheme would be likely to lead to disturbance of nearby breeding pairs 
and foraging adults, potentially affecting their breeding success. It is therefore essential that robust mitigation 
measures are implemented to prevent such disturbance if the scheme is consented and goes ahead. 
 
We’re pleased to see that the sensitive moulting period for Slavonian grebe (15 August – 31 October), a qualifying 
feature of the Loch Ashie Special Protection Area, has been taken into account and that blasting works at the 
headpond will take place outwith this period.  We welcome the stated intention to put a diver raft on Loch nan 
Geadas however red-throated divers are known to be site faithful and it is not certain that divers will use the raft if 
displaced from Loch na Curra therefore the raft would not be sufficient mitigation on its own for displacement of 
these species due to construction activities.  
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Section 8.5.44 of of the EIA Report Chapter 8: Ornithology refers to previous similar scale blasting work projects 
elicting no response from incubating red-throated divers, however those birds were located 1.8km from the 
operational area whereas the divers on Loch na Curra are approximately 540m from the headpond location.   
Therefore we do not accept that the proposed development is comparable to the referenced previous projects and 
as such we do not accept that there will necessarily be negligible magnitude effect on red-throated divers on Loch na 
Curra from construction of the headpond as claimed in the EIA Report.  As the disturbance effect on red-throated 
diver from blasting within 1.8km is unknown we recommend a species protection plan is submitted and agreed 
which details sufficient measures to ensure that construction (including blasting) will not cause disturbance to 
nearby breeding divers. 
 
Section 8.7.9 states that trial blasting will be undertaken in the headpond to identify maximum charge sizes which 
will generate a maximum sound level of 75dB (waterfowl are known to exhibit flight response once levels exceed 
84dB).  We welcome these trials but recommend that sound levels of trial blasts are additionally measured at Loch 
na Curra and Lochan an Eoin Ruadha to inform maximum charge sizes that can be used without cuasing disturbance 
to breeding divers on these waterbodies.  Trial blasts should be conducted at the closest points of the headpond site 
to Loch Ashie SPA, Loch na Curra and Lochan an Eoin Ruadha. This would accurately replicate the highest possible 
sound levels that could be experienced at each of these sites during construction. 
 
We recommend breeding divers are given a minimum 750m buffer where construction, blasting & felling operations 
are prohibited during their breeding season (between 1st April – 31st July) to prevent disturbance.  We also 
recommend a 300m such buffer for breeding Slavonian grebe. We agree to the use of the C1064 in accordance with 
the proposed mitigation stated in section 8.7.15.    
 
Black grouse 
 
Black grouse, a species in the Birds of Conservation Concern (BoCC) Red list, was identified as occurring within the 
development area.  We recommend an operational buffer of at least 750m between construction activity and lek 
sites.  Operations within 750m of any known lek site should be timed to avoid activity 1 hour before, to 2 hours 
after, local sunrise from 15th March to 15th May. 
 
Additionally as black grouse habitat is likely to be lost due to the development we recommend positive management 
for black grouse within 1.5km of lek sites, to achieve this we suggest the following:  
 
• A minimum of 200m radius should be left unplanted around the lek site, this should be managed to ensure that the 
site retains an open aspect; this can be done either through mowing or light grazing.  This should be undertaken 
between November and January when lek activity is at its lowest.    

• Deer fences should not be erected near to lek sites.  We recommend all deer fences to be a minimum of 200m 
away from leks. We recommend all fences within 2km of leks are marked to the highest specification in accordance 
with the Forestry Commission Scotland’s Technical Note 19.   

• Widen rides and create open ground within plantations, use open ground and planting to connect black grouse 
habitats and leks.  
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• Restructure plantations to create age-class diversity, black grouse will use blocks up to 10-15 years old.  

• Restructure or thin edges of forests on the moorland edge or plant these areas at a lower density to give areas of 
scattered trees rather than a hard edge.  This also benefits wading birds.  

• Black grouse forage for a variety of seasonal food sources and so we recommend integrating native trees within 
1.5km of the lek such as rowan, birch, hawthorn, larch and scots pine.  

• Black grouse require a mosaic of scrub habitats from open to dense vegetation so we recommend retaining some 
areas of low level scrub and planting at lower densities within 1.5km of lek to allow for a well developed forest 
understory (blaeberry).  

• The blocking of drains/furrows within 1.5km of the lek will be highly benefical as this will rehydrate areas, 
increasing invertebrate numbers; these are favoured chick rearing habitats.  

Cold searching & Scottish crossbill 
We recommend that cold searching is carried out before felling to ensure that any nest sites of protected species are 
avoided, this will also include ground nesting species such as waders, hen harrier and merlin at forest/upland 
boundaries. We encourage all felling operations to be planned outside of the main bird breeding season where 
possible (1st March - 15th August).  
 
Crossbill was recorded within the proposed development site.  There is a possibility that some of the birds recorded 
were Scottish crossbill, this species is listed under Annex 1 of the Birds Directive and Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act (1981).  These birds breed mainly between 1st February – 15th May (however they can potentially 
breed all year round), therefore forestry operations during this period should take this species into consideration 
and give nest sites a safe working buffer of 150m. 
 
In summary, we recommend that if consent is granted, it should be subject to conditions requiring the submission, 
approval and implementation of a species protection plan (addressing our recommendations above in relation to 
red-throated diver, Slavonian grebe; black grouse and cold searching) and a habitat management plan (addressing 
our recommendations in relation to positive management for black grouse). These plans should be the subjects of 
consultation with SNH and RSPB Scotland. 
 
I hope you find my comments useful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if RSPB can be of any further assistance.  
 
 
Yours faithfully 

Phil Dowling 
Conservation Officer, South Highland. 
 
cc. eplanning@highland.gov.uk 

REDACTED
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Red John Pumped Storage 
RSPB – Section 36 Response
Thank you for your consultation response to the Red John Pumped Storage Hydro scheme Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA), dated 1st February 2019. Please find our response below: 

Divers

Regarding the buffer for breeding divers, note that Ruddock and Whitfield (2007) give a recommended stand-off distance 
of 500 - 750 m, not a fixed 750 m, which accounts for the greater tolerance of some birds to potential disturbance 
sources. Our proposed buffer distance of 540 m to the nearest construction works is within that recommendation, and 
moreover the divers at Lochan na Curra are accustomed to regular disturbance by anglers in boats and nearby traffic on 
the C1064. For this reason we consider that they are likely to be less sensitive to disturbance and thus the lower end of 
the recommended stand-off distance is considered sufficient for standard construction activity at the Headpond.

We acknowledge that blasting does not constitute standard construction activity in this context. Measurements of noise 
and air overpressure from trial blasts (activated in the nearest proposed part of the Headpond, outside the breeding 
season) can be undertaken at Loch na Curra, as well as Loch Ashie. We expect, as a result of forestry screening, that 
noise levels from blasting will still be lower than 75dB(A) at the nest location. Furthermore, given that disturbance from 
blasting would be of very short duration and would occur rarely within the overall construction period, we consider that 
there is unlikely to be a significant noise effect from blasting on nesting divers. 

However, air overpressure varies enormously according to factors such as weather conditions and is highly 
unpredictable, and there is no guidance on acceptable air overpressure levels for nesting birds. Test blasts can be 
carried out under different weather conditions to cater for this. If air overpressure levels at the waterbodies do not cause 
discomfort to humans, it is likely that they will also be acceptable to birds, whose detection of air pressure waves (apart 
from in owls) is similar to that of humans. Direct observations can be made of the nesting divers when they are present, 
to verify that blast levels determined by measurements outside the breeding season are indeed not causing disturbance.

With regard to the proposed diver rafts, note that these are intended as enhancements, not mitigation.

Black grouse

The nearest black grouse lek is 1 km from the Headpond, therefore a buffer of 750 m from construction works will be 
automatically achieved, and no deer fences will be erected in the vicinity of this lek. Deer fences in the area of the 
scheme will be designed to minimise risk of black grouse collision. Note that habitat improvements for black grouse will 
be achieved by the proposed replanting plan, which includes restructuring of the Dirr Wood plantation with inclusion of 
native trees, and extensive planting of juniper with scattered trees (such as birch and rowan) on non-wetland areas (i.e. 
not on flushes / bog) on Ashie Moor, near and amongst existing areas of juniper, and replicating favoured black grouse 
habitat of open woodland with clearings.

Cold searching

It is standard practice to check areas of vegetation for nesting birds if vegetation must be cleared in the breeding season, 
and this would be carried out. We acknowledge that crossbills commonly breed as early as February and would take this 
into account with regard to checks of forestry to be cleared.

Documentation of mitigation

Breeding bird mitigation for this scheme will be set out either in a separate Species Protection Plan, or within the 
Landscape and Ecology Mitigation Plan.
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme

Non-Technical Summary of Flood Risk and Breach 
Analysis 

Introduction
The following summary has been provided as a non-technical description for the flood risk assessment
(FRA) and breach analysis and is based on the information that is contained within the publically available
EIA Report submitted to the Energy Consents Unit.

Background
As part of the EIA it is necessary to investigate the potential flow paths and effects of a breach to determine
if the risk is acceptable and to allow adequate emergency planning to be implemented in the highly unlikely
event of a breach.

An assessment of the likelihood and consequence of a breach has therefore been undertaken to define the
potential areas at risk of flood inundation. The assessment has been undertaken in line with the methodology
set out in the “Guidance to risk assessment for reservoir safety management – Volume 2: methodology and
supporting information Report – SC090001/R2- Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs” (Ref
1).  This study is reported fully within the main text of the FRA report (Appendix 9.1, Volume 5).

Information regarding the Development design has been used to set up the 2D flood model which has been
used to simulate the impact of Embankment failure for areas lying downstream of the Headpond. This is
shown within:

· EIA Report Chapter 9 Flood Risk;

· EIA Figure 9.3 Breach Locations; 

· EIA Figures 9.9-9.13 Breach Extents; and

· EIA Technical Appendix 9.1 Flood Risk Assessment (FRA).

The study involves four stages:

· Data collection;

· Breach flow estimation;

· 2D modelling of breach flow along downstream valley; and

· Production of mapping outputs.

Hydrology and Embankment Breach Parameters

Data Collection 
The proposed location of the Headpond lies at a high elevation on moorland and has no contributing
catchment area or impounded stream, so is categorised as non-impounding.

The storage capacity of the Headpond provides the volume of water that could be released in the event of
breach. It should be noted that this would not release the entire volume of water contained within the
Headpond – water would remain within the Headpond where the Embankment is excavated beneath the
existing ground level.
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Breach Scenarios
Two scenarios, dry day and wet day, consider different types of failure. The dry day accounts for internal
failures of the Embankment structure such as piping, slope stability or foundation failure, whereas the wet
day accounts for failure resulting from overtopping of the top of the Embankment.

A third scenario investigated the maximum flood rise in the Headpond resulting from the probable maximum
precipitation (PMP) event to assess the validity of the starting water level of 0.1 m above the top of the
Embankment for the wet day scenario.

The Headpond is situated on the watershed between the catchment area of Loch Ness, and the catchment
areas of Loch Ashie and Loch Duntelchaig.  As the Headpond is fully impounded, failure at different locations
around the Embankment would result in water being released in different directions – either west towards
Loch Ness, or east or north-east towards Loch Duntelchaig or Loch Ashie (as shown on Figures 9.9 – 9.13).
Two potential breach locations were therefore identified (as shown on Figure 9.3). These were where the
Embankment height was greatest, for example where there is the greatest difference in top of the
Embankment and the bottom

Inundation Modelling Results

Breach Location 1 – Dores
Breach 1 is located on the south-west of the Embankment with flows directed towards Loch Ness and Dores
village.

Between the dry and PMP events the extents are virtually the same. The flooding extents are shown in
Volume 3: Figure 9.9. The main flow direction is to the north-west directly towards Dores and Loch Ness. A
smaller stream flows to the south-west and splits into two separate streams which both flow into Loch Ness
further to the south-west.

Breach Location 2 – Loch Ashie
Breach 2 would release flow immediately from the north-east of the Embankment into Loch Ashie where it
would spread across the loch surface. The potential for this to cause overtopping of Loch Ashie embankment
and cause a cascade failure was assessed.

Any flow passing through Loch Asie or over the crest would continue down the hillside towards south
Inverness and eventually enter the River Ness.

The extents of the Dry Day and PMP event are shown in Volume 3: Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.11.

Safety Design and Maintenance 
An All Panel Reservoir Engineer under the Reservoir (Scotland) Act 2011 is required to sign off on the
design and execution of the works before the Headpond is filled.

Once commissioned there will be regular inspections to ensure the safety of the Headpond. Regular
maintenance will likely include for examination of the critical safety features of the Headpond including
Embankment structure, spillway, screens and scour arrangements, the condition of the major elements and
the operating records.

Under the Reservoir (Scotland) Act 2011, the operator of a reservoir must appoint a Supervising Engineer
from a ‘panel’ of engineers pre-approved by the Scottish Government. The Supervising Engineer will monitor
the Headpond, supervise operations and conduct visual inspections annually. Inspection must also be
conducted with a minimum frequency of every two years by an Inspecting Engineer who is an independent,
panel engineer.
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Conclusion
Although the likelihood of an Embankment breach occurring is extremely low, the consequences, however,
are significant. It is therefore necessary to look at the potential flow paths and effects of a breach to
determine if the risk is acceptable and to allow adequate emergency planning to be implemented in the
future as mitigation in the unlikely event of a breach.

The analysis shows that in the unlikely event of a breach, a substantial area is at risk of inundation.
Recognising that the likelihood of a breach event is extremely low, in line with the guidance set out in the
guide to reservoir risk management, the risk is classed as being tolerable. This is based on undertaking the
rigorous supervision and inspection regime based on the requirements of the Reservoir (Scotland) Act 2011
and that the general condition of the Headpond is classed as condition score 1, very good with no defects,
within the guidance to risk assessment for reservoir safety management.The analysis has shown that the
Development will not lead to an unacceptable increase in risk due to breach of the Embankment. The effect
of the Headpond on flood risk will therefore be negligible based on the very low likelihood of occurrence.

References
Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Guide to risk assessment for reservoir safety Ref 1.
management, 2013. 
Reservoir inundation mapping methodology, SEPA  2011Ref 2.
Reservoirs (Scotland) Act 2011, Scottish Parliament, 2011Ref 3.
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme
Public and Local Community Council Meeting

Thank you for attending this public and local community council meeting, held in Dores on the 30th January 2019. The following table provide summary responses 
and post meeting notes to those delivered verbally at the meeting. These have been published in themes to assist and with the names redacted for privacy:

Theme Question Applicants Response

Engineering Design Is there anything new and innovative about this 
particular PSH scheme?

Nothing new as such or that is specifically different on this project than any other in the UK. 
The extent of the headpond embankment is relatively rare for reservoirs but there are many 
examples worldwide.

Within Europe, the projects which are of a comparable scale / nature to Red John are listed 
below.

· Turlough Hill PSH – Ireland
· Goldisthal PSH – Germany
· Erzhausen PSH  – Germany
· Rönkhausen PSH – Germany 

Within Scotland, Scottish Water have 83 ‘large’1 embankment dams, those which are the 
most comparable to Red John, in terms of scale, are listed below.

· Meggat Dam 
· Upper Glendevon Reservoir
· Backwater Dam 
· Daer Dam 

1 – A large embankment dam has been defined in line with the International Commission on Large 
Dams (ICOLD) definition which states a large dam is >15m in height or is between 5 and 15m in height 
with over 3Mm³ of storage.

SSE also have a number of reservoirs and dams within Scotland, these are not necessarily 
the same type of dams as that proposed for this project. However, similar to this 
Development, the dam built for the Glendoe is a rock fill embankment dam.
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Theme Question Applicants Response

Could you not dig further sown to avoid visual 
intrusion and risk?

Digging down would mean that there was a significant excess of excavated material on site. 
This would require offsite disposal which would add many thousands of lorry trips to local 
roads during the construction phase. It would also reduce the generating capacity of the 
project which needs as much height difference between the Headpond and Loch Ness as 
possible. 

Consideration of problems with construction, 
risk and climate change in designing dams 
(referring 2015 quote in National Geographic 
from AECOM) 

These comments (from the AECOM representative in the USA) are very generalised and 
probably international in context. However, they relate primarily to earthfill dams which may 
only be subject to periodic, or little, monitoring. The embankment proposed for this 
Development is very different. The Red John headpond will have a rigorous inspection 
regime, as required in the UK under the Reservoirs Act. In addition, as the pumped storage 
facility will be a staffed and operational facility to which there will be good access, it will be 
monitored much more frequently than a remote or unstaffed reservoir. . Furthermore, the 
Headpond will be emptied regularly allowing both the inside and outside faces of the 
embankment to be inspected frequently. Further assurance is that the headpond will be 
designed to be drawn down quickly (that being the essence of pumped storage) through a 
tunnel (the high pressure tunnel and low pressure tunnels) specifically designed for that 
purpose. 

The Development Headpond is not, for comparison, a water supply reservoir where (typically) 
water is stored at reservoir full. Furthermore, this Development has no natural catchment 
(other than rainwater) so flood flows – which can cause problems if insufficient spillway 
capacity is provided (which is what Mr France is talking about) – are not a relevant 
consideration.

Why have you chosen Option B for the 
headpond? This seems the most risky as you’re 
building on a natural fault line.

There are a number of geological faults in the area. These are to be avoided if possible but 
any possible effects can be mitigated during the design of the embankment.

The fault line in question is classed as an ‘inferred fault’ by the British Geological Survey 
(BGS), this means the exact location of it is unknown. The Great Glen Fault, which runs 
along Loch Ness, has an impact on the surrounding bedrock for many kilometres and it is this 
fault line that has created the potential varying rock quality across the Development and at 
both of the Headpond options that were considered.

Given the short distance between the locations of Option A and Option B, it is unlikely that 
there are considerable differences in the rock quality which would result in one of the options 
being considered as more or less risky than the other. Detailed ground investigation work will 
be undertaken as part of the final design phase.
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Theme Question Applicants Response

Why does this scheme need a headpond if 
Scotland is already very hilly?

ILI have looked at multiple locations for such a facility and a combination of factors 
contributed to the selection of this one. All pumped storage facilities need a Headpond 
although it is more usual for a valley to be dammed.

What steps have been taken to minimise night 
lighting from the PSH scheme site?

No lighting is proposed at the Headpond, other than if this is stipulated on the diversion of the 
C1064. At the Inlet / Outlet structure on Loch Ness, there will be no lighting required on this 
structure and we will be installing infra-red cameras for security during hours of darkness due 
to comments from the Ness Fisheries about illegal salmon poaching. 

Flood Risk Is there a risk (of headpond failure)? 

A dam breach assessment is a statutory requirement for all new dams and reservoirs. The 
acceptability criteria are set out by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and the 
Department for Environment, Flood and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) through the latest Reservoir 
risk assessment guidance.  The assessment is based on the risk of failure of the 
embankment and includes factors relating both to the consequences and to the probability of 
the failure. In the case of the Red John embankment, the outcome of this assessment placed 
the risk in the “Broadly Acceptable” category. This term is further explained below.  

Dam safety procedures in Scotland are written into the law via the Reservoirs (Scotland) Act 
2011. This stipulates that every reservoir over a certain size has to be inspected every year 
by a Reservoirs Panel Engineer. A different Reservoirs Panel Engineer must also certify that 
the design and construction of the reservoir is appropriate for its purpose. The Act makes 
reservoir owners, operators and managers legally responsible for the safety of their 
reservoirs. They are required to employ suitably qualified civil engineers to make regular 
checks on safety in between the Panel Engineers' inspections. 

This system of supervision, which was introduced into the UK after a failure in Wales in 1925, 
has eliminated the failure of dams which are covered by the Act. In practical terms, this 
means that any problems are spotted early by monitoring and inspection and the water level 
in the reservoir is lowered so that the dam can be further inspected and, if necessary, 
repaired. 

Whilst the risk of failure is minuscule, an assessment was carried out as required by, and 
based on, the method stipulated by SEPA for assessing the extent of flood inundation from a 
breach (Chapter 9: Flood Risk and Water Resources of the EIA).  

Such assessments are used to inform The Highland Council emergency planners in the same 
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Theme Question Applicants Response

way that they are informed about flood risk from rivers and lochs.  All other data is classed as 
sensitive information and is therefore held confidential by SEPA.  This approach is the same 
for all new and existing reservoirs within the UK.

The EIA reported that the level of risk was determined to be “Broadly Acceptable”. This is 
based on research into societal risk acceptance which is defined in extracts from the Guide to 
Risk Assessment for Reservoirs Safety Management (DEFRA) and the Reducing Risk, 
Protecting People (HSE). The Guide to Risk Assessment for Reservoirs Safety Management 
refers to “Broadly Acceptable” as follows:

"Risk compared with those that people live with every day, and that they regard as 
insignificant and not worth worrying about (for example, health risk associated with using 
mobile phones)” (Section 9.3.1, page 160).

The HSE document “Reducing Risk, Protecting People” defines the Broadly Acceptable 
region as being the tolerable region and defines the risk in this region as insignificant or trivial 
in their daily lives (Section 123, Page 43).

It should also be noted that SEPA, the competent authority responsible for ensuring 
compliance with the Reservoirs (Scotland) Act 2011, said the following in their consultee 
response (attached) on Flood Risk:

“7. Flood risk
7.1 The owner/operator/applicant of a reservoir has a legal responsibility to comply with the 
requirements of the Reservoirs (Scotland) Act 2011. Our Assessment of Potential Application 
of the Reservoir Inundation Maps for Land Use Planning Purposes Position Statement 
indicates that the probability of failure of a reservoir structure managed under the 2011 Act is 
considered to be so low that it is beyond the scope of likely probabilities considered within the 
Scottish Planning Flood Risk Framework. As a result, we have not considered the reservoir 
breach analysis when providing you with advice on flood risk.”

Why are you constructing this scheme if it’s not 
environmentally friendly and has a flood risk?

The EIA Report has objectively outlined the potential for environmental adverse effects as a 
result of the construction, operation and decommissioning of this Development. A range of 
environmental factors have been assessed as agreed within the Scoping Report and the 
Scoping Opinion which was received from Energy Consents Unit. The Highland Council and 
ultimately Scottish Ministers will determine whether, on balance, the Developments potential 
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effects will, on balance, be acceptable. 

A range of mitigation measures have been recommended and will be implemented via the 
Section 36 consent or Section 75 provisions. These are summarised in the Mitigation 
Register which is contained in Appendix 17.1 (Volume 5) of the EIA Report. 

Response regarding flood risk is covered above. 

What would the fatality risk be? Refer to the answer above on risk assessment.

There must be a risk if there is sensitive 
material in the confidential appendices and 
terrorists could potentially target this area as a 
result.

The statutory guidance does not differentiate between dams of different sizes so all design 
information relating to dams is classified as “Official Sensitive”. There is nothing about the 
Development that makes it any more or less sensitive or vulnerable than any other dam.

Impacts of Flood 
Risk on Properties

Have you discussed house valuation, insurance 
and compensation? Will insurance increase due 
to this scheme?

During the meeting, ILI took the action to speak to their insurance company. This insurance 
company has advised the following:

We wouldn’t be able to issue a letter commenting on what action a third parties home insurer 
will take in respect to the dam being built as we have no authority to comment on their 
underwriting strategy.

Therefore we have contacted a local resident who in turn has spoken to their insurance 
company and the policy underwriters. The insurance company has confirmed that property 
rates would not increase due to the presence of a dam, and that there would need to be 
precedent for rates to be adjusted. 

Would ILI be prepared to offset any Increases in 
house insurance premiums?

Due to the negligible risk factor and advice from a local residents insurance company, we are 
assured that house premiums will not be affected. 

Availability of 
Information Why can’t we see the confidential appendices?

See answer above. The statutory guidance referred to is: the National Protocol for the 
Handling, Transmission and Storage of Reservoir Information and Flood Maps, UK Reservoir 
Safety Liasion Group, Version 2.4.5 – June 2018

Transport
Transport plan for Red John is very poor, no 
consideration of local schools, no mention of 
speed restrictions, bad experience with 

The Framework Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) provided in the EIA Report 
(Appendix 15.1, Volume 5) provides the basis from which a finalised CTMP will be developed 
post-consent. This will be significantly more detailed and will include information relating to 
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construction workers previously as they didn’t 
keep to speed limits and were not experienced 
driving on country roads, the EIA did not 
mention exact location of new roads.

The community want better traffic management 
plan-AECOM haven’t made the effort to speak 
to the surrounding community councils. 
Disappointed with lack of communication  

local road improvements, traffic restrictions for site vehicles, safety measures etc. The 
restrictions and measures listed in the Framework CTMP serve as the legal minimum from 
which more detailed, stricter and informed measures and/or restrictions will be based on. 

Input and feedback from local communities relating to road improvements, enforcement 
measures and restrictions will be sought - as stated in the EIA chapter - for inclusion in the 
finalised CTMP post-consent. Any road improvements or restrictions will be in agreement with 
the Highland Council and would focus on the areas/issues identified in the South Loch Ness 
Road Improvement Strategy in addition to any widening or visibility improvements required 
for construction traffic.

Farr Primary School has been directly mentioned in the Framework CTMP and restrictions 
have been proposed during school opening and closing hours to maintain safety. Aldourie 
Primary School is likely to only be impacted by abnormal loads which would be transported 
during off-peak hours (evening/night time) and be escorted therefore safety would be 
maintained. 

The exact location and nature of road improvements cannot be specified until the 
Construction Contractor has been appointed and finalised designs have been submitted and 
approved by the Highland Council. 

Consultation 
Responses

Would you give us more cooperation with our 
community councils in terms of planning and 
flexibility with response dates?

We can confirm that we have spoken to the ECU and they will confirm the extension to your 
response deadline until the end of the month, to allow for further meetings to be undertaken. 

No extension from ECU-unhappy with this and 
would like collaboration with ILI, AECOM and 
the community councils to sort out issues.

Communication and 
Liaison

Spoke about bad experience with Tullich homes 
building contractor not knowing about local 
roads and access etc. Would be good to have a 
community liaison with this project.

We would very much welcome the opportunity to have local community involvement in the 
proposed Project Liaison Group, which is outlined in the CEMP, and see representatives from 
local community councils as being some of the core representatives. The CEMP will be 
amended to add more detail on the roles and responsibilities which this Group would have, 
how regularly it would meet and any feedback mechanism which can be implemented via the 
dedicated Environment Manager and / or Liaison Officer.  

Demand Trends Can you clarify how electric cars will effect PSH It is likely that modern pump storage hydro will work differently from previous projects 
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due to their increased use and the effect of night 
time pumping?

because the nature of the generation mix on the grid and the patterns of demand (such as 
electric cars) are changing. Previously PSH was used as “arbitrage” to even out the peaks in 
electricity demand (in the morning and evening) with the generally steady electricity output of 
coal and nuclear power stations. In the future it is likely that PSH will be used to balance the 
more intermittent power output from wind, solar and conventional hydro.  

Next Steps 

If the scheme gets consent but there is no 
buyer, what happens?

The project will not be built until a buyer is in place. The consent is valid for 5 years from 
point of approval. 

Could you explain your investment in benefiting 
out community and our households? I’m 
concerned about ILI building and leaving the 
liability of the project with the community.

We have offered community ownership which we are having positive ongoing discussions. 
This is in addition to community benefit, again where discussions are ongoing. This could be 
for the next 100 years and beyond.

How is this scheme going to be financed? This will be a project of national significance and the buyer will be a significant investment / 
development operator. 

Construction Phase

How will the PSH scheme actually affect me in 
terms of what I see, hear etc.?

The Non-Technical Summary of the EIA Report provides a summarised version of the full 
assessment. Detailed photomontages from key viewpoints are available in Volume 4 and 
there is a comprehensive summary of mitigation to be implemented contained within the 
Mitigation Register in Appendix 17.1 (Volume 5). 

There will be the intake structure on the shore of Loch Ness and there will be the headpond 
at the top of the hill. The latter will be visible initially until the landscaping and native 
broadleaved woodland matures. This is explained in much more detail in the EIA Report and 
within the visualisations. 

There are no emissions or noise anticipated from the Development in operation. 

Why is there not a workers compound in place 
to reduce traffic issues?

It is anticipated that most of the workforce will be provided by the Inverness area and 
surroundings given the skills and knowledge base within the locality from projects such as 
Glen Doe and Foyers, plus in Inverness. 

It is envisaged that some on site accommodation will be provided within Compound 1 for 
those workers required for critical path activities. 
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1. What the CC wants to know in order to assess the risk issue is what constituted the 

fatality rates classed as being within a ‘Broadly Acceptable’ number as presented in 

your EIA?  For the avoidance of doubt we would like this number no matter how 

unlikely the event. 

The rates were calculated as part of a dam breach assessment which is a statutory 
requirement for all new dams and reservoirs. The acceptability criteria are set out by the 
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and the Department for Environment, Flood and Rural 
Affairs (DEFRA) through the latest Reservoir risk assessment guidance.  The assessment is 
based on the risk of failure of the embankment and includes factors relating both to the 
consequences and to the probability of the failure. In the case of the Red John embankment 
the outcome of this assessment placed the risk in the “Broadly Acceptable” category. This 
term is further explained below.   

Dam safety procedures in the Scotland are written into the law via the Reservoirs (Scotland) 
Act 2011. This stipulates that every reservoir over a certain size has to be inspected every 
year by a Reservoirs Panel Engineer. A different Reservoirs Panel Engineer must also certify 
that the design and construction of the reservoir is appropriate for its purpose. The Act 
makes reservoir owners, operators and managers legally responsible for the safety of their 
reservoirs. They are required to employ suitably qualified civil engineers to make regular 
checks on safety in between the Panel Engineers' inspections.  

This system of supervision, which was introduced into the UK after a failure in Wales in 
1925, has eliminated the failure of dams which are covered by the Act. In practical terms this 
means that any problems are spotted early by monitoring and inspection and the water level 
in the reservoir is lowered so that the dam can be further inspected and, if necessary, 
repaired.  

Whilst the risk of failure is miniscule (refer above) an assessment was carried out as required 
by, and based on, the method stipulated by SEPA for assessing the extent of flood 
inundation from a breach (Chapter 9: Flood Risk and Water Resources of the EIA).    

Such assessments are used to inform The Highland Council emergency planners in the same 
way that they are informed about flood risk from rivers and lochs.  All other data is classed 
as sensitive information and is therefore held confidential by SEPA.  This approach is the 
same for all new and existing reservoirs within the UK. 

The EIA reported that the level of risk was determined to be “Broadly Acceptable”. This is 
based on research into societal risk acceptance which is defined in extracts from the Guide 
to Risk Assessment for Reservoirs Safety Management (DEFRA) and the Reducing Risk, 
Protecting People (HSE).The Guide to Risk Assessment for Reservoirs Safety Management 
refers to “Broadly Acceptable” as follows: 

"Risk compared with those that people live with every day, and that they regard as 
insignificant and not worth worrying about (for example, health risk associated with using 
mobile phones)” (Section 9.3.1, page 160). 

The HSE document “Reducing Risk, Protecting People” defines the Broadly Acceptable region 
as being the tolerable region and defines the risk in this region as insignificant or trivial in 
their daily lives (Section 123, Page 43). 



 

2. Could you explain your position on why option A was abandoned? No need to go into 

too much detail, just the main points. 

Option A was not taken further after consultation was undertaken with local communities 
and regulators, and the Scoping Opinion was received from the Energy Consents Unit. The 
vast majority of consultation responses identified Option B as the most favourable option. 
The only exception was the Forestry Commission, due to the impact on tree felling from 
Option B. 

The main issues raised for Option A were. 

- Ecology – Presence of Red Throated Divers 
- Archaeology – Proximity to remains of Caisteal an Dunriachaidh 
- Water Quality – Proximity and interaction with Loch Duntelchaig and proposed drainage 

of the lochs in to Loch Duntelchaig to enable construction of the Headpond 
- Water Resource – Increased loss of catchment of Loch Duntelchaig 

This is covered in Volume 2, Chapter 3: Alternatives of the EIA Report in greater detail.  

 

3. Was any form of breach analysis carried out on Option A, no matter how draft? 

No breach analysis was undertaken for Option A. 
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Appendix 14.3 Outline Access
Management Plan
14.1 Introduction

14.1.1 The Outline Access Management Plan (AMP) provides an overview of the proposed
management of recreation routes during the construction and operation phases of the
Development.  It is proposed that any management during the decommissioning phase will
be covered by the Decommissioning Plan to be prepared at the appropriate time given the
potential lifespan of the Development.

14.1.2 The Outline AMP should be read in conjunction with Chapter 14.1: Socio-economics and
Tourism (Volume 2).

14.1.3 This Outline AMP has been prepared in keeping with the requirements set out in the SNH
Guidance “A Brief Guide to Preparing and Outdoor Access Plan”.  (Ref 1)

14.1.4 This document is an outline plan which has been prepared to be submitted with the Section
36 Application.  It demonstrates the commitment of the Applicant to maintain access through
the Development Site during the construction and operation of the Development.  A final
AMP will be prepared post consent with the appointed Construction Contractor and agreed
with the Highland Council and all other relevant stakeholders ahead of the commencement
of any pre-construction works. It assumed that an appropriately worded planning condition
will be placed on the consent, and this will require the finalised AMP to be agreed and
approved prior to development commencing.

14.2 Baseline

14.2.1 The existing recreation routes are shown in Figure 14.1.1 (available at the end of this
appendix) and are described in further detail in Chapter 14: Socio-economics and Tourism
(Volume 2).  The list of recreation routes includes:

· Kindrummond to Dirr Wood Highland Council Core Path (IN12.04);

· The Drumashie Moor Highland Council Core Path (IN12.05);

· The South Loch Ness Trail (Ref 2); 

· The Trail of the Seven Lochs; 

· Sustrans National Cycle Route 78 The Caledonian Way (Ref 3);

· The C1064 and the B852 roads, which are part of General Wade's Military Road
Network and follow the route of the original roads between Fort Augustus and
Inverness; 

· Local path network of smaller paths used by the landowner and locals for walking,
cycling and horse riding;  

· An Torr Highland Council Core Path (IN12.01);

· Fair Headed Lad’s Pass Highland Council Core Path (IN17.01);

· Other Highland Council Core Paths;

· The Great Glen Way; and
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· The Great Glen Canoe Trail (Ref 4).

14.3 Impacts to Access

14.3.1  Table 14.1 summarises the status of the various recreation routes during both construction
and operation and the proposed diversions where access will be impeded as a result of
construction and operation activities.  This summary relates to figures 14.1.1 to 14.1.7
(available at the end of this appendix).  It should be noted that any diversions on figures are
indicative at this stage.

14.3.2 The assessment of potential effects on recreation routes is included in Table 14.11 of
Chapter 14: Socio-economics and Tourism (Volume 2).

Table 14.1 Summary of Recreation Routes and Diversions during Construction and Operation

Route Construction Operation

Core Paths Outside
Development Site
Boundary

Refer to Figure 14.3.1 Refer to Figure 14.3.1

IN12.01 No direct impact as a result of
construction activities.  Diversion 3 will
allow users to be able to access
IN12.01 from IN17.01 during
construction.  Diversion 3 is shown on
Figure 14.1.3.

No impact during operation.  Users
will be able to access IN12.01 from
other recreation routes as usual.

IN17.01 No direct impact.  Diversion 3 will
allow users to be able to access 17.01
from IN12.01 during construction.
Diversion 3 is shown on Figure 14.1.3.

No impact during operation.  Users
will be able to access IN17.01 from
other recreation routes as usual.

Core Paths Within
Redline Boundary

Refer to Figure 14.3.2 Refer to Figure 14.3.5

IN12.04 IN12.04 will be partially closed for the
duration of the construction period.  It
will be diverted via Diversion 1 to join
up with IN12.05, allowing access
through the Development Site for the
duration of the construction period.

IN12.04 will be partially closed for the
duration of operation.  It will be
diverted via Diversion 4.

IN12.05 IN12.05 will be partially closed during
construction.  It will be diverted via
both Diversion 1 and Diversion 2 for
the duration of the construction period.

IN12.05 will be partially closed during
operation.  It will be diverted via
Diversion 4 as shown on figure
14.1.5.

Long Distance
Routes

Refer to Figure 14.3.3 Refer to Figure 14.3.6

South Loch Ness Trail The South Loch Ness Trail will be
partially closed for the duration of the
construction period.  It will be diverted
via Diversion 3 allowing access
through the Development Site for the
duration of construction.

The South Loch Ness Trail will be
accessible to users as usual during
operation.
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Route Construction Operation

Trail of Seven Lochs The Trail of Seven Lochs will be
partially closed for the duration of the
construction period.  It will be diverted
via Diversion 1 allowing access
through the Development Site for the
duration of construction.

The Trail of Seven Lochs will be
accessible to users as usual during
operation.

Cycle Routes Refer to Figure 14.3.2 Refer to Figure 14.3.5

National Cycle Route
78

National Cycle Route 78 will be
partially closed for the duration of the
construction period.  It will be diverted
via Diversion 3 allowing access
through the Development Site for the
duration of construction.

National Cycle Route 78 will be
accessible to users as usual during
operation.

Local Path Network Refer to Figure 14.3.4 Refer to Figure 14.3.7

Some local paths will be retained and
will be open to users during
construction.  Other will be closed for
duration of the construction period and
some will be closed temporarily during
construction.  The local paths which
are in the location of the head pond
will be closed permanently.

Most local paths will be available to
users as usual during operation.  One
local path will be lost permanently at
Compound 1.
The local path lost to the construction
of the headpond will be replaced by a
new path which will provide access to
Loch Ashie.

New Path Refer to Figures 14.3.2, 14.3.3, 14.3.4 Refer to Figures 14.3.5, 14.3.6,
14.3.7

The C1064 will be permanently
realigned prior to construction.  This
realignment will include the provision
of a path which can be used for
recreation. It will be available to
recreation users throughout the
construction period.

The recreation route included as part
of the C1064 alignment will be
available for the duration of
operation.

Diversions Refer to Figures 14.3.5 and 14.3.6

N/A Diversions 1 and 2 will be retained
during the operation phase providing
two additional locals paths to the
existing network.

14.4 Mitigation and Implementation

Introduction

14.4.1 At the time of writing, it is not possible to provide full details of the timing and sequence of
the Construction and the timing of the commissioning and subsequent operation of the
Development. It is anticipated that this AMP will be informed and finalised by the Contractor
and the operator of the Development.

14.4.2 The Applicant acknowledges that some diversions will be in place for a significant amount of
time and therefore the quality of the creation, reinstatement or upgrading of any affected
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recreational route will be a significant inclusion in the information provided on each diversion
and reinstated route.

14.4.3 It is intended to utilise excess material unsuitable for use in the construction of the
Headpond, and this is likely to be suitable for reuse in creating diversions and reinstatement
of access routes.

14.4.4 The finalised AMP will contain a method statement for each diversion, upgraded route or
reinstated route as follows:

· For each all affected routes regardless of being temporary or permanent:

─ Location and route (start and finish points including National Grid References) and
when it is likely to be implemented;

─ Details of measures to alleviate issues of gradient, amenity and safety of its users;

─ The applicable standards to be implemented on the specific diversion or upgraded
route, in line with their anticipated use. This is to ensure that these routes are
appropriately constructed in line with their anticipated use; and

─ Details of any erosion control measures (such as cellular containment) where
required and if any additional signage may be required for users.

· For each temporary diversion or upgraded route:

─ The responsibility of its maintenance and condition reports of temporary diversion;

─ Details of where any construction phase diversions are requested to be left in
perpetuity as enhancement measures given the length of implementation; and

─ Details of how the temporary diversion will be reinstated including planting and
removal of materials;

· For each permanent diversion:

─ Details of how the permanent diversion will be left for users during the operational
phase;

─ The responsibility and arrangements which have been implemented should be a
permanent diversion or feature (in the case of the demountable wharf) in
perpetuity; 

14.4.5 The following standards will be considered when designing any temporary and permanent
diversion in conjunction with The Highland Council Access Officer:
· British Standard 5709:2006 “Gaps, Gates and Stiles”;

· Highway Act 1980; 

· Countryside Act 2000; 

· Upland Path Advisory Group guidance on path construction, standards and
management;

· Lowland Path Construction; 

· Equestrian Access from BHS Scotland Highway Act 1980;

· British Horse Society’s Advice for Surfaces and Horses;

· Sustrans Handbook for Cycle Friendly Design.

14.4.6  The South Loch Ness Trail, which currently follows the B852, and it will be necessary to
temporarily divert this for public safety as the Tailpond Inlet/Outlet structure is constructed.
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Once construction is finished, a new path is proposed but this is subject to the final location
of the valvehouse (as shown on Volume 3, Figure 2.11). The intention is to optimise the
Development, and should the valvehouse be moved closer to the structure, then a 2 m
offroad, traffic free aggregate path will be installed, maintaining the existing route along the
B852. If this is not possible, then the path could be moved to the opposite side of the B852,
subject to private land agreements and safety assessments. Once past the valvehouse, the
route to return to the loch side of the B852.

14.4.7 The location and type of any recreational, cultural and educational signage will also be
highlighted on a plan, together with any details of its content. The Applicant has already
been contacted by the local Gaelic society and are exploring options for a new cultural
heritage feature and signage.

14.4.8 Any additional enhancement measures or additional opportunities will be highlighted through
the Project Liaison Group.

Construction

14.4.114.4.9 The Construction Contractor will ensure minimal impact upon the local community,
and users of localised recreational or permissive routes / facilities and cycle paths during
construction through various mitigation measures.  Opportunities will also be explored for
any beneficial effects that can be delivered for the local community during construction.

14.4.214.4.10 Mitigation measures that may be implemented include, but are not limited to:

· All work will be undertaken in accordance with the embedded mitigation measures
reported in Chapter 3: Alternatives and Design Evolution (Volume 2) and the additional
mitigation as summarised by Appendix 17.1: Mitigation register;

· The Applicant, the appointed Construction Contractor and Environmental Liaison
Officer (ELO) will work with local communities and businesses within the villages of
Dores, Aldourie, Abriachan and Lochend to ensure the phasing of the construction
works is designed to minimise effects on the local community wherever reasonably
practicable.

· Wherever reasonably practicable the workforce will be recruited from the local area.
The Construction Contractor will engage with local contractors at the Pre-Qualification
stage of the tender process, with the intention of providing local employment and
investment in the area through the appointed Construction Contractor.  These could
include supply chain workshops and events; and

· Wherever reasonably practicable materials will be sourced from local suppliers where
excess material from the Development cannot be utilised.

Types of Reinstatement

14.4.3 Details of the types of reinstatement will be provided when a Construction Contractor has
been appointed. Consultation with the local community and relevant stakeholders will be
undertaken to determine the appropriate type of material to be used in line and any
additional signage which may be required. It is intended to utilise excess material unsuitable
for use in the construction of the Headpond, and this is likely to be suitable for reuse in
creating diversions and reinstatement of access routes.
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Recreation Route Upgrades

14.4.4 Details of the existing recreation routes which will be upgraded post-construction will be
provided when a construction contractor has been appointed. As above, consultation on the
type and requirement for upgrades will be undertaken.

Standards

· Any temporary and permanent diversions will have due regard to use by walkers.  The
recommendations from British Standard 5709:2006 “Gaps, Gates and Stiles” and the
requirements of the Highway Act 1980 and Countryside Act 2000 will be considered in
consultation with The Highland Council Access Officer and other parties.

Health and Safety

14.4.514.4.11 A Health and Safety Plan (HASP) will be prepared by the Construction Contractor
which will set out how all health and safety matters on site are to be managed and how risks
are to be identified and managed in accordance with current good practice and legal
requirements.

Communication

14.4.614.4.12 Prior to construction works the AMP including any diversions will be communicated to
the local community.  Methods of communication will be determined post consent.

14.4.714.4.13 Appropriate signage will be used for both construction traffic routes and the recreation
route network.

Operation

Communication

14.4.14 Prior to the operation phase the AMP including operation phase diversions will be
communicated to the local community.  Methods of communication will be determined post
consent.

14.4.15 The retention of the wharf has been requested by the local community and the Applicant
confirms that an element of the wharf will be maintained due to the requirement for
maintenance deliveries which may come via aquatic transport in Loch Ness. It is likely that
the wharf will be maintained by the operator but further detailed design is required to
determine the extent of the wharf’s permanent and temporary nature, and how this
maintains security and also access for recreational users. Further discussions are also
required with the Development operator to ensure that any recreational access by other
users does not negatively damage the wharf or that it is a feature which can be
compromised or vandalised. Therefore the extent of access will be determined prior to the
operational phase of the Development.

14.4.16 The proposed landscaping area to the east of the Tailpond Inlet/Outlet structure will be
determined once the detailed design has been completed. This will not only determine the
location of the South Loch Ness path along the B852, but also the planting, screening and
recreational access from the path and wharf to this location and beyond. It has been
proposed that a small area is left clear with recreational signage for self-guided routes in the
area, such as the Seven Lochs Trail and connectivity with the nearby Core Paths and Long
Distance Routes. The Applicant agrees to this and will confirm details prior to the
operational phase of the Development.
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14.4.814.4.17 Appropriate signage will be used for the recreation route network, and the Applicant
will explore opportunities for increased signage on other elevated positions which may
observe the Development. Opportunities for connectivity with other paths such as the Great
Glen Way will be explored.
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Appendix D1 THC Access and Recreation



From: Stewart Eastaugh
To: Epc
Cc: Laura Stewart - Planning; Ken McCorquodale
Subject: 18/05427/S36; Red John Hydro, Dores
Date: 21 December 2018 16:16:25

Dear Laura,
 
As it stands the proposed temporary and permanent diversions of core paths and long distance
trails and deletions of several paths illustrates a proposal that will have a significant detrimental
medium and long term impact on public access. So much so that I recommend that either the
Council object to this application or that it be made clear in any response to the Scottish
Government that the proposals of the Outline Access Management Plan are unacceptable and
that considerable revision is required to minimise the many adverse impacts and to maximise
any potential improvements.
 
That revision should be part of an access management plan that is submitted for our written
approval before construction begins. A condition might read:
 
No works comprised in the Development shall be commenced until a detailed Outdoor Access
Plan is submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The purpose of the
Outdoor Access Plan shall be to plan site tracks and paths to maintain public access routes
during construction, and to enhance public outdoor access in the long-term. The Outdoor
Access Plan shall be implemented as approved.
 
An “Outline Access Management Plan” has been submitted as Appendix 14.3. As you might
expect it has the many shortcomings that lead me to suggest we either object or set a
suspensive condition requiring more detailed and acceptable access management proposals that
will have a less significant detrimental impact on public access during and after construction. We
should also seek proposals which see public access benefitting from the scheme in line with our
Renewables, Public Access and Long Distance Routes policies in the Highland wide Local
Development Plan.
 
 
Broadly:
 

·         The plan is in “outline” and does not offer enough detail to be able to assess the full
impact of the scheme on public access. I like the table and plan format but would like
more commitment and detail from the developers at this stage rather than them
abdicating responsibility to the Construction Contractor. We see this quite a bit. If
contractors are unaware of their access management responsibilities at the outset i.e.
the tender stage they are less inclined to meet reasonable standards. For example
“Details of the types of reinstatement will be provided when a construction contractor
has been appointed.” In line with our policies we will be looking for paths, surfaces and
reinstatement that offers a better resource for access takers inconvenienced by a long
construction period and proposed diversions. How can developers or contractors price
work on that basis? How can we reasonably expect contractors and developers to deliver
higher quality routes if they remain uncommitted to them?

·         14.4.5 Standards makes references to irrelevant legislation and consultation at to late a

mailto:Stewart.Eastaugh@highland.gov.uk
mailto:epc.Planning@highland.gov.uk
mailto:Laura.Stewart2@highland.gov.uk
mailto:Ken.McCorquodale@highland.gov.uk


stage to secure the standards we will seek.
·         14.4.7 An Access Management Plan should be submitted to the Planning Authority for

its written approval prior to construction starting. That approved plan is what should be
communicated to the public using means outlined in that plan.

·         The proposal seeks significant temporary and permanent diversion of 2 core paths. I
recommend that consent be conditional on the successful diversion of those core
paths under Section 208 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 and
that the developer be required to pay for those orders whether or not they are
successful

·          The South Loch Ness Trail follows the B852 here. I recommend that the developer be
required to install a traffic-free, off-road 2m wide aggregate path suitable for
walkers, cyclists and horse riders that the operators of the scheme maintain for the
lifespan of that scheme. This is in common with Stronelairg’s commitment to the South
Loch Ness Trail between Fort Augustus and Glen Doe.

 
 
Regards,

 
 
Stewart Eastaugh
Access Officer, Inverness, Nairn and East Lochaber
Planning and Environment
Development and Infrastructure Service
The Highland Council
Round Tower
Inverness Castle
Inverness
IV2 3EG
 
Tel 01463 644831
 



28th March 2019
1/2

THC - Development and Infrastructure
Further to our meeting on the 5th February and the additional comments received on the 27th February, the Applicant provides further comments in the latter column of this document. We also attach a clean and tracked changed version of the 
Access Management Plan for your comment, and welcome discussions on any conditions which will be potentially placed on the consent. 

Access Officer Comments Applicants Response  Access Officer Comments 27th February 2019 Applicants Further Response 

The plan is in “outline” and does not offer enough 
detail to be able to assess the full impact of the 
scheme on public access. I like the table and plan 
format but would like more commitment and detail 
from the developers at this stage rather than them 
abdicating responsibility to the Construction 
Contractor. We see this quite a bit. If contractors are 
unaware of their access management responsibilities 
at the outset i.e. the tender stage they are less 
inclined to meet reasonable standards. For example 
“Details of the types of reinstatement will be provided 
when a construction contractor has been appointed.” 
In line with our policies we will be looking for paths, 
surfaces and reinstatement that offers a better 
resource for access takers inconvenienced by a long 
construction period and proposed diversions. How 
can developers or contractors price work on that 
basis? How can we reasonably expect contractors 
and developers to deliver higher quality routes if they 
remain uncommitted to them?

As stated in Section 14.1.4 of Appendix 14.3, the plan 
submitted as part of the Section 36 application is an outline 
plan with the aim of demonstrating the Applicant’s 
commitment to addressing and maintaining access 
requirements. 

There are some details that are not available at this stage of 
the Development design and will require input from the 
Construction Contractor. However, the diversions, upgrades 
and timing of implementation have been integrated in to the 
Development design – as set out in Chapter 2: Project and 
Site Description and as such will form part of the construction 
contractor tender. 

I see that there is a general comment in 2.10.23 and 2.10.24 
but it is in insufficient detail, particularly if this is what is to be 
presented to potential contractors. I am afraid that to be able 
to assess the significance of the in-construction and 
operational impact of the proposal on core paths, long 
distance routes and the wider paths network we need more 
detail.

It is not possible to confirm specific details on timing as the 
construction sequence has not been informed by contractor 
involvement. 

The Applicant has added some further information into the 
Outline AMP in track changes for review. 

If the Council is able to advise what additional details are 
required, the applicant may accept a condition which requires 
these details to be included in a finalised Access 
Management Plan to the agreed and approved in writing prior 
to the commencement of development. 

Initial comments were requested from the Access Officer prior 
to the submission but unfortunately comments were received 
too late to make any changes. However the diversions and 
management of the paths were discussed with the landowner 
and the South Loch Ness Access Group, who approved the 
proposals. 

Delegated authority to decide on the mechanisms to divert 
core paths lie with the Head of Planning and the 
Environment. I appreciate that the landowner and South Loch 
Ness Group may be content with your proposals. However 
the Council has to be sure that what is to be provided is of a 
high enough standard to meet our own policies and standards 
and to be certain that we can secure it from the developer.

Noted, and as above, the applicant would be willing to accept 
a condition which requires the finalised AMP to be agreed 
and approved prior to the commencement of development. 
Further detail has been added in relation to the required 
information to be submitted for each diversion or upgraded 
route. 

As the Access Management Plan is proposed to be updated 
post-consent for approval by the Highland Council, having 
early sight of this outline plan provides an opportunity for 
early consultation in addition to that entered into prior to 
submission.

Yes but I would maintain that it provides insufficient detail to 
allow the Council to assess the impact or potential 
contractors to realise what will be asked of them.

As per response above. 

[Section] 14.4.5 [of Appendix 14.3] Standards makes 
references to irrelevant legislation and consultation at 
too late a stage to secure the standards we will seek.

The Applicant proposes updating the section on standards 
within the Access Management Plan to reference the Upland 
Path Advisory Group’s guidance on path construction 
standards and management1, The British Horse Society’s 
Advice for Surfaces and Horses2, and Sustrans’ Handbook for 
Cycle Friendly Design3. This will be undertaken once all other 
comments have been addressed so a complete revision can 
be submitted prior to determination.

Add Lowland Path Construction and Equestrian Access 
elements of the same from BHS Scotland. Highway Act 1980 
and Countryside Act 2000 are irrelevant here.

We can confirm that the AMP has been amended to include 
this. See section 14.4.4

An Access Management Plan should be submitted to 
the Planning Authority for its written approval prior to 
construction starting. That approved plan is what 
should be communicated to the public using means 
outlined in that plan.

This aligns with the Applicant’s understanding of the process 
and agrees with the statement as set out in sections 14.1.4 
and 14.4.7 of Appendix 14.3. 

This is a safeguard measure. The preference is to have our 
doubts addressed here at this stage. The applicant should be 
aware that high standards of route choice and construction 
will be required in both a plan and on the ground.

Agreed. This has been added into the revised AMP. Please 
see track changes version. 

The proposal seeks significant temporary and 
permanent diversion of 2 core paths. I recommend 
that consent be conditional on the successful 
diversion of those core paths under Section 208 
of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 

The Applicant wishes to clarify as follows regarding the two 
core paths:

- During construction both IN12.04 and IN12.05 will be 
diverted. Diversion 1 will apply to both routes and 
Diversion 2 will apply to IN12.05 only. This can be 

Delegated authority to decide on whether or not both core 
paths should be diverted using Section 208 of the relevant 
Act lies with the Head of Planning and Environment. Without 
knowing the detailed location, amenity, construction 
standards, signposting, gradients of the proposed diversions 

Noted, and as above, the applicant would be willing to accept 
a condition which requires the finalised AMP to be agreed 
and approved prior to the commencement of development.

. 

1 https://www.outdooraccess-scotland.scot/access-management-guidance/path-management [Accessed 10/01/2018].
2 http://www.bhs.org.uk/advice-and-information/riding-out/free-leaflets-and-advice. [Accessed 10/01/2018].
3 https://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/file_content_type/sustrans_handbook_for_cycle-friendly_design_11_04_14.pdf. [Accessed 10/01/2018].
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Access Officer Comments Applicants Response  Access Officer Comments 27th February 2019 Applicants Further Response 

1997 and that the developer be required to pay for 
those orders whether or not they are successful.

viewed on Figure 14.3.2 of Appendix 14.3. 
- During operation:

o IN12.05 will be reopened along its original 
alignment;

o IN12.04 will have a minor diversion around 
Construction Compound 1 and will join the 
IN12.05 approximately 200 m south of the 
existing junction;

o Diversions 1 and 2 as constructed during the 
pre-construction phase of the Development 
will be retained as additional paths increasing 
access options in the area. 

o The operational routes can be viewed on 
Figure 14.3.5 of Appendix 14.3. The path 
(IN12.05) through Compound 1 during 
operation can be viewed on Figure 2.20 in 
Volume 3. 

The Applicant has committed to installing the proposed 
construction diversions as set out within Appendix 14.3 at the 
pre-construction phase of the Development. The diversions 
will be in place before access is restricted on the existing 
network. 

it is impossible to say if the alterations would be considered 
de minimus or if they met the Council’s policies n renewables, 
public access or long distance routes.

The South Loch Ness Trail follows the B852 here. I 
recommend that the developer be required to 
install a traffic-free, off-road 2m wide aggregate 
path suitable for walkers, cyclists and horse 
riders that the operators of the scheme maintain 
for the lifespan of that scheme. This is in common 
with Stronelairg’s commitment to the South Loch 
Ness Trail between Fort Augustus and Glen Doe.

The Applicant proposes to provide a new path to the 
standards requested. There are two options for this new path 
which are subject to the final location of the valvehouse 
(which is shown on Figure 2.11 immediately adjacent to the 
B852) and the overall detailed design of the Tailpond 
Infrastructure::

- The path could be moved south to the opposite side 
of the road (subject to private land agreements); or 

- If the security of the Tailpond Infrastructure is not 
compromised, then the route would continue 
alongside the lochside. 

It should be noted that this is an enhancement to the current 
route, and will be confirmed as part of the detailed design of 
the Development. 

The Applicant proposes to commit to providing funding for the 
maintenance of the path under a Section 75 agreement as 
part of the Development’s community benefit. This would 
rationalise conditions on the Development. It should also be a 
noted that a condition on the operational lifespan of the 
Development is not equivocal to the agreement with 
Stronelairg Wind Farm given the significantly longer lifespan 
of the Development of 80 years or greater compared to 25 
years for a wind farm.  

  

That is appreciated as is the comment on the timescale of the 
plan. If staff are on site to maintain the development it is 
reasonable that they might also maintain that length of path. 
That said if another solution is proposed or an organisation is 
willing to accept responsibility for the long term maintenance 
of the route it should form part of an access management 
plan.

The applicant is still investigating potential options for this 
undertaking, and would welcome any further comments the 
Council and Community Council in this regard. We would 
accept a condition for this to be confirmed prior to the 
commencement of construction. 
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Appendix D2 THC Flood Risk



 
PROJECT DESIGN UNIT 

Offices at Golspie, Alness, Dingwall & Inverness 
 

Director of Development & Infrastructure: J Stuart Black, MA (Hons), PhD  
Project Design Unit, Flood Risk Management Team,  

Development & Infrastructure Service, Council Buildings,  
High Street, Dingwall, IV15 9QN 

Tel: (01349) 868800    Email: FRM@highland.gov.uk    www: www.highland.gov.uk 
  

 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 

To: Planning & Development Services 
FAO: Laura Stewart 

From: Flood Risk Management Team, Dingwall 
Subject: Planning Advice 

Date: 17/12/2018 
Your Ref: 18/05427/S36 

Please ask 
for: R Bryan Tel: 01349 868800 

 
 
To construct and operate a pumped storage hydro scheme approximately 14km SW 
of Inverness | Land to South of Dores Inverness 
 
The Flood Risk Management Team has the following comments to make in relation to 
flooding and drainage.  Please note all comments are based upon requirements outlined in 
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) and The Highland Council’s Supplementary Guidance: Flood 
Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment.  
 
The Flood Risk Management Team has reviewed the information provided by the Applicant 
and we object to the application until further information is provided for review.  
 
FLOOD RISK 
 

i). We have reviewed the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the site (Red 
John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme, EIA, AECOM. November 2018). In particular 
Volume 2: Chapters 9 and 10, Appendix 9.1: Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and 
Appendix 10.5: Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP).  
 

ii). The FRA predicts that there will be an impact on downstream water levels/flows in 
the River Ness during a 10 year return period storm event. There would be a 50mm 
increase in stage at the Ness Weir if the scheme were in operation during such an 
event. The FRA has not demonstrated what the impact would be at locations further 
downstream in Inverness or during higher (less frequent) return period floods.  

 
iii). The analysis suggests that the scheme would have a detrimental impact on the risk 

of flooding downstream of the development.  As stated in the report parts of 
Inverness upstream of the Flood Protection Scheme (FPS) are at risk in 1 in 10 to 1 
in 25 year return period events.  



 
iv). We request that the FRA is extended to include the full extent of the River Ness 

downstream of the development including the section covered by the FPS. The 
impact of the scheme should be assessed for a range of return periods up to and 
including the 1 in 200 year plus climate change event and compared to the existing 
(baseline) scenario.  

 
v). Further clarification is needed on the proposed operating regime/criteria. The FRA 

includes information on the rules related to abstraction during low water levels/flows 
in the Loch. There is no information on the proposed operating rules during high 
flows/flood conditions.     
 

vi). We request a condition that all new watercourse crossing are designed to convey 
the 1 in 200 year plus climate change flow with an appropriate freeboard.  

 
DRAINAGE 
 
vii). We are satisfied with drainage strategy as set out in the Flood Risk Assessment and 

the Outline Surface Water Management Plan. We request a condition that all 
surface water from all new hardstanding on the site is collected, treated and 
discharged at the pre-development greenfield rate in accordance with SUDS 
principles and The Highland Council’s Supplementary Guidance: Flood Risk and 
Drainage Impact Assessment. 

 
Please note that submission of further information does not guarantee that the Flood Risk 
Management Team will be able to support this application. We reserve the right to request 
additional information in the determination of the application. 



PROJECT DESIGN UNIT
Offices at Golspie, Alness, Dingwall & Inverness

Director of Development & Infrastructure: J Stuart Black, MA (Hons), PhD
Project Design Unit, Flood Risk Management Team,

Development & Infrastructure Service, Council Buildings,
High Street, Dingwall, IV15 9QN

Tel: (01349) 868800 Email: FRM@highland.gov.uk www: www.highland.gov.uk

MEMORANDUM

To: Planning & Development Services
FAO: Laura Stewart

From: Flood Risk Management Team, Dingwall
Subject: Planning Advice

Date: 20/12/2018
Your Ref: 18/05427/S36

Please ask
for: R Bryan Tel: 01349 868800

To construct and operate a pumped storage hydro scheme approximately 14km SW of
Inverness | Land to South of Dores Inverness

The Flood Risk Management Team has the following comments to make in relation to
flooding and drainage.  Please note all comments are based upon requirements outlined in
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) and The Highland Council’s Supplementary Guidance: Flood
Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment.

The Flood Risk Management Team has reviewed the information provided by the Applicant
and we withdraw our objection to the application subject to the following conditions.

FLOOD RISK

i). It has been confirmed to us that the scheme will cease operation when flood levels in
Loch Ness reach the current predicted 1 in 10 year flood level. This will ensure that
the scheme will not have an impact on downstream water levels during high flow
events. We are therefore in a position to withdraw our previous objection.

ii). We request a condition that there is no discharge from the scheme when the water
level in Loch Ness is at or above 17.6mAOD.

iii). We request a condition that all new watercourse crossing are designed to convey
the 1 in 200 year plus climate change flow with an appropriate freeboard.

DRAINAGE

iv). We are satisfied with drainage strategy as set out in the Flood Risk Assessment and
the Outline Surface Water Management Plan. We request a condition that all
surface water from all new hardstanding on the site is collected, treated and



discharged at the pre-development greenfield rate in accordance with SUDS
principles and The Highland Council’s Supplementary Guidance: Flood Risk and
Drainage Impact Assessment.
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Appendix D3 THC Transport Department 



 
 

Transport Planning, Development and Infrastructure, HQ, Glenurquhart Road, Inverness, IV3 5NX 
Phone: (01349) 886 606 Web: www.highland.gov.uk 

 
 

Memorandum 
To: Planning Service (Laura Stewart – Case Officer) 

From: Transport Planning Team 
Subject: Red John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme 

Date: 07 January 2019 

Your ref: 18/05427/s36 
  
 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the Traffic and Transport 
matters from the proposals submitted in support of the above application.  Our 
findings are set out in our response below. 

No site visit has been undertaken, with the response being based purely on a desk-
top assessment exercise. 

Summary 

We feel that the scale and duration of these works will have a significant impact on 
the local communities, businesses and wider users of the local public road network in 
the area and that a package of physical improvements and traffic management 
measures will be needed on that public road network to adequately mitigate those 
significant impacts, over and above what has been proposed within the information 
submitted.  We Object to the proposals submitted until satisfactory clarity is 
provided on the predicted construction vehicle numbers used in the submission and 
we get comfort that any permission to be granted includes the Conditions and 
Informatives we’ve recommended in our response below. 

Findings 

Chapter 15 from Volume 2 of the submission dated November 2018 starts by saying 
that the amount of traffic associated with the construction of this development is 
likely to be significant compared to existing levels.  Tables 15.10 & 15.11 from 
Chapter 15 set out predicted ‘worst case’ impacts from construction traffic linked 
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with this development on routes the submission suggests could be used to access 
the development.  They suggest that during the busiest months on the routes to be 
designated for construction access purposes, there could be anywhere between 68%-
337% increases in general traffic on those routes and for HGV’s, between 141%-
1329% increases.  We would deem these types of numbers to be significant and 
would have a material impact on other users and residents / landowners along the 
routes.  However, the same report then says that the impacts from that traffic, other 
than from dust and dirt, are deemed to be not significant.  We feel that the impact 
from such significant changes in traffic numbers and vehicle types on the local roads 
for a protracted period of up to 6 years will require careful control and additional 
physical mitigation than has been identified by the Applicants submission. 

We note some of the assumptions in paragraphs 15.5.28-15.5.30 about traffic 
numbers set out in Tables 15.10 & 15.11.  However, we’ve not identified any kind of 
breakdown into how those numbers were reached.  Given this, we recommend that 
the Applicant is asked to provide information that clarifies how the predicted 
numbers of construction vehicles and HGV’s were compiled, including what 
assumptions have been made as part of pulling that information together.  This 
is required before a decision is taken on the Application, so that we can comment on 
the accuracy of the predicted construction-related traffic numbers. 

The submitted information proposes that the main access route for construction-
related traffic will be from the south via the B861 from the A9 Trunk Road at Daviot, 
onto the B862 through Torness and then the C1064 up to the access for Compound 
1.  However, the submission also makes it clear that the workforce travelling to and 
from the site and general deliveries would not be required to adhere to this 
proposed access route.  Therefore, there is the possibility of such traffic travelling on 
any public road to and from the site.  The routes most likely to be impacted by such 
trips are those that connect the site to Inverness (eg the B862 through Dores and the 
C1064).  The documents submitted propose to “stipulate the need for” and 
“investigate” the use of minibus or coach services to and from the accommodation 
areas and promote car sharing to try and limit the impacts of the workforce travelling 
to and from the development.  This doesn’t appear to commit to their use and 
doesn’t require the workforce to use such options.  Given that the workforce is 
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predicted to peak at 390 staff, the impact of such trip numbers on the access routes 
will be significant. 

The submission also recognises that there will be a need for larger abnormal 
indivisible loads (4.4-5.0m wide) to access the site using the B862 from the north 
through Dores and then onto the B852 to Compound 2.  This is because their 
assessment suggests that the preferred routing via the B851/B862 to the south 
would require extensive mitigation and tree felling to accommodate larger vehicles, 
plus the support of adjacent landowners to undertake such works. 

The documents suggest that some even larger deliveries (eg the tunnel boring 
machine and the bored tunnel lining units) could be delivered via barge along the 
Caledonian Canal from Inverness.  However, this doesn’t appear to be certain, as 
some documents suggest this will happen and others say it may.  We’re also not sure 
how such large loads have been considered when the predicted vehicle movements 
have been compiled in Tables 15.10 & 15.11. 

All of the above suggest that, even though the promoted construction access to and 
from this site would be to the south via the B851, B862 & C1064 a significant 
quantity of construction-related traffic could be using the B862 and the C1064 to the 
north between this site and Inverness.  This will need to be recognised when the 
package of roads mitigation is being pulled together. 

The type and scale of mitigation needed to deal with the impacts of construction-
related traffic on all of these routes will depend on the form and distribution of 
vehicle movements, which we’ve previously said we need more clarity on.  It is likely 
to involve a combination of physical improvements and effective construction-
related traffic management measures.  Both of these will be influenced by the 
planned methods of construction, which the submitted documentation says won’t be 
known in detail until contractors have been appointed and their proposed methods 
of working are understood. 

Regarding road improvements, in addition to making the routes physically capable of 
safely accommodating the construction traffic needing access to and from this site, 
our initial thoughts are that the focus should be on delivering improvements within 
existing residential communities along the proposed access routes.  This is to reflect 
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that the proposed quantity and type of vehicles predicted in the submission will be a 
significant change to what those communities currently experience.  Also, the 
submission suggests that the works will be for up to 6 years, which is a significant 
period of time for the people living and /or working in those communities to 
experience on a daily basis without adequate mitigation.  The Highland Council 
South Loch Ness Road Improvement Strategy has delivered some community 
improvement schemes along the roads serving the southern side of Loch Ness.  We 
would envisage similar improvements being required within the communities 
impacted by the vehicle movements linked with this development. 

Also, given the predicted quantum and type of construction vehicles needing access 
along the southern section of the C1064 between the B862 and Compound 1, we’d 
expect this section of the route to be upgraded to the standard that will need to be 
agreed for the new realigned section of the same route. 

We would hope to establish and agree a package of road mitigation measures for 
this development before the Application was formally decided and we’re happy to 
work with the Applicant and their Agents in pulling that package together.  However, 
if that was not possible, we recommend that any permission granted includes a 
suitably worded Condition requiring: 

• a package of physical road improvements be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Roads Authority prior to any works commencing on site.  
Once agreed, the road improvements shall be implemented and 
operating prior to any construction works commencing on the 
development site. 

• a Construction Traffic Management Plan be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Roads Authority prior to any works commencing on site.  
That Plan should include a specific section on Workforce Access 
Management that sets out all the measures that will be implemented and 
all steps taken to require adherence to those measures by the workforce 
when travelling to and from this development.  It should also include a 
requirement to clearly set out and agree the scope and frequency of 
monitoring the effectiveness of the traffic management measures, 
including engaging with and seeking feedback from a Local Community 
Liaison Group.  For clarity, we will be looking for measures that require the 
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workforce to use communal transport options and deter single occupancy 
vehicle trips on the public road to and from this development. 

These recommended Conditions are required for road safety and network 
management purposes to ensure that the overall package of traffic and transport 
mitigation measures is sufficient and in-place to allow the public road network to 
safely accommodate the predicted construction-related traffic impacts, whilst 
remaining available for other general road users. 

We note that Appendix 15.1 for the Framework Construction Traffic Management 
Plan proposes to avoid HGV deliveries passing Farr Primary School at the start and 
end of the school day, where it is reasonably practicable.  For such a sensitive 
location that fronts directly onto the proposed main construction access route, we’d 
expect the Developer to take every effort to avoid all construction-related traffic from 
impacting this location at the times when children are being dropped off and picked 
up.  We recommend that the requested Construction Traffic Management Plan 
specifies how this matter and any other sensitive locations along the proposed 
construction access routes will be dealt with and monitored. 

Highland Council is currently investigating improvement proposals needed at the 
Flickerty Bridge on the B851.  If commenced, those improvements may require 
temporary restrictions on the B851, which could disrupt this route being used as the 
main construction access to and from this development.  We recommend that 
discussions are held with Highland Council about these possible implications at 
an early stage when developing the Construction Traffic Management Plan. 

Table 15.14 in the Traffic and Transport Chapter 15 identifies a new underground 
water main scheme from Dores to Loch Ashie treatment works.  The assessment has 
discounted it from further consideration with regards to traffic impacts due to 
predicted low impacts.  However, it is possible that the scheme could be under 
construction at the same time when this development is being built.  Their proximity 
and the scale of the likely impacts from this large hydro project are likely to create 
additional logistical problems for accessing and constructing each development.  We 
recommend that specific consideration is given to this matter in the 
Construction Traffic Management Plan to avoid any construction conflicts 
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creating additional unnecessary disruption to users of the public roads and 
paths in this area. 

We note that the intention of the Applicant is to establish a Local Liaison Group that 
will permit direct communication between the developer and the local communities 
impacted by the delivery of this development.  Such an arrangement is welcomed 
and should be required through the inclusion of a suitably worded Condition 
on any permission granted.  We recommend that such a forum is also used by the 
Developer to seek feedback about roads and transport-related issues resulting from 
these works (see comments above). 

Tables 15.10 & 15.11 from the Traffic and Transport Chapter 15 provide figures for 
predicted construction traffic impacts on roads that have not been identified as 
defined routes to and from the site (eg C1076, C1068 & B861).  We believe this is 
because the documentation has said that they may be used in exceptional 
circumstances, such as if there are incidents on the preferred route that would 
prevent construction traffic from using it.  However, those routes would not be 
suitable in their current form for the types and quantities of construction traffic this 
development is likely to generate.  Therefore, if they were to be used by construction 
traffic, even for short periods, they would need to be improved and appropriate 
traffic management measures implemented.  No such mitigation measures appear to 
have been identified within the information submitted.  Also, if there were incidents 
that did restrict use of the B851 and B862 from the south, the B862 to the north 
towards Inverness would be more capable of accommodating such traffic until the 
incident on the preferred route was resolved.  Given this, we recommend that any 
permission granted stipulates through a suitably worded Condition or 
Informative that the C1076, C1068 & B861 should not be used for construction 
access purposes for this development and all construction-related traffic should 
be prevented from using those routes. 

A route not identified in the tables that again would not be suitable to accommodate 
construction traffic linked with this scheme is the U1084 Darris Road connecting the 
B862 north of Dores to the C1064.  Given that this could be seen as a possible route 
for construction workers travelling between the site and Inverness, we recommend 
that the U1084 Darris Road is included in the above list of local routes that any 
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permission granted defines should not to be used for construction access 
purposes. 

We welcome that the information submitted recognises the need to undertake 
condition surveys of the roads used by construction-related traffic before the works 
commence and after the project has been constructed.  However, given the predicted 
duration of these works, we’d be looking for a programme of intermediary surveys to 
be undertaken and remedial measures implemented as necessary to keep the roads 
safe for all users during the works.  To ensure that the scope of all condition surveys 
is appropriate, we recommend that any permission granted includes a suitably 
worded Condition requiring the scope of road condition surveys to be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority prior to those surveys 
being undertaken.  This is required for the ongoing integrity of the local public road 
network in that area impacted by this development during and after the works. 

We note that the assessment of Road Accidents and Safety included in the Traffic 
and Transport Chapter 15 uses collision data up to 2016.  We recommend that this 
is reviewed with more recent data, as it is our understanding that there have 
been a number of fatalities in recent times on the roads in this area south of 
Loch Ness. 

The information submitted identifies a number of public road crossings and points of 
construction and permanent access from the public road network.  There is reference 
to providing traffic management measures on the approach to and at those points of 
access / road crossings but no detail has been submitted for consideration.  Given 
this and that these will be the main points of conflict between construction activities 
and wider users of the public road network, the details for those arrangements need 
to be considered and approved by the Local Roads Authority before being 
implemented.  Given this, we recommend that any permission granted includes a 
suitably worded Condition requiring the location and form of permanent and 
temporary accesses from and construction crossings of the public road network 
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority.  Once 
approved, those details shall be implemented prior to those accesses and 
crossings beginning to operate.  For clarity, this shall also include details of any 
traffic management measures proposed at or on the approach to these accesses 
and crossing points.  This is required for network access and road safety purposes.  
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Similar processes will need to be followed for the proposed new access to serve Ach-
Na-Sidhe B&B. 

We note that the information submitted suggests that if a box culvert was installed at 
crossing points to accommodate a material conveyor below the carriageway, this 
culvert would be left in-place at the end of the project.  To be clear, if there was no 
ongoing operational reason why those culverts should be left in-place we 
would expect such structures to be removed and the road fully reinstated. 

The information provided recognises that the designs for realigning the C1064 to 
accommodate the proposed headpond structure will need to be submitted and 
approved through a Road Construction Consent application to Highland Council.  To 
ensure that this is recognised in any permission granted, we recommend that any 
such permission includes a suitably worded Informative clarifying that a Road 
Construction Consent Application will need to be made to Highland Council for 
the proposed realignment of the C1064.  The process for making such an 
application is set out on our website at: 
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/767/road_con
struction_consent.  No work should commence to deliver that realignment until 
the Road Construction Consent has been approved by Highland Council and a 
permit to work on the public road has been submitted and approved. 

Before any works are undertaken on or immediately adjacent to the public road, an 
application for a Road Opening Permit should be submitted to and approved by the 
Local Roads Authority.  To ensure that this is done, we recommend that any 
permission granted includes a suitably worded Informative making the 
Applicant aware of this requirement and directing them to the following link on 
our website: 

https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_f
or_working_on_public_roads/2. 

The documentation suggests that a number of road closures are likely to be needed 
during the works.  Given this, we recommend that any permission granted 
includes a suitably worded Informative clarifying that no closures of the local 
public road network should be implemented until a permit to close the road 
has been submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority and the 
procedures required to close a road have been satisfactorily completed.  Details 

https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/767/road_construction_consent
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/767/road_construction_consent
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_for_working_on_public_roads/2
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_for_working_on_public_roads/2
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on making such an application can be found on the Highland Council website at 
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_f
or_working_on_public_roads/3.  Due to the lack of suitable diversion routes, the 
number and duration of any road closures should be minimised to limit impacts on 
local communities, businesses and other road users in the area. 

We note that rock blasting may be required for the construction of the proposed 
new headpond and power cavern.  Any such blasting should be planned and 
programmed to avoid closures of any public roads in the area.  If road closures 
cannot be avoided as a result of such blasting, they should be planned and set out in 
the Construction Traffic Management Plan, with suitable road closure applications 
put in-place as set out above. 

 

 

Transport Planning Team 

https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_for_working_on_public_roads/3
https://www.highland.gov.uk/info/20005/roads_and_pavements/101/permits_for_working_on_public_roads/3
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Highland Council Transport Planning Response   

Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to address the findings of The Highland Council’s Transport Planning Team 

regarding Chapter 15: Traffic and Transport and its associated appendices for the Red John Pumped 

Storage Hydro (18/05427/s36) henceforth referred to as ‘the Development’.  

Construction Traffic Volume Calculations & Assumptions 
It is recognised that there are high percentage increases in both general and HGV traffic; however, this is 

primarily due to the low baseline traffic volume on the Study Network. As discussed in Chapter 15: Traffic 

and Transport, the worst-case scenario is anticipated to result in an increase of 16 HGV movements per hour 

or one every four minutes. This effect will also be temporary and will not last the duration of construction 

works e.g. 29 months of construction are anticipated to have fewer than 60 HGV movements per day and 16 

months are anticipated to have fewer than 30 HGV movements per day. To calculate the anticipated traffic 

impact, the following methodology was used: 

1. A draft construction programme was created for the project. This included all major construction activities 

that are anticipated to be undertaken. This programme was then linked with estimated material quantities 

that are associated with each construction activity. This is shown in the Material Quantities – Calculations 

sheet that is provided in Appendix A – Construction Traffic Impact Calculations.  

2. The number of HGV movements in the sub tasks within each construction activity has been estimated 

based on the quantity of construction material(s) required for or generated by that sub task and the load 

carrying capacity of the specific HGV relating to the transport of the specific material. The programme 

(and activities) was broken down into construction months, and the estimated total number of vehicles 

associated with each sub task was distributed evenly across the duration of the activity.   

3. For each component of the project, HGV’s associated with the movement of material and specific plant 

and equipment have been estimated for the duration the associated sub task / activity.  

4. The quantity of material has been estimated from the initial design of the components. The HGV 

movements associated with the material movements of each component are shown below each 

construction activity.  

5. The assumptions used to derive the Material Quantities – Calculations sheet are as follows. 

 As the material quantities are estimated from an initial development design, an allowance has been 

built in for the potential variance in these quantities of between +10% and +20%. 

 An allowance of between +10% and +12.5% has been applied to allow for variance in plant and 

equipment movements. 

 Daily HGV movements per month have been estimated based on an average of a 22 day working 

month. 
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 The number of HGV movements is the estimated number of movements for HGV’s to travel to the

site boundary from their respective origins.

 Material transported has been assumed to be in 20t loads – equivalent to the loading capacity of the

construction vehicles used.

 All material movements allow for a delivery and a return trip, i.e. two-way.

 No allowance has been made for Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AIL) escort vehicles as these are not

anticipated to be classed as HGV movements.

 In order to derive a worst-case impact, it has been assumed that any transporters and/or plant

equipment associated with AILs will travel to site by road and selected cargo will be transported via

the Caledonian Canal. Each AIL has therefore been allocated an additional four HGVs for each

movement to account for tractor units.

 For each AIL movement, it has been assumed that the convoy will arrive, transport the load to its

required location on-site and then leave the Development site. However, for AIL being transported

via the Caledonian Canal, it is likely that in practice, their associated transporters and plant

equipment will remain on-site during periods of frequent deliveries to minimise unnecessary travel.

This will also have the effect of reducing disruption to the road network.

6. The peak month of construction was identified by totalling the number of vehicle movements associated

with site workers and HGVs and was found to be month 37 of construction with a total of 186 HGV

movements and 634 worker movements. It was assumed that each worker on-site would each result in

two vehicle movements to maintain a worst-case scenario that has been used throughout the traffic

impact assessment.

Although it is anticipated that the peak number of workers on-site will be 390 (equivalent to 780 private

car trips), it was found that during the month of peak worker activity, there is anticipated to be 82 HGV

movements. The impact of 104 more HGV movements in month 37 was concluded to result in a greater

impact than the peak worker activity with an additional 146 private car trips.

7. The number of vehicle movements used in the traffic impact assessment are assumed to be pre-

mitigation thus in practice, it is likely that the impact of construction traffic associated with the

Development will be reduced through the implementation of the proposed Construction Traffic

Management Plan and other mitigation measures.

As requested, a copy of the dataset used to calculate the traffic impact has been provided in this document. 
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Abnormal Indivisible Load Routing 
With regards to possible routing of larger Abnormal Indivisible Loads (AILs) such as the tunnel boring 

machine along the Caledonian Canal from Inverness to Compound 2, it is anticipated that subject to a 

separate study, the following AILs will be transported via the canal: 

 Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) components; 

 Turbine components; 

 Generator components; and 

 Transformers.  

It has been assumed that the pre-cast concrete tunnel lining sections for the TBM will be transported by road 

therefore they have been included in the traffic impact assessment.  

Updated Road Traffic Accident Analysis 
Road traffic accident data which covers the period from the 1st January 2012 to the 31st December 2016 for 

the Study Network was used in the preparation of the EIA Chapter as at that time, data from this period had 

been collated and released in full. However, it is recognised that several road traffic accidents have occurred 

on the Study Network since the 1st January 2017 and an analysis of these accidents is provided below. It 

should be noted that the finalised road traffic accident data for 2018 has not yet been published and that the 

mid-year provisional data has been used which covers the period from the 1st January 2018 to the 30th June 

2018.  

In 2017, there were three road traffic accidents on the Study Network which were reported. Of these three 

accidents, two were deemed to be ‘slight’ injury accidents and one was deemed to be a ‘serious’ injury 

accident.  

One of the ‘slight’ injury accidents took place on 05/07/2017 at 23:05 in dry and fine conditions approximately 

650m south west of the Holm Road Roundabout on the B862. The accident involved one vehicle and only 

the driver of the vehicle was injured.  

The second ‘slight’ injury accident took place on 07/08/2017 at 17:39 in dry and fine conditions approximately 

800m north east of the Kinchyle Bed & Breakfast on the U1084. This accident involved a cyclist being struck 

by an overtaking vehicle while traversing a bend. Similar accidents are unlikely to occur due to an increase in 

traffic associated with the Development as construction traffic will not be permitted to use the U1084. 

The ‘serious’ injury accident occurred on 15/06/2017 at 17:37 in dry and fine conditions at the hamlet of 

Essich on the C1064. This accident involved a large van and a cyclist colliding while travelling on a double 

bend on the C1064 which has poor forward visibility. Similar accidents are also unlikely to occur due to an 

increase in traffic associated with the Development as construction traffic will not be permitted to use this 

section of the C1064.  

As mentioned previously, the finalised road traffic accident data for 2018 has not yet been published 

therefore the mid-year provisional data has been used which includes accidents up until the 30th of June 
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2018. Due to the provisional nature of the data, it is possible that some accidents may not have been 

included.  

The provisional data identifies two recorded road traffic accidents in this period, with one ‘fatal’ accident and 

one ‘slight’ injury accident. The ‘slight’ injury accident occurred on 17/03/2018 on the B862 north east of 

Scaniport and involved one vehicle. No further information is known about the accident as the STATS19 data 

has not been published. 

The single ‘fatal’ accident occurred on the B852 south of the village of Farr on 09/05/2018 and involved one 

vehicle. No further information is known about the accident as the STATS19 data has not been published.  

To summarise, a further five road traffic accidents have been reported on the Study Network since the 

beginning of 2017. However, it is recognised that data for 2018 is incomplete and it is possible that there 

have been other accidents in the latter half of 2018.  

Two of the reported accidents which occurred in 2017 took place on roads on the Study Network that will not 

be subjected to construction-related traffic therefore it can be concluded that the risk of further accidents will 

not increase as a result of an increase in traffic related to the Development. One accident in 2017 took place 

on the B862 – a road which will be used by constructed-related traffic – however it was shown to be a single-

vehicle accident and as a result of driver error. An increase in traffic on the B862 related to the Development 

is therefore unlikely to have a direct influence on the risk of this type of accident occurring.  

From the data available for 2018, there was one ‘fatal’ accident and one ‘slight’ injury accident between the 

1st January 2018 and the 30th June 2018. Both accidents involved a single vehicle and therefore an increase 

in construction-related traffic is unlikely to have a direct influence on the risk of similar accidents occurring.  

Acknowledgement of Proposed Planning Conditions 

The Highland Council’s Transport Planning Team have proposed several Planning Conditions in their 

memorandum which should be required upon the awarding of consent. These conditions have been 

acknowledged as their inclusion will further enhance the proposed mitigation measures set out in Chapter 

15: Traffic and Transport and ensure that the traffic-related impact of the Development is sufficiently 

managed.   

Comments for each of the proposed Planning Conditions are provided below.  

Construction Traffic Management Plan 

“…a Construction Traffic Management Plan be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority prior 

to any works commencing on site.  That Plan should include a specific section on Workforce Access 

Management that sets out all the measures that will be implemented and all steps taken to require 

adherence to those measures by the workforce when travelling to and from this development.  It should also 

include a requirement to clearly set out and agree the scope and frequency of monitoring the effectiveness of 

the traffic management measures, including engaging with and seeking feedback from a Local Community 

Liaison Group.” 
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As mentioned in Chapter 15: Traffic and Transport, the creation of a Construction Traffic Management Plan 

(CTMP) upon the awarding of consent and the appointment of a Construction Contractor is expected. The 

finalised CTMP will expand on the Framework CTMP provided in Appendix 15.1: Framework Construction 

Traffic Management Plan and will seek to minimise the traffic-related impact of the Development on local 

communities and sensitive areas such as Farr Primary School. The response from community groups such 

as the Strathnairn Community Council highlight the importance of establishing and maintaining effective 

monitoring and enforcement methods to ensure that traffic associated with the Development adheres to the 

measures and restrictions that will be established. The Applicant is providing a public question and answer 

session on the 30th January 2019 at the Dores Community Hall, and members of the surrounding Community 

Councils and communities have been invited to attend to discuss such concerns.   

Local Road Improvements 

“… a package of physical road improvements be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority 

prior to any works commencing on site.  Once agreed, the road improvements shall be implemented and 

operating prior to any construction works commencing on the development site.” 

It is recognised that a series of local road improvements will be required to provide suitable access for 

construction traffic and to maintain pedestrian and other road user safety. A package of road safety 

improvements and traffic management measures will be submitted to The Highland Council prior to the 

commencement of construction works.  

Local Liaison Group 

“We note that the intention of the Applicant is to establish a Local Liaison Group that will permit direct 

communication between the developer and the local communities impacted by the delivery of this 

development.  Such an arrangement is welcomed and should be required through the inclusion of a suitably 

worded Condition on any permission granted.” 

As mentioned previously, the need for obtaining feedback and acting upon the concerns of residents is 

recognised and the Applicant is committed towards implementing a traffic management system which will 

minimise the impact on local residents, business owners and road users. Residents will also have the 

opportunity to provide input on local road improvements through the proposed Local Liaison Group (which is 

outlined in more detail within the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)).  

Road Restrictions 

“We recommend that any permission granted stipulates through a suitably worded Condition or Informative 

that the C1076, C1068 & B861 should not be used for construction access purposes for this development 

and all construction-related traffic should be prevented from using those routes.” 

“We recommend that the U1084 Darris Road is included in the above list of local routes that any permission 

granted defines should not to be used for construction access purposes.” 

The proposed Condition of restricting construction traffic from accessing the Development via the B861, 

C1068, C1076 and U1084 is acknowledged due to the geometry of the roads listed above and the extent of 

road improvements which would be required to provide suitable access.  
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Road Condition Survey 

“We recommend that any permission granted includes a suitably worded Condition requiring the scope of 

road condition surveys to be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority prior to those surveys 

being undertaken.”  

Due to the duration of construction works and the volume of traffic associated with the Development, the 

requirement for road condition surveys to be carried out prior to construction commencing, during 

construction and post-construction is acknowledged. The scope of any road condition surveys will be 

submitted for approval and prior to being undertaken in conjunction with the Roads Authority.   

Site Access and Public Road Crossings 

“We recommend that any permission granted includes a suitably worded Condition requiring the location and 

form of permanent and temporary accesses from and construction crossings of the public road network shall 

be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority.  Once approved, those details shall be 

implemented prior to those accesses and crossings beginning to operate.  For clarity, this shall also include 

details of any traffic management measures proposed at or on the approach to these accesses and crossing 

points.” 

The proposed design of all access points and public road crossings will adhere to Highland Councils’ ‘Roads 

and Transport Guidelines for New Developments’ and /or other relevant standards including but not limited to 

the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges and will be submitted to the Roads Authority for approval prior to 

construction commencing.   

Road Construction Consent, Road Opening Permits and Public Road Closures 

“We recommend that any such permission includes a suitably worded Informative clarifying that a Road 

Construction Consent Application will need to be made to Highland Council for the proposed realignment of 

the C1064. No work should commence to deliver that realignment until the Road Construction Consent has 

been approved by Highland Council and a permit to work on the public road has been submitted and 

approved.” 

“Before any works are undertaken on or immediately adjacent to the public road, an application for a Road 

Opening Permit should be submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority.  To ensure that this is 

done, we recommend that any permission granted includes a suitably worded Informative making the 

Applicant aware of this requirement.” 

“We recommend that any permission granted includes a suitably worded Informative clarifying that no 

closures of the local public road network should be implemented until a permit to close the road has been 

submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority and the procedures required to close a road have 

been satisfactorily completed.”   

All necessary roads consent and permits will be obtained prior to the commencement of the related 

construction works or any public road closures.  
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Summary  

This document has been prepared in response to The Highland Council Transport Planning Team’s findings 

in regard to the Development.  

The methodology used to calculate the anticipated traffic impact of the Development’s construction has been 

detailed and the dataset used to calculate the impact has been provided in Appendix A – Construction Traffic 

Impact Calculations.  

Information regarding the transport of AILs on the Caledonian Canal from Inverness to Compound 2 on Loch 

Ness has also been provided to clarify what was previously stated in Chapter 15: Traffic and Transport of the 

Environmental Impact Assessment.  

An updated road traffic accident analysis has been included in this document which investigates the period 

from the 1st January 2017 to the 30th June 2018 as this is the latest dataset that is publicly available. It has 

been established that five road traffic accidents have occurred in this period, with one ‘fatal’ accident, one 

‘serious’ injury accident and three ‘slight’ injury accidents taking place. It is concluded that the risk of further 

similar accidents will not be increased as a result of traffic related to the construction of the Development as 

the specific accidents either took place on roads which will not be used by construction traffic, were as a 

result of driver error or only involved one vehicle.  

 



Assumptions 
Timeframes taken from Draft Construction Programme Key 
Vehicle trips are estimated monthly figures split across tasks.  Component Timeframe
Daily HGV movements are based off of 22 working days a month. Sub task timeframe if applicable
Estimated vehicle trips to site. Not including trips within site boundary.
For a reasonable worst case it has been assumed that all vehicles assocaited with the AIL's will travel to site via road and there selected cargo will arrive via the Caledonian Canal. 

Months
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total
Mobilisation 19.4 0

Public Road Diversion 9 80 90 90 230 230 230 230 100 90 1,370
Permanent Access Roads 4.5 70 60 50 50 50 280

Temporary Roads 7 70 100 100 100 100 80 80 630
Public Road Crossings 2 60 60 120

Compound 1 7 80 200 200 200 150 90 90 1,010
Compound 2 3 90 90 90 270
Compound 3 1.5 60 60
Compound 4 3.5 60 60 60 60 240

0 220 320 310 210 210 130 80 140 150 170 430 430 430 380 190 180 0 0 0 3,980

0 10 15 14 10 10 6 4 6 7 8 20 20 20 17 9 8 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 Total

Headpond Programme 46 0

Site Clearance 10 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 80
Enviro MGMT Works 16 100 100 100 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 120 120 120 100 2,200

Form Access 3 30 30 30 90
Embankment Excavation Works 23 300 200 90 90 90 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 60 300 300 1,630

Trench Excavation 9 30 30 10 10 10 10 10 20 30 160
Embankment Construction Works 38 20 20 20 20 20 30 30 30 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 14 14 13 13 20 30 30 729

Embankment Lining Works 14 90 60 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 20 60 90 410
Landscape Embankment Construction 27 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 270

Spillway Pipe 8 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 960
Inlet Outlet Works 10 60 20 10 10 10 10 10 10 20 60 220

Inlet Outlet Housing 5 50 10 40 10 20 130
Excess Material                  3,036 23 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 3,168

Trees - Site Clearance                  5,003 10 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 5,003
Lining Concrete               25,719 14 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 1837 27,556

Lining Steel                  2,143 14 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 2,296
Lining Geo Membranes                      536 14 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 574

Inlet Structure Concrete                      331 10 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 331
Inlet Structure Steel                        28 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 28

Inlet Formwork/ general                        28 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 28
Machinery - Abnormal Loads                      730 37 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 730
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Memorandum 
To: Planning Service (Laura Stewart – Case Officer) 

From: Transport Planning Team 
Subject: Red John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme 

Date: 31 January 2019 

Your ref: 18/05427/s36 
  
 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the additional information 
provided in support of this Application.  This followed our original response dated 7 
January 2019. 

No site visit has been undertaken, with the response being based purely on a desk-
top assessment exercise. 

Summary 

The latest submitted information provides more clarifications on the issues we raised 
and appears to support the Conditions and Informatives we recommended should be 
included in any permission granted.  Therefore, subject to the inclusion of those 
recommended Conditions and Informatives, we have no Objection to these 
proposals. 

Findings 

The additional information submitted provides more clarification on the process and 
criteria used to determine the predicted construction traffic numbers set out in Table 
15.10 & 15.11 from Chapter 15 of the submission.  This suggests that the figures 
within those tables do provide a reasonable assessment of the possible higher-end 
numbers of construction vehicles that could need access to and from this 
development during the works.  We understand that more detailed figures will 
emerge when a preferred Contractor has been appointed and they’ve had time to 
develop their proposed methods of working and package of proposed traffic 
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management measures.  However, this data reinforces our previous conclusion that 
those predicted numbers will be a significant change to what current users of those 
routes and the residents and businesses along them presently experience.  We 
therefore welcome the support given in the latest information towards the inclusion 
of suitably worded Conditions covering the following matters, as recommended in 
our previous response: 

• a package of physical road improvements be submitted to and approved by the 
Local Roads Authority prior to any works commencing on site.  Once agreed, the 
road improvements shall be implemented and operating prior to any construction 
works commencing on the development site. 

• a Construction Traffic Management Plan be submitted to and approved by the 
Local Roads Authority prior to any works commencing on site.  That Plan should 
include a specific section on Workforce Access Management that sets out all the 
measures that will be implemented and all steps taken to require adherence to 
those measures by the workforce when travelling to and from this development.  
It should also include a requirement to clearly set out and agree the scope and 
frequency of monitoring the effectiveness of the traffic management measures, 
including engaging with and seeking feedback from a Local Community Liaison 
Group. 

The development of measures to be included in both of the above should, as a 
minimum, be informed by: 

i. Feedback from the local community, possibly through the proposed 
Community Liaison Group. 

ii. An understanding of the routes that will be used for all possible construction 
access requirements. 

iii. The quantity and type of construction-related vehicles needing to use those 
routes, along with the predicted movement profiles and duration of impacts. 

iv. The nature, condition and capability of those routes to safely accommodate 
the predicted construction-related vehicle movements, alongside existing 
user demand. 

v. Any special requirements from sensitive facilities along routes (eg schools or 
school access routes), the proximity and number of residences and businesses 
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along the routes, known safety issues or other particular matters of local 
significance. 

vi. Any planned works along the proposed construction access routes (eg 
Flickerty Bridge and Scottish Water works at Dores), plus what route 
alternatives will be available should unforeseen issues disrupt planned means 
of access. 

Reference should be made to the detail in our previous response dated 7 January 
2019 for further information on a number of specific matters relating to the above. 

We also welcome the support for our previously recommended Condition requiring 
the establishment and ongoing delivery of a Local Community Liaison Group, which 
should be used to gather input to and feedback on the required package of physical 
road improvements and Construction Traffic Management Plan. 

We note and welcome that the additional information also supports our 
recommended Condition that the C1076, C1068, B861 & U1084 should not be used 
for construction access purposes for this development and all construction-related 
traffic should be prevented from using those routes. 

It is also welcomed that the latest submission acknowledges the need for road 
condition surveys to be undertaken during the works and supports the inclusion of 
our recommended Condition requiring the scope of road condition surveys to be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Roads Authority prior to those surveys 
being undertaken. 

We welcome the work done to review more recent road collision data on the public 
roads in the local area and accept that the most recent data is still to be formally 
published.  This has identified some additional incidents and it is believed from other 
community feedback that there may still be more.  We’ve suggested earlier that such 
information should be taken into consideration when developing the recommended 
Construction Traffic Management Plan and associated package of physical road 
improvements. 

We note and welcome that the Applicant is proposing to design all points of access 
and public road crossings in accordance with our published Road and Transport 
Guidelines for New Developments and that those designs will be submitted to the 
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Roads Authority for Approval prior to construction commencing.  To ensure that this 
is tied into any permission granted, we retain our previous recommendation that a 
suitably worded Condition is included in any such permission issued.  When 
producing this, reference should be made to the requirements in our previous 
response dated 7 January 2019. 

We’ve not identified any new information relating to our previous comment that any 
box culverts installed below the public road network during the works should be 
removed.  Given this, we reiterate our previous comment that we will be expecting 
them to be removed, unless an acceptable case can be made for their retention. 

Finally, we welcome the Applicants recognition that all necessary approvals and 
permissions will be needed to close roads and undertake works on the publicly 
adopted local road network.  We therefore reiterate that the Informatives 
recommended in our previous response dated 7 January 2019 should be included in 
any permission granted. 

 

 

Transport Planning Team 
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From: Grant Stuart
To: Laura Stewart - Planning
Cc: Epc
Subject: Consultation response - Pumped Hydro scheme South of Dores - 18/05427/S36
Date: 05 December 2018 16:59:30
Attachments: AIA snip.JPG

BS snip.JPG

Laura
 
I have not had a chance to visit this site just yet, having only recently received the consultation,
but I thought I better point out that in Volume 5 - Appendix 12.1 - Arboricultural Impact
Assessment, there is reference to surveying trees to the British Standard that are over 300mm
diameter (please see AIA snip).  This is not correct.  The British Standard requires that trees over
75mm are surveyed, but in woodland the threshold is 150mm (please see BS snip).
 
As a consequence of this error, the applicant has not provided the Arboricultural Impact
Assessment and Tree Protection Plans which were requested in the Scoping Response (see
section 12.7.1 of the Tree Survey Report). 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, both AIA and TPP will still be required.
 
Regards
Grant
 
 
Grant Stuart (Forestry Officer, South Highland)
Development and Infrastructure
 
Tel. 01463 702403 
Email. grant.stuart@highland.gov.uk
 

mailto:Grant.Stuart@highland.gov.uk
mailto:Laura.Stewart2@highland.gov.uk
mailto:epc.Planning@highland.gov.uk
mailto:grant.stuart@highland.gov.uk
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1. Introduction

This Technical Note is to justify and clarify the methodology used in the preparation of the
BS5837:2012 Tree Survey carried out for the Red John Pumped Storage Hydro Scheme, specifically
in relation to Section 4 of the Standard “Feasibility: surveys and preliminary constraints.”

The Foreword of the Standard contains the following statement:

This British Standard takes the form of guidance and recommendations.  It should not
be quoted as if it were a specification and particular care should be taken to ensure
that claims of compliance are not misleading.  Any user claiming compliance with this
British Standard is expected to be able to justify any course of action that deviates
from its recommendations.  It has been assumed in the preparation of this British
Standard that the execution of its provisions is entrusted to appropriately qualified
and experienced people, for whose use it has been produced.

The surveyor who carried out the survey is an appropriately qualified and experienced professional;
is a Chartered Landscape Architect, Chartered Environmentalist, Chartered Horticulturist and
Professional Member of the Arboricultural Association.  He has extensive experience of working
with and alongside local authority Planning Development Departments, preparing a range of large
scale landscape projects adjacent to woodlands and / or part of former country estates.  Work of
this nature requires a working knowledge of relevant planning legislation, experience of preserving
trees on development sites through BS5837:2012 Trees in Relation to Design, demolition and
construction - Recommendations and having qualifications in Arboriculture and Professional Tree
Inspection.

2. Methodology

The survey set out to identify significant trees that contributed the most to the landscape that
could be affected by the development and, where possible, to be retained to ensure the visual
fabric of the area, as well as the habitat that large mature and veteran trees support, was
preserved.

The Standard Clause 4.2.4 - sections a & b states:

4.2.4 The survey should record

a) spot levels at the base of trees and throughout the site at an interval appropriate
to meet design requirements, recorded as a grid and interpolated as contours,
ensuring that any abrupt changes, embankments, ditch inverts and retaining features
are recorded;

b) the position of all trees within the site with a stem diameter of 75 mm or more (see
Note below), measured at 1.5 m above highest adjacent ground level;

NOTE In the case of woodlands or substantial tree groups, only individual trees with
stem diameters greater than 150 mm usually need be plotted.
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At the time of survey the above parameters were considered to be a preliminary constraint in terms
of the time required to gather survey information would be prohibitively expensive; the efficacy of
such survey information gathered would be repetitive and unreliable; along with the practicalities
associated with the recording of reliable GPS information in such dense woodland.  There were also
considerations regarding access and health and safety issues.

Therefore, it was determined at the time of survey to amend the scope to trees with a diameter of
=>300mm at 1.5m above ground level, along with applying a Category U (under the Standard Table
1: Cascade chart for tree quality) to trees below 300mm, based on density and overall poor
condition.

At the time of survey, the above parameters were considered be a preliminary constraint in terms
of the time required to gather survey information would be prohibitively expensive, efficacy of
survey information gathered would be repetitive and unreliable along with the practicalities
associated with the recording of reliable GPS information in a dense woodland would be a waste of
time and money.

There were also considerations regarding access being at times impossible along with health and
safety issues associated with tripping, falling and sinking into soft ground.  Therefore, it was
determined at the time of survey to amend the scope to trees with a diameter of 300mm< at 1.5m
above ground level, along with applying a U category to trees below <300mm, based on density and
overall poor condition.

The image shows dense successional, coppiced and emergent Betula pubescens woodland, all trees
are approximately <150mm and, at the time of survey, considered Category U: Trees unsuitable for
retention.  Horticulturally, it is not considered viable that trees of such size and structure as shown
in the image could be transplanted and moved to other areas of a development, should there be a
requirement to maintain woodland cover or retain these trees.

With reference to the Standard Section 4.4 Tree Survey, specifically 4.4.1.1

4.4.1.1 A tree survey should be undertaken by an arboriculturist to record information
about the trees on or adjacent to a site.  The results of the tree survey, including
material constraints arising from existing trees that merit retention, should be used
(along with any other relevant baseline data) to inform feasibility studies and design
options.  For this reason, the tree survey should be completed and made available to
designers prior to and/or independently of any specific proposals for development.

It was considered the trees within the affected Areas A and B as described in Technical Appendix
10.1 did not merit retention.

The Standard goes on to further state in Section 4.4.2.3:

4.4.2.3 Trees growing as groups or woodland should be identified and assessed as such
where the arboriculturist determines that this is appropriate.  However, an
assessment of individuals within any group should still be undertaken if there is a need
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to differentiate between them, e.g. in order to highlight significant variation in
attributes (including physiological or structural condition).

NOTE The term “group” is intended to identify trees that form cohesive arboricultural
features either aerodynamically (e.g. trees that provide companion shelter), visually
(e.g. avenues or screens) or culturally, including for biodiversity (e.g. parkland or
wood pasture), in respect of each of the three subcategories (see 4.5).

The woodland groups contained no individual trees that required differentiation, and at the time of
survey were all considered as Category U, as discussed above.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion the size and condition, along with density and individual tree values identified the
woodland areas as Category U.  The woodland would continue to predominate at the same levels
that exist.  The soil substrate will contain extensive and viable seed base to ensure recolonisation
and perpetuation of the woodland type.

The BS5837:2012 survey observations made at each area were reported in EIA Report Technical
Appendix 10.1 with reference only to significant trees that would be affected by the proposed
development.



From: Grant Stuart
To: Laura Stewart - Planning
Cc: Epc
Subject: Consultation response - Pumped hydro scheme south of Dores - 18/05427/S36
Date: 13 March 2019 15:30:51

Laura
 
Within the red-line of the application there is a range of commercial conifer plantations with a
wide age class range and species composition mainly on the east side of the B862, Dores to
Errogie road.  To the west of the B862 is predominantly native broadleaf woodland with some
smaller areas of commercial plantation.  Woodland currently covers a significant proportion of
the site (58.7% according to Table 12.2 in the EIA) .  It should be noted that some of the native
woodland is becoming over-mature/ moribund with a predominance of birch and an apparent
lack of climax species such as oak and ash.  These woodlands would benefit from positive
management.  The commercial conifer stands would appear to have variable yield class, with
areas of failure, check and windthrow.  It is also noted from the Opportunities and Constraints
drawing (Fig 12.4) that there are areas of deep peat which will be restricting growth.
 
Policy and Designations
Most of the existing woodland to the east side of the B862 is listed on the Ancient Woodland
Inventory as Long established plantation origin woodland (LEPO1860).  This is a feature of local/
regional importance in policy 57 of the Highland wide Local Development Plan where it is noted
that Highland Council ‘will allow developments if it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that they
will not have an unacceptable impact on the natural environment, amenity and heritage
resource’.
 
The majority of existing native woodland is listed on the Ancient Woodland Inventory as Ancient
semi-natural origin woodland (ASNO1860 and ASNO1750).  These are listed as features of
national importance in policy 57 of the Highland wide Local Development Plan where it is noted
that Highland Council ‘will allow developments that can be shown not to compromise the natural
environment, amenity and heritage resource’.  Where there may be any significant adverse
effects, these must be clearly outweighed by social or economic benefits of national
importance’.
 
Policy 51 (Trees and Development) of the Highland wide Local Development Plan (HwLDP) states
that ‘The Council will support development which promotes significant protection to existing
hedges, trees and woodlands on and around development sites.  The acceptable developable
area of a site is influenced by tree impact, and adequate separation distances will be required
between established trees and any new development.  Where appropriate a woodland
management plan will be required to secure management of an existing resource.’
 
Policy 52 (Principle of Development in Woodland) of the HwLDP states that ‘The applicant is
expected to demonstrate the need to develop a wooded site and to show that the site has
capacity to accommodate the development. The Council will maintain a strong presumption in
favour of protecting woodland resources.  Development proposals will only be supported where
they offer clear and significant public benefit.  Where this involves woodland removal,
compensatory planting will usually be required.’
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The amount of woodland loss that would be necessary to develop the site would be greater than
0.1ha so the Scottish Government’s Control of Woodland Removal policy will apply.  Section 218
of Scottish Planning Policy (June 2014) states that ‘The Scottish Government’s Control of
Woodland Removal Policy includes a presumption in favour of protecting woodland.  Removal
should only be permitted where it would achieve significant and clearly defined additional public
benefits.  Where woodland is removed in association with development, developers will
generally be expected to provide compensatory planting.’  If the proposals were to offer public
benefit in economic, social or environmental terms then an equivalent area of equal or better
quality woodland would need to be planted elsewhere.  The applicant would therefore need to
consider and submit the following details in support of an application - what significant and
clearly defined additional public benefits would be associated with the proposals; what area of
tree cover would realistically need to be removed in order to accommodate all of the proposals
and how the area of woodland proposed to be removed could be adequately compensated for
with an area of equivalent size and quality of woodland.
 
Development Proposals
The applicant has provided a Tree Survey Report (Appendix 12.1) by James Anderson of DGA
Forestry and a follow up ‘Technical Note’ in response to my early email expressing concern over
the standard of the tree survey that had been carried out.  Tree Survey Report claims to ‘satisfy
the requirements of the planning process by presenting a BS:5837(2012) tree survey’.  This
report however does not follow the British Standard.  Its starts by proposing to only survey trees
‘considered to have a significant landscape and amenity value’ and with stem diameter of more
than 300mm (which is not specified in the BS).  It also proposes to exclude all trees within
‘woodlands and plantations’, when these should really have been treated as groups.  The
Technical Note proposed that all trees with stem diameter less than 300mm would be regarded
as category ‘U’, but this approach is not what is set out in the British Standard.
 
The Tree Survey Report gives lengthy methodology before scant detail is provided on the two
survey areas (A and B) before disappointingly confirming that ‘No survey data was therefore
recorded’.
 
The Tree Survey Report then states that because no trees were surveyed then an Arboricultural
Impact Assessment (AIA) and Tree Protection Plan (TPP) were not required.  This is disappointing
and misleading.  The impact of the proposals has been identified in the Forestry section in terms
of hectares of woodland that would need to be felled, but we still have no tree protection
proposals for the retained woodland.  This will still be required, but could be required by
condition.  
 
The applicant has provided a Forestry section within the EIA report (Volume 2, Chapter 12),
which is most welcome, as it recognises SPP and Control of Woodland Removal policy.  In section
12.2.16 however it misidentifies the Trees, Woodlands and Development Supplementary
Guidance (2013 and updated 2016) as being supplementary to the Forest and Woodland
Strategy (2006).  The Supplementary Guidance has a far wider role as it relates to all
development proposals, not just those within forestry.
 
In section 12.2.19 of the report there is an extract from the Supplementary Guidance section 3.2
(Developments Designed to Co-Exist with Existing Woodland) which states ‘Certain woodlands
can be adapted through careful management to accommodate an appropriate level of



development’.  However the following line from the SG is not stated – ‘This may consist of a
‘cluster’ of buildings within a suitable clearing, or lower density buildings ‘dispersed’ throughout
the woodland’.  The development proposals are not within a ‘suitable clearing’ or ‘dispersed
throughout the woodland’ but instead would require wholesale woodland removal.  I would
therefore regard the proposals to be at the expense of woodland, so section 3.1 (Developments
Involving Removal of Woodland) of the Supplementary Guidance is more pertinent.  It would
appear from the proposals that woodland loss is unavoidable, so as a consequence proactive
woodland management of retained woodland; detailed restocking plans and detailed
compensatory planting plans will be required.
 
The applicant has identified the need to prepare a Development Forest Plan and also sets out
the principles of the Plan, which are principally felling and restocking.  There are some details on
the proposed restocking which is most welcome, but further details will be required in terms of
timing of restock, ground preparation proposals, tree protection measures and ongoing
maintenance in a detailed Plan, but this could be required by condition. 
 
The Restocking Plan section 12.5.10 assumes the reinstatement and restocking of temporary
infrastructure.  This will need to be confirmed as it could have a bearing on the amount of
compensatory planting required.
 
The proposals would require the felling of 161.7ha of woodland to facilitate development and a
further 10.7ha to be felled for landscaping purposes.  Of this, 8.7ha of ancient semi-natural
woodland is to be felled for construction and 134.7ha of long established plantation origin
woodland is to be felled.  This is clearly a significant impact on existing woodland and so the
applicant will need to demonstrate that they would provide adequate restocking and
compensatory planting to offset the woodland loss.  Table 12.6 shows that there is currently
391.6ha of open ground and after implementation of the Development Restocking Plan there
would be 403.7ha of open ground.  This amounts to a total loss of woodland cover of 12.1ha and
this is confirmed in section 12.7.22.  The applicant will therefore need to identify an additional
12.1ha of compensatory planting and it is confirmed in section 12.8 that off-site compensatory
planting is to be agreed with FCS.  This will need to be required as a condition of consent.
 
Conclusion
While the Tree Survey Report is disappointing, the Forestry section of the EIA does at least give
some comfort that the applicant intends to carry out restocking and compensatory planting both
on and off-site to compensate for the extensive woodland area that would ned to be felled.  I am
also encouraged to note that FCS are to be involved in the planning and implementation of the
restock and compensatory planting.  I would not object to the application providing the following
conditions are attached to any consent: -
 

1.       Prior to any site excavation or groundworks, a Tree Protection Plan to be submitted to
and subsequently approved in writing by the planning authority, in accordance with
BS5837:2012 (Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction).  All retained
trees are to be protected against construction damage using protective barriers located
beyond the Root Protection Area.  Barriers are to remain in place throughout the
construction period and must not be moved or removed without the prior written
approval of the Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the protection of retained trees during construction and thereafter.



 
2.       No development shall commence until a Forest Plan and maintenance programme has

been submitted to and approved by the planning authority. The Forest Plan shall follow
the principles set out in the Forestry section of the EIA and shall include woodland
management of the existing native broadleaf woodlands and confirmation of the timing
of restock planting.  The Plan shall be implemented in full during the first planting season
following commencement of development or as otherwise agreed in writing by the
planning authority.
Reason: In the interests of amenity.

 
3.       No development shall commence until a detailed scheme of Compensatory Planting

(including future maintenance) has been submitted and approved in writing by the
planning authority. All planting shall be implemented in full no later than 1st April 2020
or prior to first commissioning of the hydro scheme (which ever is first), or as otherwise
agreed with the planning authority. The planting shall be maintained thereafter in
accordance with the approved scheme, until established to the full satisfaction of the
planning authority.
Reason: To protect Scotland’s woodland resource, in accordance with the Scottish
Government’s policy on the Control of Woodland Removal.

 
Regards
Grant
 
 
Grant Stuart (Forestry Officer, South Highland)
Development and Infrastructure
 
Tel. 01463 702403 
Email. grant.stuart@highland.gov.uk

mailto:grant.stuart@highland.gov.uk
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From:Robin Fraser
Sent:Fri, 25 Jan 2019 14:32:04 +0000
To:Epc
Subject:18/05427/S36 | To construct and operate a pumped storage hydro scheme approximately 14km 
SW of Inverness. | Land 630M East Of Park Cottage Dores

Apologies for delay in responding. 

 

The application is for a large hydro power scheme in what is predominantly a rural 
setting.  As such there is a potential for disturbance to sensitive premises from noise, 
dust and vibration.  The applicant has submitted a noise assessment which has 
assessed the potential impact from noise and vibration during both the construction and 
operational phases.  

 

Construction Noise

In most cases, it is expected that construction activities will give rise to some level of 
disturbance but any impact will be temporary.  The construction period for this 
development is expected to last for up to 6 years. Some �permanent� developments 

don�t last for that long therefore this needs to be taken into account, particularly when 
considering what constitutes the best practicable means for noise and vibration 
mitigation.  

 

Figure 16.1 of the supporting documents identifies the location of the noise sensitive 
properties in the area.  Baseline monitoring has been undertaken at representative 
locations which shows generally low background levels which is not unexpected.

 

The assessment has assumed noise criteria, taken from BS 5228,  of 65 dB(A), 55 
dB(A) and 45 dB(A) during the day, evening and night-time respectively.  However, BS 
5228 also refers to Minerals Policy Statement 2 - Controlling and mitigating the 
environmental effects of mineral extraction in England. This advises that where the 
duration of earth moving works is likely to exceed six months then the development 
should be considered more as surface mineral extraction than conventional 
construction.   For these activities MPS 2 suggests a daytime limit of 55 dB LAeq,1h.  
The equivalent guidance in Scotland is PAN 50 Annex A Controlling The Environmental 
Effects Of Surface Mineral Workings. This guidance actually goes on to suggest that in 



areas of low background levels the appropriate limit for mineral workings should be 
45dB LAeq 1hr.

 

The noise assessment appears to have broken down the various phases of construction 
into periods of months and has identified that there is only one phase which would last 
more than 6 months.  I am of the opinion that the construction period should be 
considered as a whole.  In that respect, I would advise that a limit of 55 dB LAeq, 1 hr is 
more appropriate for daytime noise throughout the construction period with possible 
exemptions for short term activities such as blasting or piling.  

 

This being the case, the assessment demonstrates that noise levels will exceed the 
criteria of 55dB 1 hr LAeq  at various locations and times throughout the construction 
period.  It should also be noted that the assessment has apparently scoped out the 
impact of construction traffic which is only likely to increase noise at sensitive receptors. 

 

The assessment states the intention is for tunnelling to be a 24hr operation but has not 
given predicted levels for night time construction noise.  I understand the assumption is 
that underground activities will not present a significant issue at receptors but there are 
no further details.

 

It is noted that the predicted noise levels do not include any reductions from the 
implementation of mitigation measures.  Examples of mitigation are given in section 
16.7 of the assessment which also states that the best available construction methods 
shall be employed at all times, having regards to the principles of BPM to minimise 
noise and vibration impacts during the construction.   At this stage, there is no specific 
mitigation scheme proposed and it appears the intention is to submit a CEMP which will 
incorporate things like mitigation, noise monitoring and consultation with the 
community.    

  

I am of the opinion that based on the low background levels in this area and the likely 
duration of construction works, noise from this phase of the development is likely to 
have a detrimental effect on the day time amenity of local residents unless significant 
mitigation measures are implemented.  This impact may be made worse if it is found 
that night time construction levels from tunnelling etc. also cause disturbance.  

 



Planning conditions are not normally used to control the impact of construction noise as 
similar powers are available to the Local Authority under Section 60 of the Control of 
Pollution Act 1974.  However in this case, given the extent of the development I believe 
it would be beneficial for all parties to be clear on the requirements prior to construction 
commencing.  I would therefore object to this development unless the following 
conditions are attached: -

 

         Unless otherwise authorised in writing by the Planning Authority, noise arising 
from construction works associated with this development shall not exceed the 
following limits as calculated or measured at the curtilage of any noise sensitive 
property: -

 

Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm      55dB LAeq 1 hour

Monday to Friday 6pm to 10pm    45dB LAeq 1 hour

Saturdays 8am to 1pm                   55dB LAeq 1hour

Saturdays 1pm to 6pm                   45dB LAeq 1 hour

 

At all other times and including Easter and Christmas/New Year public holidays;  
operations for which noise is audible at the curtilage of any noise sensitive 
property are not permitted.

 

                                                           

         Prior to the commencement of construction, the applicant shall submit for the 
written approval of the planning authority, a construction environmental 
management plan (CEMP) to include details of a noise mitigation and 
monitoring scheme which demonstrates how compliance with the above limits 
will be achieved.  The CEMP should also include proposals for the monitoring 
and control of blasting noise and vibration.  

 

I would also recommend a community liaison group be set up which meets at regular 
intervals following commencement of construction. 



 

Construction Vibration

The assessment has looked at construction vibration from surface works, piling, blasting 
and tunnelling.  Given the separation distances involved, vibration levels are unlikely to 
exceed relevant Nuisance criteria.   However, with such a long construction period 
complaints about vibration may arise even at levels below these limits.  I would 
recommend the following condition but to clarify, should complaints arise about 
prolonged periods of perceptible vibration this Service has powers under the Control of 
Pollution Act 1974 to introduce additional controls if required.  

 

         The peak particle velocity generated by construction activities shall not exceed 
5mm / second as measured at any dwelling or other sensitive property.  This 
applies to all operations other than blasting.  For blasting, it is expected that the 
best practicable measures will be employed to minimise the impact of noise and 
vibration.

 

         For activities where vibration is perceptible at any sensitive property, the hours 
of operation shall be as follows: -

 

Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm      

Saturdays 8am to 1pm       

           

At all other times and including Easter and Christmas/New Year public holidays;  
operations for which vibration is perceptible within any noise sensitive property 
are not permitted.                   

 

         Prior to the commencement of construction, the applicant shall submit for the 
written approval of the planning authority, a construction environmental 
management plan to include details of a vibration mitigation and monitoring plan 
which demonstrates how compliance with the above limits will be achieved.  

 



For the avoidance of doubt it is expected that the best practicable means in 
accordance with BS 5228 Parts 1 & 2 will be employed to reduce the impact of 
construction noise or vibration 

 

 

Operational Noise

The predicted operational noise levels from above ground equipment are given in table 
16.24 of the assessment which compares them against background levels.  This 
indicates that daytime noise is unlikely to be significant.  Night time levels at some 
locations do exceed the existing low background levels but the absolute predicted levels 
are still very low.  The maximum predicted external level is 26dB.  Allowing for a 10-
15dB reduction through an open window, internal noise levels should not give rise to 
complaints.  As a precaution I would object to the development unless the following 
condition is attached: -

 

All plant, machinery and equipment associated with this development shall be so 
installed, maintained and operated such that the following standards are met: -

 

 Between 2300 hrs and 0700 hrs, any associated operating noise must not 
exceed NR 20 when measured or calculated within the bedroom of any noise-
sensitive premises with windows open for ventilation purposes. 

 

 Between 0700 hrs and 2300 hrs the operating noise Rating level must not 
exceed the Background noise level by more than 5dB(A) including any 
characteristics penalty.  Terms and measurements to be in accordance with BS 
4142: 2014 Methods for Rating Industrial & Commercial Sound.  

 

 

Operational Vibration

Experience has shown that people can be very sensitive to emissions which are 
perceived as a sensation rather than an audible noise.  For construction noise, there is 
a foreseeable end to any impact and standards can be more relaxed.  However, if the 



development was to give rise to any noticeable operational vibration, this could have a 
significantly detrimental impact on the amenity of sensitive residents.  For the avoidance 
of doubt, the only acceptable operational limit for vibration from this development is to 
be below the threshold of perception.  I would therefore object to the development 
unless the following condition is attached: -

 

         The peak particle velocity generated by activities arising from the operation of 
this development shall not exceed 0.1mm / second as measured at any dwelling 
or other sensitive property.  

 

 

Dust

The CEMP will need to include an adequate scheme for the suppression of dust.  Given 
the size of the development and the extent of earthmoving works, the applicant should 
submit information demonstrating how dust levels will be controlled should there be a 
recurrence of the dry weather conditions experienced across the country last summer.  

 

 

Regards,

Robin Fraser

Environmental Health Officer

Highland Council,  Community Services,  38 Harbour Road,  Inverness, IV1 1UF

Telephone:  01463 228748    E-Mail:  robin.fraser@highland.gov.uk

 

N.B. Any email message sent or received by the Council may require to be disclosed by 
the Council under the provisions of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002

 

Environmental Health welcomes your feedback. Please help us improve our service by 
taking our short customer survey by clicking on this link

mailto:robin.fraser@highland.gov.uk


https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/highlandeh

 

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.surveymonkey.com%2Fs%2Fhighlandeh&data=01%7C01%7Cepc.Planning%40highland.gov.uk%7Cc677b792cb704008cef308d682d1e088%7C89f0b56e6d164fe89dba176fa940f7c9%7C0&sdata=PEk%2FxOwGlr2VjQwnTcpQQqF90O74LB5dMx6qnEtF7UQ%3D&reserved=0
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme 

THC Environmental Health Officer Section 36 Response

Thank you for your response dated 25th January 2019 which was received on the 5th February 2019. The Applicant has reviewed the comments and wishes to 
provide the following response – we have broken the response down in to sections so that the Applicants response directly relates to the comments made by the 
Environmental Health Officer for ease of reference:

EHO Comments Applicants Response 

In most cases, it is expected that construction activities will give rise to 
some level of disturbance but any impact will be temporary. The 
construction period for this development is expected to last for up to 6 
years. Some permanent developments don’t last for that long therefore 
this needs to be taken into account, particularly when considering what 
constitutes the best practicable means for noise and vibration mitigation.  

Figure 16.1 of the supporting documents identifies the location of the 
noise sensitive properties in the area. Baseline monitoring has been 
undertaken at representative locations which shows generally low 
background levels which is not unexpected.

The assessment has assumed noise criteria, taken from BS 5228, of 65 
dB(A), 55 dB(A) and 45 dB(A) during the day, evening and night-time 
respectively.  However, BS 5228 also refers to Minerals Policy Statement 
2 - Controlling and mitigating the environmental effects of mineral 
extraction in England. This advises that where the duration of earth 
moving works is likely to exceed six months then the development 
should be considered more as surface mineral extraction than 
conventional construction.   For these activities MPS 2 suggests a 
daytime limit of 55 dB LAeq,1h.  The equivalent guidance in Scotland is 
PAN 50 Annex A Controlling The Environmental Effects Of Surface 
Mineral Workings. This guidance actually goes on to suggest that in 
areas of low background levels the appropriate limit for mineral workings 
should be 45dB LAeq 1hr.

It is not just the duration but also the type of works that are important when deciding what 
limit to apply. The Highland Council guidelines state that the 55 dB limit should be applied 

“Where construction activities involve large scale and long term earth moving activities” 
and BS 5228-1 states that the limit should be applied where works are “more akin to 
surface mineral extraction than to conventional construction activity.”  

This description applies to Headpond excavation but not to the other proposed works. 
Long-term earth moving activities emit more consistent noise levels than other 
construction activities which will vary significantly depending on the specific activities 
being undertaken at any one time. There will also be periods of respite between the worst-
case elements where noise levels will be substantially below those predicted. Therefore 
the 55 dB limit is considered not to apply to any construction activities except the 
Headpond works.

PAN 50 Annex A also states: “The process of baffle mound construction, though short-
lived, is itself one of the noisiest aspects of mineral working. It may therefore be 
appropriate for planning authorities and mineral operators to reach an agreement that … 
noise limits should be raised by a specified amount to allow for the construction of these 
mounds …   It is suggested that 70 dB LAeq,1h (free field) for periods of up to 8 weeks in 
a year should be considered to facilitate this, but planning authorities and operators may 
also wish to weigh up the effects of shortening this period and allowing higher levels of 
noise, in order to get such temporary operations completed as quickly as possible.” The 
EHO’s response omits consideration of this part of the guidance.
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EHO Comments Applicants Response 

The noise assessment appears to have broken down the various phases 
of construction into periods of months and has identified that there is 
only one phase which would last more than 6 months. I am of the opinion 
that the construction period should be considered as a whole.  In that 
respect, I would advise that a limit of 55 dB LAeq, 1 hr is more 
appropriate for daytime noise throughout the construction period with 
possible exemptions for short term activities such as blasting or piling.

This being the case, the assessment demonstrates that noise levels will 
exceed the criteria of 55dB 1 hr LAeq  at various locations and times 
throughout the construction period. It should also be noted that the 
assessment has apparently scoped out the impact of construction traffic 
which is only likely to increase noise at sensitive receptors. 

As mentioned in the EIA Report, the limit of 55 dB assumes a consistent level throughout 
the daytime without much respite, which would be the case for surface mineral extraction 
type works. However this type of work is only applicable to the construction of the 
Headpond. A limit of 55 dB in any one daytime hour throughout the construction cycle is 
therefore unlikely to be achievable, and would considerably curtail the proposed works, 
therefore extend the construction phase significantly. 

Should THC be minded to place a condition on the consent, we would suggest that this 
limit is amended to be calculated over a 10 hour day / 4 hour evening to make it more 
applicable to these types of works. 

The assessment states the intention is for tunnelling to be a 24hr 
operation but has not given predicted levels for night time construction 
noise.  I understand the assumption is that underground activities will not 
present a significant issue at receptors but there are no further details.

Noted

It is noted that the predicted noise levels do not include any reductions 
from the implementation of mitigation measures. Examples of mitigation 
are given in section 16.7 of the assessment which also states that the 
best available construction methods shall be employed at all times, 
having regards to the principles of BPM to minimise noise and vibration 
impacts during the construction.   At this stage, there is no specific 
mitigation scheme proposed and it appears the intention is to submit a 
CEMP which will incorporate things like mitigation, noise monitoring and 
consultation with the community.    

The CEMP outlines the basis of noise mitigation measures in addition to the application of 
noise bunds around the Headpond, a route of communication of any complaints and a 
Project Liaison Group which will communication any forthcoming works, such as blasting, 
so that local residents and communities are aware of these activities well in advance. 

I am of the opinion that based on the low background levels in this area 
and the likely duration of construction works, noise from this phase of the 
development is likely to have a detrimental effect on the day time 
amenity of local residents unless significant mitigation measures are 
implemented. This impact may be made worse if it is found that night 
time construction levels from tunnelling etc. also cause disturbance.  

Planning conditions are not normally used to control the impact of 

We acknowledge the application of these conditions but request that a limit of 70 dB 
LAeq,10h is applied for up to 8 weeks per year for landscape bund construction as per PAN 
50 (Annex A states:  “The night-time nominal limit should be 42 dB LAeq,1h (free field) at 
noise-sensitive dwellings” )

Inaudibility is subjective and varies from person to person as it is dependent on the 
hearing of the listener and in an external location. It is almost impossible to identify what 
may be audible. The assessment of ground-borne noise radiating inside properties due to 
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EHO Comments Applicants Response 

construction noise as similar powers are available to the Local Authority 
under Section 60 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974.  However in this 
case, given the extent of the development I believe it would be beneficial 
for all parties to be clear on the requirements prior to construction 
commencing. I would therefore object to this development unless the 
following conditions are attached: -

· Unless otherwise authorised in writing by the Planning Authority, 
noise arising from construction works associated with this 
development shall not exceed the following limits as calculated or 
measured at the curtilage of any noise sensitive property: -
─ Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm      55dB LAeq 1 hour
─ Monday to Friday 6pm to 10pm    45dB LAeq 1 hour
─ Saturdays 8am to 1pm                   55dB LAeq 1hour
─ Saturdays 1pm to 6pm                   45dB LAeq 1 hour
─ At all other times and including Easter and Christmas/New Year 

public holidays; operations for which noise is audible at the 
curtilage of any noise sensitive property are not permitted.

· Prior to the commencement of construction, the applicant shall submit 
for the written approval of the planning authority, a construction 
environmental management plan (CEMP) to include details of a noise 
mitigation and monitoring scheme which demonstrates how 
compliance with the above limits will be achieved.  The CEMP should 
also include proposals for the monitoring and control of blasting noise 
and vibration

the tunnelling identified a worst-case noise level of 19 dB, which would be inaudible. 

I would also recommend a community liaison group be set up which 
meets at regular intervals following commencement of construction. Please see response above regarding the PLG. 

Construction Vibration

The assessment has looked at construction vibration from surface works, 
piling, blasting and tunnelling.  Given the separation distances involved, 
vibration levels are unlikely to exceed relevant Nuisance criteria. 
However, with such a long construction period complaints about vibration 
may arise even at levels below these limits. I would recommend the 
following condition but to clarify, should complaints arise about prolonged 
periods of perceptible vibration this Service has powers under the 

We consider the limit outlined in these conditions to be excessively onerous. In addition it 
is also very difficult to demonstrate whether the works would be compliant. The 
assessment identified that at 100m from the tunnelling, vibration levels would be in the 
range that is “just perceptible in residential environments”.  The formula used to calculate 
groundborne vibration is limited to a maximum distance of 100 m from the tunnelling and 
the closest receptor is 170m away. 

Therefore we suggest that either the CEMP can be amended to commit to undertaking 
vibration monitoring to correlate vibration levels with distance from the tunnelling, or that 
the CEMP condition is amended to include this information at the point it is submitted for 
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Control of Pollution Act 1974 to introduce additional controls if required.  

· The peak particle velocity generated by construction activities shall 
not exceed 5mm / second as measured at any dwelling or other 
sensitive property. This applies to all operations other than blasting.  
For blasting, it is expected that the best practicable measures will be 
employed to minimise the impact of noise and vibration.

· For activities where vibration is perceptible at any sensitive property, 
the hours of operation shall be as follows: -
─ Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm      
─ Saturdays 8am to 1pm       
─ At all other times and including Easter and Christmas/New Year 

public holidays; operations for which vibration is perceptible within 
any noise sensitive property are not permitted.

· Prior to the commencement of construction, the applicant shall submit 
for the written approval of the planning authority, a construction 
environmental management plan to include details of a vibration 
mitigation and monitoring plan which demonstrates how compliance 
with the above limits will be achieved.  

For the avoidance of doubt it is expected that the best practicable means 
in accordance with BS 5228 Parts 1 & 2 will be employed to reduce the 
impact of construction noise or vibration

agreement prior to construction commencing. Should the monitoring demonstrate a 
significant adverse effect to receptors, remedial measures will be implemented, and this 
can also be outlined in the CEMP. 

Operational Noise

The predicted operational noise levels from above ground equipment are 
given in table 16.24 of the assessment which compares them against 
background levels. This indicates that daytime noise is unlikely to be 
significant. Night time levels at some locations do exceed the existing 
low background levels but the absolute predicted levels are still very low. 
The maximum predicted external level is 26dB. Allowing for a 10-15dB 
reduction through an open window, internal noise levels should not give 
rise to complaints. As a precaution I would object to the development 
unless the following condition is attached: -

· All plant, machinery and equipment associated with this development 
shall be so installed, maintained and operated such that the following 
standards are met: -

· Between 2300 hrs and 0700 hrs, any associated operating noise 

Noted. We have no comments on these conditions. 
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must not exceed NR 20 when measured or calculated within the 
bedroom of any noise-sensitive premises with windows open for 
ventilation purposes. 

· Between 0700 hrs and 2300 hrs the operating noise Rating level 
must not exceed the Background noise level by more than 5dB(A) 
including any characteristics penalty.  Terms and measurements to be 
in accordance with BS 4142: 2014 Methods for Rating Industrial & 
Commercial Sound.  

Operational Vibration

Experience has shown that people can be very sensitive to emissions 
which are perceived as a sensation rather than an audible noise.  For 
construction noise, there is a foreseeable end to any impact and 
standards can be more relaxed.  However, if the development was to 
give rise to any noticeable operational vibration, this could have a 
significantly detrimental impact on the amenity of sensitive residents.  
For the avoidance of doubt, the only acceptable operational limit for 
vibration from this development is to be below the threshold of 
perception. I would therefore object to the development unless the 
following condition is attached: -

· The peak particle velocity generated by activities arising from the 
operation of this development shall not exceed 0.1mm / second as 
measured at any dwelling or other sensitive property. 

There is no evidence relating vibration levels measured in PPV to effects for a vibration 
source such as the operation of the Development and therefore we would consider this 
criterion as inappropriate. The power house is 200m below the ground level at its highest 
point. The EIA Report outlined that the BS 6472-1 guidance was applied to assess 
operational vibration impacts (as per the table below). 

Table Error! Use the Home tab to apply Level 1 Heading to the text that you want to 
appear here..1 VDV Criteria from BS 6472-1:2008

Place and time Low probability of 
adverse comment 
m/s1.75

Adverse 
comment 
possible m/s1.75

Adverse 
comment 
probable m/s1.75

Residential buildings
16 h day

0.2 to 0.4 0.4 to 0.8 0.8 to 1.6

Residential buildings
8 h night

0.1 to 0.2 0.2 to 0.4 0.4 to 0.8

The detailed design of the power house can integrate a VDV limit of 0.1 ms-1.75 or 0.2 ms-

1.75 . 

Dust

The CEMP will need to include an adequate scheme for the suppression 
of dust.  Given the size of the development and the extent of 
earthmoving works, the applicant should submit information 
demonstrating how dust levels will be controlled should there be a 
recurrence of the dry weather conditions experienced across the country 

This is acknowledged, and the finalised CEMP will provide this detail. 
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last summer.  
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Anderson, Catherine

From: Laura Stewart - Planning <Laura.Stewart2@highland.gov.uk>
Sent: Tuesday, March 5, 2019 9:32 AM
To: Anderson, Catherine
Cc: David Mudie
Subject: Red John Pumped Hydro Scheme - Landscape Officer response
Attachments: 18_05427_S36_LandV.DOCX

Hi Catherine,

Please find attached the Landscape Officers comments on the scheme. She has kept this relatively short and highlighted
our main concerns over the landscape and visual impact.  We are seeking mitigation to be demonstrated as highlighted
in the response.  As we have previously discussed our main concern relates to landscape and visual impacts.  We would
be grateful if the comments can be taken on board and new information submitted as necessary.

We are particularly concerned about the visual impacts of the embankment, the significant sky lining of the intake
structure and the current proposed road geometry.

We also have concern over the tailpond infrastructure and structures when viewed from the other side of Loch Ness.  Is
there anyway to reduce the scale of all buildings and indicate a design at this time which would help to assess how the
buildings will sit within the landscape.  At the shore, we would particularly be looking for the mass of any buildings to be
well broken up to reduce the visual impact.

Kind Regards
Laura

Laura Stewart
Planner
Development and Infrastructure
Town House, Inverness, IV1 1JJ
Tel: 01463 785074
Email: laura.stewart2@highland.gov.uk

This advice is given without prejudice to the future consideration of and decision on any application received by
The Highland Council
Thathar a’ toirt seachad na comhairle seo gun chlaon-bhreith do bheachdachadh air agus codhùnadh a thaobh
tagradh sam bith a tha Comhairle na Gàidhealtachd a’ faighinn san àm ri teachd

Register at consult.highland.gov.uk to view, comment and be kept updated on any future Development Plan
documents in Highland.

Unless related to the business of The Highland Council, the views or opinions expressed within this e-mail are those of
the sender and do not necessarily reflect those of The Highland Council, or associated bodies, nor does this e-mail form
part of any contract unless so stated.
Mura h-eil na beachdan a tha air an cur an cèill sa phost-d seo a' buntainn ri gnothachas Chomhairle na Gàidhealtachd, 's
ann leis an neach fhèin a chuir air falbh e a tha iad, is chan eil iad an-còmhnaidh a' riochdachadh beachdan na
Comhairle, no buidhnean buntainneach, agus chan eil am post-d seo na phàirt de chunnradh sam bith mura h-eil sin air
innse.

Listening * Open * Valuing * Improving * Supporting * Partnering * Delivering
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Èisteachd * Fosgailte * Luach * Leasachadh * Taic * Com-pàirteachas * Lìbhrigeadh
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Response

There are a number of aspects of the design which, as currently presented, create
unacceptable impacts on the landscape and visual resource of the local area. There do,
however, appear to be opportunities to create further embedded amelioration which might
overcome these issues.

Main design issues relating to Landscape and Visual Impacts:

Embankment:
· Geometric form:

o Level crest, emphasised by ‘kerb’ and Wave wall - contrasts with the natural
skylines of the area, drawing attention and emphasising bulk of the artificial
form. The wave-wall is likely to be obscured from the majority of  vantage
points, but the ‘kerb’ structure appears to be of similar scale and positioned
more prominently on the outward edge of the embankment crest

o Consistent outer gradient - which limits variation in light and shade cast on the
slope and militates against natural variation in the grass-sward.

Existing proposed mitigation of landscape embankments will be effective, but are limited in
their extent as they rely on masking the reservoir embankment. Too much of the
embankment, and specifically, the crest is left potentially appearing overly and overtly
artificial.

Potential further mitigation:. Amelioration of the slope geometry to develop a more
complex slope with subtle variation in gradient and a more convex form could maximise the
natural variation to appearance from light and vegetation changes. From viewpoints at lower
elevations, a move convex slope would tend to obscure the level top to the embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the impacts experienced at
areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 10

Structures on embankment
· Security fence-lines

o Fencing is indicated to run along the toe of the embankment. Where the toe of
the embankment is met by landscape embankments or backs onto forestry
areas, this works well. However, where the toe of the embankment is in an
elevated location at the south end of the reservoir, this lifts it into an unduly
prominent location and from some vantage points appears sky-lined.

Application Name Red John Hydro

Planning Reference 18/05427/S36

Planning Case Officer Laura Stewart

Date of Response 28/02/2018
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Potential further mitigation: Embedded mitigation may involve identifying a more subtle
and appropriate fenceline, although this may require enclosing ground which is not part of the
constructed embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the impacts experienced at
areas represented by viewpoints 5 and 6.

Main Intake Structure
· Prominence in landscape and views

o Sky-lining
o Scale in landscape

Existing proposed mitigation largely addresses effects of the building when back-clothed by
rising ground. The breaking up facades with colour will not assist in skyline locations, where
the structure will be backlit against a bright sky for much of the time, tending to create a
silhouette form
Potential further mitigation: Amelioration of the slope geometry may assist in mitigating
appearance of intake structure building. As sky-lining is apparent only from viewpoints at a
lower elevation, such mitigation may be achieved by creating a convex, rather than straight
slope.

Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the impacts experienced at
areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 10

Battery House and Sub-station
· Prominence in landscape and views

o Scale in landscape
o Appropriateness of design

While the ES suggest the Battery House building would be designed and clad in the style of
agricultural sheds in the area, the scale and proportions of the building are sufficiently at
odds with that form that it is not be appropriate.
Potential further mitigation: Other avenues of embedded mitigation should be explored,
such as screening by sensitive earthworks and development of green roof.
Substation detail should also consider surfacing material design, from elevated viewpoints
the pale surfacing such as used at Knocknagael would be prominent visually and draw
attention.

Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the impacts experienced at
areas represented by viewpoints 2,3, 7, 8, and 10.

Realigned Road
· Landscape Fit

o While the EIS states that the road alignment has been designed to minimise
both visual intrusion and earthworks, the visualisations from elevated
viewpoints across the loch illustrate a readily identifiable horizontal line in the
landscape.

o This line runs parallel to the crest-line of the embankment. Echoing of the line
serves to emphasise the edges of both structures and by defining the upper
and lower extents of the embankment face, also emphasises the
embankment’s geometric simplicity, further setting it apart from the receiving
landscape.

Existing proposed mitigation:  development of woodland will reduce this impact over time, but
there remains potential for it to be re-emphasised in the future, if and when the productive
natural woodland to the north west of the road is subject to clear felling.
The present proposal for the road to define the junction between different woodland types
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may tend to highlight the road line in views across Loch Ness.

Potential further mitigation :The prominence of the road line could be ameliorated by
extension of the proposed mixed natural woodland from the reservoir side of the road to the
Loch Ness side. Consideration should also be given to varying the vertical geometry of the
road, to minimise the echoing of the embankment crest.

 Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the impacts experienced at
areas represented by viewpoints 2, 7 and 10

While some parts of the LVIA tend to under-rate the value of landscapes and sensitivity of
receptors, the general conclusions as to the significance/non-significance for viewpoints and
on the landscape are sound.

Overall it seems that design could be pushed much further in creating embedded mitigation
which may bring impacts within acceptable limits of significance.

Name Anne Cowling

Email anne.cowling@highland.gov.uk Phone 01463 702509 (direct dial)
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme 

THC Landscape Officer Section 36 Response

Thank you for your response dated 28th February 2019 which was received on the 5th March 2019. The Applicant has reviewed the comments and wishes to provide 
the following response – we have broken the response down in to sections so that the Applicants response directly relates to the comments made by the Landscape 
Officer for ease of reference:

Landscape Officer Comments Applicants Response 

Embankment: 

· Geometric form:

· Level crest, emphasised by 'kerb' and Wave wall - contrasts 
with the natural skylines of the area, drawing attention and 
emphasising bulk of the artificial form. The wave-wall is likely to 
be obscured from the majority of  vantage points, but the 'kerb' 
structure appears to be of similar scale and positioned more 
prominently on the outward edge of the embankment crest

· Consistent outer gradient - which limits variation in light and 
shade cast on the slope and militates against natural variation 
in the grass-sward.

Existing proposed mitigation of landscape embankments will be 
effective, but are limited in their extent as they rely on masking the 
reservoir embankment. Too much of the embankment, and specifically, 
the crest is left potentially appearing overly and overtly artificial.

 Potential further mitigation: Amelioration of the slope geometry to 
develop a more complex slope with subtle variation in gradient and a 
more convex form could maximise the natural variation to appearance 
from light and vegetation changes. From viewpoints at lower elevations, 
a move convex slope would tend to obscure the level top to the 
embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 

The embankment provides the inherent structural form to the Headpond. There are 
technical structural requirements which dictate the form and profile of the embankment to 
ensure the safe impoundment of water, which result in the more uniform profile exhibited. 
In order to meet the necessary safety requirements, changes to the slope geometry by 
way of introducing a more complex slope with subtle variations in gradient is not possible. 
Beyond the area of structural integrity, additional material can be placed to create these 
variations in gradient which has been achieved by the introduction of the landscape 
embankments. These areas can only be introduced where they don’t impinge on the 
structural integrity of the embankment and consequently can’t mask the upper sections of 
the embankment and embankment crest.

Whilst larger vegetation (including trees) cannot be planted on the embankment slopes in 
order that their structural integrity is maintained and to not hinder safety inspections, 
planting does not need to be limited to a consistent grassland sward. Ericoids including 
heather and bilberry will be seeded which will add complexity to the appearance of the 
embankment, creating variation in the colour and texture. This information would be 
outlined in the finalised LEMP and secured by the appropriate planning condition.

The kerb structure extending along the length of the embankment would be smaller than 
the wave wall providing a low upstand (600mm) along the outer edge of the embankment. 
This is unlikely to be legible from anywhere other than in close range views.
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impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 
10.

Structures on embankment:

· Security fence-lines: 

· Fencing is indicated to run along the toe of the embankment. 
Where the toe of the embankment is met by landscape 
embankments or backs onto forestry areas, this works well. 
However, where the toe of the embankment is in an elevated 
location at the south end of the reservoir, this lifts it into an 
unduly prominent location and from some vantage points 
appears sky-lined.

Potential further mitigation: Embedded mitigation may involve identifying 
a more subtle and appropriate fenceline, although this may require 
enclosing ground which is not part of the constructed embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 5 and 6.

The fence line can be adjusted as part of the detail design to ensure that it doesn't appear 
sky-lined and follows a lower alignment particularly at the south end of the Headpond to 
reduce its relative prominence from some views. 

This design change could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition and the 
Applicant welcomes the opportunity to discuss this.

Structures on embankment:

Main Intake Structure

· Prominence in landscape and views

· Sky-lining

· Scale in landscape

Existing proposed mitigation largely addresses effects of the building 
when back-clothed by rising ground. The breaking up facades with 
colour will not assist in skyline locations, where the structure will be 
backlit against a bright sky for much of the time, tending to create a 
silhouette form

Potential further mitigation: Amelioration of the slope geometry may 
assist in mitigating appearance of intake structure building. As sky-lining 
is apparent only from viewpoints at a lower elevation, such mitigation 
may be achieved by creating a convex, rather than straight slope.

The height and scale of the Intake Structure was designed to provide flexibility to the 
future operational requirements of the Development. This, however, will be rationalised 
during detailed design and the height and form of the structure will be reduced. This is a 
consistent commitment the Applicant has made to the Dores and Essich community 
council.  

Articulation of the building form (height, appearance and roofline) can also be achieved 
through detailed design with variation created in order to further reduce its apparent 
prominence in the landscape and views, particularly when seen against the skyline.  

These design changes could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition.
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Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 
10.

Structures on embankment:

Battery House and Substation

· Prominence in landscape and views

· Scale in landscape

· Appropriateness of design

While the ES suggest the Battery House building would be designed and 
clad in the style of agricultural sheds in the area, the scale and 
proportions of the building are sufficiently at odds with that form that it is 
not be appropriate. 

Potential further mitigation: Other avenues of embedded mitigation 
should be explored, such as screening by sensitive earthworks and 
development of green roof.

Substation detail should also consider surfacing material design, from 
elevated viewpoints the pale surfacing such as used at Knocknagael 
would be prominent visually and draw attention.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 2,3, 7, 8, and 
10.

There will be an opportunity during the detail design to further integrate these structures 
into the landscape and reduce their prominence by the careful design of localised 
earthworks and planting to assist in their screening. The height of the structures will also 
be rationalised during the detail design to ensure that the buildings are no larger than 
operationally required with the overall height of these structures reduced as much of the 
housed equipment can be constructed partially underground. 

These design changes could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition.

Realigned Road

· Landscape Fit

· While the EIS states that the road alignment has been designed 
to minimise both visual intrusion and earthworks, the 
visualisations from elevated viewpoints across the loch illustrate 
a readily identifiable horizontal line in the landscape.

· This line runs parallel to the crest-line of the embankment. 
Echoing of the line serves to emphasise the edges of both 
structures and by defining the upper and lower extents of the 

The new alignment of the road will be subject to detailed design and further discussion 
and agreement with THC Highways Authority and a supporting Planning Condition. During 
this process the detailed landscape design of the road corridor will be carried out. The 
landscape design will seek to provide a small embankment / berm with a varied profile 
along sections of the western side of the road which would be planted with native tree 
planting. This would effectively screen large sections of the road from year 1 of operation 
until roadside vegetation has fully established. Vegetation to the west of the road would 
further soften the appearance of the landform. The realigned road would then appear 
much like the existing roads within the context of the landscape and similar views.

Furthermore as part of the detail design for the Forestry Reinstatement Plan, a 10m buffer 
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embankment face, also emphasises the embankment's 
geometric simplicity, further setting it apart from the receiving 
landscape.

Existing proposed mitigation:  development of woodland will reduce this 
impact over time, but there remains potential for it to be re-emphasised 
in the future, if and when the productive natural woodland to the north 
west of the road is subject to clear felling.

The present proposal for the road to define the junction between different 
woodland types may tend to highlight the road line in views across Loch 
Ness. 

Potential further mitigation: The prominence of the road line could be 
ameliorated by extension of the proposed mixed natural woodland from 
the reservoir side of the road to the Loch Ness side. Consideration 
should also be given to varying the vertical geometry of the road, to 
minimise the echoing of the embankment crest.

 Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 2, 7 and 10

either side of the realigned road corridor would ensure that irrespective of future felling 
plans the road would remain screened by the buffer of native woodland planting.  

All of the above could be secured through Planning Conditions.

While some parts of the LVIA tend to under-rate the value of landscapes 
and sensitivity of receptors, the general conclusions as to the 
significance/non-significance for viewpoints and on the landscape are 
sound.

Overall it seems that design could be pushed much further in creating 
embedded mitigation which may bring impacts within acceptable limits of 
significance.

The embedded mitigation presented in the Planning Application is underpinned by the 
design concept and commitment which seeks to achieve the best possible integration of 
the Development into the landscape and views. Whilst the evolution of the design to date 
has limited the effects on the landscape and visual resource the Applicant acknowledges 
that the detailed design stage will enable the embedded mitigation in some areas to be 
optimised further. The opportunities for further mitigation design will include:

· Re-alignment of the fence line particularly around the south end of the Headpond 
to reduce its relative prominence in some views.

· Reduction in the height and scale of the intake structure on the Embankment and 
articulation of the building form. 

· Localised earthwork and planting to partially screen the Battery House and Sub 
Station structures and improve their integration within the landscape and views. 

· Detailed landscape design of the realigned road corridor to further integrate the 
new alignment of the road into the landscape and views.

· Securing the requirement for a Landscape Clerk of Works to be appointed during 
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the construction phase of works.

The combination of all these detailed design measures proposed, would improve the 
overall landscape fit and further limit the impact on views. The Applicant welcomes the 
opportunity to discuss how these could be secured through potential Planning Conditions. 
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Red John Pumped Storage Scheme 

THC Landscape Officer Section 36 Response

Thank you for your response dated 28th February 2019 which was received on the 5th March 2019. The Applicant has reviewed the comments and wishes to provide 
the following response – we have broken the response down in to sections so that the Applicants response directly relates to the comments made by the Landscape 
Officer for ease of reference:

Landscape Officer Comments Applicants Response 

Embankment: 

· Geometric form:

· Level crest, emphasised by 'kerb' and Wave wall - contrasts 
with the natural skylines of the area, drawing attention and 
emphasising bulk of the artificial form. The wave-wall is likely to 
be obscured from the majority of  vantage points, but the 'kerb' 
structure appears to be of similar scale and positioned more 
prominently on the outward edge of the embankment crest

· Consistent outer gradient - which limits variation in light and 
shade cast on the slope and militates against natural variation 
in the grass-sward.

Existing proposed mitigation of landscape embankments will be 
effective, but are limited in their extent as they rely on masking the 
reservoir embankment. Too much of the embankment, and specifically, 
the crest is left potentially appearing overly and overtly artificial.

 Potential further mitigation: Amelioration of the slope geometry to 
develop a more complex slope with subtle variation in gradient and a 
more convex form could maximise the natural variation to appearance 
from light and vegetation changes. From viewpoints at lower elevations, 
a move convex slope would tend to obscure the level top to the 
embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 

The embankment provides the inherent structural form to the Headpond. There are 
technical structural requirements which dictate the form and profile of the embankment to 
ensure the safe impoundment of water, which result in the more uniform profile exhibited. 
In order to meet the necessary safety requirements, changes to the slope geometry by 
way of introducing a more complex slope with subtle variations in gradient is not possible. 
Beyond the area of structural integrity, additional material can be placed to create these 
variations in gradient which has been achieved by the introduction of the landscape 
embankments. These areas can only be introduced where they don’t impinge on the 
structural integrity of the embankment and consequently can’t mask the upper sections of 
the embankment and embankment crest.

Whilst larger vegetation (including trees) cannot be planted on the embankment slopes in 
order that their structural integrity is maintained and to not hinder safety inspections, 
planting does not need to be limited to a consistent grassland sward. Ericoids including 
heather and bilberry will be seeded which will add complexity to the appearance of the 
embankment, creating variation in the colour and texture. This information would be 
outlined in the finalised LEMP and secured by the appropriate planning condition.

The kerb structure extending along the length of the embankment would be smaller than 
the wave wall providing a low upstand (600mm) along the outer edge of the embankment. 
This is unlikely to be legible from anywhere other than in close range views.

annec
Highlight
Can they point us to a source for these requirements to back up this view?

annec
Highlight
Can they clarify the difference between being part of the embankment and being a thing that masks it? Essentially can they demonstrate reason why the bank has to be the very shape it is and no other?

annec
Highlight
That's good news and something I had not picked up from the documentation. I am curious as to how they are acceptable however given that trees would hinder inspection but these ground cover plant's wont?That notwithstanding, a condition would be acceptable for this aspect

annec
Highlight
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impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 
10.

Structures on embankment:

· Security fence-lines: 

· Fencing is indicated to run along the toe of the embankment. 
Where the toe of the embankment is met by landscape 
embankments or backs onto forestry areas, this works well. 
However, where the toe of the embankment is in an elevated 
location at the south end of the reservoir, this lifts it into an 
unduly prominent location and from some vantage points 
appears sky-lined.

Potential further mitigation: Embedded mitigation may involve identifying 
a more subtle and appropriate fenceline, although this may require 
enclosing ground which is not part of the constructed embankment.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 5 and 6.

The fence line can be adjusted as part of the detail design to ensure that it doesn't appear 
sky-lined and follows a lower alignment particularly at the south end of the Headpond to 
reduce its relative prominence from some views. 

This design change could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition and the 
Applicant welcomes the opportunity to discuss this.

Structures on embankment:

Main Intake Structure

· Prominence in landscape and views

· Sky-lining

· Scale in landscape

Existing proposed mitigation largely addresses effects of the building 
when back-clothed by rising ground. The breaking up facades with 
colour will not assist in skyline locations, where the structure will be 
backlit against a bright sky for much of the time, tending to create a 
silhouette form

Potential further mitigation: Amelioration of the slope geometry may 
assist in mitigating appearance of intake structure building. As sky-lining 
is apparent only from viewpoints at a lower elevation, such mitigation 
may be achieved by creating a convex, rather than straight slope.

The height and scale of the Intake Structure was designed to provide flexibility to the 
future operational requirements of the Development. This, however, will be rationalised 
during detailed design and the height and form of the structure will be reduced. This is a 
consistent commitment the Applicant has made to the Dores and Essich community 
council.  

Articulation of the building form (height, appearance and roofline) can also be achieved 
through detailed design with variation created in order to further reduce its apparent 
prominence in the landscape and views, particularly when seen against the skyline.  

These design changes could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition.

annec
Highlight
A condition would be acceptable for this

annec
Highlight
While the height and scale reductions and intention to articulate the building are all welcome, they don't provide sufficient assurance of the scale of mitigation achievable and dismiss without explanation to eh possibility of using the profile of the constructed landform to mitigate skylineing further.
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Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 1, 3, 8, 9 and 
10.

Structures on embankment:

Battery House and Substation

· Prominence in landscape and views

· Scale in landscape

· Appropriateness of design

While the ES suggest the Battery House building would be designed and 
clad in the style of agricultural sheds in the area, the scale and 
proportions of the building are sufficiently at odds with that form that it is 
not be appropriate. 

Potential further mitigation: Other avenues of embedded mitigation 
should be explored, such as screening by sensitive earthworks and 
development of green roof.

Substation detail should also consider surfacing material design, from 
elevated viewpoints the pale surfacing such as used at Knocknagael 
would be prominent visually and draw attention.

Successful mitigation of these effects would effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 2,3, 7, 8, and 
10.

There will be an opportunity during the detail design to further integrate these structures 
into the landscape and reduce their prominence by the careful design of localised 
earthworks and planting to assist in their screening. The height of the structures will also 
be rationalised during the detail design to ensure that the buildings are no larger than 
operationally required with the overall height of these structures reduced as much of the 
housed equipment can be constructed partially underground. 

These design changes could be secured through an appropriate Planning Condition.

Realigned Road

· Landscape Fit

· While the EIS states that the road alignment has been designed 
to minimise both visual intrusion and earthworks, the 
visualisations from elevated viewpoints across the loch illustrate 
a readily identifiable horizontal line in the landscape.

· This line runs parallel to the crest-line of the embankment. 
Echoing of the line serves to emphasise the edges of both 
structures and by defining the upper and lower extents of the 

The new alignment of the road will be subject to detailed design and further discussion 
and agreement with THC Highways Authority and a supporting Planning Condition. During 
this process the detailed landscape design of the road corridor will be carried out. The 
landscape design will seek to provide a small embankment / berm with a varied profile 
along sections of the western side of the road which would be planted with native tree 
planting. This would effectively screen large sections of the road from year 1 of operation 
until roadside vegetation has fully established. Vegetation to the west of the road would 
further soften the appearance of the landform. The realigned road would then appear 
much like the existing roads within the context of the landscape and similar views.

Furthermore as part of the detail design for the Forestry Reinstatement Plan, a 10m buffer 

annec
Highlight
Localised screening around the edges is not going to address the perception from elevated locations on the north side of the loch where the topside of the roof is seen. It is also possible that localised earthworks can end up drawing more attention to the facility. 

annec
Highlight
This part is welcome

annec
Highlight
More evidence that such alterations are achievable and the extent of mitigation they would provide would need to be provided before a condition was acceptable on this aspect of the design.
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embankment face, also emphasises the embankment's 
geometric simplicity, further setting it apart from the receiving 
landscape.

Existing proposed mitigation:  development of woodland will reduce this 
impact over time, but there remains potential for it to be re-emphasised 
in the future, if and when the productive natural woodland to the north 
west of the road is subject to clear felling.

The present proposal for the road to define the junction between different 
woodland types may tend to highlight the road line in views across Loch 
Ness. 

Potential further mitigation: The prominence of the road line could be 
ameliorated by extension of the proposed mixed natural woodland from 
the reservoir side of the road to the Loch Ness side. Consideration 
should also be given to varying the vertical geometry of the road, to 
minimise the echoing of the embankment crest.

 Successful mitigation of these effects would  effectively reduce the 
impacts experienced at areas represented by viewpoints 2, 7 and 10

either side of the realigned road corridor would ensure that irrespective of future felling 
plans the road would remain screened by the buffer of native woodland planting.  

All of the above could be secured through Planning Conditions.

While some parts of the LVIA tend to under-rate the value of landscapes 
and sensitivity of receptors, the general conclusions as to the 
significance/non-significance for viewpoints and on the landscape are 
sound.

Overall it seems that design could be pushed much further in creating 
embedded mitigation which may bring impacts within acceptable limits of 
significance.

The embedded mitigation presented in the Planning Application is underpinned by the 
design concept and commitment which seeks to achieve the best possible integration of 
the Development into the landscape and views. Whilst the evolution of the design to date 
has limited the effects on the landscape and visual resource the Applicant acknowledges 
that the detailed design stage will enable the embedded mitigation in some areas to be 
optimised further. The opportunities for further mitigation design will include:

· Re-alignment of the fence line particularly around the south end of the Headpond 
to reduce its relative prominence in some views.

· Reduction in the height and scale of the intake structure on the Embankment and 
articulation of the building form. 

· Localised earthwork and planting to partially screen the Battery House and Sub 
Station structures and improve their integration within the landscape and views. 

· Detailed landscape design of the realigned road corridor to further integrate the 
new alignment of the road into the landscape and views.

· Securing the requirement for a Landscape Clerk of Works to be appointed during 

annec
Highlight
A planning condition is probably acceptable for this aspect.
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the construction phase of works.

The combination of all these detailed design measures proposed, would improve the 
overall landscape fit and further limit the impact on views. The Applicant welcomes the 
opportunity to discuss how these could be secured through potential Planning Conditions. 
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Page: 1
Page: 1

Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:18:17 PM
Can they clarify the difference between being part of the embankment and being a thing that masks it? Essentially can they
demonstrate reason why the bank has to be the very shape it is and no other?

Page: 1
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:20:03 PM

Page: 1
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:36:20 PM
That's good news and something I had not picked up from the documentation. I am curious as to how they are acceptable
however given that trees would hinder inspection but these ground cover plant's wont?
That notwithstanding, a condition would be acceptable for this aspect

Page: 1
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:16:02 PM
Can they point us to a source for these requirements to back up this view?

Page: 2
Page: 2

Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:38:45 PM
While the height and scale reductions and intention to articulate the building are all welcome, they don't provide sufficient
assurance of the scale of mitigation achievable and dismiss without explanation to eh possibility of using the profile of the
constructed landform to mitigate skylineing further.

Page: 2
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:29:01 PM
A condition would be acceptable for this

Page: 3
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Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:41:49 PM
This part is welcome

Page: 3
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:44:16 PM
More evidence that such alterations are achievable and the extent of mitigation they would provide would need to be
provided before a condition was acceptable on this aspect of the design.

Page: 3
Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:47:53 PM
Localised screening around the edges is not going to address the perception from elevated locations on the north side of
the loch where the topside of the roof is seen. It is also possible that localised earthworks can end up drawing more
attention to the facility.

Page: 4
Page: 4

Type: Highlight  Author: annec  Subject: Highlight  Date: 20-Mar-19, 12:46:36 PM
A planning condition is probably acceptable for this aspect.
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Appendix 17.1 Mitigation Register
17.1 Introduction

17.1.1 This Mitigation Register provides a register for all mitigation measures that have been identified in the
EIA Report Chapters for the Development, some of which are incorporated within the Outline CEMP
and all other topic-specific Management Plans.

17.1.2 Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 collate the mitigation measures outlined in the EIA Report and have been
separated into construction, operation and decommissioning phases. Decommissioning measures will
be similar to that of construction; however any additional measures have been included in Table 3.3.
These tables show the corresponding reference to the EIA Report, the relevant Management Plan(s)
and also proposed responsibility for the preparation, approval and delivery of the mitigation.

17.1.3 Embedded mitigation as set out in Chapter 3: Design Evolution and Alternatives (Volume 2) is
considered part of the design of the Development, as described in Chapter 2: Project and Site
Description (Volume 2). As such, these are included within the subject of the Section 36 Application and
therefore it is not considered necessary to secure the embedded mitigation.

17.1.4 The tables provided a source reference for each mitigation measure within the EIA Report. Whilst the
measures have been separated by topic, there may be some cross references with other technical
assessments, especially where shared receptors have been identified and mitigated by the same
measure.

17.1.5 This Appendix was updated in April 2019 in response to the submission of Further Environmental
Information (FEI). This updated Mitigation Register now includes all the additional mitigation and
commitments which have been agreed post-submission of the Section 36 application. These are shown
in red for ease of reference.

17.2 Landscape Environmental Management Plan (LEMP)

17.2.1 The Landscape Environmental Management Plan (LEMP) is a management plan to be primarily
implemented once the Development has ceased construction and commences the operational phase.
However, as many of the measures incorporated in the LEMP are to mitigate construction effects, it is
referred to within the construction phase mitigation as well as the operational phase mitigation where
enhancement measures can be implemented earlier.
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Table 3.1 Construction Phase Mitigation Register

Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

General Environmental Management Measures

GEN01 -
CEMP

Embedded An Outline Construction Environment Management Plan
(CEMP) is included and follows THC guidance (Ref 2).
The finalised CEMP will be approved by THC, SEPA and
SNH (where relevant) prior to commencement of
construction. It will set out general environmental
management measures, including pollution prevention,
and the roles and responsibilities of Site personnel. The
CEMP includes multiple topic specific management plans
as necessary.

Th
ro

ug
h-

ou
t

CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN02 -
CEMP

Embedded Landscape and visual mitigation measures during the
construction phase will be set out within the CEMP.

11.5.5 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN03 -
CEMP

Embedded Measures to avoid dust generation will be implemented
as required during the construction phase.

7.6.26 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN04 -
CEMP

Embedded All Site personnel involved in the construction of the
Development will be made aware of the environmental
features at the Development Site and the mitigation
measures and working procedures which must be
adopted. This will be achieved as part of the Site
induction process through the delivery of a Toolbox Talk.
In addition, as required, briefings will be provided to all
Site personnel in advance of works which are considered
to present an increased risk of impacting upon
environmental features.

Ap
pe

nd
ix

 3
.1

: C
EM

P

CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

GEN05 -
CEMP

Embedded An Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW) will be employed
on a full-time basis for the duration of the construction of
the Development. The ECoW will be responsible for
monitoring and ensuring the implementation of all
mitigation measures and compliance with legislative
requirements in relation to ecological features. The ECoW
will also carry out pre-works checks for protected and/or
notable species and provide other ecological advice as
appropriate.

6.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN06 –
CEMP

Embedded Standard good practice measures to protect species and
habitats during construction will be incorporated within the
CEMP. Proposed measures are set out within the Outline
CEMP (Appendix 3.1).

Ap
pe

nd
ix

3.
1:

C
EM

P

CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN07 -
BMP

Embedded An Outline Biosecurity Management Plan (BMP) is
outlined in the CEMP and will be finalised post-consent,
which will set out the methods and procedures to be
implemented by the Construction Contractor to minimise
potential effects on aquatic habitats and species due to
Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS).

7.6.1 CEMP
BMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

GEN08-
INNS

Embedded Mitigation has been built into the design, which has been
outlined in the CEMP and will be detailed in the BMP, to
prevent the transport of INNS into other areas and to
prevent the upstream transport of these species.

7.6.29 CEMP
BMP

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

GEN09 -
SUDS

Embedded A temporary drainage system will be implemented during
construction using sustainable drainage systems where
possible to manage the risk of flooding and to treat run-
off. Measures may include temporary ponds / settlement
lagoons, ditches, silt fences, the use of silt busters or
lamella clarifiers, dewatering / sediment bags (e.g. silt
tubes), silt curtains; and measures to manage pollution
risks such as designated bunded refuelling areas.

7.6.10
10.7.9

CEMP
Surface Water
Management
Plan (SWMP)

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

GEN10 –
CAR
licence

Embedded Temporary and permanent works affecting watercourses
will be conducted in accordance with a CAR Licence from
SEPA under The Water Environment (Controlled
Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as amended).
Temporary and permanent abstractions and discharges
will also require an Abstraction Licence and CAR Licence
from SEPA. Through consultation with SEPA appropriate
treatment measures for construction site run-off,
conditions on operational discharges, limits and
conditions on abstractions will be determined.

7.6.23
9.7.6
10.7.10

CAR licence Applicant SEPA Construction
Contractor

GEN11 –
SWMP

Embedded The final Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) will
be prepared prior to the construction of the Development.
The SWMP will describe all measures required to avoid,
reduce and minimise adverse impacts on the water
environment during construction, including setting out the
scope in detail of any water quality or other relevant
monitoring.
Good practice drainage and water management
measures are contained within the Outline SWMP
(Appendix 10.5).

7.6.25
8.7.17

SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Gen12 -
SWMP

Embedded Material management, including stockpiling and transport,
will be carried out according to the good practice
measures as set out within the Outline SWMP. These
measures have been embedded to ensure that materials
management is effective in minimising runoff and
subsequent contamination of waterbodies.

7.6.26 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Gen13 -
SWMP

Embedded Wherever feasible, a 50 m standoff buffer between works,
especially those involving material management, and
aquatic habitats will be maintained to reduce the risk of
runoff contaminating waterbodies. This buffer will be
maintained as a vegetated strip to act as a sediment trap
in the event that run-off does occur.

7.6.27 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

Gen14 -
SWMP

Embedded Where considered necessary to prevent silt-laden run-off
into aquatic habitats, silt fencing will be installed
alongside material stockpiles. This will be supervised and
monitored by the ECoW to ensure that silt control
measures are effective.

7.6.28 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Gen15 -
SWMP

Embedded SEPA Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs) and
Guidance on Pollution Prevention (GPP) (which will
ultimately replace PPGs) will be followed at all times
during the construction, operation and decommissioning
of the Development. Ap

pe
nd

ix
3.

1:
C

EM
P

CEMP
SWMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Gen16 -
SWMP

Embedded Controls and contingency measures will be provided to
manage run-off from construction areas and to manage
sediment.

Ap
pe

nd
ix

3.
1:

C
EM

P

SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Gen17 -
SWMP

Embedded In order to avoid potential pollution impacts to soils,
vegetation and watercourses from machinery during
construction, all refuelling and servicing of vehicles and
plant will be carried out in a designated area which is
bunded and has an impermeable base. This will be
situated away from sensitive habitats and at least 50 m
from any watercourse. Ap

pe
nd

ix
3.

1:
C

EM
P

SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 5: Geology and Ground Conditions

G01 Embedded Post consenting SI works will confirm soil and rock
properties to assist the detailed design. SI works are
likely to include additional peat probing to define the exact
routes / location of above and below ground
infrastructure.

5.7.1

Further SI
works

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

G02 Embedded The Phase 1 Peat Probing survey identified areas of peat
along the C1064 which have been avoided via the design
of the C1064 realignment, and so this is embedded
mitigation within the design of the Development.

5.7.2
Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

G03 Embedded There is a small area of peat under the Headpond which
will be permanently lost. An outline Peat Management
Plan (PMP) has been produced which demonstrates the
approximate volumes of peat expected to be disturbed /
excavated, the potential re-use options and the handling
and storage methods to be used. The outline PMP is
available in Appendix 5.3.

5.7.3 Peat
Management

Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SEPA Construction
Contractor

Chapter 6: Terrestrial Ecology

TE01 Embedded Avoidance of impacts on Loch na Curra, Lochan an Eoin
Ruadha and notable habitats surrounding the lochs
through the siting of the Headpond.

6.7.1 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

TE02 Embedded Avoided of loss of semi-natural broadleaved woodland
from removing the soil-storage area proposed in the
Scoping Report through the creation of a Landscape
Embankment. Native broadleaved trees will be planted,
immediately adjacent to the Headpond location.

6.7.1
Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

TE03 Embedded Routeing of the Temporary Access Track to minimise loss
of Ancient Woodland (although restricted by the
steepness of the slopes down to Loch Ness and the
engineering constraints this poses).

6.7.1 and
8.7.1 Design of the

Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

TE04 Embedded The only permanent access road to be retained during
the operational phase of the Development uses an
existing track, thereby removing the requirement for
further habitat loss and/or disturbance.

6.7.1 and
8.7.1 Design of the

Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

TE05 Embedded The proposed compound locations have been sited in
areas of relatively low ecological value, including
agricultural grassland (Compound 3) and on clear felled
plantation forestry (Compound 1).

6.7.1 and
8.7.1 Design of the

Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

TE06 Embedded The implementation of ecological mitigation measures will
be secured by the preparation of a Landscape and
Ecological Management Plan (LEMP). This document will
be produced prior to construction and must be reviewed
and approved by relevant statutory consultees including
SNH and The Highland Council.  The LEMP will describe
in detail the ecological mitigation measures which are
required to minimise the effects of the Development.

6.7.2 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE07 Embedded Material generated during the excavation of tunnels and
the Headpond will be used to create the Landscape
Embankment. It will be planted with a range of native
broadleaved and coniferous tree species, reflecting the
natural mix of species currently present on-site. It will be
designed with cognisance of the ecological features for
which adverse effects are predicted from the
Development as follows:
· When trees are of sufficient age / size to be able to

support such structures, a minimum of two pine
marten den boxes will be installed;

· At least one artificial reptile hibernation refuge and one
reptile basking bank will be constructed, following the
design guidance provided in the Reptile Habitat
Management Handbook (Ref 1); and

· Open areas / glades will be left to create habitat
diversity which benefits reptile and butterfly species.

6.7.3 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

TE08 Embedded A pre-construction survey for protected species within 100
m of the Development will be carried out, including all
areas of woodland which are to be felled or thinned. This
will be completed not more than six months prior to
commencement of construction. The results of the pre-
construction survey will be reported and communicated to
the appointed construction contractor.

6.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE09 Additional  Habitat
There will be an overall increase of 71.8 ha of native
broadleaved woodland as a result of the Development
Restocking Plan (this is an increase of 7.1% on the
baseline area).
Indicative species composition is outlined in the LEMP
post-consent and includes the following species:
· Scots pine;
· Juniper;
· Downy birch;
· Rowan
· Oak; and
· Aspen.
The planting scheme will seek to create expanded areas
of W19 juniper woodland and W17 / W18 heathy
broadleaved / Scots pine woodland. Other woodland
types will be created where appropriate (e.g. wet
woodland types where ground conditions dictate). Planted
trees will be native and of local provenance.

6.7.7 Development
Restocking
Plan and

LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

TE10 Additional  Habitat
In order to create, where necessary, the heathy ground
flora typical of W17 / W18, heather will be sown in the
relevant planting areas. If possible, heather seed will be
gathered from adjacent or nearby heaths by mechanically
harvesting it from those areas, thus ensuring the most
local provenance and preservation of local genetic stock.

6.7.9 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE11 Additional  Habitat
Access tracks will be micro-sited as far as possible to
minimise damage to flushed wet heath with grass-of-
parnassus. This habitat occurs in the unmanaged area
north of Park farm. Areas of more species-poor and drier
bracken and acid grassland will be prioritised for access
track creation in this area.

6.7.10 CEMP
LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE12 Additional  Habitat
Loss of the MG5 lowland meadow beside Loch Ness will
be compensated by creation of similar meadow at a
suitable location nearby. The precise location will be
determined and included at a later stage. An appropriate
MG5 seed mix will be sourced from a Scottish supplier for
this purpose.

6.7.13 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE13 Additional Bats
 A total of 25 bat boxes will be installed in retained mature
woodland within the Development Site boundary to
compensate for the potential loss of roosting habitat. This
will include 20 typical summer roost models; three which
are designed to be used by maternity colonies; and two
which are aimed at providing a suitable hibernation sites.

6.7.15 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

TE14 Additional Bats
Further survey to establish the potential presence of
whiskered bat will be conducted. This will involve a period
of bat trapping to identify individuals in the hand. Should
any whiskered bats be caught, they would be fitted with a
radio tag and tracked to try and establish the location of a
roost site.

6.7.16 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE15 Additional Badger
To minimise the likelihood of badger mortality due to
increased traffic during the construction phase, a 20 mph
speed limit will be applied to all construction traffic on all
roads within the Development Site Boundary and a 30
mph speed limit will be applied to all construction traffic
using the highway. This is expected to substantially
reduce the risk of collision mortality.

6.7.18 CEMP
CTMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE16 Additional Badger
The overall increase of native broadleaved and mixed
native woodland represents ecological enhancement for
badger compared to the existing plantation woodland.

6.7.19 Development
Restocking
Plan and

LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE17 Additional Pine marten
To minimise the likelihood of pine marten mortality due to
increased traffic during the construction phase, a 20 mph
speed limit will be applied to all construction traffic on all
roads within the Development Site Boundary and a 30
mph speed limit will be applied to all construction traffic
using the highway. This is expected to substantially
reduce the risk of collision mortality.

6.7.20 Development
Restocking
Plan and

LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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TE18 Additional Pine marten
In addition, as further mitigation for the loss of woodland
habitat as a foraging, commuting and potential shelter
resource, pine marten den boxes will be installed at
suitable locations within the semi-natural broadleaved
woodland near to Loch Ness and within the retained
coniferous plantation woodland. At least one den box
should be provided within a pine marten territory and that
in commercial conifer forest this is likely to equate to 1 – 2
boxes per 2 km2. A total of 2 boxes will therefore be
installed.

6.7.21 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE19 Additional Pine marten
To minimise the likelihood of pine marten mortality due to
increased traffic on public roads during the construction
phase, a 30 mph speed limit will be applied to all
construction traffic using the highway. This is expected to
substantially reduce the risk of collision mortality.

6.7.22 CEMP
CTMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE20 Additional Red squirrel
Pre-construction checks should be carried out near to the
time of felling to search for the presence of red squirrel
dreys as the locations of the nine previously identified
dreys / structures are liable to change over time.

6.7.23 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Wherever possible, tree felling within 50 m of dreys will
take place outside of the red squirrel breeding season
between October – January, inclusive. Prior to felling, all
dreys will be monitored to confirm whether they are
occupied and to establish their breeding status.
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TE20
(cont.)

If a drey is considered to be occupied but not being used
for breeding, the tree would be climbed by a qualified
ecologist and the drey carefully inspected for the
presence of red squirrel. Any animals present will likely
leave the drey on approach of the tree climber. Once the
ecologist is satisfied that the drey is empty, the tree will
be felled.

Felling will not be permitted in any case where it is
suspected that a drey is being used for breeding
purposes. Such locations will be monitored until it is
considered that breeding is over, at which point the tree
will be climbed and the drey inspected to confirm this to
be the case.

All felling of trees containing red squirrel dreys will be
done under licence issued by SNH. Similarly, any felling
or construction works which are required within 50 m of a
drey which will be retained must also be carried out under
licence to permit the potential disturbance of that
ecological feature.

TE21 Additional Red squirrel
As mitigation for the loss of woodland during construction,
native broadleaved and mixed native woodland will be
established across the Site.

2.7.24 Development
Restocking
Plan and

LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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TE22 Additional  Red squirrel
Several red squirrels were recorded dead on the B852
road, presumably as a result of collision with vehicles. As
mitigation for this and the increase in vehicles which will
occur along this road during the construction phase, a
squirrel rope bridge will be installed across this road. This
will be situated to the north of Compound 2, to mitigate for
traffic coming from the direction of Inverness. This will be
retained as a permanent feature following the completion
of construction and will serve as an enhancement
measure for red squirrels.

6.7.25 CEMP
LEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE23 Additional Reptiles
At least one artificial reptile hibernation refuge and one
reptile basking bank will be constructed within the
Landscape Embankment to mitigate for the permanent
loss of reptile habitat within the footprint of the Headpond.

6.7.26 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE24 Additional Butterflies, Dragonflies and Damselflies
As mitigation for loss of habitat, the Embankment will be
reinstated with earth following the completion of
construction and this will be seeded with a mixture of
plant species. The species selected will be appropriate for
the location and underlying soil conditions (which are
likely to be well-drained and therefore quite dry) but will
be selected, as far as possible, to benefit the butterflies
present at the Site. Species which will make up the seed
mix will include heather, red fescue Festuca rubra agg.,
devil’s-bit scabious and common dog violet, all of which
are important egg-laying or food plants.

6.7.27 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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TE25 Additional Butterflies, Dragonflies and Damselflies
The Landscape Embankment will be replanted with native
tree species. However, planting of this area will give
consideration to butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies
and will include habitat features for the benefit of these
species. This will include the provision open clearings and
glades within the woodland and the creation of new
wetland areas. These could include areas of marshy
grassland, suitable for species including small pearl-
bordered fritillary, in addition to small ponds which should
be of sufficient depth to avoid drying out, making them
suitable for dragonflies and damselflies.

6.7.28 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

TE26 Additional Invasive Non-Native Species
The BMP will be updated prior to the commencement of
construction.  . The BMP will be informed by a pre-
construction survey for rhododendron to accurately map
all locations in which this species occurs. The BMP will
set out in detail the construction methods to be adopted
to ensure that this species is not spread by the
Development.

6.7.29 BMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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TE27 Additional Invasive Non-Native Species
To prevent the influx of sika deer and provide a form of
ecological enhancement, a deer fence will be installed
around the ancient semi-natural woodland on the
Development Site. In addition, control of those deer within
the woodland will also be undertaken to ensure that
individuals are not left within the enclosure. Installation of
the deer fence should take place during the early stages
of construction and will be retained as a permanent
feature. Much of the ground flora within the woodland has
been suppressed by over-grazing and the exclusion of
sika deer (and other deer species) would likely lead to
increased floral diversity and would represent ecological
enhancement.

6.7.30 LEMP
Design of the
Development

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 7: Aquatic Ecology

AE01 Embedded Works in Loch Ness (and other watercourses) will require
a Controlled Activities Regulations (CAR) licence
application to SEPA before the works can proceed. Under
the CAR licence the works in Loch Ness may be
restricted as to the timing of their completion, in order to
avoid the salmon migratory season when salmon will be
moving through Loch Ness, and thus maximise salmon
smolt escapement in line with local objectives. The CAR
licence is likely to limit construction works in Loch Ness to
between July and October or similar timescale. This will
include the timing of piling, tunnel boring, and other noise
and vibration-generating activities within the cofferdam
and in the immediate vicinity of the loch shoreline.

7.6.2 CAR Licence Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SEPA Construction
Contractor

AE02 Embedded Dust screens will be installed along access tracks to
prevent contamination of the surroundings with dust and
fine sediments.

7.6.12 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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AE03 Embedded Bottomless box culverts will be installed at watercourse
crossings where existing crossing points cannot be
utilised.

7.6.13 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE04 Embedded Where possible a 50 m buffer from watercourses will be
maintained to avoid the need for mitigation such as
temporary silt fencing.

7.6.14 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE05 Embedded The watercourse running through Compound 1, Allt a’
Mhinisteir, may be culverted temporarily during
construction to allow access tracks to cross the
watercourse.

7.6.15
Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE06 Embedded Underground Waterways and Tunnel infrastructure will be
installed by directional drilling or tunnel boring machine
(TBM) or drill and blast to avoid impacts to surface
habitats, including watercourses.

7.6.16
Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE07 Embedded A silt curtain or equivalent may be installed prior to the
cofferdam being installed. This is to reduce the potential
for any sediment to reach Loch Ness during construction.

7.6.19
and
10.7.22

Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE08 Embedded Once the cofferdam has been removed there may be a
requirement for some localised dredging to remove any
material that has built about around the piles. A silt curtain
(or equivalent) will be installed to prevent any pollution to
Loch Ness. Dredging should be supervised by the Aquatic
ECoW due to the potential for INNS and fish to be
encountered during the works.

7.6.20
and
10.7.8

CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE09 Embedded Where culverts are required for watercourse crossings,
these will be installed as per SEPA guidelines.

7.6.21 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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AE10 Embedded Pre-commencement electric fishing surveys of the Glaic
na Ceardaich watercourse (sites KS08, KS09 and KS10),
Allt a' Chruineachd (KS03), Allt a' Chnuic Chonaisg
(KS12) and Allt a’ Mhinisteir (KS05 and KS06) are
recommended to inform mitigation for permanent and
temporary watercourse crossings. (KS points as per
Appendix 7.1).

7.6.30 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE11 Embedded A repeat aquatic macroinvertebrate survey is
recommended in the autumn sampling season prior to the
commencement of construction (September to
November).

7.6.30 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE12 Embedded A pre-commencement survey of the proposed cofferdam
and temporary pier works ahead of construction
commencing in Loch Ness, for the presence of INNS,
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.

7.6.30 CEMP
BMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE13 Embedded Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species (to be combined
with pre-commencement surveys for terrestrial INNS).

7.6.30 BMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE14 Additional To minimise the effects of noise from piling at the Tailpond
on fish, there should be a ‘soft start’ to piling works to
deter fish from the immediate area where physical injury
may occur.

7.6.31 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE15 Additional Works in Loch Ness should be carried out under the
supervision of an Aquatic ECoW

7.6.32 CAR licence Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SEPA Construction
Contractor

AE16 Additional A fish rescue will be required during de-watering of the
cofferdam as it is highly likely that fish will congregate in
these sheltered areas during construction and then
become trapped as the cofferdam is sealed. This process
will form part of the CAR licence, and detailed
methodology will be provided for the licence application.

7.6.33 CAR licence Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SEPA Construction
Contractor
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AE17 Additional For materials delivered by barge, a local barge should be
sourced to reduce the potential to introduce INNS from
other waterbodies. This would preferably be a barge in
existing usage on Loch Ness and the Caledonian Canal.
Where possible, the barge should be inspected prior to
arrival on Site and between deployments for the presence
of INNS, and biosecurity measures implemented as
considered necessary, according to check, clean, dry
principles.

7.6.35 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE18 Additional It is recommended that culverting of watercourses is
supervised by the Aquatic ECoW. Culverting of
watercourses will require sections to be isolated and fish
rescues carried out, according to the conditions of the
CAR licence. This process will be informed by the pre-
commencement fish surveys of watercourse crossing
locations.

7.6.36 CAR licence Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SEPA Construction
Contractor

AE20 Additional Works in the Headpond area will be supervised by the
ECoW to ensure that water management measures,
including SuDS, drainage ditches and attenuation ponds,
will be effective in preventing the runoff of silt-laden water
to adjacent watercourses and waterbodies, notably Loch
Ashie SPA.

7.6.38 CEMP
SWMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE22 Additional Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS, including
Nuttall’s waterweed and Crangonyx pseudogracilis, which
are known to be present in Loch Ness.

7.6.40 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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AE24 Additional Biosecurity measures should be implemented throughout
the development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.
These measures will include, but are not limited to:
· Vigilance for the presence of INNS, including pre-

commencement surveys, supervision and monitoring
by the ECoW;

7.6.42 BMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

· Vehicle washing facilities, including washing plant and
vehicles before transferring between this and different
construction sites;

· Disinfection of Plant, PPE and materials after works in
aquatic habitats, especially in Loch Ness where INNS
are known to be present;

· Ensuring where possible that materials are retained in
the habitats where they originated, especially where
INNS are known to be present, i.e. Loch Ness;

· Drying facilities should be provided for equipment and
PPE – some INNS can live, or seeds remain viable, in
moist conditions for long periods;

· Avoid the transfer of water between aquatic habitats
on site.

AE25 Additional To avoid impacts to fish at the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet
Structure, the Applicant will install a bubble net during
operation.

FEI Condition on
the Section 36
consent

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

NDSFB Operator

AE26 Additional In order to avoid illegal exploitation by poachers (which
apparently occurs at other schemes in Loch Ness), CCTV
will also be installed at the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet
structure.  In addition, an underwater camera will be
installed to supplement a temporary monitoring regime
(scheme to be prepared, agreed and approved by
NDSFB) to monitor fish activity at the Tailpond Inlet /
Outlet Structure.

FEI Condition on
the Section 36
consent

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

NDSFB Operator
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Chapter 8: Ornithology

O01 Embedded Avoidance of the loss of important habitat for red-throated
diver, black-throated diver, Slavonian grebe and osprey
through use of the Option B Headpond.

8.7.1 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

Avoidance of the loss of terrestrial habitat used by a
range of notable species including curlew, lapwing and
snipe through the selection of the Option B Headpond.

O01 cont. Avoidance of the loss of semi-natural broadleaved and
juniper-containing heath habitats at Glaic na Ceardaich
through the removal of the spoil disposal area from the
Development Design.

O02 Embedded Creation of new broadleaved woodland habitat on the
Landscape Embankment that once established will be
suitable for a range of breeding bird species, potentially
including several of conservation concern such as
redstart and spotted flycatcher.

8.7.1 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

O03 Embedded The implementation of mitigation measures for
ornithological features affected by the Development will
be secured by the preparation of a Landscape and
Ecological Management Plan (LEMP). This document will
be produced prior to construction and must be reviewed
and approved by relevant statutory consultees including
SNH and THC.  The LEMP will describe in detail the
mitigation measures which are required to minimise the
effects of the Development on important ornithological
features. An Outline LEMP is available in Appendix 3.2.

8.7.2 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O04 Embedded The Landscape Embankment will be planted with a range
of native broadleaved and coniferous tree species such
as:

8.7.3 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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· Berry-bearing species such as rowan Sorbus

aucuparia and juniper provide important food resource
for several bird species, including black grouse, and
will be included within the mix of species planted;

· Open areas / glades will be left to create habitat
diversity which benefits species such as spotted
flycatcher, tree pipit and redstart, which were all
recorded during field survey;

· Newly planted trees will be protected from grazing by
the erection of fencing which prevents deer from
accessing the Landscape Embankment. This fence
will be clearly marked to reduce the risk of black
grouse collision; and

· When trees are of sufficient age / size to be able to
support such structures, a minimum of 30 nest boxes
will be installed. These will have varying sizes / types
of entry so as to be suitable to a range of species. The
boxes will be constructed of a mixture of wood and
concrete to maximise their durability.

O05 Embedded A pre-construction survey for protected and notable
species within the potential zone of influence of the
Development will therefore be carried out. The pre-
construction survey will use the same survey areas as
adopted for this EIA and will be completed not more than
six months prior to commencement of construction.

8.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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O06 Embedded Wherever possible, tree felling and works which will
directly impact upon areas of vegetation which could be
used by nesting birds will be undertaken outside of the
breeding season, this being between March and August,
inclusive. Should felling occur in this time period, , a pre-
works check for the presence of nesting birds will be
conducted by the ECoW or other suitably experienced
ornithologist.

8.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O07 Embedded Each new construction / felling area should be checked
for the presence of nesting birds not more than 72 hours
prior to commencement of works as nests can be quickly
established. Where any active nest sites are identified,
suitable species-specific exclusion zones should be
implemented and these must be maintained until the
breeding attempt has concluded.

8.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O08 Embedded If a bird listed on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 is confirmed as or suspected to be
breeding, the works exclusion zone to be implemented
must be informed by the information provided in Ruddock
and Whitfield (2007) and the site-specific characteristics
including topography and the presence of other natural
screening (e.g. woodland). The size of the works
exclusion zone around breeding Schedule 1 birds must
be agreed with SNH.

8.7. CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O09 Embedded Full details of the requirements in relation to the
protection of breeding birds, including recommended
sizes for works exclusion zones, will be included within
the LEMP post-consent.

8.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O10 Additional Blasting within the Headpond area will not be permitted
during the Slavonian grebe moulting period, which will be
taken as 15 August – 31 October each year.

8.7.8 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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O11 Additional During the pre-breeding period, which will be taken to be
01 April – 15 May each year (based on species
information provided in Forrester et al (2007)), blasting in
the Headpond area will therefore be restricted to the use
of charge sizes identified by the trial blasting as producing
a maximum sound level of 75 dB(A) or lower.

8.7.9 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O12 Additional To complement mitigation measures to be implemented to
avoid effects on the Loch Ashie SPA / SSSI, monitoring
will be carried out between April – October each year for
the presence of Slavonian grebe. This will involve at
observations of birds on Loch Ashie during blasting
operations to ensure no signs of disturbance. In addition,
although not expected, survey for breeding by Slavonian
grebe on Loch Ashie will be conducted in accordance with
the methods described in Gilbert et al (1998).

8.7.10 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O13 Additional Fast-growing downy birch Betula pubescens will be
included in the tree replanting species mix in all areas
and can be expected to be of use to passerine species
within five years (e.g. tree pipit use treetops for singing).

8.7.12 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O14 Additional A total of 30 nest boxes will be installed in the retained
woodland on Site (including retained Scots pine
plantation and ancient semi-natural broadleaved
woodland). Note that these boxes are additional to those
which will be installed within the new planting areas once
trees in these locations have reached a sufficient size to
support such structures.

8.7.14 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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O15 Additional Construction-related traffic (not including a small number
of abnormal loads) will be prevented from using the
C1064 between the point where it will be diverted near to
Ach-na-Sidhe B&B and the junction with the B862 during
the red-throated diver breeding season, taken to be April
– September, inclusive (SNH, 2014). This restriction may
be lifted if it is confirmed by the ECoW or other qualified
ornithologist that no nest has been established on Loch
na Curra by the end of July or if it is otherwise confirmed
that a breeding attempt has concluded (either through
failure or successful fledging of young).

8.7.15 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O16 Additional Works within 500 m of Loch na Curra will be scheduled to
take place outside of the breeding season for red-
throated diver and Slavonian Grebe (April – September
inclusive). Where this is not possible, the diversion will be
programmed to ensure that works within 500 m of Loch
na Curra take place as late in the breeding season as
possible, to avoid the early period of incubation when
birds are generally considered to be most susceptible to
disturbance. Effort will be made to achieve this, for
example by completing construction works on the road
diversion outside of 500 m from the lochan first and
leaving this area until last.

8.7.16 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O17 Additional An artificial raft will therefore be installed prior to the
commencement of construction in Loch nan Geadas,
approximately 1.5 km to the south-south-west of Loch na
Curra.

8.7.17 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O18 Additional Post-construction an artificial diver raft will be installed in
Lochan an Eoin Ruadha with the aim of benefitting
nesting black-throated diver.

8.7.19 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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O19 Additional The Development Restocking Plan (Chapter 12: Forestry,
Volume 2) will result in improved habitat quality for black
grouse in the area, in particular from the planting of birch,
rowan and juniper on the drier parts of Ashie Moor, which
will imitate natural open woodland with clearings.

8.7.21 Development
Restocking

Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
FES

Construction
Contractor

O20 Additional Loss of the one recorded roost will be compensated by
provision of a barn owl box in a suitable location. The
location will be determined by inspection of available
trees outside felling zones in the area near the roost site,
and the box will be erected as far in advance of tree
felling as possible.

8.7.22 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O21 Additional As an enhancement measure, an artificial osprey nest will
be erected either in a suitable tree or on a pole in a
suitable location. The precise location will be determined
following completion of construction

8.7.27 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

O22 Additional As there is no guidance on acceptable air overpressure
levels for nesting birds, the Applicant will undertake to test
blasts under observation by a qualified ornithologist for
adverse effects to divers.

FEI LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 9: Flood Risk and Water Quality

FR01 Embedded  During the construction phase, an Emergency Response
and Flood Risk Management Plan will be implemented
and have been outlined in the CEMP (Section 4.4,
Appendix 3.1).

9.7.1 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

FR02 Additional Any surface water storage and attenuation ponds will be
designed appropriately with the locations, type and size
confirmed as part of the detailed design (as identified in
Section 4 of the FRA, Appendix 9.1). These will be
located appropriately and consider any downstream
receptors or connectively with other water resources to
avoid impacts to shared receptors.

9.7.2

-

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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FR03 Additional A drainage strategy will be prepared providing these
details, building on the information requirements outlined
in the FRA (Appendix 9.1) and submitted to THC for
approval prior to construction.

9.7.2
-

Construction
Contractor

THC Construction
Contractor

Chapter 10: Water Environment

WQ01 Embedded Appropriate siting of new infrastructure to avoid water
bodies where possible, the position, depth and design of
temporary and permanent inlet / outlet structures, the
design of watercourse crossings, and surface water
management and spill containment for a new substation
at Compound 1.

10.7.5 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

WQ02 Embedded The construction of the Development would be in
accordance with good practice as detailed by national
guidance documents. Those relevant to the water
environment are set out within the Surface Water
Management Plan.

10.7.18 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ03 Embedded Earth moving works and stockpiling that are likely to
generate runoff contaminated with fine particulates
should, where possible, be undertaken during the drier
months of the year.

10.7.19 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ04 Embedded When undertaking earth moving works periods of wet
weather would be avoided, if possible, to minimise the
risk of generating runoff contaminated with fine
particulates. However, it is assumed some wet weather
periods may be unavoidable, in which case secondary
mitigation measures would also be deployed to control
fine sediment laden runoff;

10.7.19 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ05.1 Embedded Measures to prevent runoff contaminated with fine
particulates from entering surface water bodies directly or
indirectly would include drain covers, sand bags, earth
bunds, geotextile silt fences, straw bales, or proprietary
treatment (e.g. lamella clarifiers).

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ05.2 Embedded Due to the large areas of exposed soils, the potential for
groundwater egress, and space constraints, it may be
necessary to set up a temporary drainage system with a
number of treatment train components.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ05.3 Embedded If absolutely necessary, and only in consultation with
SEPA, chemical flocculants may be used to enhance the
removal of excessive fine sediments in construction site
runoff.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ05.4 Embedded The temporary drainage system shall also be designed to
ensure that construction site runoff is adequately
attenuated and does not result in an increase in flood risk
downstream (i.e. adequate temporary storage will be
provided).

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ06 Embedded Topsoil/subsoil would be stored away from watercourses
and preferably on flat lying land. Topsoil/subsoil will not
be stored within 20 m of a water body on flat land, with
increasing distance on steeper topography subject to site
specific risk assessment by a suitably qualified
environmental professional and / or the implementation of
appropriate controls.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ07 Embedded Temporary earth stockpiles should be in place for the
shortest possible time. Permanent stockpiles and
temporary stockpiles that are to be in place for longer
than a two week period, will be either covered with
geotextile mats, seeded to promote vegetation growth, or
runoff from them isolated and drainage provided to a
suitable settlement area or filtration system.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ08 Embedded Appropriately sized runoff storage areas for the
settlement of excessive fine particulates in runoff would
be provided (C648 provides guidance on how this can be
estimated).

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ09 Embedded Mud deposits would be controlled at entry and exits to the
Application Site using wheel washing facilities and / or
road sweepers operating during earthworks or other times
as considered necessary.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ10 Embedded Tools and plant are to be washed out and cleaned in
designated areas within the Site compound where runoff
can be isolated for treatment before discharge to surface
water drainage under appropriate consent from SEPA or
otherwise removed from site for appropriate disposal at a
licenced waste facility.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ11 Embedded Debris and other material would be prevented from
entering surface water drainage, through maintenance of
a clean and tidy site, provision of clearly labelled waste
receptacles, grid covers and the presence of site security
fencing.

10.7.20 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ12 Embedded Construction works directly affecting water bodies will
require careful management and the implementation of
stringent working practices and mitigation. This applies to
the construction of the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet structure
within Loch Ness, and to other minor watercourses that
may be crossed by new or upgraded access tracks.

10.7.21 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ13 Embedded Any works in the channels of smaller watercourses will be
undertaken in a dry working environment, where possible,
with flow temporarily over-pumped or flumed or isolated
from the working area using sand bags or other similar
barrier.

10.7.23 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ14 Embedded To prevent chemicals, fuels / oils and other such
substances from entering the water environment,
measures to control the storage, handling and disposal of
these substances will be put in place prior to and during
construction.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ15 Embedded Fuel would be stored and used in accordance with the
Control of Pollution (Silage, Slurry and Agricultural Fuel
Oil) (Scotland) Regulations 2003.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ16 Embedded Fuel and other potentially polluting chemicals would either
be in self bunded containers or would be stored in a
secure impermeable and bunded area (minimum capacity
110%).

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ17 Embedded Any plant, machinery or vehicles would be regularly
inspected and maintained to ensure they are in good
working order and clean for use in a sensitive
environment. This maintenance is to take place off site if
possible or only at designated areas in the Site
compound.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ18 Embedded All fixed plant used on Site to be self bunded. 10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ19 Embedded Mobile plant to be in good working order, kept clean and
fitted with plant 'nappies' at all times.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ20 Embedded An Emergency Response Plan would be prepared and
included in the CEMP. Spill kits and oil absorbent material
will be carried by mobile plant and located at high risk
locations across the Site and regularly topped up. All
construction workers would receive spill response
training.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ21 Embedded The Site is to be secure to prevent any vandalism that
could lead to a pollution incident.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ22 Embedded Construction waste / debris are to be prevented from
entering any surface water drainage or water body.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ23 Embedded Surface water drains on roads or the scheme compound
area would be identified and where there is a risk that fine
particulates or spillages could enter them they would be
protected (e.g. covers or sand bags).

10.7.24 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ24 Embedded Any on-site concrete batching facilities will be located at
least 50 m from any watercourse, on flat ground, and
suitable impermeable hardstanding so that surface water
runoff can be intercepted for either treatment or disposal
off-site and an appropriate licence waste facility;

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ25 Embedded Suitable facilities for concrete wash water (e.g. geotextile
wrapped sealed skip, container or earth bunded area)
would be adequately contained, prevented from entering
any drain, and removed from Site for appropriate disposal
at a suitably licenced waste facility.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ26 Embedded Any site welfare facilities would be appropriately
managed and all foul waste disposed of by an appropriate
contractor to a suitably licenced facility. It is expected that
a suitably sized storage tank will be provided that would
be periodically pumped out by a specialist contractor so
that the water could be disposed of at a suitably licenced
waste facility.

10.7.24 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ28 Embedded No washing out of concrete and cement delivery vehicles
will take place on-site without suitable provision for the
washing out water and provision of a suitable location that
is lined with a geotextile to prevent infiltration to ground.
Such washing would not be allowed to flow into any drain
and the CEMP would contain a methodology for dealing
with any washing out water, or wheel wash. Wash water
would be adequately contained, prevented from entering
any drain, and removed from the Development Site for
appropriate disposal at a suitably licenced waste facility.

10.7.25 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ29 Embedded During construction it is proposed to undertake a water
quality monitoring programme to ensure that mitigation
measures are operating as planned and preventing
pollution. The purpose of the monitoring programme will
also be to ensure that should pollution occur it is identified
as quickly as possible and appropriate action is taken in
line with the Emergency Response Plan. With regard to
the identified private water supplies sourced from
groundwater, water levels should be monitored to
minimise derogation of supply.

10.7.26 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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WQ30 Embedded The water quality monitoring programme will be
developed by the Construction Contractor in consultation
with SEPA and other relevant stakeholders during the
process of obtaining CAR licences for works affecting or
for temporary discharges to the waterbodies and
watercourses in and around the Development Site. It is
expected that this will include a combination of daily
observations and monitoring using a calibrated hand held
water quality probe downstream of the Site, and regular
water quality sampling on a periodic basis or ad hoc
depending on circumstances.

10.7.27 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ31 Embedded For private water supplies sourced from groundwater, the
monitoring will also include water level measurements. To
ensure that monitoring during construction is effective it
will be necessary to carry out pre-construction monitoring.
There is no guidance on how long or frequent this should
be, but it is recommended that as a minimum there are
six separate visits over a few months and taking in a
range of flow conditions.

10.7.27 SWMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 11: Landscape and Visual

LV01 Embedded The Temporary Access Track alignment is mainly
contained within woodland, crossing the B862 at a point
where earthworks would be minimised with an at-grade
crossing and rises along the slope following a consistent
gradient.

11.5.4 - Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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LV02 Embedded An Outline Landscape and Ecology Management Plan
(Appendix 3.2) has been developed to facilitate an
integrated approach to landscape and ecological
mitigation providing reinstatement planting and habitat
creation which will seek to integrate the various
Development components into the landscape and its
wider setting.

11.5.6 LEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

LV03 Additional The Headpond Inlet / Outlet Structure will be reduced to a
maximum height of 4m (pending further optimisation at
the detailed design stage which may reduce this further).

FEI Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV04 Additional The Headpond contouring design will be agreed and
approved in writing prior to the commissioning of the
Development, and implemented under the supervision of
a qualified Landscape Clerk of Works / Architect

FEI Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV05 Additional The architectural and design finishes of the Headpond
Inlet / Outlet structure identified in Section 3 of the FEI
Report (April 2019) will be agreed and approved in writing
with THC, in the same way that materials and finishes for
all above ground structures will be (condition of the
Section 36 consent).

FEI Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

Chapter 12: Forestry

F01 Additional The Applicant is committed to providing the appropriate
compensatory planting.

12.12.4 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC and
FES

Applicant

F02 Additional  To provide an arboriculture survey FEI Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

Chapter 13: Archaeology
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ACH01 Embedded An archaeological watching brief will be undertaken
during stripping in areas of known archaeology and virgin
ground.

13.7.1 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH02 Additional Additional mitigation measures could include micro-siting
of access tracks, or reducing the working width of access
tracks within the Limits of Deviation, to avoid heritage
assets.

13.7.2 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH03 Additional Potentially suitable mitigation includes detailed landscape
survey to confirm / disprove the presence of previously
recorded archaeological remains, archaeological
evaluation, and archaeological excavation prior to works
commencing, followed by archaeological watching brief of
topsoil and subsoil removal during construction.

13.7.3 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH04 Additional Suggested mitigation works include the relocation of the
possible milestone / road marker (161) and the Merchants
Stone (171).

13.7.4 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH05 Additional Detailed field survey is proposed to record the road stone
quarries (158-161, 165, 167, 168 & 170).

13.7.4 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH06 Additional Field survey should also be undertaken to confirm the
presence absence of the possible clearance cairns within
and around the Headpond area (56, 63 & 73), and if
remains are found to survive further mitigation might
include accurate recording of the assets, along with
archaeological excavation or an archaeological watching
brief during construction. This is also the case for the site
of Wester Drumashie Farm (172).

13.7.4 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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ACH07 Additional The remains recorded in Dirr Wood (22, 98, 101, 122,
125, 126, 140, 146, 151 & 153) have already been
subject to basic archaeological recording, so additional
mitigation might include archaeological excavation to
confirm their date, or monitoring by archaeological
watching brief during construction works.

13.7.5 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH08 Additional It is unclear if any sections of the Military Roads are
preserved under the existing roads due to later road
rebuilding (17 & 18). Archaeological mitigation if the areas
of the Military Road could include archaeological
evaluation once the upper road (18) has been closed to
traffic. This could be followed by excavation of a section
of road if remains are found to survive and / or a watching
brief.

13.7.6 Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

ACH09 Additional Define the limits of the cultural heritage features which
may be destroyed by the creation of the Headpond and
seek to relocate these features. Other enhancement
measures include educational signage and cultural
enhancements, such as the naming of the Headpond
structure

FEI Condition of
the Section 36

Consent

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

Chapter 14: Socio-economic and Tourism

SE01 Embedded Diversions and closures to recreational routes to retain
public safety, amenity and access across the
Development Site will be implemented as set out in the
Outline Access Management Plan (Appendix 14.3).

14.7.2 Access
Management

Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor
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SE02 Additional A Meet the Developer Day or similar such event will be
held post submission to inform and to open discussion
with local business about the opportunities that may exist
during construction and operation of the Development.
The main aim of the event will be to actively engage local
businesses in the construction supply chain.  Direct and
indirect investment in the local economy will be further
encouraged through the appointed Contractor who will
prepare a database of local suppliers (e.g. plant,
materials, accommodations) to ensure that local services
are used as much as practicable during the construction
period.

14.7.3 Developer
commitment

Construction
Contractor

N/A Construction
Contractor

SE03 Additional The Applicant is currently in discussions with the owners
of the fish farm (Marine Harvest) to determine the most
appropriate approach to moving the fish farm away from
the Development.  It is anticipated that the fish farm will
be moved to a location where it will not be impacted by
the Development during the construction or operational
phases.

14.7.4

n/a

Applicant THC and
Marine
Harvest

Applicant

SE04 Additional Any temporary and permanent diversions will have due
regard to use by walkers.  The recommendations from
British Standard 5709:2006 “Gaps, Gates and Stiles” and
the requirements of the Highway Act 1980 and
Countryside Act 2000 will be considered in consultation
with The Highland Council PRoW Officer and other
parties.

14.7.11 Access
Management

Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor

SE05 Additional Prior to construction works the Access Management Plan
including any diversions will be communicated to the local
community.

14.7.13 Access
Management

Plan
CEMP

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor
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SE06 Additional Appropriate signage will be used for both construction
traffic routes and the recreation route network.

14.7.14 Access
Management

Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 15: Traffic and Transport

T01 Embedded In order to mitigate against delays and amenity loss
associated with peak or abnormal construction traffic, a
Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) will be
implemented for the construction period.  A Framework
CTMP is contained within Volume 5, Appendix 15.1.  The
finalised CTMP will include:
· The agreed route for construction traffic including any

abnormal loads;
· The necessary agreements and timing restrictions for

construction traffic, for example Monday – Friday
working only, prohibition during school drop-off and
pick-up times, and prohibition during loading times at
commercial premises;

· Details of a proposed Condition Survey on access
routes;

 T
hr

ou
gh

-o
ut

CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor
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T01 Cont. · Details of a proposed Condition Survey on access
routes;

· Proposals for maintenance of the agreed routes for the
duration of the construction phase;

· Proposals for monitoring and agreeing maintenance
costs;

· Escort arrangements for abnormal loads;
· Route signing;
· Details of the advanced notification to the general

public warning of any construction transport
movements, specifically AILs;

· Details of information road signage warning road users
of forthcoming AIL transport and construction traffic
movements;

· Arrangements for regular road maintenance and
cleaning, e.g. road sweeping in the vicinity of the site
access point as necessary, wheel cleaning / dirt
control arrangements;

· Details of actions that must be taken by contractors to
mitigate the traffic impact of site workers travelling to
site including avoidance of single occupancy trips;

· Contractor speed limits; and
· Community and emergency services liaison details.

T02 Embedded The CTMP will be prepared in accordance with good
practice and relevant British Standards. These will help to
minimise effects of construction works and will include
consideration of the construction phasing of the
Development.

16.7.9 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor
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T03 Additional To further reduce the impact of construction traffic, on-site
concrete batching plant(s) will be utilised that will reduce
the amount of vehicles associated with the transport of
concrete material that is required to be imported to site
from outside sources as the constituent materials can be
delivered in bulk. Over the duration of the construction
phase, this will result in a significant reduction in
construction traffic.

15.7.4 Design of the
Development

T04 Additional To mitigate the impact of disruption to local residents and
road users, the finalised CTMP will detail the hours for
which construction can take place and therefore the hours
in which construction traffic will be travelling to and from
the site. At present, this is assumed to be 07:00 – 19:00
Monday to Friday and 07:00 to 12:00 on Saturdays with
no construction taking place on Sundays; however this is 
yet to be confirmed and is subject to an agreement
between all relevant parties before construction
commences. Should any construction work be required to
take place on a Sunday, written approval from would be
required from THC prior to any work taking place.

15.7.5 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor

T05 Additional The CTMP may include restrictions on when construction
traffic can pass sensitive areas such as Farr Primary
School. Due to the school’s proximity to the B851 and the
single lane nature of the road as it passes the school, it
may be necessary to prevent construction traffic from
passing this point during school drop-off and pick-up
periods due to the potential for children to be on the road
and congestion caused by waiting vehicles.

15.7.6 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor
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T06 Additional To improve the safety of road users and pedestrians,
signage will be present near site access points to warn
the public that they are likely to experience a high volume
of HGV movements in the area. This, in addition to any
necessary traffic management measures, will help
mitigate any potential safety issues near access points on
public highways. Further information related to the type
and location of any road signs will be provided in the
finalised CTMP.

15.7.7 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor

T07 Additional Temporary Site Entrance Relocation
Species of conservation concern have been found to be
present at Loch na Curra adjacent to the C1064. As this
road provides access to the main site entrance, the
increase in traffic associated with the construction of the
Development may result in disturbance to the protected
wildlife at Loch na Curra as a result of the increase in
noise and vibration. Should it be found that the level of
disruption is unacceptable, then the site access point will
be relocated from the C1064 to ‘Public Road Crossing 2’
on the B862 for the duration that the protected species
are anticipated to be present at Loch na Curra.

15.7.8 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

T08 Additional Temporary Site Entrance Relocation
It is anticipated that remedial action will be required to
maintain road user safety on the B862 due to the
increase in traffic. The trimming and / or removal of
roadside vegetation and trees at the hairpin bend south
east of Kindrummond Farm Cottage would be necessary
as existing visibility on the narrow bend is poor.

15.7.9 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor
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Ref No Measure
Embedded /
Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

T09 Additional Temporary Site Entrance Relocation
Roadside vegetation trimming and / or removal would be
required at the site access point as there would be a
significant increase in construction traffic using the
junction. Temporary traffic signals are anticipated to be in
operation at this location throughout the duration of the
Development’s construction; however visibility 
improvements will maintain road user safety in the event
of traffic signal failure.

15.7.9 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor

T010 Additional Temporary Site Entrance Relocation
It would be necessary to widen the existing passing
places on the B862 between ‘Public Road Crossing 2’
and the B862 / C1064 junction as many are only suitable
for small vehicles to pass each other safely.

15.7.10 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor

T11 Additional Temporary Site Entrance Relocation
To maintain the safety of road users and to further
mitigate the impact on species of conservation concern
that are present in the area, the use of Temporary Traffic
Regulation Orders should be investigated to temporarily
reduce vehicle speeds on the public road network near
site access points and public road crossings to 30 mph.

15.7.11 CTMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, Police
Scotland

and
Transport
Scotland

Construction
Contractor

Chapter 16: Noise and Vibration

NV01 Embedded The best available construction methods shall be
employed at all times, having regards to the principles of
Best Practicable Means (BPM) to minimise noise and
vibration impacts during the construction of the
Development.

16.7.1 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

NV02 Embedded With regard to construction activities, agreement on
operational hours and working methods will be sought
from THC to minimise noise effects at NSRs. Working
hours will be subject to agreement between the
Construction Contractor and THC. In addition, adherence
to working hours will be contractually implemented within
any subsequent enforcement to be regulated by THC via
planning conditions and also via the CEMP.

16.7.2 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV03 Additional Use of site or activity boundary acoustic barriers to
screen neighbouring receptors is proposed along the
proposed temporary access road between the Tailpond
and Compound 1, and along the C1064 to the west of the
proposed Headpond. The use of site boundary or activity
boundary temporary noise barriers can reduce
construction noise levels by around 10 dB if line of sight
from the plant to the receptor is blocked.

16.7.4 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV04 Embedded It is likely to be a requirement of any construction contract
that any constructors at the site comply with the
recommendations in BS 5228.

16.7.5 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV05 Additional Where possible, alternative piling methods (such as
rotary bored piling) are generally preferable to impact
piling, due to their reduced noise and vibration emissions.
The contractor will consider all possible piling methods
when determining the most appropriate method for
construction of the cofferdam, and select low noise and
vibration methods where feasible.

16.7.6 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV06 Embedded Mitigation measures to achieve BPM (as required by the
Control of Pollution Act 1974) may include the following
provisions:

16.7.7 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Additional? Construction Mitigation Measure EIA Ref

Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

NV06
(cont).

Embedded · Ensure all processes are in place to minimise noise
before works begin and should ensure BPM are being
achieved throughout the construction programme;

16.7.7 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

· The appropriate use of plant with respect to minimising
noise emissions and regular maintenance. All vehicles
and mechanical plant used for the purpose of the
works would be fitted with effective exhaust silencers
and would be maintained in good efficient working
order;

· Ensure that modern plant is used, complying with the
latest EC noise emission requirements;

· Selection of inherently quiet plant where appropriate.
Use of electrical items of plant instead of diesel plant; 
especially in sensitive locations. All major compressors
should be 'sound-reduced' models fitted with properly
lined and sealed acoustic covers which would be kept
closed whenever the machines are in use and all
ancillary pneumatic percussive tools would be fitted
with mufflers or silencers of the type recommended by
the manufacturers;

· Machines in intermittent use would be shut down in
the intervening periods between work or throttled
down to a minimum;

· All ancillary plant such as generators, compressors
and pumps would be positioned so as to cause
minimum noise disturbance. If necessary, acoustic
barriers or enclosures will be provided; 

· Loading/unloading sites should be located away from
residential properties and shielded from those
properties where practicable;
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Method of
Delivery

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

NV06
Cont.

· Arrange the site operations and vehicle routes to
minimise the need for reversing movements, and to
take advantage of rises in natural terrain to screen
NSRs;

· No employees, subcontractors and persons employed
on the site should cause unnecessary noise from their
activities e.g. excessive 'revving' of vehicle engines,
music from radios, shouting and general behaviour
etc. All staff inductions at the site should include
information on minimising noise and reminding them to
be considerate of the nearby residents;

· Where possible, the hours of noisy operations should
be planned considering the effects of noise upon
nearby NSR, taking into account the duration of work
and the potential consequence of any lengthening of
periods of noisy work;

· Where possible, the items of plant should be located
furthest from the nearby NSR buildings or in locations
where acoustic screening is provided by site cabins,
buildings, or barriers. Plant known to emit noise
strongly in one direction should, when possible, should
be orientated so that the noise is directed away from
the nearest NSR; 

· Materials should be lowered whenever practicable and
not dropped. Any chutes and skips should be lined
with sound attenuating material to reduce effect noise; 
and

· Care should be taken when loading / unloading
vehicles and dismantling scaffold.
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Method of
Delivery
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Preparation Approval Delivery

NV07 Additional The appointed Contractor will identify potential effects of
works noise and vibration once precise working methods
(including underground works) and required plant have
been confirmed, and in turn appropriate mitigation
measures will be implemented.

16.7.8 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV09 Additional Measurements of vibration are recommended at nearby
receptors at the start of the proposed piling and tunnelling
activities. If these levels are found to exceed the limits
agreed with THC the contractor may be required to
identify alternative methods of working which generate
less vibration and/or restrict working hours for these
activities.

16.7.10 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor

NV10 Embedded Consultation and communication with the local
community will be covered in the CEMP and undertaken
throughout the construction period. This will serve to
publicise the works schedule, giving warning to residents
regarding periods when higher levels of noise may occur
during specific operations, and providing them with lines
of communication where complaints can be addressed.
Dissemination of such information is likely to encourage
the community to be more tolerant of any disturbance
considering the perceived long term benefits of the
Development.

16.7.11 CEMP Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH
and SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Table 3.2 Operational Phase Mitigation Register

Ref No Is Measure
Embedded or
Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

General Environmental Management Principles and Responsibilities

GEN18 - EMS Embedded The Development will be operated in
accordance with the Development
Operator’s environmental management
system.

EMS Operator - Operator

GEN 19 Embedded All Site personnel involved in the
construction, operation and
decommissioning of the Development
will be made aware of the
environmental features at the
Development Site and the mitigation
measures and working procedures
which must be adopted. This will be
achieved as part of the Site induction
process through the delivery of a
Toolbox Talk. In addition, as required,
briefings will be provided to all Site
personnel in advance of works which
are considered to present an increased
risk of impacting upon environmental
features.

6.7.7 EMS Operator - Operator
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Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

Chapter 7: Aquatic Ecology

AE25 Embedded The design is for a completely ‘closed-
loop’ system, whereby water will be
drawn from Loch Ness to the
Headpond, and returned to Loch Ness
via the headrace tunnel or spillway.
Therefore the risk of water spilling into
adjacent waterbodies will be negligible.
This will also be ensured by the
incorporation of a 4 m gap between the
maximum water level in the Headpond
and the top of the Headpond
Embankment, with the addition of a
wave wall on top of the Embankment.
This will ensure that the risk of cross-
catchment transfer of water is negated.

7.6.11 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE26 Embedded The permanent Compound 1 will be
located to the west of the Allt a’
Mhinisteir watercourse to allow the
watercourse itself and associated
habitats to be reinstated.

7.6.15
Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE27 Embedded A mesh Screen of 2 mm aperture, 90 m
wide and 30 m deep, will be installed at
the Inlet / Outlet on the shore of Loch
Ness. The Screen will prevent the
entrapment or impingement of fish, and
the Inlet of INNS.

7.6.17

Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

AE28 Embedded The maximum Inlet velocity from Loch
Ness will be 0.15 m/s given the size of
the Inlet structure and Screen.

7.6.18 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Embedded or
Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

AE29 Additional Regular monitoring surveys for the
presence of INNS, to be combined with
surveys for terrestrial INNS, in
watercourses within the Site.

7.6.43 EMS Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE30 Additional Regular monitoring of the Inlet / Outlet
on the shore of Loch Ness should be
carried out to ensure the integrity of the
Screen and assess any potential
impacts in relation to fish, in particular
migratory salmon and other species
due to the potential for distraction and
entrapment / impingement.

7.6.43 EMS Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

AE31 Additional Where permanent culverts are installed
in watercourse crossings, it is
recommended that these are monitored
to ensure that there are no lasting
effects on fish passage, especially in
the event that brown trout or other
protected / notable species are shown
to be present in pre-commencement
fish surveys.

7.6.43 EMS Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor
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Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

Chapter 9: Flood Risk and Water Resources

FR04 Additional During operation, increased flood risk
as a result of increased flood levels in
Loch Ness and downstream flows in
the River Ness would be contrary to the
guidance set out in the THC
supplementary guidance.  The detailed
flood risk assessment undertaken as
part of the River Ness flood protection
scheme shows that areas upstream of
the area defended by the flood
protection scheme are at risk during
events in excess of the current 1 in 10
year event.  It is therefore proposed
that generation is limited to a maximum
water level in Loch Ness of 17.6 m
AOD, the current day 1 in 10 year flood
level.

9.7.3 CAR Licence Applicant SEPA Operator

FR05 Additional It is proposed that abstraction is limited
to a minimum water level in Loch Ness
based on the proposed volume of
abstraction.  A monitoring arrangement
and control procedures will be installed
at the Inlet / Outlet structure on Loch
Ness to measure water level at Loch
Ness and to limit, or stop the
abstraction of water if water level in
Loch Ness falls below the levels set out
in the operational rules (as set out in
Table 9.7 of Chapter 9: Flood Risk and
Water Resources, Volume 2).

9.7.5 CAR Licence Applicant SEPA Operator
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Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

Chapter 10: Water Environment

WQ32 Embedded It is proposed that the water quality
within the Headpond is monitored on a
routine basis including observations, in
situ measurements using a probe and
or secchi disk for turbidity, and regular
water samples for laboratory analysis.

10.7.32 EMS Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC, SNH and
SEPA

Construction
Contractor

WQ33 Embedded To avoid fish and debris entrainment,
the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet Structure
where the Waterways terminate into
Loch Ness, will incorporate a screen
with 2 mm apertures. The screen also
acts as an energy dissipation measure
to reduce the velocity of the water
discharging from the Development, and
therefore limits the potential impacts on
water thermal stability (especially when
stratified).  The Spillway outlet will also
contain energy dissipation components
to reduce the force of the water
entering the loch and causing scour of
the bed.

10.7.7 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

WQ34 Embedded A concrete apron will be installed on
the bed of Loch Ness in front of the
Tailpond Inlet / Outlet Structure. The
area will depend on site specific
bathymetry survey to be undertaken at
a later stage. The purpose of the apron
is to avoid any scour of the bed.

10.7.11 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Embedded or
Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

Chapter 11: Landscape and Visual

LV03 Embedded The area around the Headpond has
been kept as uncluttered as possible
through minimising the requirement for
additional structures and buildings in
the Development design.

11.5.4 EMS Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV04 Embedded The height of the Embankment above
ground level has been minimised
through the orientation of the
Headpond.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV05 Embedded Excavated material will be used to
create the Landscape Embankment to
soften the engineered slopes of the
Headpond Embankment and also allow
native woodland to be planted to
partially screen the Headpond and
Embankment from view.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV06 Embedded Reinstatement of forestry through the
adoption of the Development
Restocking Plan (Chapter 12: Forestry,
Volume 2) will help to assimilate the
Development into the landscape.

11.5.4 Development
Restocking Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and FES Construction
Contractor

LV08 Embedded Permanent infrastructure associated
with the Tailpond Intake / Outlet
Structure, has been minimised so that
the number of structures present on the
loch shore is reduced. This includes the
screen cleaning system which is now
housed within the structure itself
thereby limiting the need for additional
obtrusive structures and associated
railings along the loch edge.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

LV09 Embedded The Tailpond wave wall will be clad in
local natural stone to assist in
integrating it within the immediate loch
side setting.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV11 Embedded The Temporary Access Track will be
fully reinstated once the Development
is operational.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV12 Embedded The architectural design of the
buildings and structures within the
Development Site will seek to
assimilate them into the surrounding
landscape as much as possible by
using simple, clean forms and a palette
of materials and colour which lessens
the contrast with the surrounding
landscape.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV13 Embedded The buildings at the loch shore will
reflect the local vernacular of either
white rendered facades with slate
pitched roofs or stone clad structures.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

LV14 Embedded The Battery House and structure
around the Substation will reflect a
more agricultural vernacular to help in
assimilating these large structures
within the re-stocked woodland.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor
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Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

LV15 Embedded The apparent scale of the Headpond
Inlet / Outlet Structure will be reduced
by a careful combination of colour /
tone and materials in order to break up
the overall massing of the structure
which will sit on top of the Headpond
Embankment. A combination of
rendered facades using muted earth
tones combined with the use of wood
panelling and / or sections of stone
cladding would assist in reducing the
apparent scale of the structure within
the landscape.

11.5.4 Design of the
Development

Applicant THC Construction
Contractor

Chapter 14: Socio-Economic And Tourism

SE07 Additional Elements of the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet
structure are permanent and can be
used by the local community.  For
example the jetty can be left in-situ for
those who wish to use Loch Ness for
aquatic recreation.

14.7.7 Section 75 agreement Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor

SE08 Additional Education signage will be erected
within the Development Site.  This
signage will include information on the
local recreational routes and present
self-guided routes.  There will also be
educational signage which could
include information of the local flora
and fauna.  Details of signage will be
agreed with the landowner and local
community.  Examples of signage is
provided in Appendix 14.3: Outline
Access Management Plan.

14.7.8 Access Management
Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor
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Operational Mitigation Measure EIA
Ref

Relevant
Management Plan

Responsibility

Preparation Approval Delivery

SE09 Additional Details of the types of recreational
route reinstatement will be provided
when a construction contractor has
been appointed. Consultation with the
local community and relevant
stakeholders will be undertaken to
determine the appropriate type of
material to be used in line and any
additional signage which may be
required to reinstate the routes within
the Development Site. It is likely that
excavated material unsuitable for use in
the construction of the Headpond will
be suitable for reuse in creating
diversions and reinstatement of access
routes.

14.7.9 Access Management
Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor

SE10 Additional Details of the existing recreation routes
which will be upgraded post-
construction will be provided when a
construction contractor has been
appointed.

14.7.10 Access Management
Plan

Applicant /
Construction
Contractor

THC and
Landowner

Construction
Contractor
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Table 3.3 Decommissioning Phase Mitigation Register

Ref No Is Measure
Embedded or
Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA Ref Relevant Management Plan
DECOMMISSIONING

General Management Measures

GEN 19 Embedded All Site personnel involved in the decommissioning of the
Development will be made aware of the environmental
features at the Development Site and the mitigation
measures and working procedures which must be
adopted. This will be achieved as part of the Site induction
process through the delivery of a Toolbox Talk. In addition,
as required, briefings will be provided to all Site personnel
in advance of works which are considered to present an
increased risk of impacting upon environmental features.

6.7.7 Decommissioning Plan

Chapter 6: Terrestrial Ecology

TE44 Additional Invasive Non-Native Species
Prior to decommissioning of the Development a full survey
for the presence of invasive non-native species would be
carried out. Based on the results of this survey a
decommissioning INNS RAMP would be prepared
detailing the measures for control of those species
identified as presenting an ecological risk.

6.7.33 Decommissioning Plan
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Ref No Is Measure
Embedded or
Additional?

Operational Mitigation Measure EIA Ref Relevant Management Plan
DECOMMISSIONING

Chapter 14: Socio-Economic And Tourism

SE12 Additional The potential adverse and beneficial effects that could
arise during the decommissioning phase are similar to
those identified for the construction phase. For this
reason, mitigation measures are also likely to be similar.
These will include developing an appropriate CTMP to
ensure that construction related traffic does not cause
unnecessary delays that could deter tourists from coming
to or remaining in the area.

14.7.15 Decommissioning Plan

Chapter 15: Traffic and Transport

T13 Additional Should it be necessary to decommission the
Development, a decommissioning plan will be created
prior to any decommissioning works taking place. This
plan will detail the measures that are to be implemented to
mitigate the disruption caused during decommissioning.

15.7.12 Decommissioning Plan
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   Existing View

   Wireline Overlay showing landscape adjustments

Viewpoint 1 : Minor road adjacent to Ach-Na-Sidhe Bed and Breakfast Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mk II   Focal Length: 50mm   Horizontal Field of View: 65.5°
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Effects
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Chapter 5 Geology
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 

Significance

Peat Excavation for Development Site 
above ground infrastructure, 
resulting in loss of peat.

Moderate Adverse Layout developed to minimise 
infrastructure in areas of peat.
Appropriate peat guidance to be 
adhered to.
Outline PMP (Appendix 5.3, Volume 
5) to be implemented

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Chapter 6 Terrestrial Ecology
Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 

Effects
Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Creag nan Clag 
SSSI 

No potential for effects from deterioration in air 
quality as a result of increased traffic during 
construction.

Negligible None required. N/A Not 
Significant

No change

No potential for dust generated during construction 
to have an effect on notified lichen species.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Ancient semi-natural 
broadleaved 
woodland

Construction will involve the loss of approximately 
8.7 ha of semi-natural ancient woodland. This 
represents approximately 7.25% of the total 120 ha 
within the Development Site boundary. In addition, 
felling and construction in this area may result in the 
loss of some bird’s-nest-orchids, a species which is 
highly localised in Scotland.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

The temporary access track through the semi-
natural ancient woodland will be reinstated on 
completion of construction works by replanting 
with native tree species. In addition, a mix of 
native broadleaves will be planted on the 
Landscape Embankment, covering an area of 
33.6 ha. However, as it can take hundreds of 
years for newly planted forest to acquire the 
diversity of ancient semi-natural woodland, the 
residual effect is still considered to be permanent 
in this assessment.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

Significant No change 
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Long-established 
woodland of 
plantation origin with 
Scots pine

Approximately 110.2 ha of the long-established 
conifer plantation within the boundary of the 
Development Site will be clear felled to 
accommodate the Headpond and compounds. A 
further 24.5 ha will be thinned.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

The Development Restocking Plan will result in 
the overall expansion of mixed native woodland, 
with an increase of 142.6 ha of this forest type.  
To recover the W18 habitat which will be lost, a 
range of tree species will be incorporated 
including rowan, birch and oak. It is anticipated 
that this woodland will re-establish to a condition 
similar to the current baseline within a reasonable 
timeframe. 

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Other semi-natural 
broadleaved and 
semi-natural 
broadleaved 
woodland

There will be no effects on the large woodland extent 
at Glaic na Ceardaich and effects on other woodland 
involve trees which are small and of immature age.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Vegetation 
containing frequent 
juniper

Construction of the Headpond will result in the loss 
of up to 20 juniper bushes. This compares to an 
estimated 1,000 bushes in the wider area which will 
not be affected by the Development.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

Approximately 4.3ha of W19 juniper woodland 
will be planted, primarily in suitable areas on 
Ashie Moor where this species is already present. 
Juniper will comprise 60% of the species mix, 
with downy birch and rowan also planted. The 
provision of this additional area of juniper will 
represent a substantial increase on the current 
resource, in comparison to the small number of 
plants which will be lost to the Development.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Beneficial

Significant No change

Blanket bog Construction of the Headpond area (and to a much 
lesser degree, construction of Compound 1) will 
result in the permanent loss of approximately 8 ha of 
blanket bog. This compares to approximately 15 ha 
within the NVC survey area, but an estimated 85 ha 
in the wider area including all of Ashie Moor and the 
blanket around and extending south of Loch na 
Curra and Lochan an Eoin Ruadha.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

None required. Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Substantial increase in construction traffic associated 
with Headpond optimisation scenarios would result in 
increased vehicular emissions and deposition of 
nitrogen to blanket bog habitat, which is extremely 
sensitive to increased nitrogen levels. This could 

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

None possible. Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

Significant
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

result in the increased growth of grasses and loss of 
Sphagnum mosses. This can substantially impact on 
the development of bog systems.

Basic flush and 
flushed wet heath

The Headpond will eliminate two small flushes that 
include basic flush communities. A small amount of 
flushed wet heath will be lost to the access track 
north of Park farm. In contrast, there are substantial 
unaffected basic flushes in the Glaic na Ceardaich 
area, on Ashie Moor and on the west side of Lochan 
an Eoin Ruadha, as well as unaffected basic flush in 
the area north of Park farm. Flushed wet heath is 
extensive in part of the area north of Park farm.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

None required. Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Dry heath, typical 
wet heath and 
oligotrophic 
waterbodies

Dry heath and typical wet heath habitats which will 
be lost to the Development are species-poor and 
occur widely in the surrounding area and the wider 
Highland region.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Acid / neutral flush, 
swamp, 
watercourses and 
flushed purple moor-
grass

No swamp, waterbodies or watercourses will be lost 
to construction. A small number of flushes will be lost 
to the Headpond, however these habitat types are 
common in the surrounding area and wider Highland 
region.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Unimproved neutral 
grassland

Construction will result in the total loss of the narrow 
MG5 lowland meadow at the proposed location of 
Compound 2

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

The loss of this area will be compensated by the 
creation of a similar meadow in a suitable nearby 
location. An appropriate MG5 seed mix will be 
sourced.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Groundwater 
Dependent 
Terrestrial 
Ecosystems

The main effect is the loss of small patches of flush 
and wet birch / willow woodland, and larger patches 
of fairly dry wet heath in the Headpond area. Slight 
loss elsewhere to access track / spillway 
construction.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

None required, however, mitigation includes track 
design to permit percolation of water beneath and 
micro-siting of infrastructure to avoid direct effects 
on GWDTEs. In addition, where possible, 
wetlands will be established within new woodland 
areas.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Bats None of the trees which were found to support single 
roosting bats are situated in areas where tree felling 
will definitely be required to accommodate the 

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

None required (although note that disturbance 
can only be permitted under licence issued by 
SNH).

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Development. Vibration modelling for Trees 45 and 
56 shows that they are unlikely to experience 
significant levels of disturbance from underground 
tunnelling works. Tree 107 is situated in close 
proximity to the temporary access track and may be 
disturbed by construction activities.

Bats Cont. There may be a need for some limited felling beyond 
those areas described above in which tree clearance 
is currently a confirmed requirement. This could lead 
to the loss of two trees which support single roosting 
bats.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

A total of 25 bat boxes will be installed in suitable 
locations across the Development Site in retained 
semi-natural broadleaved woodland and conifer 
plantation. This will include three boxes designed 
for use by maternity colonies and two which are 
suited for use by hibernating bats. Given the 
relatively limited opportunities for bat roosting 
identified on Site, and that potential roost features 
were only suitable for a small number of bats, the 
provision of bat boxes likely represents an 
enhancement on baseline conditions.

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change

Clear felling of 161.7 ha of woodland and thinning in 
a further 24.5 ha will be undertaken. Of the total area 
to be felled, approximately 8.7 ha constitutes semi-
natural broadleaved woodland and 153 ha plantation 
coniferous / coniferous and mixed broadleaved 
woodland. The results of the bat roost surveys 
indicate that potential roost features were limited 
primarily to mature trees within the semi-natural 
broadleaved woodland, with very limited opportunity 
for roosting available within the coniferous plantation. 
Therefore, based on the results of field survey and 
an understanding of the suitability of the habitat in 
the wider area, it is not expected that tree clearance 
will result in the loss of a significant number of bat 
roosts. Additionally, any roosts which may be lost are 
unlikely to be of high conservation importance (i.e. 
they are unlikely to support maternity roosts or other 
large numbers of bats).

Negligible None required, however 25 bat boxes will be 
provided, as described above.

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Bats Cont. Tree felling and the loss of habitat to construction of 
the Headpond will affect a small number of foraging / 
commuting bats. However, the removal of uniform 
and generally straight-edged forest blocks may result 
in the creation of new commuting and foraging 
opportunities by increasing the availability of edge 
habitat.

Negligible None required, however the restocking of native 
broadleaved and mixed native woodland will 
increase this forest type by 214.4 ha from the 
baseline area. This is likely to lead to an 
enhancement of on-Site habitats for bats 
compared to existing plantation woodland.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Beneficial

Significant No change

With the exception of tunnelling, construction works 
associated with the Development will be limited to 
between 07:00 and 19:00. There is therefore very 
limited potential for direct disturbance to bats actively 
foraging or commuting as the majority of works will 
be limited to the time of day during which these 
species are resting. 

Negligible None required, however the use of lighting will be 
kept to a minimum and, where required, light spill 
to surrounding habitat will be minimised through 
the use of beam deflectors.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Badger The nearest identified badger setts are more than 30 
m from any construction area and the risk of 
disturbance being caused to badgers using these 
shelters is low.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

The temporary loss of approximately 11.4 ha of 
optimal foraging habitat due to the construction of 
Compounds 2 and 3.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

None required, however, enhancement for 
badger will be achieved by the planting of new 
mixed native broadleaved / conifer woodland.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

The loss of coniferous plantation woodland in which 
badger were recorded as being active but which 
presents a sub-optimal foraging resource for this 
species.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

The construction of the temporary access track 
between Compounds 2 and 3 will bisect badger 
territory. However, all but two disused / inactive 
outlier setts will be to the south of the track. In 
addition, construction use of the track will be 
predominantly during daylight hours and construction 
traffic will be limited to 15 mph.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant.

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

An increase in vehicular traffic during construction 
may potentially lead to direct mortality of badger on 
public roads.

Negligible None required, implemented via Construction 
Traffic Management Plan. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Otter Potential for temporary watercourse crossings to 
impact upon otter commuting.

Negligible None required, however, all watercourse 
crossings will be designed so as to be passable 
to otter.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Disturbance to foraging and/or commuting otter in 
Loch Ness during construction of inlet / outlet 
structure.

Negligible None required, implemented via Construction 
Environment Management Plan. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

With the exception of Loch Ness, no other 
waterbodies will be affected by the Development. 
Loch Ashie, which is less than 150 m from the 
Headpond, is screened by existing mature 
plantation. There is therefore very low potential for 
disturbance to otter using this waterbody.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Low potential for direct mortality of otter during 
construction, operation and decommissioning given 
very low levels of otter activity on Site.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Pine marten Loss of woodland habitat for foraging and commuting 
pine marten, potentially resulting in the displacement 
of between one and two individuals.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

Native broadleaved and mixed native woodland 
cover will increase by 214.4 ha from the baseline 
area. Once established (which is considered to 
take between 10 – 15 years) this is likely to be of 
higher value to pine marten than the current 
plantation woodland as a greater diversity of 
species will be included, providing improved 
foraging resource. 

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

The single pine marten shelter identified within the 
survey area for this species will not be directly 
affected by the Development. No other feature which 
was assessed as having suitability to shelter pine 
marten will be lost.

Negligible None required, however, a total of two pine 
marten den boxes will be installed in semi-natural 
broadleaved woodland retained conifer plantation 
within the red line boundary as an enhancement 
measure.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Pine marten cont. Potential for disturbance of foraging / commuting 
pine marten present in retained woodland and open 
habitats adjacent to construction areas.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, and 
therefore Not 
Significant

An increase in vehicular traffic during construction 
may potentially lead to direct mortality of pine marten 
on public roads.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

None required, however to minimise risk of direct 
mortality a speed restriction of 30 mph will be 
applied to all construction traffic on public roads 
within the red line boundary.

Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
Moderate 
Adverse, and 
therefore 
Significant 

Red squirrel The loss of nine red squirrel dreys and the potential 
for disturbance of two additional dreys.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

Felling of trees containing dreys will be 
undertaken outside of the red squirrel breeding 
season, as far as possible. All dreys which are to 
be destroyed must be monitored to confirm 
whether they are occupied and to establish their 
breeding status. If a drey is considered to be 
occupied but not being used for breeding, the 
tree would be climbed by a qualified ecologist 
and the drey carefully inspected for the presence 
of red squirrel. Any animals present will likely 
leave the drey on approach of the tree climber. 
Once the ecologist is satisfied that the drey is 
empty, the tree will be felled. Felling will not be 
permitted in any case where it is suspected that a 
drey is being used for breeding purposes. Such 
locations will be monitored until it is considered 
that breeding is over, at which point the tree will 
be climbed and the drey inspected to confirm this 
to be the case. 

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

The loss of approximately 153 ha of woodland 
habitat which supports red squirrel.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

Native broadleaved and mixed native woodland 
cover will increase by 214.4 ha from the baseline 
area. Once established (which is considered to 
take between 10 – 15 years) this is likely to be of 
higher value to red squirrel than the current 
plantation woodland as a greater diversity of 

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

species will be included, providing improved 
foraging resource.

An increase in vehicular traffic during construction 
may potentially lead to direct mortality of red squirrel 
on the B862 road near to Compound 2.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

To minimise risk of direct mortality, a speed 
restriction of 30 mph will be applied to all 
construction traffic on public roads within the red 
line boundary. In addition a red squirrel rope 
bridge will be erected over the B852 road north of 
Compound 2 to reduce the risk of mortality in this 
area where three dead individuals were recorded 
during field survey.

Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
Moderate 
Adverse, and 
therefore 
Significant 

Great crested newt Lochan an Eoin Ruadha, which tested positive for 
great crested newt eDNA will not be directly affected 
by the Development. In addition, suitable terrestrial 
habitat surrounding the loch will also be retained and 
will not be directly impacted upon during 
construction, operation or decommissioning.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Common lizard Construction of the Headpond will result in the 
permanent loss of habitat in which ten common 
lizards forming part of a breeding population were 
identified during field survey.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

At least one artificial reptile hibernation refuge 
and one reptile basking bank will be constructed 
within the Landscape Embankment to mitigate for 
the permanent loss of reptile habitat within the 
footprint of the Headpond

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

There is low potential for direct mortality of reptiles 
as a result of moving vehicles and plant in areas 
away from the Headpond.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, and 
therefore Not 
Significant 

There is the potential for disturbance to common 
lizard during the construction phase, including as a 
result of vibration caused by blasting at the 
Headpond.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, and 
therefore Not 
Significant

Butterflies, 
Dragonflies and 

Temporary disturbance of habitats, in particular 
wetland areas, during construction

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Damselflies 
(excluding small 
pearl-bordered 
fritillary)

The permanent loss of habitat used by butterflies, 
dragonflies and damselflies during the construction 
of the project.

Permanent 
Minor 
Adverse

The embankment of the Headpond will be 
reinstated with a diversity of plant species which 
benefit butterfly species. In addition, the 
Landscape Embankment will be designed to 
include areas of habitat which are important to 
butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies, including 
open glades.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

The temporary loss of habitat used by butterflies, 
dragonflies and damselflies during the construction 
of the Development. 

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

None required, however standard pollution 
prevention measures will be implemented to 
avoid contamination of habitat used by butterflies, 
dragonflies and damselflies.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Dust generated during construction may smother 
vegetation used by butterflies, dragonflies and 
damselflies and pollution incidents may affect 
wetland habitats used by dragonflies and 
damselflies.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Standard dust management measures will be 
implemented in accordance with the Dust 
Management Plan.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Small pearl-
bordered fritillary

The loss of a small population of small pearl-
bordered fritillary at the southern end of the 
Headpond location.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Adverse

The embankment of the Headpond will be 
reinstated with a diversity of plant species which 
benefit small pearl-bordered fritillary. In addition, 
the Landscape Embankment will be designed to 
include areas of habitat which are important to 
this species.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

The temporary loss of other habitat used by small 
pearl-bordered fritillary elsewhere on Site.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

Standard pollution prevention measures will be 
implemented to avoid contamination of habitat 
used by butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Small pearl-
bordered fritillary 
cont. 

Dust generated during construction may smother 
vegetation used by small pearl-bordered fritillary.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

Standard dust management measures will be 
implemented in accordance with the Dust 
Management Plan.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Rhododendron Potential for spread of this invasive non-native 
species from the small number of locations where it 
was identified.

Negligible Standard management measures required to 
comply with legislative requirement to ensure that 
this species is not caused to spread by 
Development activities. Control measures will be 
included within an Invasive Non-native Species 
Risk Assessment and Management Plan.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Ecological Feature Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Sika deer Potential for displacement of sika deer into retained 
woodland, and in particular ancient semi-natural 
broadleaved woodland, increasing browsing 
pressure on ground flora.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Deer fencing will be installed around the ancient 
semi-natural broadleaved woodland within the 
red line boundary. Deer left inside the exclosure 
will be controlled to reduce browsing pressure on 
ground flora. 

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change

Chapter 7 Aquatic Ecology
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Loch Ashie SPA 
and SSSI

Receive run-off from the 
Headpond construction area and 
suffer impacts on water quality.

Moderate
Adverse

Supervised by the ECoW to ensure that water management 
measures, including SuDS, drainage ditches and attenuation 
ponds will be effective.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Effects of sediment input in run-
off from transport and stockpiling 
of excavated materials

Moderate
Adverse 

Supervised by the ECoW to ensure that water management 
measures, including SuDS, drainage ditches and attenuation 
ponds, will be effective.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Introduction of INNS Major 
Adverse

Material management, ECoW supervision, and strict
biosecurity measures.
Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Loch Ness 
(Habitats)

Temporary disturbance to the 
shoreline and margins of Loch 
Ness; disruption and removal of
substrate, including dredging

Moderate 
Adverse

Works in Loch Ness should be carried out under the
supervision of an Aquatic ECoW.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

after removal of the Cofferdam,
and de-watering of this area.

Potential for spreading INNS 
within Loch Ness by barge 
transport

Moderate 
Adverse

Supervised by the Aquatic ECoW under the conditions of the
CAR licence.
Local barge sourced to reduce the potential to introduce INNS
from other waterbodies; preferably a barge in existing usage
on Loch Ness and the Caledonian Canal. Where possible, the
barge should be inspected prior to arrival on-site and between
deployments for the presence of INNS, and biosecurity
measures implemented as considered necessary, according
to check, clean, dry principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Impacts due to substrate and 
sediment removal and 
mobilisation, together with run-
off from stockpiled material on 
the loch shore.

Moderate 
Adverse

Supervised by the Aquatic ECoW under the conditions of the
CAR licence.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread
through or introduced to the
Development Site during
construction.

Negligible Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Local barge sourced to reduce the potential to introduce INNS
from other waterbodies; preferably a barge in existing usage
on Loch Ness and the Caledonian Canal. Where possible, the
barge should be inspected prior to arrival on-site and between
deployments for the presence of INNS, and biosecurity
measures implemented as considered necessary, according
to check, clean, dry principles.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
The Aquatic ECoW will supervise all excavation and dredging
works in Loch Ness to check for the presence of INNS and
ensure that appropriate biosecurity measures, as detailed in
the CEMP, are implemented.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Temporary Jetty construction 
and delivery of materials by 
barge and associated 
disturbance.

Negligible Supervised by the Aquatic ECoW under the conditions of the
CAR licence.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Loch Duntelchaig, 
Lochan an Eoin 
Ruadha and Loch 
na Curra

Receive run-off from the 
Headpond construction area and 
suffer impacts on water quality.

Minor 
Adverse

Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Effects of sediment input in run-
off from transport and stockpiling 
of excavated materials

Minor 
Adverse

None required Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Introduction of INNS Moderate 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Flowing 
watercourses

Watercourse crossings for 
temporary access Tracks and 
temporary Compounds, 
including diversion and 
culverting of watercourses.

Moderate 
Adverse

Culverting of watercourses supervised by the Aquatic ECoW
to ensure the correct installation and functioning of SuDS and
silt control measures.

Minor Not 
significant

No change

Potential for the Allt a’ Mhinisteir
watercourse to receive run-off
from the area of Headpond and
Embankment construction, and
suffer associated impacts on
water quality

Minor 
Adverse

Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant
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Impacts to water quality in
watercourses that will receive
temporary and permanent
drainage from the Embankment
area.

Minor 
Adverse

Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Material transport and
management: the spread and
run-off of sediment, and
resulting reductions in water
quality.

Minor 
Adverse

None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread
through or introduced to the
Development Site during
construction.

Moderate 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Pond Impacts on aquatic habitats 
associated with material 
transport and management are 
the spread and run-off of 
sediment, and resulting 
reductions in water quality.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction.

Minor 
Adverse

Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Aquatic 
macrophyte and 
aquatic 
macroinvertebrate 
community

Potential effects on the
macrophyte and aquatic 
macroinvertebrate community in
Loch Ness due to Cofferdam
construction and piling.

Negligible Repeat aquatic macroinvertebrate survey is recommended in 
the autumn sampling season (September to November).

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Watercourse crossings for 
Temporary Access Tracks and 
temporary Compounds, 
including diversion and 
culverting of watercourses.

Negligible Repeat aquatic macroinvertebrate survey is recommended in 
the autumn sampling season (September to November).
Culverting of watercourses supervised by the Aquatic ECoW
to ensure the correct installation and functioning of SuDS and
silt control measures.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Construction of the Headpond 
and Headpond Embankment, 
including land take and transport 
of excavated material.

Negligible Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Transport of excavated tunnel 
material to Headpond via 
conveyor belt, and management 
of material from tunnelling 
works.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction.

Minor 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Temporary Jetty construction 
and delivery of materials by 
barge and associated 
disturbance.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Atlantic salmon and 
lamprey species 
(Loch Ness)

Direct mortality or physical injury 
through construction, piling and 
de-watering activities; Physical 
injury as a result of piling noise; 
Avoidance reaction by salmon, 
potentially disrupting the 
migratory pathway.

Major 
Temporary 
Adverse

There should be a ‘soft start’ to piling works to deter fish from
the immediate area where physical injury may occur.
Works in Loch Ness should be carried out under the
supervision of an Aquatic ECoW.
A fish rescue will be required during de-watering of the
Cofferdam as it is highly likely that fish will congregate in
these sheltered areas during construction and then become
trapped as the Cofferdam is sealed.

Moderate 
Temporary Adverse 

Significant No change

Transport of excavated tunnel 
material to Headpond via 
conveyor belt, and management 
of material from tunnelling 
works.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction - factors such as 
inter-species competition and 
displacement.

Moderate 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Other fish species 
(Loch Ness)

Direct mortality or physical injury 
through construction, piling and 
de-watering activities; Physical 
injury as a result of piling noise.

Moderate 
Temporary 
Adverse

There should be a ‘soft start’ to piling works to deter fish from
the immediate area where physical injury may occur.
Works in Loch Ness should be carried out under the
supervision of an Aquatic ECoW.
A fish rescue will be required during de-watering of the
Cofferdam as it is highly likely that fish will congregate in
these sheltered areas during construction and then become
trapped as the Cofferdam is sealed.

Moderate 
Temporary Adverse

Significant No change

Temporary Jetty construction 
and delivery of materials by 
barge and associated 
disturbance.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Transport of excavated tunnel 
material to Headpond via 
conveyor belt, and management 
of material from tunnelling works 
- adverse effects of sediment 
run-off.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction - factors such as 
inter-species competition and 
displacement.

Moderate 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Resident brown 
trout population 
(flowing 
watercourses within 
the Development 
Site)

Watercourse crossings for 
Temporary Access Tracks and 
temporary Compounds, 
including diversion and 
culverting of watercourses.

Minor 
Adverse

Electric fishing surveys of the Glaic na Ceardaich watercourse 
(sites KS08, KS09 and KS10), Allt a' Chruineachd (KS03), Allt 
a' Chnuic Chonaisg (KS12) and Allt a’ Mhinisteir (KS05 and 
KS06) to inform mitigation for permanent and temporary 
watercourse crossings.
Culverting of watercourses supervised by the Aquatic ECoW
to ensure the correct installation and functioning of SuDS and
silt control measures.
Watercourse sections to be isolated and fish rescues carried
out, according to the conditions of the CAR licence.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Construction of the Headpond 
and Headpond Embankment, 
including land take and transport 
of excavated material.

Negligible Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

Upgraded to 
minor 
adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Impacts on aquatic habitats 
associated with material 
transport and management are 
the spread and run-off of 
sediment, and resulting 
reductions in water quality.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction - factors such as 
inter-species competition and 
displacement.

Moderate 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.
Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Other fish species 
(flowing 
watercourses within 
the Development 
Site)

Watercourse crossings for 
Temporary Access Tracks and 
temporary Compounds, 
including diversion and 
culverting of watercourses.

Negligible Electric fishing surveys of the Glaic na Ceardaich watercourse 
(sites KS08, KS09 and KS10), Allt a' Chruineachd (KS03), Allt 
a' Chnuic Chonaisg (KS12) and Allt a’ Mhinisteir (KS05 and 
KS06) to inform mitigation for permanent and temporary 
watercourse crossings.
Culverting of watercourses supervised by the Aquatic ECoW
to ensure the correct installation and functioning of SuDS and
silt control measures.
Watercourse sections to be isolated and fish rescues carried
out, according to the conditions of the CAR licence.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Construction of the Headpond 
and Headpond Embankment, 
including land take and transport 
of excavated material.

Negligible Works in this area will be supervised by the ECoW to ensure
that water management measures, including SuDS, drainage
ditches and attenuation ponds, will be effective in preventing
the run-off of silt-laden water to adjacent watercourses and
waterbodies.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Transport of excavated tunnel 
material to Headpond via 
conveyor belt, and material 
management of material from 
tunnelling works.

Negligible None required Negligible Not 
significant

No change

Potential for INNS to be spread 
through or introduced to the 
Development Site during 
construction - factors such as 

Minor 
Adverse

Survey of the extent of the proposed Cofferdam and 
temporary Jetty works in Loch Ness for the presence of INNS, 
notably Nuttall’s waterweed.

Negligible Not 
significant

No change
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inter-species competition and 
displacement.

Walkover survey of the watercourse crossing locations for 
INNS, both aquatic and riparian species.
Material excavated or dredged from Loch Ness must be
retained in the immediate area, i.e. stockpiled on the loch
shoreline, to prevent the spread of INNS.
Biosecurity measures implemented throughout the
Development, following ‘Check, Clean, Dry’ principles.

Chapter 8 Ornithology
Ecological 
Feature

Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Update FEI 
Significance

Loch Ashie 
SPA and 
SSSI

Noise levels generated by typical construction 
activities within the Headpond area are unlikely to 
result in disturbance to Slavonian grebe on Loch 
Ashie. Retained coniferous woodland will also 
provide permanent visual screening.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required. Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Blasting within the Headpond area has the potential 
to cause disturbance to Slavonian grebe during the 
pre- and post-breeding seasons.

Temporary Major 
Adverse

No blasting will be permitted during the period 15 
August – 31 October each year to avoid effects to 
moulting Slavonian grebe. Trial blasting will be 
carried out prior to the commencement of 
construction and during the winter when 
Slavonian grebe will be absent. The aim will be to 
identify the charge size which can be used for 
blasting which will result in a maximum noise 
level of 75 dB(A) or lower when heard from Loch 
Ashie. This sound level is not expected to result 
in a flight response by Slavonian grebe based on 
the results of research into waterfowl disturbance. 
During the period 01 April – 15 May each year, all 
blasting will be restricted to use of the charge 
size identified by pre-works trials as producing a 
maximum sound of 75 dB(A) or lower when heard 
from Loch Ashie. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Limited potential for run-off of sediment and 
pollutants to Loch Ashie from construction activities in 
Headpond area.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

Although not a significant effect, pollution 
prevention measures will be implemented to 
protect Loch Ashie and all other surface and 
groundwater systems.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Tree felling within the Loch Ashie catchment has the 
potential to increase run-off to the waterbody.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required, however felled areas will be 
restocked with a mix of native tree species. This 
will provide long-term run-off protection.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

General 
breeding 
birds

There is the potential for the accidental destruction of 
active nests as a result of tree felling and other 
vegetation clearance where this work is undertaken 
during the bird breeding season.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

Pre-works checks for the presence of nesting 
birds will be carried out by the ECoW or other 
suitably experienced ornithologist. Where any 
active nest sites are identified, suitable species-
specific works exclusion zones will be 
implemented and maintained until the breeding 
attempt has concluded.

Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change

Crested tit Possible shift in the boundary of a single possible 
territory owing to tree-felling for the re-routing of the 
C1064. 

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required, however this species may benefit 
from the provision of nest boxes.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Crossbill Loss of breeding habitat to the construction of the 
Headpond / Compounds, largely compensated in 
medium term by replanting of temporary Compound 
areas and planting of Scots pine and other trees 
elsewhere as part of Felling and Woodland 
Restructuring Plan.

Negligible None required, 66.6 ha of productive Scots pine 
plantation will be established to compensate for 
woodland loss during construction. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Notable Red-
listed 
passerines

Loss of tree pipit and lesser redpoll territories owing 
to the construction of the Headpond and 
Compounds. 

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required, however notable Red-listed 
passerines are likely to benefit from the 
replanting of mixed native species, the expansion 
of juniper woodland on Ashie Moor and from the 
provision of nest boxes.

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change

Waders The majority of wader territories are situated beyond 
the distance at which disturbance is likely to occur as 
a result of construction activities. There is the 
potential for the displacement of one common 
sandpiper territory on the shore of Loch Ness.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Red-throated 
diver

There is predicted to be an average increase of 580 
vehicles per day during the peak period of 
construction (month 37 of the construction 
programme). Should the peak period of construction 
occur during the red-throated diver breeding season, 
there is the potential for birds to be prevented from 
nesting at Loch na Curra due to the increase in traffic 
flows or for disturbance to be caused should a nest 
be established.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

Construction-related traffic will not be permitted to 
use the C1064 between the point where the 
public road will be diverted (near to Ach-na-Sidhe 
B&B) and the junction with B862 during the red-
throated diver breeding season of April – 
September, inclusive (with the exception of a 
small number of abnormal loads). This restriction 
may be lifted only once it has been confirmed by 
the ECoW or other suitably experienced 
ornithologist that no breeding attempt has been 
made by the end of July or any established 
breeding attempt has concluded (either through 
failure or the successful fledging of young).

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 
but has the 
potential to 
increase 
construction 
period

There is predicted to be an average increase of 
approximately 242 vehicles per day during the 
construction phase as a whole. This would represent 
an approximately 100 % increase on baseline levels. 
Given the high degree of tolerance shown by the red-
throated divers at Loch na Curra to potential human 
disturbance sources, it is not considered likely that 
this would prevent the establishment of a nest or the 
disturbance of birds which set up a nest on Loch na 
Curra.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

As above, construction-related traffic will not be 
permitted to use the section of the C1064 near to 
Loch na Curra during the red-throated diver 
nesting season. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 
but has the 
potential to 
increase 
construction 
period

The diversion of the C1064 public road will take place 
approximately 220 m from Loch na Curra at the 
closest point. However, the red-throated divers which 
nested on this waterbody in 2017 and 2018 showed a 
high degree of habituation to human activities. In 
addition, works to divert the road within 500 m of 
Loch na Curra are expected to last no longer than 
one month.

Negligible This effect is not significant and as such, no 
mitigation is required. However, as far as 
possible, diversion of the C1064 within 500 m of 
Loch na Curra will be programmed to take place 
outside of the red-throated diver breeding 
season.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 
but has the 
potential to 
increase 
construction 
period

Noise modelling carried out for the Development has 
estimated that, on average during the construction 
phase, activities within the Headpond will result in 
noise levels of approximately 61 dB(A) at the location 
of the 2017 and 2018 red-throated diver nest sites. 

Negligible None required, however an artificial raft will be 
installed prior to the commencement of 
construction in Loch nan Geadas, approximately 
1.5 km to the south-south-west of Loch na Curra. 
By providing a raft at this location, alternative 

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change 
but has the 
potential to 
increase 
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Significance

This is equivalent to the noise level of a normal 
conversation. 

nesting habitat will be provided which could be 
used by red-throated diver. In addition, this raft 
will be retained and maintained following the 
completion of construction.

construction 
period

Lochan an Eoin Ruadha and Loch Duntelchaig, 
which were both found to be used by foraging divers, 
are screened from works by mature woodland. 
Disturbance to foraging birds is therefore very 
unlikely to occur. Although Loch Ness is not screened 
from construction works, with the Tailpond Inlet / 
Outlet Structure being built on the waterbody itself, it 
is extremely large and there is opportunity for birds to 
forage beyond any distance at which they may be 
disturbed by on-going works.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant 

No change 

Black-
throated diver

No black-throated diver breeding was identified within 
1 km of the Development and the habitat is generally 
unsuitable for nesting by this species.

Negligible None required. However, as an enhancement 
measure, an artificial raft suitable for black-
throated diver nesting will be provided in Lochan 
an Eoin Ruadha on completion of the 
construction of the Development.

Permanent 
Moderate 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change

All of the waterbodies on which black-throated diver 
were recorded – Loch a’Chlachain, Loch Ashie, 
Lochan an Eoin Ruadha and Loch Ness – are all 
screened from construction works areas by mature 
woodland (with the exception of Loch Ness). 
However, Loch Ness is extremely large and there is a 
very large alternative area on which such activities 
could be carried out, even if birds were displaced by 
construction activities at the Tailpond Inlet / Outlet 
location. There is little potential for disturbance to 
black-throated divers foraging or displaying on these 
waterbodies.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Slavonian 
grebe

There is predicted to be an average increase of 580 
vehicles per day during the peak period of 
construction (month 37 of the construction 
programme). Should the peak period of construction 

Temporary Major 
Adverse

Construction-related traffic will not be permitted to 
use the C1064 between the point where the 
public road will be diverted (near to Ach-na-Sidhe 
B&B) and the junction with B862 between April – 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change
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Significance

occur at the time when Slavonian grebe are likely to 
be present, there is the potential for birds to be 
prevented from using Loch na Curra due to the 
increase in traffic flows or for disturbance to be 
caused should a nest be established.

September, inclusive (with the exception of a 
small number of abnormal loads). This restriction 
may be lifted only once it has been confirmed by 
the ECoW or other suitably experienced 
ornithologist that no Slavonian grebe breeding 
attempt is underway and / or the loch is not being 
used by this species for other purposes.

There is predicted to be an average increase of 
approximately 242 vehicles per day during the 
construction phase as a whole. This would represent 
an approximately 100 % increase on baseline levels. 
However, given that this is still a relatively small 
number of vehicles and that Slavonian grebe can 
show a high tolerance to human activities, it is not 
considered likely that this would prevent the 
establishment of a nest or the disturbance of birds 
which set up a nest on Loch na Curra.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

As above, construction-related traffic will not be 
permitted to use the section of the C1064 near to 
Loch na Curra between April and September, 
inclusive. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

The diversion of the C1064 public road will take place 
approximately 220 m from Loch na Curra at the 
closest point. The works at this location will be 
relatively minor and of short duration. In addition, 
Slavonian grebe are typically only disturbed at 
distances up to 150 – 300 m.

Negligible This effect is not significant and as such, no 
mitigation is required. However, as far as 
possible, diversion of the C1064 within 500 m of 
Loch na Curra will be programmed to take place 
outside of the period April – September, inclusive. 

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Noise modelling carried out for the Development has 
estimated that, on average during the construction 
phase, activities within the Headpond will result in 
noise levels of approximately 61 dB(A) at Loch na 
Curra. This is equivalent to the noise level of a 
normal conversation. 

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Black grouse Up to three black grouse leks were identified on 
Drumashie Moor, north of the Development. These 
leks are situated in close proximity to the C1064 road 
and there is the potential for disturbance as a result 
of construction-related traffic arriving to site during 
the early-part of the lekking season. However, as the 

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

Upgraded to 
temporary 
moderate 
adverse 
which is 
therefore 
Significant
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Ecological 
Feature

Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Update FEI 
Significance

season progresses and the time of sunrise becomes 
earlier, the potential for this to occur reduces. 

The nearest lek site to a construction area was found 
on Drumashie Moor, approximately 1 km north of the 
Headpond. This is outside of the 300 – 500 m 
distance suggest that there is the potential for 
disturbance to be caused to lekking black grouse 
(Error! Reference source not found.). 

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change

Tree felling in Dirr Wood and the construction of the 
Headpond may result in the disturbance of black 
grouse foraging within this area.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required. Temporary 
Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant

No change 

Construction of the Development will require the 
felling of woodland habitat which is currently suitable 
for black grouse.

Temporary 
Moderate 
Adverse

A total area of 209.2 ha of productive native and 
mixed native woodland will be established, 
including a range of native broadleaved and 
conifer species. These will provide abundant food 
supply for black grouse. Furthermore, the 
relatively open stand structure and varied forest 
edge which is created is likely to result in overall 
habitat improvement for this species.

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change 

No breeding by black grouse was identified within 
Dirr Wood in 2018. Although the habitat in this area is 
sub-optimal, there is the potential for nests to be 
established during the construction period and / or at 
the time of tree felling and this could result in the 
accidental destruction of nest sites containing chicks.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

Pre-works nesting bird checks will be undertaken 
in advance of any tree felling or construction 
activities.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Barn owl Loss of one non-breeding roost site in a tree near to 
Ach-na-Sidhe B&B.

Permanent Minor 
Adverse

A barn owl box will be installed on a suitable tree 
in nearby area, outside felling / construction 
areas.

Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

There is not expected to be any significant reduction 
in barn owl foraging habitat given that the agricultural 
grassland and open bog / heath habitats on-site will 
be almost entirely retained (with the exception of the 
footprint of the Headpond). Furthermore, as 
construction works will be limited to between 07:00 – 

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 
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Ecological 
Feature

Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Update FEI 
Significance

19:00 each day, there is low potential for disturbance 
to be caused to actively foraging barn owls which are 
most likely to be roosting during these hours.

Hen harrier No breeding by hen harriers was confirmed within 2 
km of the Development in 2018. The most suitable 
habitat for nesting by this species is generally beyond 
1 km from works areas and outside of the distance at 
which disturbance is generally considered likely.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant 

No change 

Hen harriers were recorded very rarely on-site during 
the breeding season and it is therefore of apparently 
very low importance to foraging by this species.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Red kite No nesting by red kite was identified within 2 km of 
the Development. A nest site which could be used by 
this species was located at 2.5 km from the 
Development and therefore, even if this became 
occupied in future years, there is no risk of 
disturbance.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Red kite were only observed on two occasions on-
site and, given this species’ tolerance to human 
activities, disturbance to foraging birds is not 
expected.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Peregrine The identified nest site is more than 4 km from the 
Development and is well beyond the distance at 
which disturbance to this species is likely to be 
caused by construction activities.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

Osprey No osprey nests were established within 2 km of the 
Development in 2018 and only a single observation 
was made of an osprey sitting in a nest (which was 
subsequently unused) approximately 210 m from the 
nearest proposed infrastructure. However, ospreys 
are flexible in their choice of nest site and can adopt 
a range of natural and man-made features. In 
addition, this species can be very tolerant of human 
disturbance, with the median distance at which 

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 
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Ecological 
Feature

Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Update FEI 
Significance

disturbance of incubating birds occurs at between 
175 – 225 m (Error! Reference source not found.).

Foraging ospreys used a number of the waterbodies 
around the Development Site but are not expected to 
be significantly disturbed by construction activities 
due to the presence of screening woodland and / or 
the distance between works and foraging areas.

Temporary Minor 
Adverse

None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

The only waterbody used by foraging osprey which 
will be directly affected by the Development is Loch 
Ness, as a result of the construction of the Tailpond 
Inlet / Outlet structure. However, Loch Ness is 
extremely large and the loss of an area of 
approximately 130 x 300 m which could be used for 
foraging represents a tiny proportion of the available 
resource.

Negligible None required. Negligible Not 
Significant

No change 

The mature Scots pines of Dirr Wood provides 
optimal breeding habitat for osprey and birds were 
observed displaying breeding behaviour in this area, 
including carrying nesting material. A total area of 
172.4 ha will be felled as part of the Development 
and this will result in the loss of potential nesting 
habitat.

Negligible This effect is not significant and no mitigation is 
required. However, as an enhancement measure, 
an artificial osprey nest will be erected either in a 
suitable tree or on a pole in a suitable location.

Permanent 
Minor 
Beneficial

Not 
Significant

No change 

Chapter 9 Flood Risk and Water Resources
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 

Effects
Significance Updated FEI 

Significance

Offsite properties - 
High

Construction - Flooding due to: 
temporary increases in impermeable 
area and compacted ground; temporary 

Low Implementation of CEMP. 
Suitable design of surface water 
drainage (Drainage Strategy)

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to minor 
adverse and 
therefore Not 
Significant 
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance

water storage and increased flow due to 
dewatering activities.

Onsite users - 
Medium

Construction - Flooding due to: 
temporary increases in impermeable 
area and compacted ground; temporary 
water storage and increased flow due to 
dewatering activities.

Low Implementation of CEMP. 
Suitable design of surface water 
drainage (Drainage Strategy)

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to minor 
adverse and 
therefore Not 
Significant

Development - Low Construction - Flooding due to: 
temporary increases in impermeable 
area and compacted ground; temporary 
water storage and increased flow due to 
dewatering activities.

Low Implementation of CEMP. 
Suitable design of surface water 
drainage (Drainage Strategy)

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to minor 
adverse and 
therefore Not 
Significant

Chapter 10 Water Environment 
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 

Effect
Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Borehole drinking PWS 
at Balachladaich and 
Kindrummond 

Construction of Waterways & Power Cavern – 
potential impact on groundwater levels and 
reduction in abstraction yield, Short term & 
temporary

Moderate 
Adverse

Pre-construction and construction phase 
monitoring 

Negligible Not Significant No change 

Borehole drinking PWS 
at Dirr Cottage and Ness 
View Cottage 

Access and construction tunnel portals – potential 
impact on groundwater levels and reduction in 
abstraction yield, Short term & temporary

Moderate 
Adverse

Pre-construction and construction phase 
monitoring

Negligible Not Significant No change

GWDTEs to the north-
east of tunnel portals

Potential impact on availability of groundwater to 
support the GWDTEs, Short term & temporary 

Negligible No mitigation is proposed Negligible Not Significant No change

Borehole drinking PWS 
at Balachladaich, Dirr 
Cottage and Ness View 
Cottage

General construction activities – potential impact 
on groundwater quality, Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse

Pre-construction and construction phase 
monitoring

Negligible Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Inverness Groundwater 
Body

Construction of Headpond – potential impact on 
groundwater quality.  Short term & temporary 

Moderate 
Adverse

Pre-construction and construction phase 
monitoring

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
minor adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Loch Ness Construction site run-off – suspended fine 
sediments, Short term & temporary

Moderate 
Adverse

The Development includes best practice 
measures to manage formation of 
excessive sediment in run-off and to 
provide treatment prior to discharge 
under permit to Controlled Waters to be 
described in a Surface Water 
Management Plan

Moderate 
Adverse 

Significant No change

Construction site run-off – chemical spillages, 
Short term & temporary

Moderate 
Adverse 

The Development includes best practice 
measures to reduce the risk of chemical 
spillages such as bunded fuel tanks, 
spill kits, plant nappies on static plant, 
and the implementation of an 
Emergency Response Plan

Moderate 
Adverse 

Significant No change 

Loch Ness - Bathing 
Water at Dores

Water quality (foul waste water) during 
construction long term and permanent

Negligible No foul waste water to be discharged to 
any watercourse flowing to Loch Ness. 
Foul water to be stored on Site and 
disposed of at a licensed waste facility 
by a suitably qualified specialist 
Contractor.

Negligible Not Significant No change 

Allt a' Chnuic Chonaisg, 
Allt a’ Chruineachd, S3 
and S6 (as shown on 
Figure 10.1)

Construction site run-off – suspended fine 
sediments, Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse

The Development includes best practice 
measures to manage formation of 
excessive sediment in run-off and to 
provide treatment prior to discharge 
under permit to Controlled Waters to be 
described in a Surface Water 
Management Plan

Minor 
Adverse 

Not Significant No change

Construction site run-off – chemical spillages, 
Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse 

The Development includes best practice 
measures to reduce the risk of chemical 
spillages such as bunded fuel tanks, 
spill kits, plant nappies on static plant, 

Minor 
Adverse 

Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

and the implementation of an 
Emergency Response Plan

Allt a’ Mhinisteir Hydromorphological changes from new or 
upgraded watercourse crossings and diversion– 
disruption of sediment transport processes, 
permanent

Negligible No mitigation is proposed Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
minor adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Construction site run-off – Changes in morphology 
due to temporary increases in peak flows and fine 
sediment deposition , Short term & temporary

Negligible The Outline SWMP includes measures 
to attenuate construction site run-off and 
remove fine sediments

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
minor adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Allt a’ Mhinisteir 
(cont.)

Construction site run-off – suspended fine 
sediments, Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse

The Development includes best practice 
measures to manage formation of 
excessive sediment in run-off and to 
provide treatment prior to discharge 
under permit to Controlled Waters to be 
described in a Surface Water 
Management Plan

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

Construction site run-off – chemical spillages, 
Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse

The Development includes best practice 
measures to reduce the risk of chemical 
spillages such as bunded fuel tanks, 
spill kits, plant nappies on static plant, 
and the implementation of an 
Emergency Response Plan

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

Construction site run-off – Changes in morphology 
due to temporary increases in peak flows and fine 
sediment deposition , Short term & temporary

Negligible The Outline SWMP includes measures 
to attenuate construction site run-off and 
remove fine sediments

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
minor adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Pond 7 Construction site run-off – suspended fine 
sediments, Short term & temporary

Negligible The Development includes best practice 
measures to manage formation of 
excessive sediment in run-off and to 
provide treatment prior to discharge 
under permit to Controlled Waters to be 

Negligible Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effect

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

described in a Surface Water 
Management Plan

Construction site run-off – chemical spillages, 
Short term & temporary

Negligible The Development includes best practice 
measures to reduce the risk of chemical 
spillages such as bunded fuel tanks, 
spill kits, plant nappies on static plant, 
and the implementation of an 
Emergency Response Plan

Negligible Not Significant No change

Big Burn Construction site run-off – Changes in morphology 
due to temporary increases in peak flows and fine 
sediment deposition , Short term & temporary

Minor 
Adverse

The Outline SWMP includes measures 
to attenuate construction site run-off and 
remove fine sediments

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate 
adverse, 
therefore 
Significant

Hydromorphological changes – loss of catchment 
area, permanent

Minor 
Adverse

No mitigation is proposed Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

Allt a’ Chruineachd Diversion of approximately the final 50 m before it 
flows into Loch Ness including a section to be 
culverted, permanent

Minor 
Adverse

The new channel will be designed in 
keeping with the existing channel

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

Allt a’ Chnuic Chonaisg Hydromorphological effects from new temporary 
crossing

Negligible Temporary crossing will be designed in 
accordance with best practice

Negligible Not Significant No change

Chapter 11 Landscape and Visual
Summary of Effects: Operation (Year 1)

Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Broad Steep-Sided Glen Effect on landscape character Moderate Adverse N/A Moderate Adverse Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

(All mitigation is embedded) 

Farmed and Wooded Foothills Effect on landscape character Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Flat Moorland Plateau with Woodland Effect on landscape character Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

Rocky Moorland Plateau Effect on landscape character Negligible N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Negligible Not Significant No change

Rocky Moorland Plateau with 
Woodland

Effect on landscape character Negligible N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Negligible Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 1: Minor road adjacent to 
Ach-Na-Sidhe B & B

Effect on visual amenity Major Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Major Adverse Significant Downgraded to 
moderate 
adverse, 
therefore 
remains 
Significant

Viewpoint 2: Abriachan Effect on visual amenity Major Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Major Adverse Significant Downgraded to 
moderate 
adverse, 
therefore 
remains 
Significant

Viewpoint 3: Lochend Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 4: Minor road to the north-
east of Loch Duntelchaig (Trail of the 
Seven Lochs)

Effect on visual amenity Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

Viewpoint 5: Trail of the Seven Lochs 
between Loch Duntelchaig and Loch a’ 
Choire

Effect on visual amenity Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Moderate Adverse Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Viewpoint 6: Creag nan Clag Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate 
adverse, 
therefore 
Significant

Viewpoint 7: Carn na Leitire (near The 
Great Glen Way)

Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 8: Watercraft on Loch Ness Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 9: Urquhart Castle Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 10: Layby on A82 Effect on visual amenity Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

Viewpoint 11: Local road near Caisteal 
an Dunriachaidh

Effect on visual amenity Major Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Major Adverse Significant No change

Summary of Effects: Operation (Year 15)

Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Broad Steep-Sided Glen Effect on landscape character Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Farmed and Wooded Foothills Effect on landscape character Negligible N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Negligible Not Significant No change

Flat Moorland Plateau with Woodland Effect on landscape character Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Rocky Moorland Plateau Effect on landscape character Negligible N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Negligible Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Rocky Moorland Plateau with 
Woodland

Effect on landscape character Negligible N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Negligible Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 1: Minor road adjacent to 
Ach-Na-Sidhe B & B

Effect on visual amenity Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Moderate Adverse Significant Downgraded to 
minor adverse, 
therefore Not 
Significant

Viewpoint 2: Abriachan Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 3: Lochend Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 4: Minor road to the north-
east of Loch Duntelchaig (Trail of the 
Seven Lochs)

Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 5: Trail of the Seven Lochs 
between Loch Duntelchaig and Loch a’ 
Choire

Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 6: Creag nan Clag Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 7: Carn na Leitire (near The 
Great Glen Way)

Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 8: Watercraft on Loch Ness Effect on visual amenity Minor Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 9: Urquhart Castle Effect on visual amenity Moderate Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded)

Moderate Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 10: Layby on A82 Effect on visual amenity Major Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Major Adverse Not Significant No change

Viewpoint 11: Local road near Caisteal 
an Dunriachaidh

Effect on visual amenity Major Adverse N/A
(All mitigation is embedded) 

Major Adverse Significant No change
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Chapter 12 Forestry
There is no residual effects summary table in this chapter 

Chapter 13 Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

2 – Caisteal an Dunriachaidh 
fort 

Impact on the setting of the asset Moderate Adverse No mitigation Moderate Adverse Significant No change

17 – Military Road Partial loss due to construction of the 
Headpond. 

Minor Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive 

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

18 – Military Road Partial loss due to works on 
infrastructure

Minor Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

22, 98, 101, 122, 125, 126, 
140, 146, 151 & 153 – 
Enclosures and clearance 
cairns in Dirr Wood

Possible total loss due to construction 
of Temporary Access and Ancillary 
Tracks, Compounds and Spillway. 

Moderate Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

56 – Loch Ashie Cairnfield Partial loss of any surviving assets due 
to Headpond construction

Moderate Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

63 – Loch Ashie field system Partial loss of any surviving assets due 
to Headpond construction 

Moderate Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

73 – Ashiemoor Cairnfield. Total loss due to construction of the 
Headpond

Minor Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

158-161, 165, 167, 168 & 170 
Possible road stone quarry

Total loss due to construction of the 
Headpond

Minor Adverse Survey / recording Minor Adverse Not Significant No change

161 Possible road marker with 
bench mark

Total loss due to construction of the 
Headpond

No impact Relocation to new track No impact Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

171 Merchants Stone Total loss due to construction of the 
Headpond

No impact Relocation to new track No impact Not Significant No change

172 Wester Drumashie Farm Total loss due to construction of the 
new public access 

Moderate Adverse Archaeological excavation and / 
or watching brief if remains 
survive

Moderate Adverse Significant No change

Chapter 14 Socio-economics
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Access Access will not be permitted in 
certain parts of the Development Site 
during construction.  

Moderate A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to manage traffic and 
reduce effects to amenity.

Moderate Significant No change

Local Economy Potential for increase in local 
expenditure during the pre-
construction phase.  Workers may 
stay in locally available 
accommodation.  

Moderate 
(Beneficial)

No additional mitigation Moderate (Beneficial) Significant 
(Beneficial)

No change

Ach-Na-Sidhe B&B Construction activities could produce 
a disturbance and impact amenity of 
B&B which may deter visitors.  

Moderate A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to manage traffic and 
reduce effects to amenity. 

Minor Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant

Loch Ness Fish Farm In water works at the Tailpond may 
disturb fish at the fish farm which 
could impact the business itself.

Moderate An agreement with the fish farmer 
owner will be negotiated to move 
the fish farm.
A CTMP will be implemented to 
manage traffic and maintain 
access along the B852.

Minor Not Significant No change
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Local Community No direct impacts to communities are 
predicted.  Views of construction will 
not change day to day activities.  

Minor A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to manage traffic and 
reduce effects to amenity.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to minor 
adverse and 
therefore is Not 
Significant

Accommodation On-site accommodation could impact 
on local community.

Minor A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to manage traffic and 
reduce effects to amenity.

Minor Not Significant No change 

Local Job Market Potential for the creation of local 
jobs.

Minor 
(Beneficial)

Meet the Developer Day or similar 
even to inform local businesses 
about potential opportunities during 
construction.

Minor (Beneficial) Not Significant No change

Visitor Attractions Views of construction from visitor 
attractions could impact amenity and 
deter visitors.  

Minor No additional mitigation Minor Not Significant No change

Tourist Services The increase of personnel working in 
the area could reduce the 
accommodation available to tourists.

Moderate No additional mitigation Minor Not Significant No change

Lochs Small portion of Loch Ness will be 
unavailable for recreational activities 
during construction.

Minor A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to manage traffic and 
reduce effects to amenity.

Minor Not Significant No change

Recreation Routes

Kindrummond to Dirr 
Wood Highland 
Council Core Path 
(IN12.04) 

IN12.04 will be partially closed for 
the duration of the construction 
period.  It will be diverted via 
Diversion 1 to join up with IN12.05, 
allowing access through the 
Development Site for the duration of 
the construction period.  

Minor No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation. 

Minor Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant

The Drumashie Moor 
Highland Council 
Core Path (IN12.05)

IN12.05 will be partially closed 
during construction.  It will be 
diverted via both Diversion 1 and 
Diversion 2 for the duration of the 
construction period.

Minor No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Minor Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

The South Loch Ness 
Trail

The South Loch Ness Trail will be 
partially closed for the duration of the 
construction period.  It will be 
diverted via Diversion 3 allowing 
access through the Development 
Site for the duration of construction.  

Minor No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Minor Not Significant No change

The Trail of the Seven 
Lochs

The Trail of Seven Lochs will be 
partially closed for the duration of the 
construction period.  It will be 
diverted via Diversion 1 allowing 
access through the Development 
Site for the duration of construction.

Minor No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Minor Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant

National Cycle Route 
78

The National Cycle Route 78 will be 
partially closed for the duration of the 
construction period.  It will be 
diverted via Diversion 3 allowing 
access through the Development 
Site for the duration of construction.  

Moderate No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Minor Not Significant No change 

C1064 The C1064 will be permanently 
realigned prior to construction.  This 
realignment will include the provision 
of a path which can be used for 
recreation. It will be available to 
recreation users throughout the 
construction period.

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to minor 
adverse and 
therefore Not 
Significant

B862 There will be increased traffic during 
construction.

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant No Change

Local Path Network Some local paths will be retained 
and will be open to users during 
construction.  Other will be closed for 
duration of the construction period 
and some will be closed temporarily 
during construction.  The local paths 

Minor No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Minor Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

which are in the location of the head 
pond will be closed permanently.

An Torr Highland 
Council Core Path 
(IN12.01)

No direct impact as a result of 
construction activities.  Diversion 3 
will allow users to be able to access 
IN12.01 from IN17.01 during 
construction.  Diversion 3 is shown 
on Figure 14.1.3 (Appendix 14.3 
Volume 5).

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant No Change

Fair Headed Lad’s 
Pass Core Path 
(17.01)

No direct impact.  Diversion 3 will 
allow users to be able to access 
17.01 from IN12.01 during 
construction. Diversion 3 is shown 
on Figure 14.1.3.

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant No Change

Great Glen Way No direct impact as a result of 
construction activities.  

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant No Change

Great Glen Canoe 
Trail

No direct impact as a result of 
construction activities.  

Negligible No additional mitigation from 
Outline Access Management Plan 
or embedded mitigation.

Negligible Not Significant No Change

Local Events Races and other outdoor events 
which use local recreation routes 
could be impacted by construction 
activities.

Minor / 
Negligible

A CTMP and a CEMP will be 
implemented to reduce effects to 
amenity.

Minor / Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant

Chapter 15 Traffic and Transport
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 

Effects
Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Severance Increase in the amount of traffic on the roads used by 
construction vehicles resulting in perception that a road is 

Minor 
Adverse

Use of excess material for Landscape 
Embankment will reduce HGV trips.

Negligible Not Significant
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Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

less safe to cross or that parts of a settlement or property 
become isolated

Use of concrete batching plants to 
significantly reduce the number of HGV 
trips.

Upgraded to major 
adverse and 
therefore Significant

HGVs to follow defined routes to and from 
the Development Site.

Increased 
journey time for 
non-construction 
traffic

Increase in slow moving HGV traffic which results in a 
convoy of vehicles being unable to overtake the HGV. 
This in turn leads to increased journey times, driver 
frustration and drivers taking unnecessary risks

Minor 
Adverse

Instruct HGV drivers to stop at suitable 
locations allowing vehicles to pass.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to major 
adverse and 
therefore Significant

Use of concrete batching plants to 
significantly reduce the number of HGV 
trips.

Use of excess material for Embankment 
enhancement and Landscape 
Embankment will reduce HGV trips.

Detailed CTMP.

Use of the Caledonian Canal to import 
pre-cast tunnel lining sections from 
supplier. 

Traffic management associated with abnormal load 
deliveries may involve local road closures and local 
diversion of traffic

Major 
Adverse

Escort vehicles to accompany abnormal 
load.

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

Abnormal load delivery to be programmed 
in such a way so as to cause minimal 
disruption i.e. at night or during off-peak 
hours.

Implementation of the finalised CTMP.
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Traffic Increase 
due to site 
workers

Site workers travelling to the Development Site by 
personal vehicle will increase the volume of traffic on the 
local road network which may cause delay to other road 
users

Major 
Adverse

Construction Contractor will organise 
mini-bus services to facilitate the 
movement of site workers from 
accommodation areas to the 
Development and encourage car sharing. 
Implementation of the CTMP

Minor 
Adverse

Not Significant No change

On-site accommodation to be used to 
house site workers.

Pedestrian Delay Increase in the amount of traffic on the routes used by 
vehicles associated with the construction phase resulting 
in increased perception of danger when travelling on the 
Study Network

Minor 
Adverse

Use of excess material for Embankment 
enhancement and Landscape 
Embankment will reduce HGV trips.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to major 
adverse and 
therefore Significant

Pedestrian 
intimidation

HGVs to follow defined routes to and from 
the Development Site which will be 
signposted.

Minor 
Adverse

Pedestrian loss 
of amenity

Instruct HGV drivers to abide by advisory 
speed limit in local area.

Minor 
Adverse

Road accidents 
and safety

Increase in slow moving HGV traffic which results in a 
convoy of vehicles being unable to overtake the HGV. 
This in turn leading to increased journey times, driver 
frustration and drivers taking unnecessary risks.

Minor 
Adverse

Use of excess material for Embankment 
enhancement and Landscape 
Embankment will reduce HGV trips.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to major 
adverse and 
therefore Significant

HGVs to follow defined routes to and from 
the Development Site which will be 
signposted.

Abnormal loads may need to overrun footways to 
negotiate some junctions along the delivery route to site.

Educate HGV drivers to stop at suitable 
locations allowing vehicles to pass.

Abnormal load vehicle speeds will be low 
and will be escorted. 
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual 
Effects

Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Adverse weather could result in poor road conditions 
which could lead to road traffic accidents occurring.

Footways will be closed on a temporary 
basis if abnormal loads require incurring 
onto pedestrian space.

Winter maintenance will be carried out on 
public roads which will be used by 
construction traffic to maintain road user 
safety.

Air Pollution An increase in traffic has the potential to cause 
environmental and ecological damage due a reduction in 
air quality

Negligible Use of excess material for Embankment 
enhancement and Landscape 
Embankment will reduce HGV trips.

Negligible Not Significant Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore Not 
Significant

Contractors will organise mini-bus 
services to facilitate the movement of site 
workers from accommodation areas to the 
Development and encourage car sharing.

Dust and Dirt Construction traffic travelling to, from and throughout the 
Development is likely to disturb the surface of the access 
tracks which will produce dust and dirt. Should a large 
quantity of dirt be spread over a public road, vehicles 
could lose traction could lead to road traffic accidents and 
an overall reduction in road user safety.

Moderate 
Adverse

Implementation of the CEMP. Wheel 
washing and road cleaning will be carried 
out at public road crossings and site 
access points.  

Minor 
Adverse

Not 
Significant 

Upgraded to 
moderate adverse 
and therefore 
Significant
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Chapter 16 Noise and Vibration 
Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 

Significance 

Occupants of 
Residential 
Dwellings

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary elevated 
noise levels from surface 
plant associated with all 
proposed construction 
works

The majority of the proposed works will result in 
noise effects of negligible significance. The only 
exception is the road construction activities which 
result in major adverse effects at R2 (Ach Na 
Sidhe), R9 (Ardmor), and R8 (Park Cottage) and 
minor adverse effects at R6 (Athbhinn).

Implementation of BPM 
and barriers where 
required 
Noise will decrease 
over distance and as 
the works enter the 
Headpond at depth.

Localised, temporary, 
minor adverse 

Not Significant Not Significant

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary elevated 
noise levels from surface 
plant associated with 
Headpond construction 
only

At the majority of the receptors, the Headpond 
construction works will result in noise effects of 
negligible significance. The only exception to this 
is moderate adverse effects at R2 (Ach Na 
Sidhe) and minor adverse effects at R3 (West 
Town) and R7 (Midtown).

Implementation of BPM 
and construction of 
earth bunds

Localised, temporary, 
minor adverse.

Not Significant Not Significant

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary vibration 
from surface plant except 
piling

Vibration levels at receptors are anticipated to be 
imperceptible hence effects are negligible.

Implementation of BPM Negligible Not Significant Not Significant

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary vibration 
from piling works

Vibration levels at receptors are anticipated to be 
below the threshold at which adverse complaints 
become likely hence worst-case effects are minor 
adverse.

Implementation of BPM 
and vibration 
monitoring during trial 
drives

Localised, temporary, 
minor adverse

Not Significant Not Significant

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary 
groundborne noise and 
vibration from tunnelling 

Groundborne noise and vibration levels at 
receptors are anticipated to be below the 
threshold at which adverse complaints become 
likely hence worst-case effects are minor 
adverse.

Vibration monitoring at 
commencement of 
works 
Groundborne noise and 
vibration levels at 
receptors will decrease 
with distance.

Localised, temporary, 
minor adverse

Not Significant Not Significant
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Receptor Description of Effect Effect Additional Mitigation Residual Effects Significance Updated FEI 
Significance 

Disturbance / annoyance 
due to temporary air 
overpressure and vibration 
from blasting

Allowable MICs will be determined to provide a 
90% confidence level that the air overpressure 
and vibration levels at receptors will not exceed 
acceptable levels at receptors; hence worst-case 
effects are minor adverse. 

Implementation of BPM 
and monitoring during 
trial blasts 
Air overpressure and 
vibration levels at 
receptors will decrease 
with distance.

Localised, temporary, 
minor adverse

Not Significant Not Significant

Underground 
Services

Damage due to vibration 
from piling or tunnelling

Vibration levels are not anticipated to result in 
damage hence effects are Negligible.

None specific Negligible Not Significant Not Significant

Damage due to vibration 
from blasting

Allowable MICs will be determined to provide a 
90% confidence level that the vibration levels will 
not exceed the limit at which damage may occur 
to underground services; hence effects are 
Negligible. 

None specific Negligible Not Significant Not Significant
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